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This study describes the exploitation of the German

tradition of philosophical idealism by publicists propagating social conservatism and cultural imperialism in

Wilhelminian Germany.

It traces the

gradual debasement of

philosophical idealism into volkisch ideology through the
careers and works of Heinrich von Stein (lS57-lS87),

Friedrich Lienhard (1865-1929), and Houston Stewart Chamberlain (1855-1927).

Eschewing the critical function of

cultural
intellectual activity, these publicists propagated

nationalism to defend conservative interests.

Positing

forces and materiaa universal struggle between spiritual

Germany's
listic and animalistic drives, they exalted

materialistic
mission of spiritualizing an increasingly
world.

the social,
Foes of modernization, they opposed

changes accompanying
political, economic, and cultural
Germany after l8?C. They
the rapid industrialization of
socialism, and democracy
opposed the values of liberalism,
and the French Revolution.
emanating from the Enlightenment

Stein and Chamberlain were members of Richard Wagner's

Bayreuth Circle

,

while Xdenhard shared their idealist

assumptions and conservative objectives.
a history of aesthetic

The author of

theory, Stein advocated Wagner's

doctrine of the regeneration through art and religion of
a society corrupted by materialism and commercialism.

Lienhard, the founder of a nativist literary movement
under the name of Heimatkun st in 1900, waged the struggle
for "idealism

11

on a more popular level.

By propagating

a vulgarized form of idealism for a middle-class reader-

ship, Lienhard hoped to stem the tide of progressive

doctrines.

His post-World War

I

novels revealed an ambivalent

attitude toward riFht-wine- extremism.
In the works of Chamberlain, an expatriate English

aristocrat, the ideological transition from Wilhelminian

Imperialism to National Socialism was clearly delineated.

Chamberlain preached nordic cultural and racial superiority
the educated
in works that commanded wide attention among

strata of the Wilhelminian Empire.

Joining idealism with

nationalism and racism, Chamberlain provided

a hortative

conservatism at home.
rationale for expansionism abroad and
set forth in this
The critique of vblkisch idealism

critique of Wagnerian
study is based in part on Nietzsche's

idealism.

and Wagner,
As an intermediary between Nietzsche

vi

Stein may have played a key role in Nietzsche's emergence
as a critic of Wagner's aesthetic idealism and cultural

nationalism.

I^norinrr or misunderstanding the Nie tzschean

precept of critical self -awareness

,

vblkisch publicists

of nationalism and self-congratulation helped to bring

about the dire consequences that Nietzsche had fore seen

vii
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION:

I

THE GENESIS OF VOLKISCH IDEALISM

Within seventy-five years from the founding of
the German Empire in 1871, the unified German state

was destroyed as a result of the German drive for

hegemony in Europe.

In the wake of this demise,

the

volkisch ideology that for decades had rationalized
German expansionism and inspired patriotic fervor was
also swept away.

This study proposes to reconstruct

one strand in this complex ideological web by examining

the careers and works of Heinrich von Stein (1857-1887),

Friedrich Lienhard (1865-1929), and Houston Stewart

Chamberlain (1855-1927).

Their differences notwith-

standing, these three publicists may be treated jointly
as proponents of what

I

have called

" volkisch

idealism."

1

This term indicates both their commitment to the German

idealist tradition and their use of this tradition to
exalt German culture and to arrest social change.

In

the works of these publicists we can trace how volkisch

idealism evolved into a defense against economic, social,

1

The adjective volkisch derived from Volk the
German term for a people, suggests the connotations of
"populist", and "racialist".
"nationalist
,

11

,

,

political, and cultural changes.

In these three writers

idealism was fused with nationalism to form an increasingly
virulent ideological weapon to be wielded aprainst cultural
and political challenges both at home and abroad.

This study traces the debasement of idealism

,

as a

set of lofty aesthetic and philosophical assumptions became

transformed into the social and political ideology of the
volkisch movement after World

'War

In the works of

One.

the short-lived Wagnerian publicist and aesthetic historian

Heinrich von Stein (no relation to the Prussian statesman
of the same name), as in the publicistic works of his

mentor Wagner and in the writings of Wagner's contemporary,
Paul de Lagarde, the origins of the volkisch perversion
of idealism may be seen.

2

A conscientious student of the

German classicists and a gifted aesthe tician

,

Stein praised

idealism as a quintessentially German alternative to the
increasingly commercial and un-German temper of modern times.

2

For Wagner's aesthetic and social views, see especially
Winfried Schuler, Der Bayreuther Kreis von seiner Ents t ehung
Wagnerkult un_d
bis zum Aus^ang der wilhelminischen Ara
Kult urref orm im Geiste volkischer Weltanschauung (Munster:
Verlag Aschendorff, 1971 ), 1-27; and Jacques t<arzun, Darwin,
Critique of a Heritage (19^+1 rev. 2nd ed.
Marx, Wagner
Doubleaay Anchor, 1958), 231-317.
Garden City, N. Y.
Cultural
For Lagarde, see Fritz Stern, The Politics of
A Study in the Rise of th_e Germanic Ideology
De spair
TT96T7"repr. Garden City, N. I.: Doubleaay Anchor, 1965),
Ideology:
25-128; and George L. Mosse The Crisis of German
Grosset &
Intellectual Origins of the Third Reich few /ork:
Dunlop, 196*0, 31-51.
.

;

;

:

;

,

3

This theme was carried forward by'Friedrich Lienhurd,
the publicist of Keimatkunst

,

an anti-urban, nativist literary

movement launched at the turn of the century,

Lienhard,

whose works exemplify what historian Fritz Stern has

called Vul tra r i d e al i smug (the idealization of events and

conditions in order to deny social and economic realities),^
reduced idealism to little more than a set of slogans to

rally support for his campaign against secularism, liberalism,
and democracy.

More escapist than activist in temperament

Lienhard exemplified after World War Cne the ambivalence with
which many conservative idealists viewed the political
tactics of National Socialists
The mar ri acre of convenience be tween idealism and nationa-

lism was most clearly reflected in the works of Houston

Stewart Chamberlain, the expatriate offspring of an

aristocratic English family who embraced German culture with
all the passion of a convert.

Writing in excellent German,

Chamberlain evolved from a publicist of Wagnerian idealism
into an eloquent prophet of nordic racial and cultural

superiority.

His most famous work, The Foundations of

the Nineteenth Century

,

published in 1899

1

became one of

Essays
Fritz Stern, The Failure of 113 iberalism
(i^ew £orkJ
on the Political Culture of ;-:odern Te rmany
Alfred A. Knopf, 1972; xxxvii.
5

:

,

the most controversial and influential works of the

era of imperialism.

In the

final stages of his career

during and after Y/orld War One, Chamberlain propagated

many of the counter-revolutionary social and political

objectives adopted by National Socialism.
Although the three protagonists of this study were
by no means unanimous in their beliefs or in the proposi-

tions they advanced, they did agree on the fundamental

assumption of idealism that spirit holds primacy over matter.

Echoing their Protestant upbringing, they portrayed life
in terras reminiscent of the Gnostics

:

spiritual values

were locked in a struggle to the death against material
and animal forces.

As this struggle seemed to intensify,

vclkisch idealists increasingly identified pre-industrial
Germany with the realm of the spirit.

Besides inveighing

against the pursuit of wealth and the indulgence of sensual
appetites, volkisch idealists opposed materialism in all
its intellectual manifestations, be it naturalism in art
and literature, positivism and rationalism in philosophy
and science, utilitarianism in ethics, atheism in religion,

liberalism in economic theory, or historical materialism
in social and political theory.

Idealism, which enjoined

conquest of the flesh, was usually juxtaposed to egoism.

5

Idealism was personified in the saintly, but martial hero
who resisted temptation and overcame evil.
V blkisch idealists glorified the state both as the

political expression of a people's wholeness and as the

bulwark of spiritual freedom against materialistic selfseeking.

As the inroads of technology and mass democracy

progressively eroded the traditional order, volkisch
idealists sought to revive the ideals of social quiescence
and personal development associated with the age of Goethe*

They regarded with horror and disdain the changes that the

industrial revolution—itself a consequence of pernicious

rationalism

— had

wrought in the nineteenth century.

"Toward the end of the eighteenth century," Chamberlain
wrote after the First World War,
the great transformation took place which will probably
one day be recognized as the most terrible catastrophe
ever to have befallen mankind, so that one may ask
oneself whether the dignity of man can still be saved;
I am speaking of the mechanisation and the resulting
industrialization of life.**

In a time of economic dislocations and social upheaval,

idealism catered to a widespread yearning for a pre-industrial
and pre-revolutionary age»

~^»Nun aber setzt gegen Ende des 18. Jahrhunderts die
furchtgrosse Umwalzung ein, welche wohl einstens als die
unser
barste Katastrophe erkannt werden wird, die jemals
darf
Geschlecht betroffen hat, so dass man sich fragen
retten ist; ich rede
ob die Henschenwiirde uberhaupt noch zu
bedingten Inaustnavon der Mechanisierunc und der dadurch
Nensch
lisierunr des Lebens." Houston Stewart Chamberlain,
und Christentum
und GottT Betrachtunren Uber Relig ion
F. irucKrr.ann, 1921 ) i 15-l6»
rHunich:

Volkisch idealism 'manifested in rather extreme form
the growing sense of crisis and alienation that gripped the

educated strata of the Wilhelminian Empire during the
years before the First World War.

Historian Gerhard

Kratzsch has attributed this sense of crisis to a widening
gulf between traditional values, transmitted through a

classical, humanist education, and the realities of a

society caught in the throes of industrialization and
J

modernization.

5

Traditional values, which esteemed the

cultivation of character and inwardness, a broad general
education, and normative ethical attitudes
and binding standards of conduct

— were

— i.e.,

established

threatened by what

Kratzsch has called Erf olgsresinmmg (the ethos of success).
The latter exalted career values which made economic profit
and success into the highest standards.

Appalled by the

transition after l8?0 to a pluralist society of conflict
principles
and by the change from a politics based on ethical
to a politics based on economic

interests—in effect,

tics—conservative
the triumph of Erf ol^sgesinnung in poli
by lapsing
idealists often expressed their partial rejection

into political apathy.

They deprecated purely practical,

any sort,
technical, economic, or political activity of

over-specialization,
including scientific or scholarly
Kratzsch, K unstwart und Diirerbund. Ein Beitrag
des Imperialism.
zur Oeschichte dor Qebilreten im Zeitalter
Vanaenhoeck a Ruprecht, 1969 )i 2off.
(GbttiruTen:
5 Gerhard

7

narrow utilitarianism, and such concomitants of a consumer
society as advertising

— which

they saw as necessarily in

conflict with the ethical precept of truthfulness.
A letter received by Lienhard from one of his readers in

1900 illustrates the cultural despair which gripped segments
of Germany s educated strata at this time of unparalleled
'

economic growth
We are making no headway against the plebeian mob,
against the current of democratization which disintegrates everything and everybody and which acknowledges
only one thing
success and the golden calf.
I
do not know how the leaf of culture is to turn.
I think a lot about this, perhaps too much, and I
can find no conceivable ways and means. Has prosperity,
the cultural blessing, as it is called, ennobled
England or America? Have the achievements of the
eighteen-seventies the immense increase in prosperity,
been a blessing for us ?6
:

,

Most conservative idealists shared what Kratzsch has

called Gesinnungsantisemitismus

,

an opposition to the liberal,

capitalistic, profit-oriented attitudes that Jews as a group

"Wir vermogen nicht anzukampfen gegen die allgemeine
plebejische Massenpbbelei gegen den Strom der Demokratisierung,
den
die alles und alle zersetzt, die nur eins anerkennt:
Erfolg und das goldene Kalb. Und doch weiss ich nicht,
Ich
ob und wie sich das Elatt der Kultur drehen sollte.
denke viel, vielleicht zu viel daruber nach und finde
Hat etwa der V/ohlstand, der
keine Mittel und Wege.
Kultursegen, wie man's nennt England und Amerika veredelt?
Sind die Errungenschaf ten der siebziger Jahre, der riesig
gestiegene Wohlstand, etwa fur uns segensreich geworden.?.
Friedrich Lienhard, Neue Ideale nebst Vorherrschaf t Berlins
(Stuttgart: Greiner 8c Pfeiffer, 1920), 105.
kth ed.
,

,

11

,

8

were thought to represent. 7

This kind of anti-Semitism

was not necessarily racist and did not preclude the full

acceptance of Jews

— as

individuals- -in socie ty

they subscribed to certain values.

provided

,

Idealists saw their

own function as preserving and disseminating these values,

which would be binding for society as a whole.

These would

be eternally valid ideals, conveyed through art and education,

that would maintain or restore social and cultural unity

Idealists

to crown the political unification of l870-l8?l.

espoused social responsibility as against personal success,
original creativity and independence as against conventionalism
or conformity to passing fads, truthfulness and sincerity
as against opportunism and calculating rationality, and

inwardness as against arid realism.

They valued the

undying creative accomplishments cf "culture" more highly
than the supposedly ephemeral scientific and technological

progress of "civilisation".
The trend toward a more secular, liberal, and rational

society spurred diverse movements for cultural and social
reform in the last decades of the nineteenth century.
the
Writing shortly after the outbreak of World War Two,

publicist Hermann Rauschning, a defector from National
which
Socialism, recalled the sense of crisis out of

volkisch idealism had emerged:

7 Krat*6Ch, Kunstwart und Durerbund,

No single

?lOff.

the disinterested yet
English phrase satisfactorily renders
tismus wuxch may
categorical quality of Gcsinnun^uuisotti
or ideological anti-Semitism.
be best translated as atTitudxnal
,

9

The current of destruction introduced by the great
secular movement of human emancipation is eoing far
beyond the natural rhythm of destruction and rebuilding*
Here it is no longer a question of relative destruction
and losses but of absolute and irrecoverable sacrifices
of the very nature of man, of the human qualities
formed by the untold thousands of years of man's
social existence • o

At a time when the sway of scientific objectivity

seemed to humanistically oriented persons to deprive life
of its personal meaning, Germany's cultural tradition of

idealism was pressed into service by conservative publicists
to rationalize and camouflage conservative social and political

dominance •

Germany differed from France and England

in that a large segment of the Besitz - und Bildungsburger turn
(the propertied and educated bourgeoisie) came to accept

the conservative ideological consensus.

9

In Germany the

bourgeoisie became feudalized, as it were, neglecting

democratization and uniting with agrarian interests to
oppose alterations in the status quo

.

Volkisch idealism

of the
and political anti-Semitism thrived in the decade
to a resurgence
l890's, as Bismarck's dismissal paved the way

and to renewed
of the Marxist Social Democratic Party

Hermann Rauschning, The Conservative Revolution
G. P. Putnam's, 19^1 )» 53*
(New York:
8

9 For the social and political background in Imperial

und BismarckGermany, see Hans Rosenberg, Grosse Depression
una Politik in Pattel Gesellschaft
Wirtschaftsablauf
Belt.
europa (Berlin: de Gruyter, 19o?
,

)

10

pressures for democratic political reforms.

In a decade

in which the absolute rural population in Germany dropped
for the first time, conservatives mobilized public sentiment

against the social and political consequences of rapid

urbanization, while propagating an aggressive foreign policy
to deflect domestic pressures for reform.

1

If social, economic, and political developments of
the l890's (including the depression of 1893) intensified
the vblkisch tendency of conservative idealism, the rcots

of this tendency went back at least to the decade of the
The brilliant success of the Franco-Prussian

1870' s.

War and of German unification had raised extravagant hopes
that could not fail to be disappointed in the years that

followed.

The financial panic of 1873* a result of the

over-rapid expansion of the so-called Grunder jahre
gave rise to wide-spread disillusionment.

12
,

Vblkisch idealists

would look back at these years with mixed feelings, at once
glorying in Germany's grandeur while deploring the materialistic
outlook of what they would call the Grunder - und Schwindler

10

Peter G. J. Pulzer, The Rise of Political Anti
Semitism in Germany and Austria (New fork; John Wiley,
196<0 115^126.

Cf.

f

11

Cf. Klaus Bergraann, Agrarromantik und Grossstadt
(Meisenheim am Glan: Anton Kain, 1970), 33fei ndschaf

^The term Griinder jahre commemorated the founders and
promoters of industrial enterprises in the period following
unif ication.
1

11

jahre

("years of founders and swindlers").

The economic

individualism of the liberal phase of the Bismarckian era
was seen as destructive of the kind of unity which only a

truly national culture could sustain.

They deplored the

cultural indifference of an age that appeared to worship
the Golden Calf, but failed to do proper homage to the

art of Richard Wagner.

Wagner, an important progenitor of vblkisch idealism
who was the single greatest influence on the protagonists
of this study,

combined support for the monarchic state

with criticism of its failure to promote art and culture
more effectively.

A one-time supporter of the revolutions

of 1848 who had hoped that they would create the conditions

under which art could become an effective instrument of
moral reform, Wagner interpreted the German victory over
France in 1871 as a vindication of his aesthetic doctrines.
His first attacks on policies of the Imperial government
halted concame after a financial crisis had temporarily
l8?3.
struction of his festival opera house at Bayreuth in

anti-materialist
Described by Fritz Stern as "the German

materialist £ar excellence

14
,

Wagner accused the state

^Schuler, Per Bayreuther Kreis
lif

,

iff.

Stern, The Failure of Illiberalism

,

*+5

1

12

of encouraging cultural, barbarism by failing to provide

adequate financial assistance for his endeavor to create
a non-commercial national theatre.

Condemning the libera].

tendencies of the age, Wagner made Bayreuth, where the

Festspielhaus was opened in l8?6 to an audience that included
Kaiser Wilhelm

I,

into a center both of pompously staged

grand opera and of social and cultural conservatism.

Through his monthly journal, Bayreuther Blatter

,

and

through publicistic works, Wagner proclaimed that art could

redeem a debased society.

His doctrines exercised a decisive

influence on Stein, Lienhard, and Chamberlain, all of whom

contributed to expounding Wagner's thought.

15

In Wagner's view contemporary civilisation was degenerate,

thoroughly corrupted by worship of money and of material
possessions.

According to Wagner, the fashionable doctrine

1

^Chamberlain, Das Drama Richar d Wagner . Eine
Anregung (1892; 4th ed. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1910)
F. Bruckmann,
ancfRichard Warner (1895; 5th ed. Munich:
For a discussion of Wagner's contributions to
1910).
vblkisch ideology and National Socialism, see Hans Kohn,
The Education of a Nation (New York:
The Mind of Germany
ChirreT~Sc7ibner, 196oTTl°9-221 and Peter Viereck, MetaYork:
Politics: The Roots of the Nazi Mind (19^1; repr. New
interCapricorn BooEsTT^TT 90-l^JT For a refutation cf
pretations linking Wagner with National Socialism, see
and R i ch
Georere G. Windell, "Hitler, National Socialism,
^^
(Jan. 19o^;,
Wagner," Journal of Central European Affairs 22
'

:

,

,

V79-W.

13

of material prorress only served to conceal this process
of degeneration by construing it as an advance *

Since

Wagner believed that at an earlier stage society had
been healthy

,

he was optimistic about the possibilities of

regeneration, if man would return to the original and natural
inner sources of his strength.

A religious reawakening

was necessary to put man back in touch with these inner

sources (described by such adjectives as "purely human"

/reinmenschlich7 and "eternally natural" /ewig naturlich7 )»
which could then be tapped in order to promote renuine

achievements in all fields.

Only when self-seeking utilitarian

values had been replaced by truly Christian values could
a harmonious society emerge in which each individual, as

well as the people as a whole, could realize their inner

potential.

Wagner's doctrine of regeneration affirmed the

possibility that man could develop and advance.
could be done only in harmony with nature
to her,

as it were

— and

— by

But thi6

listening

not at a distance from her, as

the advocates of progress by reason or conscious design

such as Mill or Marx proposed.

l6

Chamberlain, Richard Warner 210ff; see also a
lecture given by Chamberlain in 1693 "Richard Warners
Regenerationslehre" in Rasse und Fersonlichkeit (Munich:
F. sruckmann, 1925)$ 126f f
,

i

14

Art was the vehicle by which this regeneration would
be achieved,

for art was nothing, in Wagner's words, but

"religion represented in living form* 17
11

Influenced by his

reading of Schopenhauer, Wagner held that the artist, and

particularly the poet, knew how to plumb the depths of the
unconscious to illuminate what was inaccessible or unclear
to logical comprehension*

This plumbing of the unconscious

gave the artist his social mission:

his task was to reveal

the goals and ideals toward which society

(

die Volkheit

in Wagner's language) was unconsciously moving.

,

The function

of art was to advance the moral education of society, as

Schiller had advocated in his Brief e uber die asthetische

Erziehung der Menschen (1795)

•

The artist who is in tune

with the spirit of his people serves as its moral guide*

Although art does not teach directly, it awakens in those
who experience it a sense of their own inner potentialities

and makes them want to change their lives.

Because true

art grows from the inner needs of the artist, it can speak
to these inner needs in others.

Wagner considered his

Gesamtkunstwerk' (total work of art) particularly suited
to the task of regeneration,

because by combining music

of
with poetry and drama it conveyed the moral essence

17

Quoted in Chamberlain, Richard Wagner
bendig dargestellte Religion."

,

166.

"Le-

15

human behavior--the aspect that is entirely free of external

conventions—more directly and more effectively than could
any single art form by itself.

1

Nothing, according to Chamberlain, illustrated the

difference between Wagner and such supposedly doctrinaire

French world-reformers as Auguste Comte more graphically
than the latter s indifference or hostility to art.
f

Whereas Wagner sought to reorient man

1

6

values in accordance

with the inner reality that he, as an artist, discerned,
Comte calculated algebraically what the world would have
to be like in order to fit his theories.

Where Wagner sought

to instil a trust in God and king, Comte arrogantly and

unnaturally presumed to reorganize society without them.

19

Wagner's active participation on the Dresden barricades
in the devolution of 1848 later embarrassed his followers,

who sought to minimize his former republican sympathies.

Ibid , 157; Chamberlain, Das Drama Richard Wagner's
see also an essay first published by Chamberlain in
l*vf f
Klassikern
1897, "Richard Wasrner in seinem Verhaltnis zu den
Ausgewahlte
der Dicht-und Ton-Kunst" in Deutsche Wesen.
Aufsatze (Munich: F. Bruckmann, 1916), 132ff.
,

,

.

;

19

Chamberlain, Richard Wagner

,

178.

16

Chamberlain explained this lapse on the grounds that

Wagner had admired the moral imperative of the revolutionary
movement without sharing its political objectives.
To attempt a political revolution was worse than useless
in any case:

it meant only that power changed hands while

the whole edifice of modern civilization remained untouched,

Wagner was, as for Chamberlain every true artist must be,

essentially apolitical; his ultimate ideal was a society
united by religion, in which politicians and political

activity would become unnecessary*

20

Wagner proceeded from the premise that the German

character was uniquely suited to religious regeneration,
and would in fact experience such a rebirth if it could

only follow its true nature.

German?

11
,

To his own query, "What is

the title of a pamphlet he published in l8?8,

Wagner answered:

to do something for its own sake rather

than for pleasure or reward.

Wagner idealized a mythical

forces
past in which Germany had not yet fallen prey to the
of degeneration.

Germany had been deflected from her idealist

values,
course by the inroads of calculating egoistic

expansion of
inroads greatly abetted by the deplorable

newspapers in the nineteenth century.

20

Ibid .,

Kreis, 11.

Wagner accused

Per Bayreuther
167, 172; see also Schuler,

17

Jews of exercising a subversive influence on German culture

through control of the press.
the Jewish religion

— defined

The egoistic principle of

by Wagner as an indifference

to everything that did not promote the welfare of the self

had contributed to the present demoralization.

Not even

the established Christian churches could resist this

corrupting influence.

Jews supposedly lived by exploiting

the process of degeneration.

but Chamberlain exculpated

V/agner of any motives of envy.

He did not resent the facility

of Jews at accumulating wealth, but was concerned instead

with defending German artistic taste and moral concepts.

21

In l88l, two years before his death, Wagner befriended
the French racial theorist Arthur Comte de Gobineau, whose

four-volume Essai sur

1 'inenralite des

appeared between 1853 and 1855.

Gobineau
culture:

1

s

races humaines had

He did not question

explanation for the degeneration of modern
the purity of the three original races (white,

yellow, and black) had been gradually destroyed by intermixing,
in which the strongest races lost proportionately more in

quality than the weaker races gained.

"^Chamberlain, Richard Warner

,

22

Wagner also

226ff.

22

Ibid., 228; for a discussion of Gobineau's theories,
Sine Kritik
see E. TTToung, G obineau und der Rassismus
(Keisenheim am Glan:
der anthropolo^ ischen Geschich tr.theorie
Bicaiss, Father of Racist
AStoil Hain; 1968), and Michael D.
of Count
Ideology : The Social and P olitical Thought
Gohln^Vi (New York: Weybright & Talley, 1970).
:

18

wholeheartedly endorsed the Frenchman's postulate that
the Indo-Germanic white, race was innately superior to

all others.

However, Y/agner rejected Gobineau's denigration

of art as itself a product of racial mixing.

Wagner shaxe Gobineau's relentless pessimism:

Nor did

Wagner clung

to the conviction that a reversal of historic trends could

be accomplished by a revival of true Christianity.

This

moral and religious regeneration would be ushered in by
art, from which Jews were by no means excluded, if only

they would adopt Germanic values.
In the works of his followers, Wagner's doctrine of

regeneration took on an increasingly nationalistic and
reactionary coloration.

Cultural nationalism reinforced

both social conservatism and imperialism, as volkisch

idealists sought to give substance to the poet Emanuel

Geibel's oft-quoted couplet:
Und es mag am deutschen Wesen
Einmal noch die Welt genesen.
(And the world may yet be healed

through German character.

adversities
As conservatives faced increasing political
was underin a society whose social and economic structure
a more direct
going rapid change, volkisch idealists took

previously
interest in the political affairs they had

affected to scorn.

World

process of politization

,

V/ar

One greatly intensified this

which culminated in the rise of

National Socialism during* the Weimar period.
If this study is to offer a convincing critique of

volkisch idealism, it must also evoke the aura and appeal
of a mental idiom that is quite foreign to us today.

While such an approach runs the risk of appearing to give
to discredited ideas an importance that they do not deserve,

it does enable us to understand how volkisch idealism could

provide not only a rationale, but also a source of great
(albeit destructive) strength for Germany in two world
wars.

Even as some political leaders became inured to

idealism while others hypocritically exploited its rhetoric,
millions of soldiers on the battlefield had absorbed its
ethos of noble self-sacrifice.

However bizarre and outlandij

volkisch idealism may seem to us today, it did not seem so
to its many adherents at the time.

As Nietzsche had antici-

pated in his critique of Wagner, volkisch idealism generated

destructive potential even though (or perhaps because) it
seemed to epitomize virtue and respectability.

By identi-

achievement,
fying German culture with the pinnacle of human

high-sounding moral
vo lkisch idealists succeeded in giving a
purpose to megalomanic political aspirations.

.

PART

ONE

HEINRICH VON STEIN AND WAGNERIAN IDEALISM

21

CHAPTER

II

*

A SHORT-LIVED PRODIGY

:

THE LIFE OF

HEINRICH VON STEIN

The career of Heinrich von Stein, an early and intensely

loyal member of Richard Wagner's Bayreuth Circle, offers
a striking example of the attraction which Wagnerian

idealism exercised over talented young persons in Imperial
r

j
Germany,
„

1

Stein's works, largely neglected for the past

Giinter Ralfs,

Heinrich von Stein Idee und Welt
Das Werk des Fhilosophen und Dich ters (Stuttgart:
Alfred
Kroner, 19^-0) a volume of selections from Stein's works
interspersed with explanatory commentary offers the best
introduction to Heinrich von Stein's life and work. The
first published account of Stein's career was provided
by Houston Stewart Chamberlain in an essay entitled MTJn
Heinrich von Stein," Revue des deux
Philosophe Wagnerien:
Mondes 159 (15 June 1900), 831-&58* This article appeared
in German with an essay by Friedrich Poske, the editor of
Stein's posthumously published works, in a volume entitled
Heinrich von Stein und seine "Weltanschauung (Leipzig:
Georg Heinrich Meyer, 1903). For biographical information
see the article by Ferdinand Jakob Schmidt in All^remeine
Duncker & Kumblot,
vol. 5^ (Leipzig:
De utsche Biogrraphie
Max Ettlinger gently criticized Stein
1908), ^56-459.
for overestimating the capacity of art to improve morals
in "Heinrich von Steins asthetische Wei tanschauung,
Hochland 1 (1903-0*0, 610-615. For Friedrich Lienhard
Stein personified the link between the traditions of
Bayreuth and classical Weimar in We gre nach Weimar
Beitrage zur Erneuerung des Idealismus (Stuttgart: Greiner &
Pfeiffer 1905-1908), vol. 1, 55-150. A dissertation written
under the vblkisch philosopher Max Wundt (1879-1963) by G. H.
Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein und sein Verhaltnis zu Richard
uses Stein's
V/agner und Friedrich Nietzsche (Jena, 1926)
works to promote the vblkisch point of view in uncritical
ed.

,

,

:

,

,

,

,

11

,

:

,

,

.
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thirty years, exemplify that peculiar combination of religiosity,

moralism, and heroic aspiration out of which volkisch idealism
was born.

When put to the test by the dispute between

Nietzsche and Wagner, Stein opted for Wagnerian idealism,
a choice

which foreboded his country's later enthrallment

to Germanic ideology.

Karl Heinrich Freiherr von Stein zu Nord- und Ostheim
was born in 1857 into a family with a long aristocratic

tradition in Franconia, a province in northern Bavaria.
His father, who outlived Heinrich by two years, and both

his younger brothers pursued military careers, his brother

Otto achieving the rank of lieutenant general before his

death in 1916.

Heinrich's deeply religious mother died

when he was only eleven years old.

Reared in the tradition

of aristocratic pietism, Heinrich intended as a child to

become a minister.

He exhorted his brothers to be pious

so that they miffht meet again after death and remain together

in Heaven.^
The Hegelian scholar Hermann Glockner's brief
fashion.
Schicksal einer deutschen
essay, Heinrich von Stein
Jugend (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 19.^), offers a more
convincing treatment within the frame of reference of
vblkisch idealism. The post-war literature on Heinrich
von Stein is limited to a brief appraisal of Stein's career
There is no
in Schuler, De£ Bayreuther Kreis 9^-98.
secondary literature on Stein in English, and none of his
works have been translated
:

,

Ralfs,

Idee und Welt

,

xvi.
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From the age cf fifteen Stein kept a diary in which
he described his search for a faith he might wholly believe
in.

11

1 have

one life/

lifetime is not too

1

he wrote in 187^,

lone: to

"and a short human

apply fully to the knowledge

and penetration of true religion. n>

A new Reformation

was needed, the young Stein felt, to return Christianity
to its basic principles.

Although he reserved his greatest

admiration for Martin Luther, he scorned theologians who

disparaged Plato and Socrates because they had not been
Christian.

Stein's own earliest literary efforts included

five poems in Greek.

He had no taste for realism in litera-

ture, he said, for there was realism enough in life.

Contemporaries were impressed by two outstanding
traits in Stein's character:
sense of duty.

his earnestness and his

His aunt remarked that he was a person

one could not help but tease.

Another relative, Adelheid

von Schorn (1841-1916), author of a two-volume work on

post-classical Weimar, could not imagine that Stein had
ever indulged in the customary pleasures of other young

men of his age.

^"Ich habe ein Leben, und ein kurzes Menschenleben
ist nicht zu lang, um es ganz auf Erkenntnis und Durchdringen der wahren Religion zu verwenuen." Adelheid von
Erinnerunren und Briefe
Schorn, Zwei Menschenal ter
S. Fischer, 1901), *f?6.
(Berlin:
:

Ibid,

i

Ralfs, Idee und Welt

,

10.

2*f

A voracious reader, Stein so excelled at school

that he was excused from the oral portion of his Abitur,
the graduation exam.

Selected to deliver a public address

in l8?3* the sixteen-year old Stein chose an appropriately

patriotic theme.
been "un-German"

He denied that Goethe or Schiller had
,

as some commentators had contended

on the grounds of their indifference to the Napoleonic

wars and the wars of liberation, for these poets had created

ideals which Germans still heeded.

l8*f8

had been an

important date, despite its revolutionary turmoil, for it
had demonstrated to Germany that her salvation lay with

Stein closed with an admonition to his classmates

Prussia.

to maintain and strengthen the glorious German Empire.

5

At the University of Heidelberg, where he enrolled

in 187^, Stein soon became disenchanted with the study
of theology.

In its academic setting it appeared a hopelessly

relativistic field in which each professor expounded his
own particular point of view.

In the conflict between

orthodox and liberal theologians, Stein preferred the
former, despite their narrow dogmatism; the liberal efforts
to synthesize religion and science could only lead to a

watered-down religion.

At the suggestion of Kuno Fischer,

professor of philosophy at Heidelberg, Stein read works
|,

m

MMMl

~

^Ralfs, Idee und Welt

,

10.
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by Schopenhauer, Kant, Spinoza, and David Friedrich Strauss,

Inspired by the example of Schopenhauer, whose pessimism,
however, he rejected, Stein dreamed of devoting his life
to creating his own philosophy.

sake,

he wrote a friend in l87^

11

"If only, for Heaven's
"a so-called agreeable

f

life, etc., is not the dominant factor in choosing a career.

Conversations with Kuno Fischer reinforced the young
theology student's critical attitude toward the economic

materialism of the burgeoning German Empire.

"The struggle

is between idealism and materialism," Stein wrote in his

"There is a God

diary in l87^»

•

•

."

7

•

There are things

May mankind believe in

that are lofty, eternal, great.
these

•

•

Stein thought that only large-scale inter-

vention by the state to promote education and religion
could prevent a revolution by the brutalized masses.

Although he hoped such a revolution could be stifled,
Stein sympathized with the victims of luxury-loving factory
owners.

He could have conceived of himself as a Social

Democrat, he said, if this party had not been so foolishly

malcontent and so inf uriatingly anti-national.

g

^"Wenn nur urn Himmels willen nicht ein so^renanntes
angenehmes Leben usw. der dominierende Gesichtspunkt bei
1^-16.
Entschliessung zu einer Karriere ist." Ibid
.

,

^"Der Kampf gilt zwischen Idealem und Materialismus.
.
es gibt Hohes, Ewiges, Grosses.
Es gibt einen Gott
16.
Ibid
Daran glaube die Menschheit
.

.

11

.

o

Ibid.

,

Ih.

.

.

.

,
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At Heidelberg Stein's religious crisis deepened.

Christian dogmas seemed to him more a product of history
than a legacy of Christ.

He rejected the pessimistic

Christian conception of man's condition in the world;
beneficent historical developments were everywhere in
evidence.

Stein yearned for

and demonstration.

a

religion based on knowledge

"My understanding rebels against believing
o

what it does not know.

11

When he decided to switch to the

study of philosophy and science the following year, Stein
did not consider himself untrue to theology; if anything,

theology had been untrue to him.

Theology builds from top to bottom; it climbs down to
earth from the clouds.
I know this method and am
tired of it; from now on I will go the opposite
way and construct the edifice on a solid foundation,
namely on the living rock that I feel under my feet. 10

Transferring to the University of Berlin in l875i
Stein became a student of Eugen Dlihring (1833-1921), an

eccentric professor of economics and philosophy whose
doctrine of state-supported worker cooperatives gained
some support in the Social Democratic Party in the mid-l870's.

"Mein verstand empbrt sich dasregen, zu glauben,
26.
Ibid .
was er nicht erkennt."
,

"Die Theologie baut von oben nach unten, sie stciprt
Ich kenne diese Methode
aus den Wdken herab auf die Erde.
und bin ihrer miide; von nun an will ich den entgegengese tzten
W«g einschlagen und das Gebaude nur auf fester Grundlage
aufrichten, namlich auf dem lebendiren Felsen, den ich
Ibid .
Jl.
da unter meinen Fiissen spure."
,
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Under Duhring, an opponent of metaphysical dualism which

sundered the realms of ppirit and matter, Stein wrote
his doctoral dissertation, liber Wahrnehmung
in l877»

(

M 0n

Perception"),

In contradiction to Kant's conception of inacces-

sible noumena

was possible.

,

Stein arcrued that direct perception of reality

Duhring's influence was also evident in

Stein's first published work, Die Ideale des Ma tcrialismus
("The Ideals of Materialism

11

)

,

which appeared under the

pseudonym Armand Fensier in l8?8«

The title had been

suggested by his publisher who wanted a student of Duhring's
to write a popular explication of the master's positivist

philosophy.

But instead of providing a reasoned philoso-

phical exposition, Stein incorporated into the book a number
of fictitious sketches which he had written the preceding

year»

His purpose was to demonstrate that Duhring's brand

of atheism was not at odds with the traditional Christian

ideals of sainthood and heroism.
The book occasioned an embarrassing incident during
a visit to Rome in l8?8.

Melvida von Meysenbug (l8l6-1903)i

a confidante of Mazzini, Warner, and Nietzsche, introduced

Stein to the poet and novelist Faul Heyse (1830-191*0
would win the Nobel Prize for literature in 1910.

«

who

Resuming

an interrupted conversation with Melvida von Meysenbug,

rushed
Heyse spoke deprecatingly of immature writers who

•

28

into print too soon.

Another example of this had arrived

in the rrails just that morning.

Ideale des Kateriaiismus .

It turned out to be Die

Upon learning that Stein was

its author , Heyse softened his judgment
In her memoirs, Melvida von Meysenbug noted a certain

stiffness and excessive reserve in Stein's manner.

When

the Russian emigre artist Paul von Jukovsky offered him
the use of the familiar form of address, Stein blushed

and declined.

Melvida von Meysenbug was amused by the reli-

gious idealism she discerned in the young Stein, even as
Another friend

he defended Diihring s positivist doctrines.
•

of the family's, Caroline von Sayn-Wittgenstein

amused.

,

was less

A lack of religion, she wrote to Adelheid von

Schorn, would always lead to French communes and to assassination

attempts in Berlin.
After a year of military service in 1878-1879

Stein

»

obtained through Melvida von Meysenbug a position as tutor
to Richard Wagner's eleven-year old son Siegfried.

It

Through

proved to be the crucial experience of his life.

Wagner, Stein found his way back to religion, though
he did not cease in his efforts to reconcile Diihring's

Melvida von Meysenbug, Memoiren einer Idealistin
Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt 1922), vol. II,
(I898; Stuttgart:
,

305.
12

30^-305; Schorn, Zwei Menschenal ter
Ibid .
Wahnes Heinrich von Stein 38.
,

,

,

,

3^5;
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Wirklichkeitsphilosophie (philosophy of reality) with
Wagnerian idealism.

In the hopes of the

two men for a

regeneration of Germany and of mankind Stein saw a common
meeting-ground*
Put off at first by what he regarded as a flight from

reality, Stein soon found in Bayreuth the kind of community
he came to value as the supreme good.

Gemeinsamkeit der Gesinnung

,

He called it a

a mutuality of conviction, a

sense of community far deeper than mere congruence of thoughts
and opinions.

and conviction

Gesinnung

—a

— expressed,

word that suggests both character
in Stein's view, the total

personality in a way that mere thoughts and opinions did not.
In his essay on Stein, Chamberlain stressed Gesinnung
as the key to Stein s personality.

The absence of an

1

adequate equivalent for Gesinnung in either French or

English reflected, according to Chamberlain, a genuine
difference in national character; Gesinnung
German, whereas esprit

,

v/as

typically

a word for which there is no equiva-

lent in German, was a typically French characteristic.
For Chamberlain, Stein's Gesinnung was so deep-seated
that it would always be difficult to make his personality

comprehensible to non-Germans.

1

^Ralfs, Idee und Welt
Heinrich von Stein, llff.

,

102ff .

;

Chamberlain & Poske

,

.
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Unpublished papers dating from this period

prive

some

indication of Wagner's .profound effect on the impressionable
young man.

Gemeinsamkeit der Gesinnung

,

Stein wrote,

presupposed a capacity sympathetically to understand others,
a capacity he found more highly refined in Wagnerians

than in anyone else he had ever met.

This capacity

arose from veneration for Richard Wagner
as well as for his art

— for

— for

his person

such veneration developed a

person's "receptivity", which was itself a precondition
for any sense of community.

The human spirit must lose

itself in something higher in order to realize its full
potential.

Art reconciles man to a higher order of things

in which the death of the individual is subsumed.

No

deeper understanding of the world is possible to man
on earth than through the flow of tears evoked by music.
At Bayreuth and then at Wagner's winter residence

in Naples, Stein began work on a series of dramatic

episodes, a number of which were published in 1883 under
the title Helden und Welt ("Heroes and the World"),

while others were published posthumously in 1888.

iE

Ralfs, Idee und Welt

,

lO^ff.

Dramaticche
*Aus dem Nachlass von Heinrich von Stein
Bilder und Erzahlungen (1888), repr. in Gesammelte Dichtunrren
Insel Verlag,
vol. Ill, edited by Friedrich Poske (Leipzig:
1

.

n.

d

.

)

,
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A lengthy letter from Wagner which served as an introduction
to Kelden und Welt turned out to be the Maestro' s last

published work before his death in 1883.

Helden und Welt

was modeled after a similar work by the French racial theorist

Count Gobineau (1816-1882), whose collection of historical

portraits, La Renaissance

:

Scenes His toriques (1877). was

praised by Stein in the Bayreuther Blatter in l88l.
Stein's other contributions to the Bayreuther Blatter
that year included essays on Shakespeare, Goethe's Wander jahre

,

and Rousseau, whose ideas on education Stein sought

to apply in his tutelage of young Siegfried Wagner.

Stein agreed with Wagner that traditional schooling did
not provide enough opportunity for self- development

Stein's Bayreuth idyll came to an end in l88l.
At his father's behest, Stein returned home to pursue an

academic career at the University of Halle.

The elder

Stein regarded his son's service in Bayreuth as a waste
of time*

Although he had previously advised Stein against

a university career, Wagner urged the irresolute young

man to respect his father's wishes.

Stein acquiesced,

seizing the chance to do battle for Wagnerian ideas in
the outside world*

But in the few years left to him he

l6

Most of the articles Stein wrote for the Bayreuther
in
Blatter were edited and published by Friedrich Poske
Gesammelte Aufsatze (Stuttgart:
Zur Kultur der Seele
jT"g. Cctta, 1906).
.

8

.
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never again found the happiness he had enjoyed at Bayreuth.
In a letter to Hans von Wolzogen (1848-1938) in 1883,

Stein wondered whether his fellow Wagnerian, who spent a

lifetime at Bayreuth as editor of the Bayreuther Blatter

,

had not chosen the better course 17

Bayreuth scarcely offered adequate preparation for a

scholarly career.
Giordano Bruno

,

Stein

1

habilitation dissertation on

s

whom Diihring considered the greatest

philosopher of all times, was rejected three times before
a thoroughly revised version was finally accepted*

The original version, entitled Per Wahn eines Helden
(best translated, perhaps, as "The Manic Vision of a Hero"),

contained more poetry than scholarship*
terra

1

The use of the

Wahn reflected the influence of Wagner, who named

his home in Bayreuth Wahnfried (combining the concepts of

"visionary" and "peaceful".)

Even the final version of

Stein's dissertation, now entitled Uber die Bedeutung des

dichterischen Elements in der Philosophie des Giordano
Bruno ("On the Meaning of the Poetic Element in the

Philosophy of Giordano Bruno"), published in the Bayreuther

17

Ralfs, Idee und Welt

,

213-

l8

Der Wahn eines Helden was published in Internationale
Mon atsschriftT "! (Ibd2), nos. 1-3, and posthumously in
Gedanke n uber
book form under the title, Giordano Bruno
(Leipzig
seine Lehre und sein Lcben edited by Ft. Poske
Georg Heinrich Meyer, 1900).
.

,
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Blatter in l88l, was not adjudged wholly satisfactory.
While commending Stein

-for

his effort and s^ood will,

Rudolf Haym (1821-1901), professor of German literature and
one of the founders of the National Liberal Party in Prussia,

expressed doubt whether Stein could ever wholly conform to
scholarly standards.

1

Referring to the implacable opposition of the mathematician and logician Georg Cantor (1845-1918), who would
found the Deutsche mathematische Vereinis:ung in 1890,

Stein blamed his repeated failures in part on Jewish

opposition to Wagner and Duhring.
full numbers

,

"

"The Jews appeared in

he wrote Cosima Wagner's daughter Daniela

von Biilow in l88l, "and agitated against me in front of

everybody; an experience that is worth something."

20

This outburst notwithstanding, Stein was not markedly
anti-Semitic.

the "Jewish problem" never obsessed him as

it did Wagner or Chamberlain, and his occasional anti-

Semitic remarks never remotely approached the virulence of

Duhring

1

s

language.

Although often enough he railed against

the materialistic temper of the times, Stein did not

blame the Zeitgeist on the Jews.

1

^Ralfs, Idee und Welt

20

,

HOff.

"Die Juden waren vollzahlig erschienen, und haben
ersichtlich vor alien Augren offenbar pep-en mich agitiert;
Ibid., U5«
eine Erfahrung, die etwas wert ist."

—

—

At the University of Halle, Stein failed to attract

students to his courses on Rousseau and Schopenhauer,
In the winter semester l88l to 1882, over the objections

of many of his colleagues, he offered the first course
on Richard Warner at a German university, but with little
1

success.

Students lost interest, Stein complained to

Cosima Wagner, because there was nothing they could take
notes on.

In a poem to Daniela von Biilow, Cosima Warner's

daughter

Stein struck an uncharacteristically self -mocking

note

,

:

And shouldn t I choose idleness instead
Of counting: my few listeners by the head-And seeing their numbers lessen day by day-I can t prevent it, no matter what I say 21
'

.

f

Stein's letters of this period bear witness

to the

frustrations of a teacher who cannot reach his students.
"As German students," he wrote contemptuously in 1882,
"yes, as theologians from Halle, they all know a great

deal; words, words

...

as Hamlet says.

And yet it is

good to wait and to 6trive for these words to cease and

21

"Und sollt ich den Kiissiggang nicht wahlen
Anstatt die Haupter meiner Hbrer zahlen
Sehn, wie sie sich von Tag zu Tag vermindern
Ich lese fort und kann es nicht verhindern."
Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein, $k.
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a shimmer of truth, of consciousness,

to

efforts were not in vain, Stein felt

if he could minister

f

dawn."

His

to those students who expected more from their education

than an arid scholarly approach.

know how much true living substance a young person
at a university expects from philosophy.
And then
such a sincerely searching- student is confronted with
dead science, like a Gorgon's head. 23
I

Scholarship, Stein said, is timebound and limited in scope
by the particular civilization of which it forms a part,

while the wisdom emanating from inner experience remains

valid for all time.

2k

Stein's chief interests remained in Bayreuth, not at
the hostile and indifferent university.

He visited Bayreuth

as frequently as his duties allowed, occasionally eschewing
the train and hiking part way on foot.

His contributions

to the Bayreuther Blatter in 1882 and 1883 included articles

on Luther and the peasants, Jean Paul, language. and culture,

and an appeal to German universities to abolish the prac tice

"Diese wissen alle als Deutsche Studenten, ja
wie
.
hallesche Theologen sehr viel, Worte, Worte
Hamlet es nennt und doch ist es schbn, nun darauf zu warten
und danach zu streben, dass . . . einmal das Wort verstumme,
und ein Dammer der Wahrheit, des Bewusstseins anbreche."
Ibid
70.
,

.

.

,

.

,

2

viel wirkliches Lebensprut ein junger
Mensch oft auf der Universitat von der Fhilosophie erwartet.
Und dann wird ererade den aufrichtig Suchenden die totenstarre
.
Wissenschaft ent^egengehal ten wie ein Gorgonenhaupt
Ralfs, Idee und Welt 197.

^"Ich weiss,

wie

,

,

Ibid.

,

198

^

—
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of vivisection.

In collaboration with Karl Friedrich

Glasenapp (18^7-1915), the author of a six-volume adulatory
biography of Wagner, Stein published the Wagner - Lexikon in
I883, an encyclopedia of Wagner's cultural and political

Although Stein regarded the dissemination of

views.

Wagnerian ideas as the most important literary task of the
day , the Wagner - Lexikon

,

never reissued

,

failed to reach

a large public.

Disappointed by the lack of response to his efforts
at Halle--his words ver - hallen

(

fade away

)

,

he wrote

Stein applied for a position at the University of Berlin
in 1883-

Having produced no recognized scholarly work

since the start of his career, Stein was forced to repeat
the habilitation process.

Scholars would never acknowledge

his work, Stein lamented, unless they recognized emotions
as not just incidental traits but as genuine sources of

knowledge.

Yet he envied the contentment of scholars who

had managed to carve out for themselves a narrow field
of knowledge and had taken full possession of it.

Stein's second habilitation dissertation, Uber die

Beziehung der Sprache zum philosoj.hischen Erkennen ("On

2

^Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein

26

Ralfs, Idee und Welt

,

,

Gk

203, 212

the Relationship of Language

to Philosophical Knowledge"),

published in the B ayre uther Blatter in 1883, argued that

language—particular] y the German language
key to wisdom.

— contains

the

Wisdom may be acquired through the study of

etymology, for words and expressions reflect metaphysical
truths.

Kan can fathom these truths by becoming conscious

of the original meaning of words.

relatively moderate thesis

Stein went beyond this

(elaborated in the work of

Martin Heidegger) to argue that the common root of Lie be
and Leben ("love

11

and "life") conveys an important message

For Stein the link between these two words

for mankind.

provided a philosophical foundation for the cultural

regeneration that Wagner and his fo] lowers demanded.
To fulfil their cultural mission, Germans needed above all
to properly heed the wisdom contained in their own language.

2?

Stein's dissertation was rejected out of hand by
Eduard Zeller (1814-1908), a liberal professor of theology
and philosophy, with the comment that Stein apparently
still confused youthful enthusiasm with scholarly achievement.
The philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911

)t

a pioneer of

intellectual history, agreed that Stein's mystical insights
provided no firm basis for scientific methodology.

27

Ibid.

,

205ff

t

Impressed by Stein's gift for aesthetic theory, however,

Dilthey recommended that he be given another opportunity*
Under Dilthey's sympathetic guidance, Stein now completed
his transition to genuine scholarship.

Uber

den,

Zusammenhang Boileau

'

s

His dissertation,

mit Desc artes

Relationship cf Boileau to Descartes"

)

,

(

M 0n

the

a topic suggested

by Dilthey, was accepted with special commendation for its

exemplary method in the summer of 188^.

It was published

in the Zeitschrif t fur Philosophie und philosophische

Kritik in I885 and became the first chapter of Stein's
major work, Die Entstehunp; der neueren Asthetik ("The

Development of Modern Aesthetic Theory").

In this ^00

page volume, published in 1886, Stein applied Dilthey's

principles of Geisteswissenschaf

(literally

,

"science

of the mind," but meaning here human studies as opposed
to natural science) to the history of aesthetic theory

from French Classicism to the idealism of Johann Joachim

Winckelmann (1717-1768).

?8

At the University of merlin, Stein not only attracted

several devoted seminar students, including Arthur Seidl
(1863-1928), author of works on Wagner, Nietzsche, and

Richard Strauss, and Robert Sonmer (186^-1937 )

1

author of

39

works on psychology and aesthetics, but to his own
surprise
he found himself for a brief time one of the most
popular

lecturers as well.

His lectures on Goethe and Schiller in

the summer of 1886 had to be moved into the auditorium

maximum

,

otherwise occupied only, by such luminaries as the

nationalist historian Heinrich von Treitschke (1834-1696 ) 29
These lectures were published in the Bayreuther Blatter
in 1887 under the title, Die Asthetik der aeutschen

Klassiker ("The Aesthetic Principles of the German Classicists
and subsequently in book form.

Appearing in the inexpensive

paperbound series of publisher Philipp Reclam, this volume
received the widest circulation of any of Stein's works.
Stein concentrated an extraordinary volume of work

into the last years of his short life.

At times he became

so enwrapped in his lectures that he continued them to

himself all afternoon. 30
Blatter in

Kis contributions to the B ayreuther

to 1887 included a four-part explication

l88*+

of Schopenhauer s philosophy
1

,

an article on the depiction

of nature in Wagner s works, and an analysis of the influence
f

of Rousseau on Kant.

In thirteen extensive book reviews

from 1882 to 1886, Stein covered a wide variety of topics,

29

Ibid.

,

366.

30 Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein, 162.

11

),

ko

including works by the French theologian Ernest Renan
(1823-1892), the social reformer Merits Wirth (1849-1917),
the psychologist Paul Ree

(18^9-1911), the conservative poli-

tical critic Konstantin Frantz (I8l7-l891)

the Orientalist

t

Paul Deuesen (184-5-1919), and the future president of

Czechoslovakia, Tomas Masaryk (1850-1937).

In addition,

Stein contributed articles on vegetarianism and animal
virtues, two favorite Wagnerian concerns, to a periodical

entitled Per An wait der Tiere ("The Animal's Advocate").
A future of unlimited promise seemed to stretch out before

Through Dilthey's efforts on his behalf, he was

him.

appointed to a professorial chair in aesthetics at Berlin
just days before his totally unexpected death, at the
ae:e

of 30, in June, 188?.
In spite of his increasing success, the last years

of Stein's life had not been happy.

"No person near or

far who understands me," he wrote in his diary a few months

before his death, "no woman who will ever love me."

31

It seemed to Stein that he had a special organ for sadness.

A promising friendship with another victim of loneliness,

Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), had ended in virtual

p

"Kein ferner oder naher Kensch, der mich verstehet,
154.
kein Weib, das je mich lieben wird." Ibid
.

,

41

estrangement.

Even his relations with Bayreuth were

clouded by Stein's sensitivity to slights real or imagined*
An announcement of his course on Wagner in the Bayreuther

blatter had seemed to him unnecessarily perfunctory and
cold.

Such hypersensitivity led Hans von Wolzogen in turn

to adopt a slightly ironical tone in correspondence with

his ernest colleague.

Stein*s feelings were hurt as well

by the mild criticisms of Ludwig Schemann (1852-1938),

another member of the Bayreuth Circle.

Schemann, the

biographer of Gobineau and founder of the Gobineau Socle ty
in l89^» chided Stein for dwelling in the clouds and neglecting
to promote the Wagnerian cause in a more practical way.

Stein

1

s

death

v/as

32

attributed to heart failure after

a severe bout of influenza.

In retrospect it appears that

the brooding sense of unhappiness that ran through the last

years of Stein's life may have been due to physical infirmity
as well as to his isolation in an unsympathetic urban

environment.

In May, 1887, a month before his death,

Stein wrote of recurrently feeling that he simply could not
go on anymore.

me.

"It must be an illness that is gnawing on

It could not be

^ 2 Ibid.,

61;

just— me.""

In one of his last letters

Schorn, Zwei Menschenal ter

,

kOO.

"^"Es muss eine Krankheit sein, die mich verzehrt.
Menschenal ter
Und es 1st doch nicht nur— Ich." Schorn, Zwei
Chamberlain apparently changed that last sentence to
496.
"Und es ist doch nur das Nicht-Ich.
make it more didactic;
ana ioske, ;ieinricn
Chamber!
("It is just the non-self. ")
von Stein 53*
'

,

...

1*2

he spoke wistfully of his constant longing for death as
a child*

His early death became an important component

in a cult, nurtured by Lienhard, Chamberlain, and members
of the Bayreuth Circle, that depicted Stein as a martyr
to Idealism in a hostile materialistic world.
of his life,

11

"This dream

Chamberlain wrote in I896, shortly before

beginning work on The Foundations of the Nineteenth Century

,

"to have an educational effect on others, Stein will not

have dreamed in vain with me." 35

To those who knew him

personally, Stein's death meant a profound loss.

Wagner felt that she would never get over it.

Cosima

And Nietzsche,

who had hoped to find in Stein a kindred spirit, wrote to

Franz Overbeck:

"Why was

I

not called in his place—it

would have made more sense* "^
35

Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein

161.

,

"55

"Diesen Traum seines Lebens, auf andere erziehend
zu wirken, wird Stein bei rair nicht umsonst getraumt haben."
Ralfs, Idee und Welt 391.
,

•^"Warum bin ich nicht an seiner Stelle abgerufen
worden es hatte mehr Sinn gehabt." Nietzsche to Cverbeck,
30 June 1887, Ralfs, Idee und Welt 388.

—

,
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CHAPTER
FROM DUHRING TO WAGNER:

III
STEIN'S PASSAGE

FROM POSITIVISM TO IDEALISM

Stein's dissertation
1877 at the age of 20

,

liber

Wahrnehmung

,

completed in

and his Ideale des Mate rial ismus

,

published a year later, reflect the influence of the opinionated economist and philosopher Karl Eugen Diihring.

Forced to

erive

up a career in law by total blindness at the

age of 28, Duhring had become a professor at the University

of Berlin in 1863*

A feud with the physicist Hermann von

Helmholtz (1821-1894)

1

whom Diihring accused of suppressing

the discoveries of Julius Robert Mayer (l8l4-l878
to Duhring's forced resignation in

1*8

77 •

)

,

led

Thereafter he

lived as a publicist in Leipzig, churning out works of

increasing virulence and bitterness.

Jews and Marxists

became the targets of his most intense hatred.

His most

radical proposals for handling the "Jewish problem

foreshadowed the Nazis' "final solution."

11

ominously

Of his many

questionable historical judgments, perhaps the most eccentric
was his insistence that the dramatist Gottfried August

Burger (1747-179*0 was a better peot than Goethe.

He

referred to Schiller as Schillerer (someone who displays
his colors, like a peacock), and to Nietzsche as Nichtsk e

t

(niches meaning "nothing").

Duhring is remembered today

chiefly for having championed a brand of socialism
opposed
to Marxism, provoking from Friedrich Engels a
biting re-

futation generally referred to under the title

Ar.ti -Duhring.

1

Duhring s scholarly reputation rested on his early
1

work, particularly his Kritische Geschicht e der Philosop hie
(1869), K ritische Geschichte der National - Okonomie und des

Sozia lismu s (1871), and Kritische Geschichte der allgemeinen

Prinzipien der Mechanik (1873 )•

Chamberlain, to whom

Duhring's atheism and philosophical monism were anathema,

considered this latter volume DUhring's best work because
in it he uncharacteristically desisted from offering ultimate

explanations of reality.

2

Duhring called his philosophy

Wirklichkeitsphilosophie (philosophy of reality), the title
of later editions of his Kursus der Philosoph ie

published in l875»

,

first

Duhring rejected the notion of infinity,

1

Friedrich Enerels, Herrn Eugen Duhrinprs Umwalzung der
Wissenschaf ( Anti - Duhring ) (I878; repr. Berlin, I960).
issued in numerous
Diihrine; s main anti-Semitic tract
revised editions, is Die Judenf ra<re als Fra^e der Rassen Si tte und Kultur aer Vblker
s chadlichkeit fiir Existenz
For DUhring's
H. Reuther, lbe-6).
Tl880; 3rd ed. Karlsruhe:
judgment of Goethe and Schiller, see Die Grosser, dor ncdernen
Literatur popular una kri tisch nach neuen Gesicht^Tjunkten
The
Naumann, 1904).
G
dargestellt 2nd ed. (Leipzig:
best overview of Duhring 6 career is provided in Gerd-Klaus
Kaltenbrunner "Vom Konkurrenten des Karl Marx zum Vorlaufer
Hitlers: Eugen Duhring, in Prophe te n des .sationalismus
edited by Karl Schwedhelm (Munich: List Verlap*, 1969 )i 36-^5
1

,

,

.

,

9

,

11

Chamberlain and Poske, Heinrich von Stein

,

,

25

^5

arguing that, since the universe and all its parts are
finite, man will eventually be able to discover the entire

mechanism of the world.
into this effort.

man's efforts,

All man's resources should be put

In the interest of concentrating

-Diihring

stridently opposed all religion

(which he condemned as Asiatismus

)

,

metaphysical speculation,

and even art, for all these served only to veil reality.
He considered Comte,

the founder of Positivism, the only

significant philosopher of the nineteenth century, though
he rejected Comte 's altruism as necessarily hypocritical.
Diihring also criticized Comte for his over-estimation

of what Diihring called the scholarly caste.

His own

contempt for professors, a consequence of his experiences
at the University of Berlin, was expressed in his proposal

for the abolition of universities in his autobiography,

Leben t Sache und Feinde ("Life, Cause, and Enemies").^
In attributing to philosophy the capacity to answer

all questions about life and its meaning, Diihring differed

radically from empiricists in the British tradition.
In embracing ethics as well as epistemolofry

,

Diihring's

materialism also differed from such earlier German materialists

^Diihring, Per Ersatz der Relirion durch Vollkommeneres
und die Aussch e i dun?; alles Judenthums durch den_ modernen

VblkerFeist T^arlsruhe: n. Heuther, Ibb}) 100 WirKiich
Phantasmenf reie ftaturerrrriindung und
keitsphilosophie
gerecht f reihei tliche Lebensordnung (Leipzig: 0. 3.
Reisland, 1&95), 1-57.
,

:

J

•

<+6

as Karl Vogt

(l8l?-l895) and Ludwig Buchner (1824-1899).

According to Diihring, moral laws are .contained in nature,
so that the ultimate purpose of studying nature is to learn

how to act in a moral fashion.
(as well as Diihring's racial

e

This practical appeal

thnocentrism ) made Diihring

acceptable to idealists such as Chamberlain, who thoroughly

disagreed with him on epistemological grounds.

The rejection

of philosophizing for its own sake may also explain how

Stein was able to absorb Duhring's influence without doing
violence to his own religious and reformatory impulses.

Although he decried Wagnerian art as Romantic and reactionary,
Diihring preached the necessity of Germanic regeneration with

equal zeal •

Diihring

,

too

,

celebrated the allegedly

Nordic virtues of loyalty, integrity, trust, firmness, and

inner freedom.

The goal of his philosophy was to

these ideals in flesh and blood.

11

n internalize

Even his attack on super-

natural religion was not made solely on epistemological
grounds, but on the grounds that religion, by supposedly

absolving man of his sense of guilt, did not provide an
adequate basis for morality.

To propagate his ideas

Duhrincr founded his own journal, Personalist und Emanzipator

in 1899.
r

"Die Ideale in Fleisch und JBlut hineinzubilden
Diihring, Der Wert des Lebens (1865; 3rd ed. Leipzig:
Fues's Verlag, IbSlTT 129.

11

,

The ambiguities and stylistic obscurities of Stein's

early works suggest that he did not feel very comfortable

with DUhring' s atheism or monism.
he may have absorbed

,

Whatever other influences

Stein did not adopt the rather

matter-of-fact, straightforward style of Diihring's early
works.

Even at

hj.s

most acrimonious, Duhring could not

be accused of lacking lucidity or organisation.

Stein's

early works, on the other hand, are extremely hard to
follow.

Upon reading Stein's dissertation, Chamberlain

judged Kant's Critique of Pure Reason relaxing by comparison.

Chamberlain thought that Stein

*

s

circumlocutions revealed

the impossibility of uniting his own metaphysical disposition

with Diihring'

s

positivism.

5

Calling his method Kri tischer Fositivismus

,

Stein

attempted in his dissertation to reconcile Diihring's positivist approach with the dualism of Kant.

The basis of all

fruitful philosophizing, Stein argued, is to assume the

unconditional reality of all objects that surround us.

Kant's analysis of experience, i.e., of our relationship
to the world around us, represented for Stein a return
to this assumption, in contradistinction to the dogmatic

rationalism of Descartes and his followers, who recognized

reality only in pure thought.

Yet Kant erred in denying

^Chamberlain and Poske, Heinrich von Stein

,

30.

,

48

that man can have knowledge of the unconditional
reality of

nature

— the

"thing-in-itself

.

This denial had led to the

"

unrestrained subjectivism of Fichte as well as to the reduction
of the world of experience to mere phenomenali
ty , develop-

ments that continued to plague the nineteenth century.

Knowledge of reality is indeed possible, Stein argued,
through a return to Kant's method of gaining deeper insight
into our relationship to the objective world.
By recognizing in the perceiving subject the highest
expression of world laws, but no supernatural or extraworldly elements, a deductive construction and subjective
discovery of a comprehensive natural law becomes possible.'

Stein's contention that you can best learn about the world
by looking into yourself echoed a similar argument in

Duhring's Wirklichkeitsphilosophie

.

Stein conceived of his book, Die Ideale des Materialismus

sub-titled Lyrische Philosophie

,

as an avowal of Diihring's

"At fifteen

materialism in the guise of a religion.
believed in Jesus,
I

11

the opening sentences read,

was an atheist, at twenty a materialist.

then a conversion, and then a religion."

7

I

"at eighteen

A lie at first,

There would have

"Dadurch namlich, dass wir in der erkennenden Subjektivitat den hbchsten Ausdruck der Wei tsresetze aber kein
irgend iiber- und ausser-wel tliches Element anerkennen, ist
eine deduktive Aufstellung und subjektive Auffindung eines
umfassenden Naturcrese tzes uberhaupt erst mbglich." Quoted
in Ralfs, Idee und Welt 39*
,

,

'"Mit fiinfzehn Jahren war ich jesuerlaubig, mit achtzehn
Jahren atheistisch, mit zwanzig Jahren Materialist. Eine
Luee zuerst, dann eine Bekehruncr und dann eine ReliffiOIl."
vol. 1 of liesammel te
ieale des Materialismus
Stein, Di^
Dichtun jen 3#
,

,

^9

been no need for this book, Stein wrote, if Duhring's

philosophy had become more widely known.

Yet rarely has

a philosopher been so glorified yet so misrepresented at
the same time, as Hermann Glockner put it.

As an intro-

duction to Liihring's thought the book is of little value.
Its main thesis, if a book so lacking in coherence may be

said to have a thesis, is that Duhring's philosophy of

reality provides a better inspirational guide to life than
does traditional religion .

Excep t for an occasional anti-

clerical remark, however, Stein did not attack Christianity;
his point was that Wirklichkeitsphilosophie gives added

force and appeal to traditional Christian ideals.

The book was divided into twenty chapters of widely

Philosophical and poetic

varying length and subject matter.

sections alternated with idealized portraits of historical
figures such as Socrates and Bruno, Utopian visions of a

perfect society, and fictional accounts of personal heroism
that presaged Stein's later Helden und Welt

.

Its impulse

was largely autobiographical, and the picture it gave was
of an impressionable young man imbued with a high moral

purpose.

His praise of friendship as the highest good on

earth foreshadowed the sense of fulfilment that Stein would
find as a member of Warner's intimate circle.
u

Glockner, Heinrich von Stein

,

19.

The style

50

of the book ranged from the youthfully exuberant to the

pompously verbose.

Stein's frequent use of superlatives

and bombastic phrases exaggerated the tendency of all

youth to attach excessive significance to its statements.

BUhring steered Stein's interest to the intellectual
figures he most admired:

Giordano Bruno (15^+8-1600) and

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778).

Like Duhring before him

and Chamberlain after him, Stein rejected the Social Contrac
(1762) as Rousseau's weakest work.

In his essay on Rousseau

in the Bayreuther Blatter in l88l Stein argued that

Rousseau's postulate of human equality had been effectively
refuted by Gobineau in his Essa i sur

1

1

humaines , a work Stein greatly admired.
was correct in identifying man

'

s

inetrali te des races

Yet Rousseau

natural motives as sympathy

for his fellow man and desire to reduce human suffering.

Addressing himself to the vexing question of how Rousseau's
ideas could have led to the despotism of Robespierre and
of Napoleon, Stein concluded that his ideas had fallen on

infertile soil in France.

As a foreigner of Swiss and

probably German descent, Rousseau was bound to be misunderstood among the French.

Gobineau's insights into the

importance of race supposedly showed Rousseau's discontent
to have derived primarily from the hostility which his

51

Aryan-Germanic personality had to face in a
SemiticLatin civilization.^

Would Rousseau have found a home in Germany?

No,

Stein wrote, because in Rousseau's day the German
Gemiit
(a term suggesting both "mind" and "feeling")
had not yet

found a home in Germany, either*

It was soon to find a

home there, however, in the form of German Idealism
in

art and philosophy.

While probably not directly influenced

by Rousseau, Goethe's Werther (177*0 and Schiller's Rauber
(1781) reflected a similar way of viewing the world.

Accor-

ding to Stein, Rousseau had exercised a direct influence
on the philosophy of Immanuel Kant, though Kant's efforts
to deduce moral laws entirely from reason also represented

a reaction against Rousseau.

Denying to Kant his claim

of having arrived at the moral law through logic, Schopenhaue

revalidated Rousseau's basic insight that morality waBsfounde
in Gemlit

This article synthesized Dlihring

'

s

admiration of

Rousseau both as an embattled cultural reformer and as a
critic of art and of organized religion with Wagner's

admiration for the tradition of German Idealism.

The

ease with which Duhring's and Wagner's predilections could
be subsumed into the principle of Germanic uniqueness

9

Ralfs, Idee und Welt, 60.

and superiority offers an early demonstration of the
usefulness of a racial doctrine as a unifying myth.

Stein used

the concept of race to denote national character, defined

in terms of cultural rather than physical differences.
Yet the logic of such arguments pointed inexorably in the

direction of bioloerical determinism.

It was left for a

later member of the Bayreuth Circle, Houston Stewart
Chamberlain, to take this decisive step.

In the light of

his work as a whole, Stein did not attach much importance
to the subject of race, and in his major writings on

aesthetics, he did not use race as a category of explanation
or analysis at all.

Yet this article on Rousseau remains

a striking example of Gobineau's influence, as racial

categories began to undergo their relentless transition
into the hard-core racism of the

<\'azis#

Like Die Ideale des Mate rial ismus

,

Stein's work on

the Italian Renaissance philosopher Giordano Bruno, Per

Wahn eines Helden

,

tells the reader more about its author

than about the philosopher it purports to discuss.

Although no longer as declamatory in style as the earlier
book, Per Wahn eines Helden still contained enough rhap-

sodical passages to irritate the habilitation committee
at the University of Halle to whom it was originally

submitted.

Stein had been introduced to Bruno's pantheistic

55

philosophy by Diihring, who concurred in its exclusion of
a divine mediator from a universe in which God and
nature

are one,

Dtihring's confidence in the capacity of man to

solve the riddles of the universe bears seme resemblance
to Bruno's ecstatic vision of man as capable of penetrating
the secrets of nature, albeit by magical means.

For

both philosophers the ultimate identity of matter and spirit
make knowledge of the universe both possible and imperative.

Stein's exposition of Bruno recalled the main thesis
of his doctoral dissertation.

Since the internal world of

the mind corresponds to the outside trorld of nature, man

can learn about the world directly through contemplation

and introspection.

Of course, Kant was right that we can

never comprehend reality through reason.
such comprehension through art

,

But we can obtain

philosophy, and religion.

10

Bruno's poetic effusions gave Stein the opportunity to
extol the importance of art as a vehicle to knowledge.
Here Wagner

mentors.

— and

Schopenhauer

For the intuition

(

— supplanted

Diihring as his

Anschauung ) of the artist

objects display their ideal content

(

Gehalt

) ,

i.e., their

content quite apart from their causal origin or other

time-bound conditions.
(

To the extent that our feelings

Empfindung ) fully participate in these intuitive visions,

'1

o

Stein, Giordano Bruno

,

81.
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we must attribute full reality to them.

Plato's Ideas are absolutely real.

In this sense

Art seeks to portray the

Ideas of things, while philosophy communicates them in

concepts.

Religion reproduces the artistic process in the

ethical realm*

-

Like Gobineau, Stein viewed the Renaissance with

considerable ambivalence.
for individual excellence

While having provided the setting
,

the age had not proven equal

to the great cultural tasks proclaimed by its leading

figures

•

Stein

1

s

indictment of an age that condemned

Bruno to martyrdom implicitly censured the present for
its indifference to Duhring and Wagner:
It is a fate of terrible responsibility to be the
contemporary of a man who has something to say to his
times : if we do not hear him , this single man will
carry the memory of his contemporaries into posterity
burdened with a curse. Sightly so. The inner worthlessness of an era expresses itself --solely and precisely in its inability to afford nourishment to
those impulses which point to the distant future

—

because their content is eternal.^

"Es ist ein Geschick voll furchtbarer Verantwortlichkeit, Mitlebende eines Mannes zu sein, der seiner
hbren wir ihn nicht, so wird
Zeit etwas zu sagen hat:
dieser einzirre Mensch das Andenken seiner Mitwelt, mit
einem Fluch belastet, auf die Nachwelt bringen. Kit
Der innere Unwert eines Zeitalters gibt sich darin
Recht.
kund, nur und gerade darin, dass es Trieben, die in eine
weite Zukunft weisen, weil ihr Inhalt ewig ist, keine
89-90.
Ibid
Nahrung zu geben vermag.
11

.

,

55

Stein concluded tho book by goading his readers with

Bruno's unyielding faith;
Do you believe that there is something in the hard
reality of things which is intimately related to the
melodies inside us, and that the secret of our soullove is at once happiness, power, and life? Do you
believe it? Is it a faith for which you can die?*2

—

Bruno appeared again as one of the protagonists in

Stein's volume of dramatic dialogues, Helden und Welt.
Here, however, Stein's portrait was more critical.

In

an interesting selection entitled "Thinker and Poet,"

Stein imagined a confrontation between Bruno and Shakespeare.
The Englishman had saved the visiting Italian monk from
an English mob aroused to fury by Bruno's heretical utterances.

Shakespeare, a man closer to the people, was able to communicate more effectively with aristocrats and workers alike.

Berating Bruno for chasing phantoms, Shakespeare tried
to persuade Bruno to devote his efforts to poetry rather

than philosophy.

—
"Glaubst du, dass in der harten Wirklichkeit der
Dinge etv/as sei, was den Kelodien unsres Inneren innig
verwandt ist, und dass das Geheimnis unrer Seele, Liebe,
zugleich Gliick, Macht und Leben ist? Glaubst du es?
90-91.
Ibid
1st das Glaube, fur den du sterben kannst?"
.

,
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You see a realm of formulas before you, for which you
strive in vain; you struggle for such shadows of
thoughts,
and want to conjure up the divine day in an instant. 1 3
The path to regeneration, Stein had Shakespeare say, leads

through art and not intellect.

A symbol

(

Gleichnis )— the

picture of an inner vision— contains more truth than does
thought.

"That which would be heartfelt life to you as a

symbol, will lead you to your death amid a thousand tortures."
Here Stein's passage from Diihring's systematic positivism
to Wagner's mystical idealism seems complete.

This dialogue was typical of the dramatic method

Stein employed in this book.

Paradoxically, for a work

that asserted the superiority of art over abstract philosophy,

Helden und Welt derived its dramatic force more from the

interplay of ideas than from the interaction of personalities.
The book was divided into four historical periods, headed

"Greece," "Rome," "Christianity," and "The Modern Age," respectively.

In an appendix headed "The French Revolution,"

Stein attacked that revolution as lacking depth or force,
but glorified St. Just for his commitment to an idealistic vision

1

3

"Du siehst es wie ein Reich von Schemen vor dir,
nach welchen du ver^eblich ringst; du kampfest urn solche
Schatten von Gedanken, und willst zu einem schnellen Morgan
dir jenen Gbttertag herauf beschwbren. " Stein, Helden und
Welt, vol. II of Gesammelte Dichtungen 217,

"Was dir als Gleichnis inniges Lcben ware, treibt dich
217.
Ibid
zu Tode, durch tausendfache Qualen."
.

,
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Each section of the book was further divided into
three episodes, in most of which well-known historical

figures reached heroic decisions contrary to the conventional

wisdom of their day.
rejected King Croesus

Thus Solon, the Athenian lawmaker,
1

tempting offer of power and wealth,

and admonished him to change his life, "so that after all
the glamor and pleasures of your life you do not have to

find out in the hour of your death that you have cheated

yourself out of true salvation." 1 J5

Solon, too, spoke the

passage that Richard Wagner cited in his introduction
as best expressing the theme of the book:

However the powerful dark background of things may
in truth be constituted, access thereto is open to
us solely in this our poor life, and hence our transitory acts also embrace this serious, deep, and ineluctable significance*

^

Fifteen years later, Chamberlain would use this same passage
?he Foundations of the Nine teenth Century to emphasize
the importance of man's "transitory" physical and racial

characteristics.

17

^"Dass du nach allem Glanz und alien Wonnen deines
Lebens nicht in der Todesstunde mit Schrecken erfahren
miissest, wie du urn wahre Seligkeit dennoch seiest betrogen
32.
worden." Ibid
.

,

"Wie auch immer der gewaltice dunkle Hinterprrund der
Dinge in Wahrheit beschaffen sein mag, der Zugang zu ihm
stent uns einzig in eben diesem unserera armen Leben offen,
und also schliesst auch unser vergagliches Tun diese ernste,
Ibid.., 28.
tiefe und unentrinnbare Bedeutung ein."

^Chamberlain, Die Grundlaren des neunzehnten Jahrhunder ts
F. Bruckmann, 1>>6), I, 3bo\
(1399; 21st ed. Munich:
1

°
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Themes of contemporary concern were sometimes treated
by Stein in historical dress.

An episode from the Roman

period, for instance, entitled "The Curse of Hannibal,"

contained an attack on party politics, allegedly introduced to the kingdom of Bithynia by the Roman invaders.
In protest against the peace the king had made with Rome-a peace that had brought material welfare while destroying-

native customs

— Hannibal

committed suicide.

The denigration

of partisan politics and of narrowly political activity

reflected a bias widely shared by the educated classes
in Imperial Germany,

Often this bias was coupled with

anti-Semitism, as in the case of Richard Wagner, whose

views Stein paraphrased in his introduction to the Wagner *

Lexikon

:

It is the advantage of the German that he never was

skilled in political expediency; this advantage however,
threatens to lead to his complete ruin since an alien
element has gained esteem, behind the mask of education,
Judaism,
in the parties the press yes in art
the bad conscience of our civilization ^
,

,

,

,

:

Es ist der Vorzug des Deutschen, dass er sich auf
politische Zweckmassi^keit nie verstand; zu seinem vollkommenen Verderb droht jedoch dieser Vorzug zu fiihren, seit
ein fremdes Element unter der Kaske der Gebildetheit in
den Parteien, in der Presse, ja, in der Kunst zu Ansehen
gelangte: das Judentum, das bbse Gewissen unserer Zivilisation." Carl Friedricto Glasenapp and Heinrich von Stein,
Wagner - Lexikon . Hauptbegrif f e der Kunst - und Weltanschauung
Richard W arners (Stuttgart: J. G. Cotta'schen Duchnandlung,
viii.
,f
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In an episode from the Christian period
of Helden
HILd. ¥^11*

Stein presented Luther toward the end of his life

regretting the course the Reformation had taken.

Luther

was perturbed that his teachings had been converted into

rigid doctrine:
want a community of believers who are one in love,
and therefore find themselves united in the rules and
forms of worship, and perform these with faith and a
full heart:
and no word more, no concordias, no
doctrine. 19
I

The Reformation had achieved only partial reforms.

A

change was needed in the spirit of the Ten Commandments.

"Thou shalt not steal" ought to read,

l?

Thou shalt not

value possessions," and "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's

house" ought to contain the more positive command, "Thou
shalt help thy neighbor."

20

Luther's regret at not having backed the peasants
in their revolt echoed an article published by Stein in
the Bayreuther Blatter in l88l.

Stein's defense of the

peasants was net based on any sympathy for social revolution,

19

"Ich will eine Gemeinde glaubiger Menschen die in
Liebe eins sind, und darum auch einig befunden v/erden in
Lehre und Formen des Gottesdienstes dass sie all dies
verrichten im Glauben und aus vollem Herzen: und kein
Wort weiter, keine Konkordien, keine Doktrin." Stein,
Helden und Welt 168-169.
,

,

,

20

Ibid.

,

170.
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but rather on his respect for peasant virtues and
agrarian

pursuits.

An appeal for the establishment of a foundation

to assist the peasantry

(

Bauernstif tung ) was discovered among

Stein's papers after his death.

His counsel to the educated

sons of middle 'class families to go into rural handicrafts
and farming (a goal that Stein said could only be achieved
if these vocations were accorded higher status) reflected
the growing concern among conservatives in Germany about

the social consequences of rapid urbanization.

21

This concern was also evident in an episode from the

contemporary period, entitled "Homeless."

Based on an actual

occurrence in the city of Bayreuth, this selection harshly
indicted the callousness of industrial socie ty.

An indigent

worker, the victim of an accident while trying to rectify
the factory owner's oversight, was refused admission at

local hospitals, because he had no money.

Even the workers'

hospital turned him away because he had arrived in town
too recently to be registered.

worker spoke were, "Flee, flee!"

The last words the dying
His death induced the

family that had charitably taken him in to emigrate to

America.

The motif of flight from a corrupt civilization

21

The best discussion of
Ralfs, Idee und Welt 309.
conservative opposition to urbanization is Klaus Bergmann,
A grarromantik und Grosss tadt f eindschaft (Meisenheim am Glan:
Anton Hain, 197o7.
,
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recurred in Stein's choice of "Fugitives"
as the projected title

.of

(

Fliichtlin^e

)

a similar collection of dramatic

dialogues that he did not live to complete. 22

Through the harangues of his victimized protagonist,
Stein attacked the advocates of industrialization in charac-

teristically figurative language:
As long as what you call your industry does not sprout
from field and forest and fresh nature like a flower,
I consider the sap of this plant as all the more poisonous the more abundantly it grows. 2 3

Notwithstanding his social concern, Stein offered no concrete
proposals.

He did not follow the early Diihring in his call

for state-supported producer cooperatives to compete with

entrepeneurs in a capitalistic system.

For Stein the most

deplorable effects of industrialization lay not in impo-

verishing workers but in its corruption of ideal values
and its derogation of art.

Like Wagner, Stein expected

improved social conditions to follow from a moral regeneration
in which love of fellow man would become the dominant

social value.

22

Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein

,

82.

23

"Solange, was ihr eure Industrie nennt, nicht aus
Feld und Wald und frischer Katur wie eine Blume aufspriesst,
halte ich die Safte dieser Pflanze fiir umso scharferes
Gift, als sie iippiger treiben." Stein, Dramatis che Bilder
und Erzahlungen, vol. Ill of Gesammelte Dichtungen 22b-227«
,

t
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The call for a changed social ethos was sounded
again
in the selection "Karl Ludwig Sand/' published
posthumously
in the collection,

Dramatische Bilder und Erzahlunr en.

I

Sand's assassination of the politically reactionary
German
writer August von Kotzebue in 1819 provoked Metternich's

repression of the universities and their nationalistic
student fraternities, the Burschenschaf ten .

As portrayed

by Stein, Sand acted not out of a concern for political

liberties but out of aversion to the weakness and subservience
that Kotzebue

's

values bred.

The power of a social ethos

to determine the quality of individual growth and of indi-

vidual relationships justified Sand's desperate deed:
For the sympathy of a being with a soul is the air
in which we breathe; such a meeting of souls should,
where it manifests itself, be supported by preneral
approbation and respect so as to facilitate the emergence of such relationships. Where, however, heartlessness is the general law, this feeling between
individuals will never grow to the courageous joy of
freedom, but will remain weak and fitful; and so from
youth onward we are cheated of our life. 2^

2k

"Denn Teilnahme irgendeines beseelten Wesens ist
die Lebensluft, in der wir atmen; dieses Zueinander der
Seelen miisste, wo es sich kundgibt, von der allgemeinen
Beistimmung und Achtung getragen werden, derart, dass diese
allgemeine Stimmung der Katur das Hervortreten solcher Beziehungen erleichter te . Wo aber vielmehr Herzlosigkei
das allgemeine Gesetz ist, da wird auch zwischen einzelnen
jene Empfindung nie zu der beherzten Freude der Freiheit
sich hinaufranken, sondern weichlich und launenhaft bleiben,
und so werden wir, von Jugend auf urn unser Leben betrogen."
Ibid. , 197.
,
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These lessons Sand had learned, according to Stein, from
art and not from politics.

"Karl Ludwig Sand" became the

most popular of Stein's dramatic dialogues*

Performed in

1922 at a convention of the German Youth Movement in Meiningen,
it was the only' poetic work of Stein's to be reissued after
25
World War Two.

Most of the religious episodes in the posthumously

published Dramatische Bilder und Erzahlun~en had been intended by Stein for a volume to be entitled The Saints
(

Die Heiligren

) .

Stein had been working on this project

at the time of his death.

Although artistically unsuccessful,

the completed episodes were based on considerable historical

Stein's interest in the saints resulted in part

research.

from his preoccupation with Schopenhauer, for whom sainthood
and artistic genius represented the ultimate human effort to

surmound the world.

In the saint, Stein wrote, the world

becomes conscious of its meaning.

Both artist and saint

experienced unconditional necessity in their personal lives.
Contrary to the judgment of Houston Stewart Chamberlain,
who considered "Paulus und Antonius" and "Tauler und der

Waldenser" Stein's masterpieces, the religious episodes
represented the weakest of Stein's dramatic efforts.

25

Stein, Karl Ludwig Sand
Scherer,
(Willsbach
:

IWTT

,

edited by Reinhard Buchwald

6^

Too often the protagonists were made to proclaim their
own

virtuous motives.

In some measure this form of self-

congratulation obtained in all of his dramatic dialogues,
but in none was the effect so unrelievedly self-righteous*

Stein failed 10 solve the problem of how to convey relitiosity
in words.

It is hard to accept the humility of a person

solely on the basis of his own professions.

Nor was the

effect any more convincing when, in an episode from Helden
und Welt

,

St.

Katherine and her father confessor extolled

each other's piety.

Here, as so often in this book, Stein's

didactic purpose destroyed the dramatic effect.

For Cham-

berlain, of course, and for other Wagnerians, the didactic

purpose was its most important component. 26

With Helden und Welt Stein completed his conversion
to Wagnerian idealism.

Yet in focusing on the heroic

personality, he did not write a narrowly Wagnerian document,
but rather a work in the mainstream of the first two decades
of the German Empire.

Although close analysis reveals more

differences than similarities between them, the publication
of Helden und Welt coincided with the appearance of another

work that celebrated a higher type of man, Nietzsche's
Also Sprach Zarathustra ,

The preoccupation with a cultural

elite and with monumental tasks and personalities represented

Chamberlain and Poske, Heinrich von Stein

,

62.

•
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not only the continuing influence of Romanticism, but

reflected also the biases of an age that admired the political
achievements of aristocratic Prussia in unifying Germany.
In their remarkable synthesis of the literature of the

1870

f

s

Richard Hamann and Jost Hermand interpret this quest

f

for monumental heroes as echoing the achievement of Bismarck

and of other Grander. 27

Conrad Ferdinand Meyer (1825-1898),

the Swiss novelist of aristocratic heroism, and Ernst von

Wildenbruch (18^5-1909 )

whose historical dramas of the

,

Hohenzollern dynasty enjoyed great success, were representative authors of the day.

Stein

,

Duhring, Wagner, Nietzsche, and

for all their differences

context.

Yet Helde n und Welt

,

,

are part of this cultural

artistically deficient as

it was, already had a discernibly anachronistic tenor.

The literary tradition of which it formed a part was soon to
be swept from its position of dominance by the naturalist

"revolution" of the l890

,

s.

Its memory, as well as the

memory of its author, was kept alive only by those writers,
such as Lienhard and Chamberlain, who would not accept the

gradual erosion of elitist values.

Richard Kamann and Jost Hermand, Deutsche Kunst
und Kultur von der Griinderseit bis zum Expressionisms
Akademie Verlag, 19o5;
vol. I, Griinderzeit (East Berlin:
Nymphenbur^er Verlag 1971
repr . Munich
,

:

,

)
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CHAPTER

IV

THE HISTORIAN AND ADVOCATE OF AESTHETIC IDEALISM
Stein's major work, Die Entstehung der neueren

Asthetik (1886)

|

traced the evolution of aesthetic theory

from seventeenth-century French Classicism to the eighteenth

century Idealism of Johann Joachim Winckelmann
of art history and archeology.

a pioneer

,

Examining the aesthetic

writings of French, English, Italian, Swiss, and German

literary figures of the period, this book is a challenging
work of formidable erudition.

Impressionistic rather than

systematic or strictly chronological in his arrangement,
Stein used among his sources the historical writings of

Hippolyte Taine (1828-1893 )•

Stein'

s

concise, objective

style represented a considerable improvement over his

previous work.

Its tenor of impartiality led Chamberlain

to impute to the book a quality of coldness, in which

Stein's German disposition
emerged only rarely.

(

nationale deutsche Gesinnung )

Lienhard

,

too

,

deemed the book too

academic and scholarly to be of great use in propagating
the values of German Idealism.

1

Chamberlain and Poske, Heinrich von Stein
Lienhard, Wege nach Weimar, vol. I, 69.

,

50;

,
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Stein intended not so much to stress the differences

between the French and German aesthetic traditions
as to
retrace connections between them.

French Classicists— indeed
was appreciative,

,

His treatment of the

of all the writers considered--

for in Stein's view each of them contri-

buted elements to the aesthetic doctrine that had culminated
in Winckelmann's Idealism.

Successive generations of literary

critics had imbued with new meaning and content the aesthetic

formula first enunciated by the French classical theoretician
Nicolas Boileau-Despreaux (I636-I7H):
que le vrai."

"Rien n'est beau

Boileau held that a natural object is capable

of producing an aesthetically pleasing effect if it is

reproduced simply, clearly, and in accordance with the
rules of reason.^
In common with Descartes

(1596-1650), Boileau trusted

rational thought more than sense perception or imagination.
Descartes had found in man's capacity for abstract, dispassionate thinking; the uniquely human trait

raises man above the animals*

,

the trait that

In considering a faculty

of the inner self superior to the changeable outside world

Stein wrote, Descartes and Boileau went beyond the formalism
of their predecessors and pointed the way to idealism.

2

Stein, Die En tstehunp der neueren Asthe tik (1836; repr.
Hildesheim: Georg Clms, 1964 ) 6ff.
,
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Eighteenth-century thinkers, according to Stein,
modified the primacy of reason by again focusingattention
on external nature.

While the seventeenth-century classi-

cists had adhered to a rigid formal unity in works of art,

eighteenth-century aesthetic theorists increasingly demanded
variety within a unified frame.

Bernard de Fontenelle (1657

1757) attacked the Aristotelian canon of unity of time and

place in drama by calling for the unity of action.
de La Motte

Antoine

(1672-1731 ) extended the range of the drama

even further by proposing the unity of interest as an

aesthetic standard.

Earlier, the Jesuit critic Dominique

Bonhours (1632-1702) had proclaimed the importance of
delicate sse --re fined taste

— as

a category of aesthetic

judgment in contradistinction to reason.

Montesquieu (1689-

1755) theorized that aesthetic pleasure derives not solely
from the application of aesthetic rules, but from exceptions

admitted by the organ of taste.
of the unexpected and unusual

,

Esprit

,

with its suggestion

gradually supplanted syste-

matic reason as the criterion of aesthetic judgment and

enjoyment.

No longer did the Cartesian disdain for emotions

and feelings hold undisputed sway.

Proclaiming a preestab-

lished harmony between aesthetic beauty and our inner
nature, Jean-Pierre Crousaz (1663-17^8) argued that whatever

.

•
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understanding deems objectively beautiful, feeling
instinctively likes.

x

Basing his analysis on Taine's Histoire

d<e

la litte-

rature anglaise (1863-1864), Stein argued that French

Classicism had represented a reaction against the Reformation.
In France, where the monarchy had been unified without

undue difficulty, the academic tradition of the Renaissance
had been maintained relatively intact.

In England, on the

other hand, an independent aesthetic tradition deriving
from the Reformation attached greater value to the imagination

Joseph Addison (l6?2-1719)t for instance, considered imagi-

nation a necessary precondition for art and aesthetic
enjoyment.

He was among the first to realize that what

we see in nature depends on how we look at it.

words

|

"Soul is necessary to see nature

M

In Stein's

No one extolled

the imagination more vigorously than Edward Young (1683-

1765)t whose work enjoyed greater popularity in Germany
than in France.

His conception of an artistic originality

that exceeds normal comprehension contrasted sharply

with the conclusions of Boileau

,

who had denied the label

"beautiful" to anything that can not be understood.

^Ibid.

,

82f f

"Es gehbrt Seele dazu,

urn

Natur zu sehen."

Ibid

.

,

l*f2

:
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In England, and in Germany, the term

."

genius" came to have

a dimension beyond its connotation in French, where the

meaning of genie remained roughly equivalent to "talent
The longest section of Die Entstehunrr der neueren

Asthetik was devoted to Lord Shaftesbury (1670-1713), to
whose aesthetic doctrine Stein attached great significance.

Shaftesbury's fusion of man's aesthetic and ethical senses
in one faculty provided a rationale, so dear to Waa'nerians,
for the artist as a moral agent in society.

The harmony

perceived by this faculty as beauty is also perceived as
virtue, and thus the purpose of art is to ennoble life.
To be sure, Shaftesbury called for a strict imitation of

nature, by which he meant both mam's inner nature and

external reality.

The artist must not remain passive

in the struggle for virtue.
to copy nature

He must not be content simply

(an impossibility in any case in view of the

infinite multiplicity of objects in nature), but must select
those elements that will lead to the desired goal:

representation of a perfected character.

the

Since nature in

its entirety cannot be included in a work of art, and objects
in nature are not of equal value, the artist must perforce

choose and evaluate

Ibid.

,

128ff

6

.
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He must fill himself with the meaning of the whole;
when he then proceeds to represent the individual
object, he imparts to it meaning cut of his own spirit.
He creates out of the Idea.

This form of "naturalism M --def ined by Stein as present

whereever an artist conveys the fullness of nature—leads
to idealism.

Stein

1

s

definition implicitly rejected the

more recent version of naturalism pioneered by Emile Zola
(18^40-1902) during Stein's own lifetime.

Detail and

accuracy alone are insufficient to satifefy aesthetic standard
the artist must illuminate the slice of life with a sense

of the whole.

The foremost practitioner of naturalism in

the sense that Stein used it was Rembrandt

(I606-I669),

in whom creative art had preceded the articulation of theory.

Stein did not, however, posit a relation of cause and effect

between practice and theory in art. for both arise from a
common source.

The aesthetic views of both Shaftesbury and

Alexander Pope (1688-17^*0, for instance, originated in
opposition to the libertinage of the Stuart reaction.
For both

,

art

v/as

to help create a culture worthy of the

Glorious Revolution.

Here the allusion to Wagner's similar

7
mission in the German Empire seems but barely disguised

"Er wird sich mit dem Sinn
wenn er dann zur Darstellunfr des
sich bestimmt, erteilt er diesem
Bedeutung. Er gestalted aus der
Ibid.

,

Ikkff.

des Ganzen erflillen;

einzelnen Gerenstandes
aus seinem Geiste heraus
180.
Ibid
Idee.'
1

.

,
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In Stein's view Shaftesbury's greatness lay in
his

reinvigoration of Boileau's axiom that beauty is truth.

Whenever we speak of classicism, Stein wrote, be it in
France, England, or Germany, this principle has been infused

with

nev:

vitality.

In each instance the call has been

sounded to take art seriously and to act on its imperatives.
Like Descartes, Shaftesbury sought a guide to knowledge and
life through consciousness of the self

selber

) .

(

Besinnung auf sich

But where Descartes, in Stein's phrase, came up

with abstract reasoning, Shaftesbury found a view of life
(

Lebensanschauung ) in Ideas.

There exists a higher self

superior to the one that changes daily.

Shaftesbury made

into the object of his contemplation the inner law that

man obeys in his best moments.

g

After perusing the descriptive aesthetics of Francis

Hutcheson (169^-17^7), Edmund Burke (1729-1797), Henry
Home

(1696-1782 J, and Alexander Gerard (1728-1795), Stein

turned his attention back to the epoch of Rousseau in France.
The Cartesian conception of emotions as regrettable dis-

ruptions of the intellect came under attack in the writings
of Jean-Baptiste Dubos (1670-17^2), who claimed that man

did not want to live without the passions.

Diderot's (1713-

178*0 discovery of beauty in the relationships

(

rapport

)

of

73

objects to each other and to the viewer had the
effect of

opening up the richness, of nature for art.

Earlier,

Charles Batteaux (1713-1780) had elevated nature to
the
status of man's teacher.

For Rousseau, who opposed the

supremacy of the intellect and of esprit

,

nature became

an ideal in which man could find the conditions of
true

humanity.

Stein compared Rousseau to his German contemporary

Joachim Winckelmann:
One of them calls his ideal nature; the other finds
it in works of art.
Yet both share the same conviction
the enthusiasm for an ideal not yet
( Gesinnung )
seen by others an enthusiasm that fullfaLs them
and that determines an entire future age.9
,

—

In the aesthetic writings of the Swiss critics Johann

Jacob Bodmer (I698-I783), Johann Jakob Breitinger (17011776), and Johann Georg Sulzer (1720-1797), affective

judgment or sensibility
Gefuhl

)

(

Empf indung

,

as opposed to mere

came into its own for the first time.

No longer

did they view the body as simply a machine, thereby rejecting
a view that had grown out of the Cartesian doctrine of

mental processes as superior to physical matter.

9

For

"Der Eine nennt sein Ideal Natur, der andere findet
es in Werken der Kunst; aber scemeinsam ist Beiden die
Gesinnung, die innig sie erflillende und ein ganzes ferneres
Zeitalter bestimmende Begeisterung fiir ein von Anderen
268.
Ibid.
noch unersehenes Ideal.
11

,

For the first time it became possible to say that there
is
no disputing about tastes.

Aesthetic judgment and enjoyment

contains a subjective element of »je ne sais quois."
In their efforts to establish aesthetic norms based on the

whole range of feelings as well as of thought, the Swiss

aestheticians paved the way for German classicism, 10
The Swiss critics refused to recognize mere beautifi-

cation as the primary function of art,

3-eautif ication is

only a social function, as Kant suggested when he said
that a man on a desert island would not clean house.

Brei tinge r insisted, however, that a man on a desert island

could still be stimulated by reading Milton.

Breitinger

demanded that art portray what is possible, not merely what
exists.

While English theorists had called for an element

of novelty in art, Breitinger pleaded for inclusion of
the extraordinary.

Sulzer formulated the expressive rather

than imitative function of art even more explicitly.
In Stein's exposition of Sulzer's ideas a theme of later

aesthetic controversies is sounded.

expression

(

v

Ausdruck ) as the primary function of art recurred

in the late nineteenth century attack

Ibid.

Sulzer s emphasis on

,

271ff.

— in

the name of

2
1

.
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Ausdruckskultur-first on formalism and later on a
naturalism
that superficially imitated life.

11

Parallels among rebels against French classicism
in
various countries led Stein to conclusions about the
emergence
of genius that Cosiraa Wagner immediately picked our
as

constituting the heart of the book:
There is analogy in the appearance of such genius.
Here the life of the mind seems to be regulated according
to a deeply concealed law which controls even superior
personalities and makes them into its mouthpieces and
executing organs. So the same force guides Jupiter
and Saturn in paths separated by worlds but identical
in form. 12
The history of aesthetics indicated for Stein that the

laws of its evolution were as ineluctable as the law of

gravity, though different in operation from mechanical

Stein no longer shared the confidence of his erstwhile

laws.

mentor Duhring in man's ability to exposit these laws by
scientific investigation.

No analysis of the conditions

of race or power in the world can suffice to reveal these

laws to man*

1

Ibid
193-198.

.

,

271ff.

1

See Schiiler, Per Bayreuther Kreis

,

"Auch in dem Auftreten solcher Genien ist Analogie
vorhanden.
Hier scheint das Geistesleben von einem tief
verbor^enen Gesetze jreordnet, welches selbst iibermach tige
menschliche Persbnlichkeiten beherrscht und Diese sich zu
seinem Ausdruck und vollziehenden Orerane macht. So lenkt
diesselbe Kraft Jupiter und Saturn in einander weltenweit
entlegenen, doch aber der Form nach ubereinstimraenden
Bahnen. » Ibid.
321
,

3
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The German philosopher Alexander Gottlieb
Baumgarten's

(171^-1762) great contribution to aesthetic theory
was to

conceive of art as cons titttti&g by itself a vehicle
to

knowledge.

Conceiving of aesthetics as the science of

feeling Bauragarten gave

to intuition

importance as a cognitive faculty.
G.

F.

(

AnschauunQ its due

With his student

Meier (1718-1777), Baumgarten stressed the necessity

of seeing every object as a whole.

A beautiful face may

look repellent when part of it is seen under a microscope.
However indistinct it may be, the beautiful is always a
whole and as such contains the seeds of what may later
come to be known distinctly.

Even Kant, Stein pointed out,

recognized in aesthetic beauty a form of knowledge that
cannot be translated into concepts.

The artist depicts what

he has come to see in nature through his faculty of AnschaumuT

which Stein defined as the ability to see more deeply into
an object than one can in a normal workaday fashion.

Human art creates beauty as an ever-renewed attempt
and design to represent the conciliatory power in
things in order to make this power our own. The
creative artist carries this conciliatory power in
himself.
He reveals it as a no less compelling
fact of nature.

^

1

"Da erschafft nun menschliche Kunst das Schbne,
wie einen immer erneuerten Versuch und Entwurf, die versbhnende Macht in den Dingen darzustellen und uns anzueignen.
Der schbpf erische Kiinstler tra^t diese versbhnende Macht
in sich.
Er offenbart sie, als nicht minder zwingende
Tatsache der Natur. M Ibid., 356.

,

^

f
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Modern aesthetic theory culminated in the idealism
of Johann Joachim Winckelmann.

"ideal" in various senses:

Winckelmann used the term

in its meaning of "imaginary"

or "speculative" (in contrast to "real"), the concept "ideal"

has a somewhat -negative connotation.

As the beau ideal of

French classicism, on the other hand, "ideal" designates
the end-product of judicious selection and arrangement in

art*

In the sense that Winckelmann used the term most

frequently, "ideal" designates the quality of wholeness
that distinguishes a type from its individual manifestations.

"Ideal" describes that element of a work of art in which
the artist perfects nature.

Of course, naturalistic art,

as defined by Stein, contains such an idealist motif insofar
as it seeks to recapture the wholeness of nature.

Time

and again Stein formulated sweeping definitions of idealism
in art:
We call idealist in principle an aesthetic doctrine
which emphasizes the fact that an artistic design
originating within the artist is the determinant
.
in artistic creation .
.

The seed of idealism exists whereever one speaks of
of
the form and not the material content Stof )
the subject and not of the object, of artistic originality ( Eigenart ) and not of the imitation of nature.
(

,

"Idealistisch dem Prinzip nach wiirden wir eine
asthetische Lehre nennen, welche hervorhebt, dass eine
innerlich entstandene kiins tlerische Absicht das Bestirnmende
•"
Ibid., 371.
im kunstlerischen Schaffen ist
.

.

,
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The full impulse of idealism, however, appears
where
one speaks of the extraordinary element in the
human
soul: as the origin of art, where one assumes
the
existence of something- super-human in man which corresponds to the "more than natural of art. 15
11

Although no art is possible without faithful observation
of nature, each man possesses in his own soul a divine

element, an ideal standard which is not derived from nature.

Winckelmann expressed this ideal as edle Einf alt
Grosse ("noble simplicity, serene grandeur

11

),

,

stille

as ideal,

originating in his own mind, which he found expressed both
in the great art of antiquity and in Raphael's Sixtina .

With this inward definition of the ideal we mark a
first great achievement of true aesthe ticism. For
this definition is derived solely from consciousness
of the content of the affective faculty ( Empfindung )
and not from concepts; hence it is completely immanent.
It is capable in turn of decisively influencing conceptualization, so that it gives the so-called transcendental, which as a concept is problematical, a definite
content:
at least for Winckelmann and spirits congenial
to his. 16

"Der Keim des Idealismus ist iiberall, wo von der
Form und nicht vom Stoff, vom Subjekt und nicht vom Objekt,
von kunstlerischer Eigenart und nicht von Nachahmung der
Natur gesprochen wird.
Der voile Trieb aber des Idealismus
erscheint da, wo von dem ausserordentlichen der Menschenseele als Ursprung der Kunst die Rede ist, wo man etwas
Ubermenschliches im Menschen annimrat und Diesera das mehr als
Naturliche der Kunst entsprechen lasst." Ibid . 37^»
,

,

16

"Mit dieser innerlichen Bestimmumg des Idealen
bezeichnen wir aufs deutlichste eine erste grosse Leistung
wirklicher Asthetik. Denn diese Bestimmung wird durch
blosses Bewusstsein von dem Inhalt der Empfindung und gar
nicht aus Begriffen gewonnen; also ganzlich immanent.
Sie ist ihrerseits im Stande, auf ^egriffe bestimmend
einzuwirken, so dass sie dem als Be^riff problematischen
sogenannten Transcendenten einen bestimmten Inhalt gibt:
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According to Stein, Winckeimann despised French art
and modernite because of the constraints placed on
aesthetic

norms in France by social norms.

Although he shared the

French love of moderation, Winckeimann proceeded from inner
discipline, not from externally conditioned inertia.

Stein's distinction between inner and outer limits emphasized a point which Chamberlain elaborated in Th£ Foundations
of the Nineteenth Century to rationalise the separation
of races.

In the external world the definition and destiny

(both meanings are suggested by the German term Bestimmung )
of objects are determined by their given boundaries; in
the inner world, definitions and destinies grow out of what

is put into them from the potentially limitless reservoir
of the affect (Empfinden).

strength of inner feelings.

Inner limits develop from the
He who lacks such inner strength

will also lack personal standards of judgment or conduct. 17

Stein

1

commitment to the aesthetic --and social

s

—

attitudes of German Idealism became even more evident in
his brief volume on Goethe and Schiller, based on his

popular lectures at the University of Berlin in the summer
of 1886.

In this the most widely circulated of his works,

wenigstens fiir Winckeimann und die der seinen gleichgestimmten
Seelen." Ibid . ^02-403.
,

17

Ibid.

,

*f05.

8o

Stein excelled at enlivening a potentially tedious
academic
subject.

His crisp and sure-handed style radiated
enthusiasm.

Like Die Entstehung der neueren Asthetik

,

Goethe una Schiller

does more than reflect the idiosyncracies of its author:
it may be read .with profit for information.

However un-

critical in his approach, Stein aimed not at proselytism
or embellishment, but at genuine understanding.

In this

respect the book contrasts favorably with so many tendentious

works on Goethe and Schiller by later vblkisch publicists,

including Lienhard and Chamberlain, who tried to make of
German classicism a platform for their own ultra-conservative
views*
The human personality is in an ultimate sense free

and independent of the mechanism of nature:

this is the

distinctive doctrine of German Idealism, reiterated in the
works of Kant, Goethe, and Schiller.

In an idealist work

of art, the artist shapes his material in accordance with
the higher laws of the personality

from those of nature.

,

v/hich are distinct

Yet according to Stein, idealist

art is also realistic, for by its idealizing method the
true meaning of things becomes manifest, and the essential

character of things achieves expression.

It cannot be

the task of art merely to imitate nature, for if this

were true, the artist would do better to plant a garden
than to paint it.
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The great power of the soul to take possession
of
things for the mind (Gamut) and to express itself
clearly in the representation of objects-- this
original
sign of the dominance of man over nature is the
artistic
capacity, from which all the individual arts emanate,
like the functions of an organ* 18

Stein cited Schiller's preface to Die Braut von Messina
(1803) to point out that art does not just induce a dream
or illusion of freedom in man.

by awakening in

hira

It actually sets man free

the strength to gain objective distance

from the sensual world and thus to dominate the material

world through ideas*

Since aesthetic beauty distils the

qualities of humanity in their purest form, it follows that
the primary function of a work of art is to educate mankind.

As Stein acknowledged, many of the ingredients of Wagner's

program for the regeneration of mankind through art were
first voiced in Schiller's Brief e

iiber die

Erziehung der Menschheit (1793)-

Stein's exposition

asthetische

stressed the need to maintain art as a realm insulated
from politics.

The ethical reform of mankind will not

come through immediate prac tical changes.

The mood that

will create future reality must first be fostered and

refined in a world apart.

T8

"Eine hbchste Seelenkraft, sich der Dinrre fur das
Gemlit zu bemachtigen und sich selbst in Darstellung von
Gegenstanden zu deutlichem Ausdruck zu briniren--dieses
erste und urspriinerliche Zeichen der Herrschaft des Menschen
iiber die Natur ist das kiinstlerische Vermdaren, aus welchem
alle Kiinste im einzelnen hervorgehen, wie Funktionen eines
Beit rare zur Asthe tik
Organs." Stein, Goethe und Schiller
Reclarn, n. d. /ca. lo93/)»
der deutschen Klassiker TLeipzisr:
.
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Prooably many a person, affected by sincere
sympathv for
the very real sufferings of contemporary
mankind, was
rightly astonished to learn that high-minded
idealists
expected much of the world of appearances of art and
were preparing to put this playworld into practice,
19
Schiller envisioned his program of aesthetic education
as a genuine alternative to the excesses of the French

Revolution,

The German Idealists had originally welcomed

the Revolution, and Kant, who rudely broke off conversation

with anyone who disputed the importance of this event,

never entirely lost this feeling of sympathy*

Schiller,

however, was greatly disappointed by the course the revolution
had taken.

Not humans, Stein wrote, but tigers and hyenas

had done their will in Paris.

Schiller's program of reform

through art represented an effort to achieve by a different
route the goals which had failed in France.

When another

such opportunity might present itself, mankind would need to
be better prepared.

and genuine human,

11

"Only the artist

Stein concluded.

(

Dichter ) is the true

"Only from him is

anything serious and therapeutic for the cause of mankind
to be expected.

19

"Mit Recht erstaunte wohl mancher, wenn er von ernster
Teilnahme fur die hbchst realen Leiden der gegenwar tigen
Menschheit eingenommen vernahm dass hochsinnige Idealisten
sich von der Scheinwelt der Kunst wiederum etwas versprachen,
und mit diesem Spiele Ernst zu machen sich anschickten.
Ibid . , 50.
,

,

11

20

"Der Dichter ist der wahre und eigentliche Mensch.
Nur von ihm ist fur die Sache der Menschheit Ernsthaftes
und Heilsames zu erwar ten. " Ibid. , 51 •
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For Stein, whom Schuler described as "the idealist

£ar excellence

,"

21

the walks that Goethe and Schiller

used to take along the banks of the Ilm and the Saale
seemed more important than all the battles waged by Napoleon.

In contrasting Weimar and Paris as antipodes,

Stein followed a model that Lienhard, Chamberlain, and other

volkisch publicists would adopt and elaborate.

To annul the

pernicious consequences of the egalitarian and materialistic
French Revolution, subsequent ideologists would increasingly
advocate a "conservative revolution" in which the absolute

values of the ideal realm would at last be implemented
in social reality.

An additional volume on aesthetics entitled Vorlesungen
liber

Asthetik ("Lectures on Aesthetics"), based both on

Stein* s notes and on notes taken by a student in his class,

was issued by Friedrich Poske ten years after Stein's
death.

This work

,

necessarily aphoristic and disjointed

in form, is valuable mainly because it supplements Stein's

historical overview of aesthetic theory with a more systematic exposition of his metaphysics of art.

A beautiful

work of art contains four indispensable elements:

First,

Erhebung (exaltation), by which Stein meant the overcoming,
through form, of the resistances imposed by man's body,

Schuler, Per Bayreuther Kreis

,

97.
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whether it be pain, appetites, or passions.

Works of art

(or events of nature) which evoke in us a
feeling of exaltation

we call sublime

(

erhaben ).

No matter how powerless our

physical existence, our inner life remains unimpaired and

conscious of its superiority to the natural forces that
assail it.

Every inner condition is heroic, which impels man to
despise his own life and to apply all his strength
to the attainment of a high objective. 22
The metaphysical equivalent of this feeling of exaltation
is expressed in the immortality of the soul. 2 ^

The second component of aesthetic beauty, Versohnung

(conciliation), represents the healing power which reconciles

man to the existence of evil and unhappiness in life.

Vision of the beautiful bestows upon the viewer the conviction that there is a friendly essence in things.
Art shows man how to overcome guilt by purely spiritual

means

,

the metaphysical equivalent for which is faith.

Art teaches us how providence may choose to implement

good by using evil in order to test the power of the soul

22

"Heroisch ist jeder Zustand, der den Menschen dazu
treibt, das eierene Leben zu verachten und alle Kraft an
die Erreichunrr eines hohen Zieles zu setzen." Stein,
Nach vcrhandenen Auf zeichnun gen
V orlesuncren iiber Aesthetik .
bearbeitet (Stuttgart: J. G. Cottasche i3uchhandlun;r, 1697), ^8.
Ibid.

,

46ff

8^
in expiating gmtlt.

Stein's advocacy of sel f-imposed

penitence rather than external punishment is reflected
in his assertion that the death penalty is justified
only if
the criminal himself desires it.
A beautiful work of art also conveys Stimmunr; (mood

or atmosphere), defined by Stein as the inner principle

of form.

We describe natural surroundings as tljaaunggyoll
g

(appealing to the emotions) if they correspond to something

within us.

Just as a deep breath expands the chest, a

new work of art expands the soul.

If an artist portrayed

a terrible event just the way it occurred in reality, it

would paralyze man rather than set his inner life into
motion.

Hence the material content of a work of art must

be extirpated

demanded.

(

vcrtilp-t

)

by its form, as the German classicists

In metaphysical terms Stimniunp; expresses the

concept of nature as a whole, the principle by which unity
is imposed on what would otherwise be a mans of chaotic

detail.
No work of art is complete, however, unless it can
be communicated.

Mi

t

te j

lung (communication), the fourth

major aesthetic principle, is as important to the artist
as the work of art in itself.

Art gives an idea of what

human beings can mean to each other.

The highest works

•
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of art have always originated in a communal
setting, whether

it be Athens, Weimar,

Bayreuth.

the London of the Globe

Theatre— or

The artist and his public share an aspiration

to give themselves up to something higher,

something unknown.

something purer,

It was for this that Bach sacrificed

his eyesight, and Schiller his life*

In metaphysical

terms this principle expresses a higher order of things
in man, the Uberpersonliche

,

that element in man that

goes beyond his individual existence*
The components of beauty in art

atmosphere, and communication

— exaltation,

— express

conciliation,

functions of the

human soul.
The same traits that make up the characteristic
elements of the human soul become elements of beauty
when seen in their sensuous appearance. This may be
summarized in the proposition: "Beauty is soul,
and soul is beauty
11

^

It follows that through art we may obtain a more definite

conception of the makeup of the human soul.

Art likewise

provides the means by which the soul penetrates and permeates
reality--the only means by which reality itself becomes more
soulful.

"Diesselben Thatsachen, die das Eigentumliche der
menschlichen Seele ausrnachen, werden, wenn in sinniicher
Erscheinung angeschaut, Slemente des Schbnen. Dies lasst
'Schonheit 1st Seele,
sich in dem Satze zusammenf assen:
und Seele ist Schonheit. ,n Ibid., 60.

—

a
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Stein's aesthetic metaphysics provided an elaborate
and sophisticated rationale for the primacy of

art—

tenet central to the world views of both Schopenhauer

and Wagner.

Stein further asserted the metaphysical link

that Warner had postulated between art and religion.

The spirit of Christianity, Stein argued, is better expressed

through art than through dogma.

death as a sacrifice

—a

The dogma of Christ's

residue of more ancient religions

has obscured the principle of redemption

(

Erlbsung ).

Upon art devolves the mission of expressing once again the

living content of Christianity.

Art supersedes dogma by

giving direct and undisguised expression to the depth of

man's feelings and the strength of inwardness
Innigkei t

(

Kraft der

The connection between aesthetic and religious

)

principles is necessary and not merely accidental, for the
same basic characteristics

(

contain the impulse to both.

Grundthatsachen ) of the soul
Man

'

s

ability to transcend

suffering by the ascendancy of his inner nature over outer
reality constitutes the basis of both art and religion.

25

Stein's last philosophical work explicated and affirmed
the Weltanschauung of Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860),

whose views had inspired Wagner's later operatic works.

25 Ibid.

,

142.
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According to Stein, Schopenhauer's philosophy realized
in
the realm of metaphysics the German classicists'
presentiment

of a higher reality.

Schopenhauer went beyond Kant in

asserting that man's knowledge is not restricted to the
world of appearances.

Man can gain knowledge of the essence

of things by viewing the world in purely aesthetic fashion,

free of all interest or willfulness.
of viewing

— pure

The aesthetic mode

Anschauung (visual intuition)--asks not

"Why?" or "For what?" or "Where?" or "When?", but only

"What?" of objects.
for example

t

Aesthetic contemplation of a still-life,

does not raise our appetite, no matter how

delectable its contents.

Through the disinterested ab-

sorption of an object into our consciousness we perceive
its essential nature--its Idea.

Being both more receptive

and more creative than persons who view objects as means
to satisfy their interests ,

receive expression.

the artist enables Ideas to

Yet even an ordinary man is capable

of viewing the world in an aesthetic fashion.

Everyone

can learn from the ingenuousness of children how to view
the world with astonishment

(

Staunen ) and awe

(

Ehrfurcht ).

These were the traits that Chamberlain later sought to

cultivate in society at large, at least in those whose
role it was to observe and respect rather than to shape
the rules that society lived by.
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Unlike Nietzsche, who had repudiated the philosopher
of pessimism, Stein at the end of his short life embraced

Schopenhauer's Weltanschauung:

,

including the pessimism that

as a youth he had found objectionable.

In a final series

of articles, the last of which was published in the Bay -

reuther Blatter in

3.88?,

Stein sought to demonstrate that

Schopenhauer's putative pessimism provided a source of
great moral strength.

Schopenhauer recognized the unavoidably

tragic nature of life and of reality, in which the higher

orders of being constantly strive to liberate themselves
from the baser expressions of the will that suffuses all

reality.

All suffering results from this conflict between

higher and lower orders, arising from a "hungry will that
feeds on itself."

26

All pain originates in the collision between matter,
which forever follows its mechani cal and chemical w
laws, and consciousness which has other inner laws.

Bodily pain necessarily awakens compassion

(

Mitleid ) in

others, for it represents to all the struggle of conscious-

ness against the lower corporeal order.

A great suffering,

p£

"Des hungrigen Willens, der an sich selber zehrt."
Ralfs, Idee und Welt , 289.

^"Aller Schmerz entsteht aus dem Zusammentref f en
von Stoffen, welche imraerfort ihren mechanischen und chemischen
Gesetzen fol^en, mit dem Bewusstsein, welches andere innere
Gesetze hat." Ibid. , 290.

.
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even if borne invisibly to others, nevertheless has a

mysteriously palliative, effect in the world and eases the
suffering of others.

This is an experience that Schopen-

hauer's philosophy exalts as much more than an illusion.
The greater a person's capacity to suffer, the more there
are transcendent powers

(

ubersinnlich - innipre Machte

)

striving within him to realize a higher order of being.
Stein emphasized the necessity of struggle and criticized

Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) for accepting eternal laws
of the good too much as given.

Eternal laws are not

self-evident, but must be constantly discovered through

experience

(

Erlebnis )

2

If we assume an indifferent world, a world in which
the will is not operative in all things at all times,

then human heroism, the inner conquest of the will, becomes
no longer possible.

Schopenhauer's philosophy demonstrates

that all greatness is necessarily tragic and necessarily

involves suffering.

Only in the supreme moment of death

is man freed from the tyranny of the will, and then will

and idea become one.

Only in the awareness of necessity

can there be any consolation.

29

-ptr

Ibid .
29

,

291; Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein

Ralfs, Idee und Welt, 251ff-

,

153
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In devoting his literary epitaph
to an exposition of

Schopenhauer's philosophy, Stein remained a
loyal Wagnerian
to the end.

In embracing a tragic view of life,
Stein

shared the neo-Romantic esteem of inner heroism
faced with
a hostile outer world,

themes that are also manifest in

the works of such older contemporaries as
Theodor Storm (l8l?

l£88) and the Austrian Franz Grillparzer
(1791-1872).
It is a view that involves a distrust of worldly activity

as ultimately pointless and futile.

Stein drew no social

conclusion from this other than to attribute to Germans
a predisposition to such inwardness, and to claim for such

inwardness a superior wisdom.

It remained for later vblkisch

publicists, in particular Chamberlain, to apply these

aesthetic principles to propagating social and political
goals.

Since Schopenhauer's radical rejection of the world

proved of limited usefulness for this purpose, Chamberlain

increasingly looked to more serviceable models to buttress
his conservative and imperialistic doctrines.
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CHAPTER

V

STEIN' S ROLE IN NIETZSCHE 3 EMERGENCE AS A CRITIC
1

OF VOLKISCH IDEALISM

Stein's talent for conciliation

,

already demonstrated

in his synthesis, however strained, of Duhring's and

Wagner's thought, was put to its greatest test by the
apostate Wagnerian, Friedrich Nietzsche,

German commentators

have offered various explanations for the rupture of the

initially promising relationship between Stein and Nietzsche.
For Chamberlain and other members of the Bayreuth Circle
the explanation was simple:

Nietzsche's mental health

had already begun to deteriorate in the late l870's when
he first challenged the assumptions of Wacrnerian idealism.

Chamberlain considered Stein more truly original than
Nietzsche, for the latter had not shown strength enough
to retain his individuality in the shadow of the maestro,

but had had to rebel.

Lienhard, too, argued that the

fault lay with Nietzsche's excessive intellectuality and

incapacity for love.

Nietzsche admittedly possessed a

greater sense of humor than Stein; but according to
Lienhard, Stein would never have adopted Nietzsche's cynical

1

Charaberlain and Poske, Heinrich von Stein

,

1.
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and compulsive way of laughing at the world* 2

sister Elisabeth Forster-Nie t zsche (1M6-1935)

Nietzsche's
,

on the

other hand, blamed their rupture on Stein's
efforts, under

pressure from his associates at Bayreuth, to win
Nietzsche

back to the Wagnerian cause.
to accept)

Failing to grasp (or unwilling

the full import of her brother's philosophy,

Forster-Nietzsche attributed their misunderstanding primarily
to Stein's ineptitude as an intermediary*

Stein's later

biographers, while shifting the blame to Nietzsche's

stubborn pride, followed suit in viewing the break between
as primarily personal rather than philosophical*

Gustav

Wahnes, who was intent on incorporating both the Nietzschean
and Wagnerian legacies into vblkisch ideology after World
War One, minimized the differences both between Nietzsche
and Stein and between Nietzsche and Wagner himself.^

Ironically, this has remained the view of many Western

historians (with the notable exception of Walter Kaufmann),
who consider the cultural elitism which Nietzsche and Wagner
(and Stein) shared in common as more important than any

disagreements they may have voiced about moral values.
Yet the differences be tv/een them were fundamental and

p

Lienhard, Wege nach Weimar

,

vol. I, 71ff.

^Wahnes, Heinrich von Stein, 95ff-

t

9<*

important, and understanding of them can enhance
our grasp
of vblkisch idealism.

The correspondence between Stein and Nietzsche,
first

published by Elisabeth Fbrs ter-Nie tzsche in the Neue
Deutsche Kundschau of 1900, illuminates some of these
/

differences and thus provides a framework for a critique
of vblkisch idealism.

The personal similarities between

the two men would seem to have predestined Stein and

Nietzsche to friendship and mutual understanding.

Both had

enjoyed a thorough academic training, both combined poetry
and philosophy in their work, and both disdained the materia

listic ethos and shallow mass culture of their day.

Both

chafed under a sense of isolation and felt themselves

misunderstood and ignored.

Most importantly, both belonged

to the same conscientious and introspective category of

human beings, the animal me taphysicum who cannot avoid

raising questions concerning the fundamental character
and significance of life
live by

,

.

In the search for values to

both men sacrificed health and happiness.

Their correspondence dated from the year 1882 when

Stein went to see Nietzsche in Leipzig only to find that
he was not at home,

Nietzsche sent Stein a copy of his

Die frbhliche Wissenschaf

(

M The

Gay Science

11

),

Stein responded with a copy of Helden und Welt

.

to which

Nietzsche's

6

:
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reaction was mixed:

he praised its dramatic credibility,

while criticizing its sententious language.

"You still

read too many books," he wrote, with characteristic

irreverence, "particularly German books!
a German book!".

How can one read

If

In spite of the paeans to individualism

in his own works, Nietzsche could not resist
deflating

Stein s hero worship
1

As for "the hero:" I don 1 think as well of him
as you do.
Nevertheless: it is the most acceptable
form of human existence, especially if one has no
other choice • 5
1

With characteristic aplomb, Nietzsche unmasked

Stein's treatment of heroism as a preoccupation with
cruelty.

No sooner have we come to love something, when

the tyrant in us (whom we like to call "the higher self

11

)

forces us to give it up.
tell you quite honestly that I myself have too
much of this "tragic" complexion in my body not to
frequently curse it . . •
I would like to take from
human existence some of its heartbreaking and cruel
character.
I

5

"Sie lesen noch zu viel Biicher namentlich deutsche
Biicher!
Wie kann man nur ein deutsches Buch lesen!"
Elisabeth Fbrster-Nie tzsche "Der Brief we chsel Nietzsche
Heinrich von Stein," Neue Deutsche Rundschau 11 (1900), 7^8
,

—

,

,

5

so denke ich nicht so
"Was 'den Helden* betrifft:
Immerhin
er ist die annehmbarste
gut von ihm wie Sie
Form des menschlichen Caseins, namentlich, wenn man keine
andere Wahl hat." Ibid . , 7^8.
.

:

M Ich sage

von dieser

'

Ihnen aufrichtig, dass ich selber zuviel
tragischen' Komplexion ira Leibe habe urn sie
,
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In view of the temperamental differences here
revealed,
it is not surprising that Stein's reaction to
Zara-.hustra

was equally mixed.

In a letter to Hans von Wolzogen in

October, I883, Stein criticized the affected pathos and

excessive linguistic dexterity of Nietzsche's book, but
he welcomed its trumpet-call,

"Remain true to the earth."

Stein thought this exhortation equivalent to Warner's

demand to put artistic ideals into practice in the world.
"In a very broad sense," Stein wrote, "Nietzsche surely

belongs with us."

Nietzsche claimed to be pleased that

Stein had understood only about twelve sentences of his
book.

It proved to Nietzsche the novelty and importance

of his thought, to the elucidation of which he now planned
to spend the rest of his life.

Stein struck exactly the right note when in the spring
of 1884 he sent Nietzsche his translations of several poems

by Giordano Bruno.

Nietzsche was exuberantly grateful:

"If you only knew, how rarely anything strengthening still

comes to me from outside!"

g

Nor was he in the least put

Ich mbchte dem menschlichen
•
•
nicht oft zu verwiinschen
Dasein etwas von seinem herzbrecherischen und grausamen
Charakter nehmen." Ibid. 7^8-7^9.
.

,

"In einem sehr weiten Sinne gehbrt Nietzsche sicherlich
Ralfs, Idee und Welt 152.
zu den Unseren."
,

"Ja wenn Sie wiissten, wie selten noch etwas Starkendes
"Briefvon aussen her zu rair kommt!" Fbrster-Nie tzsche
wechsel," 751.
,

s
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off by Stein's well-meaning invitation to attend
a performanc
of Parsif al at Bayreuth that summer.

Declining on the

grounds that his work did not permit a prolonged interruption

Nietzsche invited the younger man—calling him one of his
"great hopes"--to visit him in Sils-Karia.
This three-day visit, in late August, 1884, turned
out to be the high point of their relationship.

Nietzsche

was flattered that Stein had come specifically to see
and not the sights of the Engadine valley

tuating a visit that impressed me." 97
visit was the event of the summer.

— "A

hira

way of accen-

For Nietzsche, Stein's

"This is a splendid

human being," he wrote to Overbeck,

and because of his heroic frame of mind thoroughly
understandable and congenial to me.
At last, at
last a new man who belongs to me and instinctively
respects me
To_be sure, for the time being still
trop wagne tise /s±c/ yet quite prepared for me through
the rational discipline he received in the proximity
of Diihring.
In his company I felt very sharply
what practical tasks belong to my life's work once
I have enough young people of a very certain quality!
I

%

^

9

"Eine Manier, in einen Besuch Akzent zu lepren, die
mir imponiert hat . " Nietzsche to Over beck Ik Sep. 188**,
Half t Idee und Welt 160.
,

,

10

"Das ist ein prachtvolles Stuck hensch und Mann und
mir we gen seiner heroischen Grundst immune durch und durch
verstandlich und sympathisch. Endlich, endlich ein neuer
Mensch, der zu rnir gehbrt und instinktiv vor mir Ehrfurcht
hat I
Zwar einstweilen noch trop wag-ne tise aber durch
die rationale Zucht, die er in der Nahe £/iihrings erhalten
In seiner iiahe empfand
hat, doch sehr zu mir vcrbereitetl
ich fortwahrend auf das scharfste, welche praktische Aufgabe zu meiner Lebensauf gabe gehbrt, wenn ich nur erst
genug jungere Menschen einer ganz bestimmten Qualitat
besitze!" Ibid. , 160.
,

—

•

•

,
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Four years later, in his autobiographical tract
Ecce
Homo, which appeared in 1888, a year after
Stein's death,

Nietzsche recalled Stein's visit in the light of the dis-

appointments of the intervening years:
This excellent person, who with all the impetuosity
of a Frussian Junker had waded into the Wagnerian
quagmire (and into Duhring's to boot!), was as if
transformed by a trust of freedom, like someone who
had suddenly been lifted to his heights and acquires
wings.
I always told him the cood air up here does
it; everyone goes through it; not for nothing is
one 6,000 feet above Bayreuth.
6ut he wouldn't
believe me. 11
Stein reassured Hans von Wolzogen that on his visit
he had sought and found the author of The Birth of Tragedy

an early work from Nietzsche's Wagnerian period.

,

Alluding

to Nietzsche's defection from Bayreuth, Stein doubted whether

Nietzsche would ever again find happiness "now that he had
been untrue to that highest community

11

12

But Nietzsche's

radical independence exercised an unmis take able fascination

"Dieser ausgezeichnete Mensch, der mit dem ganzen
Ungestiim eines preussischen Junkers in den Wagnerschen
Sumpf hineingewate t war (und ausserdem noch in den Duhrin ccschen
war diese drei Taere wie umgewandelt durch einen Sturmwind
der Freiheit, gleich einem, der plbtzlich in seine Hbhe
gehoben und Fliigel bekommt.
Ich sag:te ihm immer, das
mache die p'ute Luft hier oben, so erehe es jedem, man
sei nicht umsonst 6C00 Fuss iiber Bayreuth --aber er wollte
mir's nicht glauben." Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo vol. 11
Taschen - Ausgabe (Leipzig: Alfred
of Nietzsche s Werke
Kroner, n. d. 7, 276
,

'

—

,

"Seit er jener hbchsten Gemeinsamkei t einmal untreu
ward." Stein to Wolzogen, 27 Nov. 188*+, Ralfs, Idee und
Welt 162.
,

!

)
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for

Stein— and put him

lifestyle.

on the defensive about his own

His letter to Nietzsche in September,
1884,

contained an apologia for his commitment to scholarlv
studies

This ^commitment? may be good or bad--I mvself as
I used to be, would call it bad— for the
moment it
determines my life.
In the depths an infinite yearning
for real, free life lies in wait.
But I no longer
want to give in to it:
until I can put it into" practice
That is why you now see me moving from library to
library
.13
,

.

.

Nietzsche responded with one of his finest poems, Einsie dlers

Sehnsucht ("Hermit's Desire"), a poem expressing his great

longing for friends and followers who would understand
what he was trying to do in his attack on conventional

morality.

A line in that poem contains the key to the

misunderstanding that followed
Only he who changes, remains akin to me

J

Stein, harassed by the daily demands of his profession,
no longer knew how to respond to such importunities.

over- solicitous re sponse

,

His

designed to placate Nietzsche

13

—

"Dieses mag gut oder schlimm sein ich selbst, wie
ich sonst war wiirde es schlimm nennen ~-f iir jetzt bestimmt
es mein Lebensgef uhl .
In der Tiefe lauscht und wacht eine
unendliche Sehnsucht nach wirklichem f reien Leben. Aber
nach^eben will ich dieser nun nicht mehr:--bis ich sie verwirklichen kann --Deshalb also sehen Sie mich jetzt von
164.
Bibliothek zu Bibliothek Ziehen . • ." Ibid
,

,

,

.

.

14

Ibid.

,

"Nur wer sich wandelt
167.

,

,

bleibt mit mir verwandt

11

-
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rather than seriously to entertain
his appeals, struck

Nietzsche as demeaning

Stein invited Nietzsche to parti-

cipate by letter in a weekly discussion
group with two

friends on articles from the Wagner Lexikon

;

These discussions take on an ever higher
and freer
significance.
Recently we called the "artistic"
the transition from the fullness of the
personality
to the beyond-personal
Uberpersonliche )
Here
I thought of you and thought you
might have enjoyed
this discussion.
And now it occurred to me:
what
if I could now proauce a letter from Nietzsche
which
added a few sentences to the theme of our discussion?
Would this be a form in which you would care to communi
cate yourself? Would you consider something like
this
as a preliminary stage, a preparatory school for the
Ideal monastery?15
(

.

It is unlikely that the suggestion of participating

in a discussion group, even with Wagner as a topic, would

in itself have affronted Nietzsche.

Stein's description,

however, must have struck Nietzsche as epitomizing the kind
of pretentiousness he had been assailing ever since his

break with Wagner in the late l870*s.

Nor could he have

been pleased with Stein's coy reiteration of his loyalty
to Wagner's cause.

Referring to an earlier remark of

15

"Diese Besprechungen nehraen eine immer hohere
und freiere Bedeutung an.
Kiirzlich nannten wir das Kiinstlerische die Uberleitung aus der Fiille der Persbnlichkeit
zum Uberpersbnlichen.
Hierbei gedachte ich Ihrer und
meinte, Sie wiirden an diesem Gesprach Freude p-ehabt haben.
Und nun fiel mir ein:
wie
wenn du jetzt einen Brief
Nietzsches hervorzuziehen hattest, der etwa ein Paar Satze
zum Thema unserer Gedankenarbeit setzte? Ware dies eine
Form, in der Sie sich mitzuteilen geneirt waren? Wiirde
etwas derartisres Ihnen als Vorstufe, Vorschule des idealen
Klosters ^elten?" Stein to Nietzsche, 1 Dec. 1884, Ralfs,
Idee und Welt, 168.
,
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Nietzsche's in which he had compared himself to Philoktetes
on his island (without whose poisoned arrows Troy
could

not be conquered), Stein wrote that he still believed
the

"dead hero" (a reference to Achilles—and Wagner) bore the

greatest share in the conquest of Troy*
Nietzsche did not answer this letter.

After his

death two drafts of a response were found among his papers.
He was wise not to have sent them, for their sarcasm could

only have pained him afterwards.

"My worthy friend," one

of them began, "you do not know who

am or what

I

I

1
want." ^

His reference to Wagner as "the great dissimulator" (oer

grosse Schauspieler

anticipated the phrase he was to use

)

in his polemical pamphlets of 1888, Per Fall Wagner ("The

Wagner Case") and Nietzsche contra W arner

.

To his sister,

who attempted to mediate between Nietzsche and Stein,

Nietzsche wrote an indignant letter in March, 1885:

1b

Although Stein does not mention this
in his letter, Lou Salome (1861-1937) who had rejected
Nietzsche as a suitor in 1882, and her consort Paul Ree
apparently constituted the other members of this discussion
he would have had
If Nietzsche suspec ted this
group .
additional reason to be annoyed. See Rudolph Binion,
Frau Lou: Ni etzsche s Wayward D isciple (Princeton, N. J.:
Princeton University Press 1968), 127.
Ibid.

,

l69»

1

,

1

,

1

"Mein werter Freund, Sie wissen nicht, wer ich
bin, noch was ich will." Ralfs, Idee und Welt , 170.
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you really think that Stein's works, which

I

would

to the immense task which lies before
me? 1 **

Stein and Nietzsche met only once more, by
accident,
in September, 1885, as each was on his way to
visit the
other.

Stein recorded bits of their conversation in his

diary.

They discussed a tropical fig tree whose trunk

is too weak to carry its massive branches.

The tree

develops tentacles by means of which it supports itself
on an oak tree, but the oak tree dies in the process.

Transferring this allegory into the moral sphere, Stein
said he had learned from Schopenhauer that man can free

himself of his devouring nature by growing beyond the forces
that bound him to earth.

Nietzsche, however, retorted that

man can grow beyond himself only if he acts like the fig
tree and follows his spontaneous nature.

doubts:

Stein expressed

it would be good, he replied, if in this way man

could truly become free.

Nietzsche did not answer.

TS

19

"Glaubst du wirklich dass Steins Arbeiten die
ich nicht einmal zur Zeit meiner schlimmsten Wagner ei
und Schopenhauerei gemacht haben wiirde von ahnlicher
Wichtigkeit sind wie die untreheure Auf gabe die auf mir
Quoted in Glockner, Heinrich von Stein *+2.
llegt?
,

,

,

,

11

,

19

Ralfs, Idee und Welt, 172.
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This exchange reveals a fundamental, indeed
irrecon-

cilable difference between the two men.

It reveals Nietzsch

as fundamentally opposed to the Gnostic
aspect of German

Idealism which pitted man against nature, the
spirit against
matter, the eternal against the temporal, and pood
against
evil.

To Nietzsche the idealist frame of mind
represented

wishful thinking, a basic cowardice in the face of
truth
and reality.

In its denial of man's true nature, its

self-seeking piety duplicated the vices of supernatural
religion.
A note of resigned acceptance of their differences

pervaded the last letters that Stein and Nietzsche exchanged
in October, l885»

Stein, always a model of decorum, did

not openly reject Nietzsche's ideas; but in expressing his

disappointment at not having had more time to listen to
Nietzsche's ideas he implied that he had not understood
them.

Yet the sense of liberation --the courage to voice

ideas otherwise re pressed- -which Stein confessed to feeling
in conversation with Nietzsche was a compliment the older

man greatly valued.

between them

,

In his reply,

the last letter extant

Nietzsche criticized Paul Ree

'

s

book, Das

Gewissen ("Conscience"), for its shallow content.

But

his praise of Ree's lucid style represented an indirect

criticism of Stein:

104

Among Germans it cannot be respected enough when
someone .
foreswears the real German devil, the
genius or demon of unclari ty . The Germans consider
themselves deep. 20
.

.

—

His letter concluded, however, on a conciliatory note:

Let's all bravely remain at our posts, with some consideration, for each other:
for what is rood for one
is not necessarily good for two. 21

Nietzsche's hopes that Stein's development mieht

eventually have paralleled his own were expressed in a
letter to Malwida von Keysenbug a month after Stein's
premature death in 1887:
actually never doubted that this noble creature was
in a sense saved for me for later life, when his rich
and deep nature should really have developed, should
really have come to light:
for he was still terribly
young, far younger than his age, as is appropriate
with trees which have a long and powerful destiny. 22
I

Many of the charges leveled against Wagner in Nietzsche's
polemical pamphlets of the year 1888 dated from the period
of his break with Stein.

Nietzsche bitterlv accused

20

"Unter Deutsche!) aber ist es nicht jrenup: zu ehren,
dem eigentlichen deutschen Teufel, dem
wenn jemand
•
•
Genius oder Damon der Unklarheit abschwbrt . Die Deutschen
halten sich fiir tief." Nietzsche to Stein, 15 Oct. l885i
Forster-Nie tzsche "Brief we chsel" 760.

—

,

,

,

21

"Bleiben wir allesamt hubsch tapfer auf unserm
denn
Post en auch mit eini^er Nachsicht eregeneinander
Ibid
760.
eines schickt sich durchaus nicht fiir zweie.'
:

,

1

.

,

"Ich hatte eigentlich nie daran gezweifelt, dass
diese noble Kreatur mir ^ewissermassen auf fre spar t sei fiir
ein spateres Leben, dann wenn diese reiche und tief angelegte
Natur wirklich sich entfaltet, wirklich ans Licht gekommen
denn er war noch erschrecklich jung, weit unter
sein wiirde:
seinem Alter, wie es gerade recht ist bei Baumen, die auf eine
Ralfs, Idee und
machtitfe und lange Bestiffiimang angelegt sind."
welt, 388.
,
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Wagner of having seduced the best of Germany's youth

—

not by his music so much as by his idealism.

—

The youth becomes a mooncalf an "idealist." He is
beyond science, hereby attaining the level of his
master.
Instead he acts the philosopher. ^3

Nietzsche rejected the claims of an absolute morality:

how do you test, he asked, the eternal content of ideals?
Absolute beauty, like absolute Ideas, are but phantoms of
the mind.

xet the only thing Germans take seriously is

the "Idea", which Nietzsche described as the obscure,

uncertain, the presentient.

2k

the

Nietzsche's method of psycho-

logical analysis differed radically from Stein
of metaphysical synthesis and conciliation.

1

method

s

Hope, which

Stein had once called the highest of virtues, was for

Nietzsche but a means for the prolongation of suffering,
and faith, the ultimate Christian value, meant only un-

willingness to face the truth.

For Stein traditional

Christian morality was in the last analysis not subject
If God was indeed dead, as Zarathustra claimed,

to question.

then it was up to man to resurrect Him.

Christian moral

values were to be professed and practiced, not examined or
dissected.
*

—

Jungling wird zum Mondkalb zum Idealisten.
Er ist uber die Wissenschaft hinaus, darin steht er auf
Dajregen macht er den Fhilosophen
der Kbhe des Meisters.
Nietzsche, Der Fall Wagner vol. 11 of Nie tzsche s Werke
H Der

'

'

Ibid.

,

205, 2C7, 222

•

,

216.
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Nietzsche's philosophical method was to pierce the
superficial aspect of human thought and behavior, the layer
of self-deception, and "consequentially" to lay bare the

unacknowledged motives beneath.

His great contribution

to ethics was to have shown how human "virtue", by cloaking

the will to power in respectable dress,

mask for evil.

can serve as a

Certainly his unequivocal condemnation of

an incipient vblkisch ideology has been vindicated by the

course of history.

Nietzsche scathingly attacked the cul-

tural nationalism espoused by Wagner, Stein, and later

volkisch authors.

His charge in Ecce Homo (written in 1888,

but not published until 1908) that the Germans had all the

great cultural crimes of the past four centuries on their

conscience reads like the ultimate antithesis to Chamberlain'

version of history set forth in The Foundations of the
Nineteenth Century a decade later.

Unlike Stein (or

Chamberlain), who considered the Reformation the greatest

achievement of the Renaissance

,

Nietzsche blamed the

Germans for having defrauded Europe of the harvest of
this last great historical epoch.

Their wars of liberation

had likewise deprived Europe of the benefits of Napoleon's

existence, giving rise to nationalism, "the greatest

anti-cultural sickness and irrationality there is."

2

25

^"Diese cul turwidrigste Krankheit und Unvernunft,
Nietzsche, Ecce Homo 371.
die es gibt."
,
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As against Stein's panegyric to German inwardness, Nietzsche

defined the "German sprit" as "the instinctive unwholesomenes
in psycholopicis

,

German betrays." 26

which every word, every gesture of a
The Teuton (Germane) was reduced by

Nietzsche to "obedience and long legs," 2

''7

Anti-Semitism, thoroughly despised by Nietzsche, may
serve as a final point of contrast.

displayed a certain ambivalence:

anti-Semitism

— partly

Stein's attitude

he criticized political

because he considered it ineffective

while claiming to find in the movement the healthy forces on

which a renewal of German social and political life would

eventually have to be based.

In a letter to Cosima Wagner

in l88l, Stein criticized the Imperial Court Pastor Adolf

Stbcker (1835-1909 )* founder of an abortive movement to

rally the working class to conservative causes through

anti-Semitic appeals, for his compromise with the traditional
powers of altar and throne
We see, too, what these great practitioners attain
in practice; a victory of the Jews, despite all awakened

national instincts and actual racial passion.2&
p£

"Diese Instinkt gewordene Unsauberkeit in psycholo gies die jedes Wort, jede Miene eines Deutschen verrath."
Ibid., 372.
,

2

Wagner

^"Gehorsam und lange Beine."
,

Nietzsche, Per Pall

210.

"Auch sehen wir nun schon, wohin diese grossen
Praktiker praktisch gelancen; zu einem Sieere der Juden,^
trotz aller erweckten nationalen Instinkte unt tatsachlicher
Quoted in Halfs, Idee und Welt , 304.
Rae sett-Leidenschaf t.
,f

•

io8
In a review in 1882 of Die Weltpolitik unter
besonderer

Bezugnahme auf Deutschland ("World Politics with Special

Reference to Germany") by Constantin Frantz, a critic both
of liberalism and of Bismarckian diplomacy, Stein endorsed

Frantz*

s

visions of German colonisation of South America

in order to create there the kind of humane culture
(

menschliche Kultur

)

that was lacking in North America.

As to anti-Semitism, Stein remarked:

From anti-Semitism we learned what the forces must
be like in which we can place our trust*
Certainly the
magic word has not yet been found, which can form of
these forces a peaceable German world power; nevertheless, the most minute trace of genuine, instinctive
impulses among the people (im Volke is more important
than the dexterous distinctions of politicians. ^9
)

In sum, Stein contributed his small part to the

Germanic ideology that was to provide a rationale for the

vblkisch movement after World War

I.

His role as a progeni-

tor of vblkisch idealism should be of interest to historians

precisely because his intentions were so genuinely benevolent
In providing an ideological rationale for political expansion

Stein and such successors as Lienhard and Chamberlain

lernten am Antisemi tismus ermessen, wie etwan
die Krafte beschaffen sein miissten, zu denen wir Vertrauen
Gewiss ist das Zauberwort noch nicht
fassen diirften.
gefunden, welches aus diesen Kraften die f riedf ertip:e
deutsche Weltmacht zu gestalten vermbchte; dennoch aber ist
die geringste Spur echter, instinktiver Re gunge n im Volke
wichtiger, als die noch so erewandten Distinktionen des
Politikers." Stein, " Weltpolitik von C. Frantz," Inter 51 7
national e Konatsschrif t 1 (lbd2)
M Wir

1

1

,

,
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resembled the Protestant cultural evangelists
of Britain
and America, such as Josiah Strong (18V7-1916)
and Madison

Grant (1865-1937).

Aside from their shared anti-egali-

tarianism, however, the social values they propagated
were
quite different.

Against the libertarian ideals of democracy,

the Germanic ideologues advocated an inner freedom from the

restraints imposed by human frailty.

Their concern was not

with the external autocracy of despots, but with the internal

tyranny of sinfulness.

Where Western ideologues sought

to export democracy to free the individual and society

from institutional despotism, German ideologues sought to
export idealism to free the individual and society from

personal egotism.

In unmasking the self-righteousness

of both forms of cultural imperialism, Nietzsche rubbed

both sides the wrong way.

Significantly, vblkisch ideologists

were able to exploit only the younger Nietzsche, not the

Nietzsche of the Will to Power. 30

In spite of the Nietzsche

cult in Germany after 1900, promoted largely by his sister's

efforts to make his philosophy serviceable to German chauvinism, Lienhard and Chamberlain knew full well that Nietzsche
was their antagonist, not their ally.

The role of vblkisch

idealism in subsequent German history fully vindicates

*

See, for instance, Wilhelm Laubenthal, Per G edanke
einer feisti sren Erneuerunp? Deu tschlands im deutschen
Schrif ttum von 1671 bis zum Weltkrieg (Frankf ur t/Kain

Moritz Diesterweg, 193& ) •

—
110

Nietzsche's devastating critique of national vanity.
one has warned more fervently that

— in

No

the words of the

dictum that George Bernard Shaw derived from Nietzsche
"the road to Hell is paved with good intentions."
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VI

C H-A P T E R

FRIEPRICH LIENHARP'S CAREER AS A PUBLICIST OF
VOLKISCH IDEALISM
Three months after Heinrich von Stein's death in
June, 1887, a young student of less talent but similar

disposition arrived in Berlin.
gically at the 188C

s as

He would look back nostal-

the decade in which the last

great generation of idealists

— Wagner,

Gobineau, Carlyle

Emerson, and their disciple Heinrich von Stein

— had

died.

His name was Friedrich Lienhard and he would devote his

literary career to popularizing and disseminating the values
that Stein and other transcendental idealists supposedly

had stood for.

1

Through dramas of heroic legends, historical

The best source of information on Lienhard s career
is an adulatory biography by his protege Paul Bulow
Friedrich Lienhard .
Per Mensch und das Werk (Leipzig:
Max Koch, 1923 ) • Lienhard s memoirs, Jugend j ahre .
Erinnerungen 10th ed. (Stuttgart: Greiner & Pfeiffer, 1918),
provides detailed information only on the years up to 19C0.
The same period is covered in an article by Karl Gruber,
"Dichter-Erzieher • Anlasslich eines Thiiringer Taprebuchs
von Fritz Lienhard," Hochland 1 (5 Feb. 1905), 572-586.
Some biographical information may be gleaned from a Fest schrift published on the occasion of Lienhard's 5Cth
birthday, Wilhelm Edward Gierke, ed. Friedrich Lienhard
und Wir .
Pern deutschen Dichter Friedrich Lienhard zum
Greiner & Pfeiffer, 1915).
50 . Geburtstage (Stuttgart:
Lienhard's works have received only scant attention, if
The most
any at all, in histories of German literature.
complete review is by Albert Soersrel, Pichtung und Pi c h t e
Eine Schilderun? der deutschen Literatur aer
der Zeit .
letzten Jahrzehnte vol. I, 21st ed. (Leipzip: H. Voi^tHellmuth Lanq;enbucher Friedrich
lander, 1928 ) &79-891.
Lienhard und sein Anteil am Kampf urn die deutsche Erneuerunp
1

(

,

,

,

,

,
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novels, and publicistic tracts Lienhard would seek to
per-

petuate a literary culture that had lost its relevance
in a rapidly changing society.
Not content with fighting literary battles, Lienhard

would seek to restore the social basis on which such an
idealist culture

could flourish.

Addressing himself

primarily to an educated middle class of teachers, ministers,
civil servants, rural doctors and lawyers, and their families,

Lienhard gave comfort to those who felt threatened or confused by the changes

— both

panied modernization.

Lienhard
schools

•

's

in art and society

After World War

I

— that

accom-

excerpts from

works were widely used in readers for German

Reducing philosophical concepts to inspirational

slogans for household consumption

,

Lienhard lacked the

(Hamburg: Arrentur des Rauhen Hauses, 1935), criticizes
Lienhard' s works from a partisan National Socialist point
of view while at the same time crediting Lienhard for his
contributions to the victory of vblkisch ideology in Germany.
Lan^enbucher s criticisms are rejected as unfounded in
Wilhelm Laubenthal, Per Gedanke einer ^eistjo-en Erneuerun g
Deutschlands . Aside from brief references, trie post-World
War II literature on Lienhard has been confined to an
article by Jos t Hermand , "Gralsmotive um die Jahrhunder twende," Von Mainz nach Weimar ( 1793 - 1919 )* Studien zur
J. £• Metzlersche Verlaersdeutschen Li teratur (Stuttgart
buchhandlunsc, 1969), 269-297, and to discussions of the
Heimatkunst movement in Klaus Bersrmann, Agrarromantik und
102-121, and in Richard Kamann and
Grossstadtf eindschaf
Jost Hermand, Epochen d eutscher Kul tur von 1670 bis zur
Ge^enwart, vol. IV, Stilkunst um 1900 (East Berlin:
Akademie-Verla/?, 1967), 36^-39^ As in the case of Stein,
there is no secondary literature on Lienhard in English,
and none of his works have been translated.
1

:

,

intellectual riUor and artistic prowess both of the great

predecessors in whose footsteps he thought he was following
and of the literary giants of his own day whose fame and

influence he fought.

Sanctimonious, sentimental, self-

consciously ethnocentric, and unrelievedly didactic,

Lienhard's works are of historical interest only because
they shed light on the attitudes and values of an important

segment of German society in the declining years of the

German Empire and in the years of the Weimar Republic.

Lienhard's career as a publicist of vdlkisch idealism
fell into two main phases.

In the period from lo&9 to 1903,

when Lienhard lived and worked in Berlin, he devoted most
of his efforts to assailing the social and cultural currents

of change in the German capital.

In articles, books,

and pamphlets he attacked materialism, naturalism, liberalism,

socialism, and democracy

,

forces that he feared were

threatening to spread from nerlin and engulf the nation
as a whole.

After 1903, when he left Berlin to live in the vicinity
of Weimar in central Germany, the accent of his work became

less polemical and more constructive.

He now propounded

and propagated the values that he hoped would serve as an

alternative to those he had been assailing.

These values

he claimed to find in the works of the German classical
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idealists and their successors.

As he grew ever more out

of touch with the progressive forces of his time, Lienhard's

evolution reflected the defeneration of one strand of

volkisch idealism into moral evangelism and vulgarized
mysticism.

Although nationalistic, authoritarian, and elitist

in his views, Lienhard's rejection of political activism

antagonized radical conservatives in the period of growing
politization after World War

I.

Lienhard was born in the Alsatian village of Hothbach,
near the town of Zabern, in October, 1865, the eldest son
of a Protestant elementary school teacher whose own

parents had still been peasants.

Lienhard's earliest

memories concerned the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871*
He remembered being impressed by the grandeur and discipline

of the German conquerors, who had previously been portrayed
to him--in French

sauerkraut

,

Alsace—as barbarians living on potatoes,

and pumpernickel

2

Like Heinrich von Stein, Lienhard was only eleven years
old when his mother died, having extracted from her son
a deathbed promise to become a minister.

In later years

Lienhard felt that at least in spirit he had fulfilled
his promise, even if he had spread God's word through

2

Lienhard

,

Jug-end jahre

,

18.

.

•
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literary works rather than from the pulpit of an
Alsatian
village*
life.

Religion was very much a part of young Lienhard's

His father was swept up into the Old Lutheran
pietist

revival movement led by the Alsatian country preacher
Michael
huser in the

lM**a

and l870 s. .After the central admini(

stration of the Lutheran Church in Alsace had appointed
a liberal parson in Lienhard's district to replace
the Old

Lutheran parson who had died, a number of Old Lutheran
adherents decided to build their own church in the village

Lienhard's father, who served as local church organist,
was caught in the middle of the dispute.

Although his

sympathies lay with the so-called "protest church," his

position as teacher and civil servant put him under pressure
to support official policies.

To solve this dilemma, young

Friedrich (or Fritz, as he was called until he adopted the
more dignified Friedrich some time after 1903) played the

organ in the protest church while his father continued to

perform his duties in the official church.

Noting that

liberalism was no more tolerant than orthodoxy, Friedrich
claimed to have acquired from this dispute a permanent
distaste for the "plague of party politics.

3

Ibid.

,

36, 68ff

11
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Aggrieved by the loss of his mother, Lienhard
did not
enjoy an easy youth.

He was teased and bullied at school,

.

where he felt himself misunderstood by teachers
who lacked
love and sympathy.

Hating grammar, mathematics, and school

in general, he was twice forced to repeat a class
at the

local Gymnasium.

At home his father was severe and sometimes

contemptuous toward him.

When Lienhard wrote him a poem

for his birthday, his father asked where he had copied it.
A sense of coercion and loneliness pervaded the years of

his upbringing.

He found solace in books of poetry, for

which he sometimes sacrificed his lunch money, and in
day dreams of leaving Europe forever.

The melancholy

Austrian Romantic Nikolaus Lenau (1802-1850) was the favorite
h.

poet of his youth.
Shy and inhibited, young Lienhard worshipped a "French"

Alsatian girl from afar (the same girl, according to his
account, whom he married in 1915* the year of his 50th

birthday, after the circumstances of war had coincidentally

brought them together again.

)

In the recollections he

published in 19l8» Lienhard bitterly recalled the sexual
conflicts that plagued his adolescence:

T
5

Ibid .

,

26ff.

Ibid.

,

193.

^

!

!
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Suffering, shame, and shattered nerves are today
lodged
in this realm, which ought actually to be a temple
and
a noly grove.
here divinities ana demons fight" each
other :^ spiritual love and animal drives. The
important
thin? is that the divine remain victorious.
The prudishness reflected in his later writings may
have

been a result of these unresolved sexual conflicts.
In his imagination, young Lienhard delivered his beloved

from the bonds that tied her emotionally to France, like
the prince in the legend who released his sleeping princess

with a kiss.

Early on Lienhard identified himself with a

Germany whose culture

— and

power

— he

admired.

He deplored

the folly of those Alsatians who chose to protest German

dominance, and thereby only excluded themselves from par-

ticipation in the administration of their country.

His

first published poem, appearing in the Strassburger Post
in 1886, when he was twenty, made up in patriotic enthusiasm

what it lacked in literary quality:

A cheer to Germanic Alsace
A roaring cheer to Pan-Germany
And the heroic German Kaiser!'

"Eine Summe von Leid Schmach und Nervenzeriittung
ist heute an dieser Statte abgelap-ert wo doch eigentlich
Kier bekampfen
ein Terapel und heilicrer Hain sein miisste.
Seelische Liebe und tierische
sich Gottheiten und Damonen
Triebe.
Es kommt darauf an, dass das Gbttliche den Sieg
behalt." Ibid .
50.
,

,

:

,

7

"Ein Hoch dera trermanischen Elsass!
Ein brausendes Hoch Alldeutschland
Und dem gerraanischen Heldenkaiser

11

Ibid .

,

67»
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That same year Lienhard matriculated at the University
of Strassburp* as a student of theology.

in his studies, however.

Kis heart was not

Finding it difficult to concentrate

on theological treatises, he turned increasingly to belles-

let tres

,

despite the embarrassment occasioned by librarians

who inquired whether prospective pastors were allowed to

read such works.

Inspired by a reading of Moderne Dichter-

Charaktere (1884), an anthology of poems by young writers
in revolt against the pompous phraseology of an older generation, Lienhard wrote in his diary about the emptiness and

superficiality of most contemporary German literature
o

and the need for more greatness, dedication, and passion.
He felt keenly the disparity between a Goethe or a Schiller

and the literary "dwarfs" of his own day.

Measuring his

own efforts against the literary masterpieces of the past,

Lienhard doubted whether he had the talent for a literary
vocation.

In a fit of despair he burned all the poems

he had written,

including the draft of a play entitled

The Exodus from Egypt

,

only to begin again anew.

"I am

not meant to be a poet," he wrote in September, 1886.
"I do have feeling,

imagination, understanding, and sympathy

Moderne Dichter - Charaktere (Leipzig, 1884) t
Ibid., 152.
a typical product of an era in search of erenius, was edited
by Wilhelm Arent (b. 1864), Hermann Conradi (1862-1890), and
Arent disappeared from public
Karl Henckell (1864-1929).
view after a nervous breakdown in the late l890 s.
,

t

,
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for everything poetic in nature and the life of man;

but creative ideas, poe.tic thoughts, -command of poetic

language--no m9
!

Lured by the prospect of being close to the center
of things, Lienhard received his father's permission to

study in Berlin.

Like Stein of basically religious disposi-

tion, Lienhard, too, abjured the study of theology, in favor
of history and literature.

But the university, where he

enrolled in the fall of 1887 and occasionally heard the

lectures of Treitschke, served Lienhard principally as a
camouflage for his literary interests and activities,
jn I889, after a return semester in Strassburg, he decided,
to his father's chagrin,

to leave the

university for good.

By that time his first publications had appeared.
In a two-part article entitled "Reformation der

Litteratur

,

"

appearing in the influential literary journal

Die Gesellschaf

(

"Socie ty

,r

)

in 1888, Lienhard launched his

life-long attack on naturalism and formalism in art*
Through the good offices of the neo-Romantic and later
virulently anti-Semitic novelist and publicist Karl Bleibtreu (1859-1928), a co-editor with Michael Georg Conrad (1846-

Je langer
°"Zum Dichter bin ich nicht bestimmt.
Ich habe zwar Gefuhl, Phantasie,
je besser sen ich's ein.
Verstandnis und Sinn fiir alles Poetische in Natur und
Menschenleben; aber schbpf erische Ideen, poetische Gedanken,
Beherrschung der pcetischen Sprache Mini" Lienhard, Jugend

—

iahre, 126.

0

0

,
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1927) of Die Geselischaft

,

Lienhard succeeded in 1888

in publishing his first play, Naphtali
of his earlier Exodus from Egypt ,

,

rewritten version

a

Aside from a favorable

review in Die Geselischaft by a firebrand leader
of a generational revolt against the staid Munich court poet
Paul
Heyse, Conrad Albert! (1862-1918), the play received
little

notice and was never performed on stage.

Naphtali, a young

Hebrew in the time of the Babylonian Captivity, fails
to join the Exodus of his people to Israel because of his

sensuous love for an Egyptian girl.

Having betrayed his

ideal by surrendering to sensuality, he commits suicide
by throwing himself into the Red Sea.

1

Anticipating his later, more virulent attacks on
Berlin, Lienhard

1

s

Die Weisse Frau

a prose

,

work in diary

form published in 1889, contrasted the peacefulness of the

village to the hectic life of the big city.

On first

arriving in Berlin as a 21-year-old student in 1887,
Lienhard was awe-struck by the thought that this was where
the Kaiser lived.

the university

,

The imperial palace rose direc tly opposite

and one of the first questions that students

exchanged among; each other was, "Have you seen the Kaiser
It was moving to see the deep personal attachment

yet?"

1

For a discussion of Naphtali see Adalbert von rlanstein,
Zwei Jahrzehnt e miterlebter
Das jlinc^s te Deutschland .
lyOO)
R. Voigtlander
Litteraturgescnichte TTeipzif:
135-137.
,

:

,
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that Berliners felt for their monarch.

Lienhard

1

s

landlord

wore his beard in the style cf Wilhelm I, and he cried

bitterly when the emperor died in 1888.

From his balcony

Lienhard saw tfismarck's dominant silhouette in the unforgettable funeral procession.

Lienhard later came to view

Bismarck's dismissal in 1890 as symbolic of
break.

a

major cultural

When Lienhard later in life sought refuge in the country-

side, he identified his lot with that of the aged Bismarck,

rancorously following the politics of the capital from his
retreat in the Sachsenwal d.

A spiritual

(

geistig ) Bismarck

was needed, Lienhard wrote in a poem in I89I1 to master

Germany's cultural fragmentation as Bismarck had mastered
its political disunity.

11

In spite of his fondness for imperial grandeur

felt lonely and out-of-place in Berlin.

,

Lienhard

He could not

get used to the tempo of city life and to the cold indifference

with which people passed each other in the streets.

glances lacked feeling and warmth.

Their

Keenly aware of his

provincial background, Lienhard imagined that people regarded
him with derision.

He felt a recurrence of his childhood

fear of making a fool of himself.

Lienhard could not bear

the superciliousness and assumed superiority of his city-

11

Lienhard, Jugendjahre
Lienhard 116.
,

,

lbO, 185; BUlow, Friedrich

2

s
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bred contemporaries.

Lounging in cafe? and foyers, they

joked and talked about women and making money.

Nothing

was sacred to them, and even art seemed only a matter
of business.

1

From 1890 to 1892, Lienhard supported himself as a

tutor to the blind, epileptic son of a professor of Hebrew

literature (whose name he does not mention in his memoirs)
at the University of Berlin.

Social functions made

Lienhard uncomfortably aware of his lack of savoir -faire.
His insecurity was reinforced by a sense of failure as a

writer.

He felt as if the naturalist literary revolution,

now in full swing in Berlin, had passed him by.

With a

tinge of regret Lienhard recalled the opportunities that
he had been temperamentally unwilling; or unable to seize.

Even the innovative director Otto Brahm (1856-1912),

discoverer and patron of the naturalist dramatist Gerhard Hauptmann (1862-19^6), expressed interest in his

Although Wei t revolution

work.

,

a play Lienhard had

written in I889, was too heavy with pathos for Brahm'
taste

t

he invited Lienhard to submit further efforts and

to contribute to his literary journal, Freie Biihne fur

modernes Leben

the journal that was subsequently to become

,

Lienhard

,

Ju^end jahre

,

165*

,
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the prestigious Neue Deutsche Rundschau ,

Luciwig Jacobowski

(1868-1900), editor of Di£ Gesellschaft from I898 to 1900,

invited Lienhard to participate in his avant - garde

literary circle, Die Kommenden (roughly, "Poets of the
Future").
milieu.

But Lienhard did not feel comfortable in this

"These people," he wrote home to a friend in

1890, "are so cold, so sober, so modern and rational, so

un-German, so scientific, so lacking in religion!" 1 ^
Yet looking back in 1918, Lienhard remarked that the

triumph of naturalist writers, unpopitious though it might
have been for German culture, had not been unjustified.
He did not question their talents which he recognized as

exceeding his own; he only questioned the uses to which
-iZl

these talents had been put*

For a number of years Lienhard's literary production
slov/ed .

Several short stories of the collection entitled

Helden ("Heroes"), published in 1900, dated from this
period, as well as poems reflecting Lienhard' s isolation
and frustration.

Becoming an editor of the Berlin monthly

Das Zwanzigste Jahrhundert ("The Twentieth Century"),

Lienhard turned to journalism in 1893-

From I896 he

"Diese Leute sind so kalt, so niichtern, so modernrationalistisch, so undeutsch, so wissenschaf tlich so
religionslos " Ibid. l6*f.
,

!

,

Ibid.

,

182.
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served as columnist for the feuilleton of Friedrich Lance's
(1852-1918) pan-German periodical, D eutsche Zeitunr.

Disgust at the competitive literary life in Berlin
and at his own failure to achieve recognition frequently

induced Lienhari to travel to such isolated regions as the

Bavarian Alps, the Scottish highlands, and the Norwegian
fjords.

A hike

through the Vosges Mountains of his

native Alsace in the summer of 1895

srave

rise to Lienhard s
1

first major publication in five years, Wasprauf ahr ten

,

a slim volume of idyllic travel pictures interspersed with

acerbic commentary on the literary culture of Berlin,

Reflecting the influence of Julius Langbehn's (1851-1907)
Rembrandt als Erzieher ("Rembrandt as Educator"), which
Lienhard, like so many of his contemporaries, had read and

admired after its appearance in 1890, Wasgauf ahr ten antici-

pated the later nativist Heimatkunst movement by seeking
to mobilize such rural values as austerity,

reverence,

deference, duty, patriotism, and religious faith against
the skepticism, materialism, and social democracy of Berlin.

The heart of the social problem, Lienhard contended, lay
in the individual's oppressive feeling that he was no longer
free to determine his own growth toward God, but had rather

^For Lan^behn, see Stern, The Politics of Cultur al
Despair 131-227.
1

,

7

8

,
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been degraded to a number

(

eine Nummer' ) and a machine by

mass society. 16

Lienhard exhorted German poets not to subert their

vocation by submerging their art in economics or politics.
"The Gods of art have ever been the Gods of light,"
he wrote.

"Like the penetrating sun, they looked deeply

into the cares and sufferings of the earth, but they stayed
in the pure heights of their heaven." 1 ^

From Langbehn

Lienhard derived the concept of Reichsbeseelung
"ensoulment of the Reich."

powerful Reich faced the

,

literally

The sons of the militarily

task of creating a soul

ffrand

for the Reich, the task of reviving spiritual and moral

ideals in an age that was able to build an Eiffel Tower
(which Lienhard had seen on a visit to Paris in 1892)
but not a Strassburg Cathedral.

1

Favorably reviewed by Heinrich Sohnrey (1859-19^8)
founder of the journal Das Land ("The Country") in 1893
and vociferous opponent of urbanization

TS

,

Lienhard, Wasgauf ahr ten 23rd ed.
Greiner & Pfeiffer, n. d. ), 13«
,

Wasgauf ahr ten

(Stuttgart:

1

"Die Gbtter der Kunst waren je und je Gotter des
Sie schauten wohl, wie die allesdurchdringende
Lichtes.
Sonne, tief in die Sorgen und Qualen der Erde; aber sie
13~1^»
blieben in ihrer reinen Himmelshbhe • " Ibid
*

l8

Ibid., 57, I*f6-3A7.

,

Q
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endeared Lienhard to nationalists, but failed to
receive
wide circulation.

In Wasgauf ahr ten Lienhard freely mixed

accounts of personal experiences and subjective states
of
mind with objective description, cultural criticism, and

citations from favorite authors in an autobiographicallyflavored approach that was to become characteristic of the

major publicistic works of his mature years.

These included

the six-volume Wege nach Weimar (1905-1908) and the three-

volume Der Meister der Kenschheit (1919-1921).

A passage

by Treitschke which attacked democracy, party politics, and

French opposition to German aspirations abroad was quoted
at length by Lienhard.
to his readers,

Describing his emotional crises

Lienhard viewed his own recovery as a thera-

peutic model for the maladies of the age.

In the peace of

the Vosges forest, Lienhard rejoiced to be shielded from
the political issues of the day.

Bitter personal experiences

had generated the animosity he felt toward the Berlin literati
To possess a finely developed feeling of honor, to
feel oneself a hundred times more intelligent than
this presumptuous , insolent people and nevertheless
to have to run the gauntlet as a lonely provincial
be tv/een the superior smirks and glib verbosity of the
big city market controllers--t hat is a hellish school!
,

1

"Fein entwickeltes Ehr^efiihl zu besitzen, sich an
Gescheitheit hundertmal diesem vorlauten Schnoddervolk
uberlegen zu fiihlen, und dennoch als einsamer 'Provinzler
Spiessruten laufen zu miissen zwischen iiberlesenem Lacheln
und zunerenf ertierem Wortschwall grosss tadtischer Marktbe3herrscher--eine hbllische Schule I" Ibid
.

,

1

^
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Lienhard turned to his native Alsace for the protagonists of his historical dramas Gottfried von Strassburg
and Qdilia

,

published in 1897 and 1898 respectively and

performed in Strassburg in the same years.

While in his

earlier dramas the idealistic protagonists had tragically
succumbed, in these later plays they emerge partially vic-

torious against an adverse world through disciplined renuncation.

Disappointed in love, the Minne Sanger

Gottfried

von Strassburg heroically renounced luxurious life at
court.

The saintly Cdilia, committed to a religious

vocation, rebuffed her tyrannical father's command to
marry, and through the strength of her faith persuaded,
hira

to permit a religious revival in his territories.

Eulenspiecrel s Ausf ahr t

,

the first play of a trilogy

published in 1901, was performed in Strassburg in I&96.
Through comic escapades Till Eulenspiegel waered a lonely
struggle against a corrupt and degenerate society on the
eve of the Reformation.

The one-act middle play of this

trilogy, Per Fremde ("The Stranger'

Lienhard

1

s to be

1

),

was the only play of

performed in Berlin before 1922.

It was

given a single performance in 1903 at the royal theatre,
the Konigliche Schauspielhaus under the direction of

Max Grube (1854-1934).

According to Lienhard's account,

Grube had rejected Eulenspiecrels Ausf ahrt some years

t
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before, not on aesthetic grounds but because he
feared the

adverse reaction of

the.

Berlin press

-to

a play by an author

reputed (with only partial justification, as we shall
see) to be anti-Semitic. 20
A polemical attack on the Berlin theatres and the

persons who controlled them constituted a major part of
Die Vorherrschaf t Berlins

,

an influential set of essays

published in 1900 to promote Heimatkunst
Heimatkunst

,

.

The term

literally "art of the homeland", was coined

by Lienhard's friend and later fellow-resident in Weimar,
the racialist literary historian and anti-Semitic polemicist

Adolf cartels (1862-19^5) in 1897. 21

Feeling that Heimat -

kunst was being too narrowly construed as regional or local
art, Lienhard resigned in September, 1900, as editor of

Heimat ("Home" or "native country"), a journal he had

founded cnly eight months before at the instigation of
his Leipzig-based publisher Georg Heinrich Meyer (1872-1931

)•

Heimat survived for only one more xssue, and Meyer himself
was forced by bankruptcy to sell his rights to Lienhard's

works to the Stuttgart firm of Greiner and Pfeiffer in 1903.

20
21

110.

Bulow, Friedrich Lienhard

,

252ff.

Bergmann, Agrarromantik und Grossstadtf eindschaf

,

,

,
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Lienhard

f

s

best-known single work, Hochzei t in Schilda

(later republished as Die Schildburger

) .

a set of poems

idealizing harmonious life in a small town, first
appeared
in Heimat, as did his Burenlieder

Boer struggle against England.

,

poems in celebration of the

Although Lienhard regretted

the failure of the Kaiser to protect the Boers, he claimed

that his poems lacked all political intent.

Attracted to

the Boers because of their attachment to the soil, Lienhard

extolled their manly virtues.

Lienhard had originally wanted to name his journal
Hochland ("Highlands"

) ,

later adopted by his friend,

a title

the Catholic publicist Karl Muth (1867-19

ential journal he founded in 1903 •

W

,

for an influ-

By advocating Heimatkun st

Lienhard meant not merely to promote rural subject matter,
which would still leave literature prey to the technical

virtuosity of urban literati

,

but rather to encourage a

more natural literary form than the allegedly artificial,

overly theoretical forms popular in the city.

He sought

to encourage a more affirmative point of view to balance

what he took to be the negative
of urban culture.

,

hyper- critical in telle c tualisra

No less a figure than Shakespeare, whose

work addressed itself to all the people, and not merely
a portion of them, was co-opted by Lienhard as a model

22_.

Biilow,

Friedrich Lienhard

155i 2^6.

t
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for Heimatkunst ,

Shakespeare did not put the "average

plebeian" into the mid-point of his plays, Lienhard
wrote,
nor did he rigidly insist, as the naturalists did,
that
his characters speak in every-day language.

was too little

.the

Urban literature

organic product of persons of substance,

persons free from the "Americanism" that supposedly dominated
public life.

Creating culture, Lienhard said, is more

important than carrying on business cr politics. 2 ^
In an article appearing in 1900 and republished in his

collection Neue Ideale ("New Ideals") the following year,

Lienhard rejected the charge of the neo~classicist drama
critic Samuel Lublinski (1868-1910) that Heimatkunst

represented a reactionary movement,

Heimatkunst did not

oppose modernity in literature, Lienhard contended, but
sought only to extend literary boundaries in order to create
oh

a culture for the nation as a whole.

construction of Heimatkunst

,

To avoid a narrow

Lienhard substituted the term

Hbhenkunst ("Art of the Heights") to characterize his
endeavors.

With his play Kbnig Arthur

,

first performed

in Leipzig in 1900, Lienhard offered an example of what
he had in mind.

Lienhard attributed the defeat of the

2

^Lienhard, Neue Ideale nebst Vorherrschaf
54, 66, 87-88, 92-93, IH3^

Berlins,

the dispute between Lienhard and Lublinski, see
Erich Ruprecht and Dieter Bansch, ed. Literarische
Manif este der Jahrhunder twende 1 S90 - 191CT (Stuttgart:

^For

,

J.

B.

Metzlersche '/erlagsbuchnandlung

,

1970), 3^-3^9 •
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Celts at the hands of the Saxons in the fifth century to

King Arthur's misguided efforts, against the advice of
his exiled couselor Merlin, to supplant the time-honored

customs of his people with a new and alien civilisation.

Lienhard faced opposition not only from modernists,
but also from patiotic groups who regarded Germany's pre-

occupation with culture as a hindrance to political action.
Although he favored German overseas expansion

,

Lienhard

1

s

commitment to ideal values and rejection of power politics

anticipated the predicament in which he and other conservative
idealists would find themselves when confronted with the
rise of National Socialism after the First World War.
In an essay entitled

Century"

),

" Jahrhundertwende"

25

("Turn of the

written in 1900 and included in Neue Ideale

,

Lienhard caricatured the attitude of national activists:

Germany must awaken, is the word in these temperamental groups; the Germany of philosophy, poetry, and
music must become a master-Germany of the fist and
pov/er politics; the dream world called "German Idealism
was inflicted on us by the Thirty-Years War; the socalled "German mentality" only developed as a result
of our political impotence; the dawning century
with its Greater Germany will no longer know this
weakly inwardness ^6

11

1

I

Die konservative devolution in
WissenD eutschland 1918 - 1932 , 2nd rev. ed. (Darmstadt:
scEafUiche Buchgesellschaf t 1972), 40-57; 364 /on Lienhard/.

^See

Arrain Mohler,

,

"Deutschland muss erwachen, heisst es in diesen
temperamentvollen Gruppen; das philosophische und lyrische
und musizierende Deutschland muss ein Herren-Deu tschland
der Faust und der grossen Politik werden; jene Traumerei,

.
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A feud with Ferdinand Avenarius
(1856-1923), publisher
of the influential journal Kunstwart (literally,
"Guardian
of Art"), left a bitter aftertaste for all
concerned,

pitting against each other, as it did, ostensible
allies.
In 1903 Avenarius opened the columns of his
journal to a

polemic by the later publicist of Germanic sa^as Leopold

Weber

(b.

1866), entitled "Wollen und Konnen" ("To Want

and to be Able"), in which Weber questioned Lienhard

1

s

literary talent and dismissed his dramatic work, for all
its good intentions, as being of minimal quality.

This

attack came as a surprise to Lienhard, since the previous
issue of Kunstwart had included a preliminary sketch of
his drama Ahasver ,

Lienhard, who had earlier censured

the Kunstwart for recommending the satirical journal Simpli -

zissimus to its readers, responded with articles in Per

Turmer

,

Deutsche Welt

,

and TarfLiche Rundschau

,

in which

he labeled the Kunstwart program of aesthetic education

and improvement, "superficial culture"

(

Oberflachenkultur

)

He accused Kunstwart of practicing aestheticism by over-

valuing art at the expense of human personality.

What

did it profit man, Lienhard asked, if he visited a thousand

'deutschen Idealismus nennt, hat uns der
dreissigjahrige Krieg beigebracht, jenes sogenannte
•deutsche Gemiit hat sich erst ausgewachsen infolp;e unserer
politischen Chnmacht; das anbrechende Jahrhundert mit
seinem grosseren Deutschland wird diese schwachliche
Verinnerlichunp: nicht mehr kennen!" Lienhard, Neue
Ideale nebst Vorherrschaf t Ber lins 107*
die man den

1

1

,

13*

art exhibits and still lost his soul?

senses, was important.

The soul, not the

Mere beautif ication or the develop-

ment of aesthetic taste or sensitivity did
not ko to the
heart of Germany's cultural predicament. 27
In a decision reinforced by- the Kunstwa rt affair,

Lienhard left Berlin permanently in 1903, talcing up
residence
in the state of Thuringia, whose charms and attractions
he

set forth in a work published that same year, Thuringer

Tagebuch ("Thuringian Diary").
format as Wasgauf ahr ten

,

This book, in the same

breathes a more marked spirit of

quiet resignation and introspection than any of his previous
works.

On the hilltops and in the forests of Thuringia,

which he romanticized in his descriptions, Lienhard found
the peacefulness and harmony he had missed in the city.

Delighted by the refreshing lack of sophistication of
active country people, Lienhard took new enjoyment in the

naivete and innocence of children.

Retracing the trips that

Goethe had taken in the neighboring hills, Lienhard

anticipated his coming preoccupation with the works of
the German classicists.

park of Weimar

,

In a mock conversation in the

the ghost of Goe the advised Lienhard to

^Bulow, Friedrich Lienhard 2^-0ff; Karl Muth, "Oberflachen-Kultur," Hochlana 1 (Nov. 1903), 233-237. For
a biography of Avenarius and a thorough analysis of Kunst wart and its readership, see Gerhard Kratzsch, Kunstwart
Ein Bei tracr zur Geschicnte der Gebilae ten
und Diirerbund .
Vandenhoeck &
im Zeitalter aes Imperialismus (Gbttingen:
Ruprecht, 196977 Kratzsch points out that Kunstwart was
not entirely unreceotive to modernity in art ana literature.
,
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abandon the trivializing and brutalizing newspaper
trade
and to seek more edifying literary inspiration
in beautiful landscapes and well-grown human plants. 2 ^
At the repeated invitation of the a^ed Adelheid
von

Schorn, a devotee of his works, Lienhard moved his residence to the vicinity of her home in Weimar.

Lienhard

felt that he occupied in her heart the place that Heinrich

von Stein would have filled if he had lived.

In moving

to Weimar, Lienhard sought to emulate the lifestyle of the

German classicists.

Goethe and Schiller, he explained,

had eschewed politics and the literary traffic of Berlin
in order to nurture their own personal growth within a

circle of like-minded friends and colleagues.

Their with-

drawal from mundane affairs had not meant an escape from
the world,

for they had first internalized the world and

then penetrated it in turn with their spirit.

Classicism

represented not merely a literary school, but a way of
Through personal development, through achievement of

life.

maturity and inner peace
to an ideal,

,

and through overriding fidelity

classicism led to the highest roal on earth

a noble community:

pTT

Lienhard, Thiiringer Tagebuch (Stuttgart:
Pfeiffer, 1910), 52ff.

Greiner &

—
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Then mankind will form a sound and healthy
community
free of bad "vapors", living with each
otner, not agiinst
each other.
Mankind will be a cosmos, not a chaos.
The current of divinity will then run
undarkened
through the veins of mankind. The planet
earth will
glow more brightly, for it will be healthy and
pure. 29
The need to reconcile opposing forces and to
create
a synthesis of Christianity,

Classicism, and nordic German!-

cism, comprised the principal message that Lienhard
sought
to disseminate in his mammoth publicistic work,
We see nach

Weimar ("Paths to Weimar"), first published in quarterly

installments in the years from 1905 to 1908.

Establishing

relationships and connections between diverse historical
figures, Lienhard did not construe idealism

— the

discovery

of secret powers within, the tap-line to the supernatural
as one-sided inwardness or rejection of external reality.

But idealism had to be vigorously promoted today to make
up for its neglect at the hands of a supposedly one-sided

materialistic civilisation.

Weimar

,

the geographical and

figurative heart of Germany, symbolized the idealistic

values that had gradually lost ground in art and society
since the death of Goethe in I832.

Ironically, in Lienhard's

view, the ideas of Weimar had been nurtured more faithfully

by Thomas Carlyle in London and by Ralph Waldo Emerson in

^"Dann wird die Kenschheit ein gesundes und klares,
von iiblen Diinsten gereinir;tes Hiteinander bilden, kein
Widereinander • Sie wird ein Kosmos sein, kein ohaos.
Der Strom der Gottheit wird dann unverdiistert durch die
Adern des Menschheitskbrpers hindurchrinnen. Ler Stern
Erde wird heller strahlen, denn er ist gesund und rein."
Ibid.

,

195.
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his retreat in Concord, Massachusetts, than in Germany

itself, where realism had swept aside all other literary
currents.

Only islands of idealism in art remained,

Lienhard wrote, one of which was Bayreuth.

Although Lienhard criticized the followers of Richard
Wagner for exaggerating the preeminence of Wagnerian
opera over the spoken drama and for degrading most great

literary figures of the past into mere forerunners of Wagner,
Lienhard admired the non-decadent, edifying art of 3ayreuth,
and he saluted Houston Stewart Chamberlain, exponent of

regeneration through religion, art, and racial purity,
and other members of the Bayreuth Circle as fellow-idealists
in a common cause*

Heinrich von Stein, some of whose works

Lienhard excerpted in

Werce

nach Weimar

,

personified for

Lienhard the spiritual link between Weimar and Bayreuth.
Lienhard, like Wagner, celebrated the quest for the holy
Only through

grail as the central motif of idealist art

selfless deed or

comrai tment

could the grail

,

symbol of

religious certitude, be won, and thereby release from the
tyranny of earth-bound forces be gained.

Lienhard

1

s

historical novel Oberlin (1910), the

most popular of his works with a circulation of 175*000
by 1935, related a young Alsatian's successful quest for

religious certainty and inner salvation arainst the

background of the destructive, divisive French Revolution.

"

)
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His novel Der Spielmann ("The Minstrel")

f

published in

1913 and set in the present, related-the search of
its protagonist, named

Inr.o

von Stein, for a new idealism.

Changing the ending of the Germanic legend that
served as
the source of his Wieland der Schmied
(1905), Lienhard had

his hero undergo a conversion of will—so
characteristic
of the grail motif

— and

renounce revenge.-50

This play

was repeatedly performed at the open-air Harzer
Bergtheater,

founded by his friend and fellow Heimatkunstler Ernst

Wachler (1871-19^ or I9^5) 31 in 1903.

The Harzer Berg-

theater would serve as a model for numerous similar theatres

constructed in the countryside under Nazi auspices after 1933
Like so many publicists of his persuasion, Lienhard

welcomed the outbreak of World War

I

— "this

nation-cleansing,

heart-purifying war"

— for

"Ideas of 1914."^32

Like Chamberlain, he hoped the war,

uniting the country around the

For a discussion of the novel Der Spielmann and of
the grail motif in general, see Jost Hermand, "Gralsmotive
urn die Jahrhunder twende " 269-297.
,

31

According to Mohler, Die konservative devolution 38*f,
Wachler was killed in the concentration camp Theresienstadt
in 19^
According to Wilhelm Kosch, Deu tsches Li teratur Lexikon 2nd ed., vol. IV (Bern: Francke ±9y6
Vjacnier
died in a refugee camp in October, 19^5» This date is also
given in Ruprecht and Bansch, Literarische Manif es be 328.
,

•

,

,

,

,

32

"Dieser vblkerklarende herzenreiniprende Krieg.
Deutsche VerlagsLienhard, Der deutsche Elsass (Stuttgart:
anstalt, 191%), 31.
,
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whose coming he had foreseen in his novel
Der Spielmann

.

would purge the country of the materialism
that had been

undermining its moral fibre, notably since the
dismissal
of Bismarck in 1890.

For the first time since 1670 we have in our
great
German national community a common, heart-rending
experience that rises above the commonplace .33

Only in unity could Germany fullfill its moral mission,

reiterated in Lienhard's works, of leading the world back
to God and spiritual values.

Lienhard's publications during the war were aimed

primarily at raising and preserving pro-German morale in
his native Alsace.

In Schicksal einer Verschlepp ten

("The Fate of a Deportee"), a typical war-time pamphlet,

Lienhard denounced the maltreatment an Alsatian woman had

allegedly received at the hands of the French.

Accusing

France of having systematically subverted German rule in
Alsace and Lorraine in the years before World War I,
the pamphlet Der deutsche Elsass unwittingly testified
to the predominantly pro-French sympathies of the Alsatian

population.

The conflict between pro-French and pro-

German elements in Alsace furnished the theme of Die

"Zum ersten male seit 1870 haben wir mit unserer
gross en deutschen Volkscremeinschaf t ein e;emeinsames herzerschiitterndes iiber den Alltag emporhebendes Erlebnis."
Ibid., 21.
,

t

lifO

West mark (roughly translatable as ""The Western Frontier"),

begun in 1916 and published in 1919, a novel that was banned
by the French administration in Alsace after the war.

Assuming the editorship of the monthly journal Der
Turmer upon the death of its founder Freiherr von Grottnus
(1865-1920) in 1920, Lienhard continued his agitation in

articles and pamphlets for the return of Alsace to Germany.
His primary concern, however, remained what it had been in
the years preceding the Great War

:

the dissemination of

moral values to supplant materialism, whose sway appeared
to have been reinforced by Germany's defeat .

The title

of Der Turmer (which is the German word for a watchman in
a tower) suggested the desirability of attaining a vantage

point above the fray of everyday life.

Subtitled Monatschrif

fur Gemlit und Geist ("Monthly Journal for Mind and Spirit" )$

Der Turmer was one of numerous journals which surveyed and

evaluated for its educated middle-class readership the
cultural and political events of the day.

Founded in

1899 as a family journal of Christian orientation, Der

Turmer served a purpose in the Protestant community similar
to the function of Hochland among Catholics.

His religious orientation brought Lienhard into conflict

with various more activist, positivist, and racist elements
of the volkisc h movement.

Reiterating Langbehn's call

national
for a fieichsbeseelung, a euphemism for achieving

1'M

unity, Lienhard rejected political activism
and continued to

pin his hopes on an inner regeneration of German
society.
To abet him in this endeavor, Lienhard revived
the sym-

bolism of the Rosicrucian Order, a secret Christian
sect
of the seventeenth century.

Although he denied the existence

of any specific organization, his sense of exclusion from
the mainstream of his country's intellectual life attracted

Lienhard to a doctrine which attributed a secret wisdom to
the initiated.

Fascinated by the idea of uniting the nation's

unrecognized spiritual leaders into a benevolent conspiracy,
Lienhard interpreted the Rosicrucian symbol of roses

entwining a cross as a reconciliation not only of joy and
suffering, but of the many other conflicts and polarizations
of life as well.

"In the Cross and the Roses," Lienhard

wrote, "Akropolis and Golgotha are reconciled:

the Third

Reich is entered, an empire of light and love, where these

enmities no longer obtain."

In 1925, Lienhard's monthly

installments of inspirational platitudes were collected in
a volume entitled Unter dem Rosenkreuz

:

Ein Hausbuch aus

dem Herzen Deutschlands ("Under the Croos and the Roses:
A Book for the Home from the Heart of Germany.")

-^"Im Rosenkreuz sind Akropolis und Golgotha versbhnt:
das dritte Reich ist betreten, ein Reich des Lichtes und
der Liebe, wo es diese Feindschaf ten nicht mehr gibt«"
£in Hausbuch aus dem Herzen
Lienhard, Unter dem Rosenkreuz
Greiner & Pfeiffer, 1925)* 877"
Deutschlands (Stuttgart
.

:

—

Lienhard

's

t

hopes for a revival of nationalist sentiments

were reflected in his historical novel, Das Landhaus
von

Eisenach (1928), which concerned the German Burcchonschaf
movement in the period of German particularism
following the
Congress of Vienna in 1815.

But in his last novel,

Heisters vermnchtnis ("Meister's Legacy"), Lienhard explicitly

rebuffed the tactics of violence advocated by the more
radical elements in the vblkisch movement, such as Hitler's
National Socialist Party.

The title of this novel referred

to the name of its protagonist, a fictitious descendant of

Goethe's V/ilhelm Meister.

Lienhard made the most of the

literal meaning of Meister ("master"), a term he had

previously employed in his publicistic work Per Meister
der Menschheit ("The Master of Mankind").

Lienhard argued,

e

xi 8 1 in al 1 age s •

Such masters,

Foil owing higher orders

like the ultimate master, Jesus, they prevent the bestialization
of mankind.

man

1

s

Only from this spiritual elite can relief from

animal nature—and Germany

'

s

present predicament

be expected.

Although he opposed all the major literary figures of
his day, from Zola and Ibsen to Gerhart Hauptmann and Thomas
Mann, not to mention the expressionis tic avant - garde

,

Lienhard

had achieved considerable recognition and honors by the
time of his death at the age of 63 in 1929.

The recipient

of honorary doctorates from the Universities of Strassburg

and Jena, Lienhard was also honored by a
festschrift on
the occasion of his 50th birthday in
1915.

The 65 contri-

butors to this volume included such distinguished
names
as the idealist philosopher of culture and 1908
Nobel

Prize winner

irr

literature Sudolf Eucken (18^6-1926),

the social historian Karl Lamprecht (18.56-1915), and
the

Jewish biographer of Goethe, Georg Nitkowski

(1863-19^1).

Witkowski's better-known brother Maximilian Harden (18611927), editor of the political journal Die Zukunft and
critic of Wilhelm II, was not among the contributors,
Hans von Wolzogen and Ludwig Schemann represented Bayreuth
on a list that included Lienhard* s old friends Karl Muth

and Ernst Wachler.

Friedrich Poske contributed a selection

in which he compared Lienhard s efforts to prepare the Voik
f

for higher tasks with Keinrich von Stein's similar objectives.

Conspicuous by its absence was the name of Adolf Bartels,
the erstwhile co-champion of Keimatkunst

,

whose increasingly

racialist orientation led him to criticize Lienhard's works
as divorced from reality.

35

Reflecting at least to some degree the war-time
atmosphere in which the Festschrift was published, Lienhard

1

well-wishers paid homage primarily to his patriotic vblkisch

^ Adolf
(Leipzig:

Bartels, Die deutsche Dich tung der Gegenwart
H. Haessel verlag, 1921 ) 48.

s

1H
convictions, not to the literary merits of hie works.

Judged on their literary qualities alone, these works
have deservedly been forgotten.

But as an acknowledged

arbiter of taste and opinion for a loyal following, Lienhard
remains of interest to the historian.

H5

CHAPTER
LIENHARD

*

S

VII

CRITIQUE OF MATERIALISM IN LITERATURE
AND SOCIETY

The influence of Karl Bleibtreu, an extraordinarily

prolific writer only six years older than Lienhard,
is
discernible in Lienhard's first publications.

Fascinated

by heroism on the battlefield, Bleibtreu represented
a

generation for whom the Franco-Prussian War and the unification of Germany would remain the dominant experience
of their lives.

Writing in every conceivable genre,

Bleibtreu celebrated the exploits of Bismarck, Frederick
the Great, Napoleon, Cromwell, and Lord Byron in a literary

career that spanned almost half a century.
even than in the case of Lienhard, Bleibtreu

reflected growing; disenchantment with

More intensely
1

development

a culture

that failed

to perpetuate the supposed grandeur of the German Empire.

As in the case of Diihring, whose brash egotism and embittered

isolation Bleibtreu shared

,

bleibtreu

1

s

resentment took

the form of increasingly virulent anti-Semitism.

As his

racial attitudes became more extreme, he went so far as
to accuse Chamberlain of underestimating the importance

of race.

In an article in Per Turmer in 192^,

Bleibtreu

disputed Chamberlain's contention that religion could

t

t

1^6

ennoble race on the grounds that race proauced religion
and not vice-versa.

Influenced by his friend Michael Georg Conrad, who
had spent several years in Paris before returning to

Germany to fourvd Di£ Gesellschaf

in 1885, Bleibtreu briefly

joined a number of other young German writers in acclaiming
the iconoclasm of the pioneer of naturalism, Emile Zola.

Conrad and Bleibtreu admired Zola not for his concern for
the impoverished masses, but for his successful defiance
of an overly refined and sentimental literary tradition,

against which the younger generation of German writers
(dubbed die Jungstdeu tschen

,

"the youngest Germans'

were also girding to do battle.

("strongman"

)

Zola, the Kraf tmensch

became a moral rather

than.- a

literary

They admired nis truthfulness and Volks tiimlichkei

model.
(

) ,

1

"closeness to the people " ) as weapons in their fight

against both the blandness of popular literature ana the

formalism of the literary figures who surrounded the royal
court in Munich

.

Conrad and Bleibtreu called for a distinc-

tively German literary form, not a slavish imitation
2
of Zola s naturalistic method.
1

This may explain why

Karl Bleibtreu, "Religion und Rasse," Per Turmer
26 (Oct. 1924), 19-26.

,

See Winthrop H. Root, German Cri tic ism of Zola
Columbia University Press, 1931;
Ifa75- l693 (New York;
AMS Press, 1966), kkft* The nationalist
Fe]pr.~Kew York:
,

t
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they would open the columns of Die Gesellschaf

to Lienhard's

attack on Zola in 1888.,
Calling for a merging of realism and idealism in a
new heroic literature, Bleibtreu's tract, Revolution der

Literatur

published in 1886, became the manifesto of

,

the Jungstdeutschen .

Bleibtreu, a contributor to the poetic

anthology Moderne Dichter - Charaktere

,

exhorted German writers

to address themselves to the two most important problems

of the century:

the social question and the dissimilarities

among nationalities.

Years later Lienhard would deplore the

fact that German naturalists had neglected the latter in

favor of the former.
In 1887

i

young Lienhard wrote to Bleibtreu to say

how much he had admired Revolution der Literatur
letter Lienhard pleaded for a
literature
cism

11

11

to supplant the

u Chris

.

In this

tian-Ger manic-modern

"pagan-Greek-antiquated aesthe ti-

of an older generation of writers.

When Bleibtreu

published a section of Lienhard's letter as an anonymous
"voice from the public" in the preface to his 1,100 page

novel Grbssenwahn (1888), one of whose protagonists,
bias and indifference to politics of the early generation
of German naturalists is insufficiently appreciated by
"Naturalism and Socialism in Germany,"
Vernon L. Lidtke
American Historical Review 79 (Feb. 197*0 1^-37, who
holds the rigidity of Marxist theory accountable for the
failure of German naturalists to affiliate with the Social
Democratic Party.
,

,

1

.

,

Friedrich Leonhart, was acclaimed as the "poet of
the
future, H Lienhard was flattered and encouraged.

5

Echoing Bleibtreu's call for a literature that
could
serve as an inspiration and a guide to life for
Germans,

Lienhard's article, "Die Reformation der Litteratur "
f

contained an attack on Zola's roman experimental

.

In

the defiant declamatory style of youth, Lienhard propounded
a critique of

or another,

materialism that would reappear, in one form

throughout his life's work.

The use of "Refor-

mation" in the title, a deliberate modification of Bleibtreu's "revolution," was intended to suggest that contempo-

rary literature needed only, like Luther's Reformation,
to revive an earlier

gotten lost.
man

1

s

,

more authentic perspective that had

Luther had rightly separated questions affecting

soul from social and poli tical questions.

Rationalizing,

perhaps, his own missed vocation as a pastor, Lienhard

asserted that creative literature
is only concerned with the soul.

(

Dichtung )

,

like religion,

Struggle against sin and

sensuality is the eternal lot of man on earth, no less
today than in the days of Noah's Ark.

This eternal struggle

within the soul is what makes a person truly human; not
to give in is the mark of the idealist.

The task of the

poet, who must be priest and prophet as well, is to awaken

Lienhard

,

Jugend jahre

l6lf f

,

1^9

and strengthen man for this
struggle.

It cannot be the

sole task of literature to draw
attention to social abuses.
An unfortunate person, despairing
of nimself and God
who after violent inner struggles
jumps into the
Spree, moves me and every spiritual
person more than
some dead worker who doesn't have enough
to eat.' f
It takes only a millionaire or a
statesman, not a poet,
to help

the starving worker.

'

Although the poet need not

be indifferent to external needs, his primary
function must

be to show the effects of external needs on an
individual's

inner being.
Like V/olfgang Kirchbach (1857-1906) and other contri-

butors to

Die_

Gesellschaft

,

Lienhard rejected the "morphium-

like" escapist literature of such representatives of the
older generation as Paul Heyse, and he commended Zola for

cultivating close observation of reality.

But the poet

cannot be content with recording the external experiences
of others; he must record his own inner experiences with

equal fidelity.

These inner conflicts are of especial

importance to the German mind.

The trouble is that the

materialist cannot adequately portray such idealistic
traits as self-sacrificing love or yearning for a higher
form of life, because he has no experience, and hence no

comprehension, of them.
5

"Ein Unglucklicher der nach wilden Seelenkampf en
an sich und Gctt verzweif elnd in die Spree sprinet, ergreift mich und jeden geistig Lecenden mehr, als ire-end ein
toter Arbeiter, der am Hungertuch nacrt." Lienhard,
"Reformatio- der Litteratur," Die Gesellschaft 4 (June 1888), lhS.
,

,
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Naturalism, a materialistic form of literature
because
it depicts only external experiences,
debases the human

being by trying to eliminate guilt, free will, ana
conscience

Heredity and environment are made responsible for all
human acts*

Naturalism is more tyrannically deterministic

than ancient tragedy, Lienhard wrote, for even the
triumph
of the individual soul in the face of tragic fate is ex-

plained by the natural laws that govern human behavior.

Lienhard rejected the aaa^e
all."

,

"To understand all is to forgive

The poet must not suspend judgment, but rather must

put himself into his work.

The modern poet must be to his

people what the Old Testament prophets were to theirs.

Literature must unite not with science, as in the naturalist
approach, but with religion.

An idealist Weltanschauung

—

a religious disposition~-is a precondition of great art.

Only he who finds no peace in purely temporal activity
has the makings of a poet.

Echoing the dictum of the Sturm

und Drang poet Jacob Lenz which also served as the motto for

Koderne Dichter - Charaktere --"The spirit of the artist

outweighs the work of his art "--Lienhard contended that
a poet's personality is more important than his finished

product . ^

This an ti- formalism was to persist throughout

his career.

Lienhard, "Reformation der Litteratur," 228ff.
For a discussion of Koaerne Dichter - Charaktere see Albert
"Ver Geist
Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit 91ff
des Kiinstlers wiegt mehr als das Werk seiner Kunst."
,

,

•

:

I
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In excoriating philistinism and public
indifference to

art, Lienhard struck a theme characteristic
of Gesellscha ft

opinion*

In a style at once bellicose and
dithyrambic,

bespeaking the intolerance of the would-be poet,
Lienhard
bitterly assailed the "stupid rabble

1

'

who permitted a

genius to lead an impoverished existence in the midst
of

plenty
Better to starve than to beg for a crumb of bread from
the over-loaded table of a spiritually dead, fat-bellied
beer philistine! We, too, have our pride!
Stay with
your treasures and cling to them— we" will persist with
ours!
Between us there is no connection. Phew, you
fat-bellies down there, how can you compare yourselves
to us?!
On your marble gravestones will be written:
"He is no longer, and never was!'^
Flatten, sensualize, externalize, as much as you like,
deride us, let your machines and hammers drone so
that the mountains tremble and the animals of the
forest flee; let your factories smoke until the cities
threaten to suffocate in the fumes I tell you, you
will never suffocate or drown out idealism! Yes, the
more feverishly you chase after external possessions
and pleasures, the more fanatically we will cling
with eagles' claws to the eternal, the ideal.?

—

"Lieber verhungern, als einen geistig toten, dickbauchigen Bierphilister urn eine Krume Brot von seinem iibervollen Tische anwinseln
Wir haben auch unsern Stolz
Bleibt ihr bei euren Schatzen und klammert euch dran und
baut darauf wir verharren bei den unseren
Zwischen uns
ist keine Gemeinschaf t .
Pfui, ihr Fettwanste da unten, wie
mogt ihr euch mit uns vergleichen?! Auf euer marmornes
Grabmal wird man schreiben:
'Er ist nicht mehr und ist
1,1
uberhaupt nie gewesenl
Lienhard, "Reformation der
Litteratur," 152.
!

—

7

!

Verf lacht versinnlicht verausserlicht, so viel
spottet uns aus lasst eure Kaschinen und
ihr wollt
Hammer drbhnen, dass die Gebirge zittern und die Tiere
des Waldes fliehen; lasst eure Fabriken rauchen, dass
"

,

,

,

,
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To combat the appeal of materialism, which was of

both recent and foreign origin, Lienhard prescribed a

return to the authentic tradition of German culture.
It was symptomatic of the modern ape that its "poetic

God" should be "the frivolous Heinrich Heine (1797-1856)--

"Harry Heine, the Paris
of Lienhard

f

s

Jew"— who represented

the antithesis

ideal Christian-Germanic poet-thinker.

with

inflated pathos and self-congratulation, Lienhard acclaimed
the good fortune that had delivered his native Alsace from

pernicious French domination:
Oh, my treasured people!
With tears in my eyes, I,
the Alsatian, utter my heart-felt thanks that you
did not leave us in this pestilential foreign atmosphere
I utter ardent thanks to you
divine guide
up there, for having: experienced this time of liberation!
I utter thanks to you that I am German, German to the
most inner core
Hail us! The oaks in the
•
•
Vcsges forests are German! The long-repressed Germanic
consciousness has awakened again on the western frontier,
from the Vosges forest to the old German .Rhine! A
marvelous Sprint is dawning, a Spring of the spirit • • •
Oh, German poets, never forget to be Germanic, Germanic
Tenacious and serious loyal and candid
to the core
and full of sublime faith like our powerful ancestors!
And we will journey into a flourishing Germanic age,
and be the guiding star of peoples, a green-bordered
river bestowing life and bliss on all peoples!^
!

,

!

•

!

,

die Stadte im ^ualm zu ersticken drohen--ich sage euch,
den Idealismus werdet ihr nie und nimrner ersticken noch
Ja, je fieberhafter ihr alle nach ausserem
iibertauben!
Besitz und Genusse jagt, desto fanatischer werden wir
uns mit Adlergriffen an das Ewige das Ideale krallen."
Ibid.
153
,

,

Mit Thranen im Auce stammle
"0 mein teures Volkl
ich, der Elsasser, dir meinen Herzensdank, dass du uns nicht
stammle ich dir,
in dieser welschen Pestluft gelassen!

153

Following Bleibtreu's advice not to ignore modern
social themes, Lienhard, wro te a play that same
year about
an abortive workers' revolt entitled Wei tr evolution

("World Revolution"),

Disillusioned and repelled by the

destructive forces he had unleashed, the idealist young

leader of the revolt rejected class hatred and sought a
rebirth of love by returning to his home, only to commit
suicide when the police surrounded his house
later, Lienhard

1

s

Many years

•

biographer Paul Biilow argued that in

this play Lienhard had anticipated the defeat of international

socialism by the healthier emotional forces of nationalism
Q

in 1919*

Materialism was twice indicted in this play,

for it was the selfish e:reed of the top ten-thousand

that had caused the uprising, and the equally selfish

greed of the lower classes led to its demise.

du Lenker da oben, heissen Dank,

dass ich diese Zeit der
Befreiung erlebt habe
stammle dir Dank, dass ich deutsch
bin, deutsch bis ins innerste Mark!
Heil uns!
•
•
Die Eichen im Wasgau deutsch!
Das lang unterdriickte germanische Bewusstsein in unsrer Westmark wieder erwacht,
Ein herrvorn Wasgenwalde bis zum alten deutschen Sheine
.
.
licher Lenz spriesst auf ein Geis tesf riihling!
0 ihr deutschen Dichter, vergesst nie germanisch zu sein,
germanisch bis zum innersten Kerne! markig und ernst,
treu und offen und erhabenen Glaubens voll wie unsre
Und einem bliihenden germanischen Zeit alter
kraf tigen Ahnen
werden wir entire pen ziehen, werden der Leitstern der Vblker
sein, ein umtcrunter Strom, der alien Landen Leben und Wonne
spendet!" Ibid., 153-15 +.
!

•

!

.

,

!

/

Bulow, Friedrich Lienhard

,
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As in the case of Bleibtreu and
Conrad, Lienhard's

concern with the "social question,"
which coincided with
the accession of Wilhelm II to the
throne and the rehabi-

litation of the previously outlawed Social
Democratic
Party (SPD), in no way signified sympathy
with the labor

movement or the SPD.

Like Stein, Chamberlain, and other

conservative publicists, Lienhard traced the source
of
class antagonisms not to economic exploitation, but
rather
to the loss of love and sympathy between people.

The

problem was never posed in terms of how to correct economic
imbalances, but rather in terms of how to reduce the bitterness and brutality displayed by the working class.

Their concern was not to dismantle the class structure that
had produced an impoverished urban proletariat, but to
defuse the attitudes that led to animosity and warfare

between the classes.

Since materialism, in the sense both

of economic avarice and lack of religion, spawned and

promoted these attitudes, only a revival of idealism
could provide an adequate solution to the social problem.

These conservatives viewed the labor movement not as a

potential corrective to social abuses, but rather as a
cause of them.

justice

They desired social peace, not social

!

!

For Lienhard, as for Bleibtreu, Conrad,
and other

early "naturalists

,

»

description of social reality offered

a convenient means to shock the philistine
out of his compla-

cent materialism.

In his prose indictment of urban
ugliness,

Die wsiss e Frau (1689), Lienhard. expressed his
contempt

both for the bestiality of urban workers and for the
smugness
of their bourpeois counterparts:

frequently wander through the northern precincts,
stroll between factories and tenements and wonder why
the emaciated creatures who vegetate there are still
accorded the honorary title "human." Be honest and
call them slaves, beasts of burden, refuse, ana
rubbish but not humans! Not your brothers
Single
laws and measures don't improve things. --They only
aggravate social conditions. The thick-skinned philistine rubs his hands in relief and continues to lull
in arrogant safety.
Charge your attitude ( Gesinnung )
Only out of this will lasting help be born! The embitterment of the lower millions will not be mitigated
through cold little laws of the upper ten- thousand.
Not the situation itself
the mutual attitudes
harbor the danger
Only the spirit of love can overcome the spirit of bitterness. '0
I

—

I

—

.

"Ich durchschweif e haufig die ndrdlichen Viertel,
streiche zwischen Fabriken und Mie tskasernen umher und
wundre mich, dass man den ausgemer^elten Geschdpfen, die
da herumvege tieren
noch den Ehrentitel 'Mensch' pribt.
Seid doch ehrlich und nennt sie okiaven Lastvieh Schutt
und Auswurf aber nicht henschen
Nicht eure Briider
Einzelgese tze und iassregeln bessern nicht. - -Sie verschlimmern nur die soziale Latce
Der dickhautige Philister reibt
sich beruhigt die Kande und wiegt slch we iter in seine
Nur aus ihr
Andert die Gesinnung!
hochmii tige oicherheit .
Die Verbitterung
heraus wird eine nachhal tige Hilf e geboren
der unteren Millionen wird durch kalte Gesetzschen der
Nicht die Lage an sich-oberen Zehntausend nicht gemildert.
Nur der
die beiderseitige Gesinnung birnrt die Gefahr.
Geist der Liebe vermar den Geist der Verbitterung zu
iiberwinden." Quoted in Biilow, Friedrich Lienhard 79~&0.
,

,

—

t

I

i

v

.

!

,

1
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Die weisse Frau ("The White Woman")
derived its title

from a legendary figure, of the Alsatian
forests who represented
for Lienhard the ideal of an enticing
countryside.

This

book marked a break in Lienhard's relations
with Bleibtreu,
who condemned Die weisse Frau as a plagiarism
of his own
prose work on city life, Schlechte Gesellschaft
("Bad

Company"), published in 1885.

In his memoirs Lienhard

deplored Bleibtreu's increasing bitterness, though he

sympathized with what he took to be its cause:

the failure

of the Deutsche Buhne in 3erlin, a theatre founded by

Bleibtreu in I890 to compete with Otto Brahra's naturalistic
Freie Biihne

.

Brahm, who staged the works of Ibsen, Strind-

berg, and Tolstoy, as well as Hauptmann's naturalistic

dramas Vor Sonnenauf gang (1889) and Die W eber (l89*O

t

was

accused by Bleibtreu, Conrad, Alberti, and other disappointed

playwrights of discriminating against German writers in
his selection of plays

1

In an article entitled "Personlichkeit und Volkstum

als Grundla^en der Dichtung"

(

"Personality and Nationality

as the Foundations of Literature

11

) ,

written in 189^ and

included in the collection Heue Ideale in 1900, Lienhard
criticized both the Jiingstdeutschen (Bleibtreu, Conrad,

Lienhard, Jugendjahre 1?8. For a discussion of
the opposition to Otto Brahm, see Albert Soergel, Dichtung
und Dichter der Zeit, 215«
,

t
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Albert!

f

Conradi, Arent, and Kenckell

and their naturalist

)

successors (Hauptmann, Arno Rolz, Johannes Schlaf,
Hermann
Sudermann, Max Halbe, Richard Dehmel, Ctto Julius Bierbaum,
Otto Ernst Hartleben, and Detiev von Liliencron) for
in-

sisting that a writer take a position on the social
issues
cf the day.

Equating modernity with faddishness, Lienhard

compared people addicted to changing fashions with snakes
that constantly changed their skins.

Not just in technique and subject matter, but in their
realistic Weltanschauung /the naturalists7 became
modern.
Steam engines, electricity, Berlin tenements,
urban misery, sexualism, piquant adultery in the stock
exchange district, boudoir, and salon social, sexual,
and conventional values were to be poured into new
molds •
Out of so much modernity and metropolis
•
we have forgotten history and the Empire, the eternal
and the ideal. 1 2

—

.

Lienhard deplored the failure of the naturalists to
follow in the nationalistic and idealist direction pointed
by Bleibtreu and Conrad.

Unlike, for example, Richard

Wagner, who addressed himself to the best instincts of the
people as a whole

(

Volksgesamtheit

only the misera plebs

,

the naturalists fave

) ,

the proletariat, a role in their

12

"Man wurde nicht bloss in der Technik una in der
Stoffwahl, sondern auch in der exakten Weltanschauung
Dampf maschinen Elektrizitat Berliner Hinter'modern .
hauser Grossstadtelend, Sexuaiismus pikanter Ehebruch
Boudoir und oalon—soziale geschlech tliche
im Bbrsenviertel
gesellschaf tliche 'neue Werte sollten in neue £'orm gegossen
warden . • . Wir haben vor lauter Modernitat und Grossstadt
die Geschichte und aas Reich, das Ewige und das Ideale
vereressen. " Lienhard, Neue Ideale nebst Vorherrschaf
Berlins , 51-52.
1

,

,

,

,

,

,

1

,

3
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art.

Masters of microscopic observation, the naturalists

allegedly lacked telescopic vision of the whole.

Taking

social misery out of its larger context, the naturalists

destroyed the harmony that is a people's greatest need.
In an argument that recalls Heinrich von Stein's definition
of idealism, Lienhard asserted that a fragment of nature

presented in isolation is no better than a lie.
fanatical insistence on

fanatismu s

truthfulness

(

In its

peinlicher Wahrheits -

naturalism neglects the more important functions

) ,

of art, which are to beautify, to edify, and to give joy

and strength.

1

Unlike true artists, who create their characters and
plots, naturalist playwrights were accused by Lienhard of

simply transferring reali ty on to the stage •

Yet naturalism

distorts reality by condensing events into two hours and
by leaving out the many distractions that make life bearable.
If naturalism were consistent, Lienhard wrote, it would

force the audience to do something about the social misery
it witnessed, for watching human misery without offering to

help violates human nature.

Thus by its own logic naturalism

destroys itself as a form of art.

1/f

Ibid.

,

56ff

^

e
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According to Lienhard, the greatest tragedies occur
not in social reality, but rather in .the individual
heart.
To the noble race of the future

(

Adelsgeschlecht

) .

naturalist

tragedies will seem comic, if indeed such madness— akin to
such passing manias
of the

past—will

(

Zeitkrankhei ten ) as the witch-hunts

be comprehensible at all.

Naturalism

fails to appreciate the importance of the human personality,

which in its greatness remains essentially the same in all
epochs.

Significant events are not produced by new systems,

or isms, or organizations, or technology, but by great

personalities.

According to Lienhard, it was Luther's

personality that gave the Reformation its force; and it was
not the Prussian army that won the Seven-Years' War, but

rather the man--Frederick the Great

— who

knew how to inspire

that army.
In an essay entitled "Li teratur jugend von haute"

("Literary Youth of Today") and included in Keue

I d e al

,

Lienhard widened his attack to include the psychological
realism of Henrik Ibsen (1826-1906) and Paul Bourget
(1852-1935)*

Deploring the influence of foreign literary

schools in Germany, Lienhard exhorted younR German writers
to heed their native tradition.

Ibid., 53, 57-58, 79

On the occasion of Ibsen's

6

t
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75th birthday, Lienhard wrote an article,
published in
the Catholic journal Hochland in 1903, in
which he attacked

Ibsen's dramatic work and the tradition of bourgeois
realism
from which it stemmed.

1

Lienhard repeated this negative

way of commemmorating a literary anniversary on the occasion
of Thomas Mann's 50th birthday in 1925, when he accused

Mann of excessive intellectualism.

Lienhard charged

Ibsen with lacking strength of feeling

power of love and warmth.

(

Gemutskraf

) ,

the

In allegedly viewing his characters

in the same loveless fashion in which a scientist viewed

bacteria, Ibsen misused literature to practice social and

psychological criticism,

Lienhard

f

charge that Ibsen's

s

dramas always tried to prove a point is not without irony
in view of the fact that it was a criticism more applicable
to Lienhard s own work.
1

A true poet, Lienhard contended, has the inherent

urge to raise mankind to higher spiritual regions.

Whereas

Dante went through naturalist Hell and realist Purgatory
in order finally to reach harmonious Paradise, Ibsen remained

enmired in Hell.

If Ibsen had written a Romeo and Juliet,

T7)

Lienhard, M Bedenken wider Ibsen," Hochland
(Nov. 1903), 160-166.
1

,

1

^Cited in Helmuth Langenbucher Friedrl ch Lienhard
und sein Anteil am Kampf urn die deutsche Erneuerun^, 50.
,

t
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it would have turned out to be a
criticism of family feuds

and relationships, not, as with Shakespeare,
a tragedy
of love and fate.

A true poet is not satisfied with por-

traying events in a liviner room

(

Stubendrama )

,

but looks

through appearances to the immortal soul within.

Significan

(in Lienhard' s view), bourgeois drama originated in

eighteenth-century England at a time of Deism and rationalism

(

start.

Verniinf telei

)

,

a time when newspapers also got their

Bourgeois realism was imported by Diderot into

France, and by Lessing into Germany

— the

who showed no appreciation of Goethe
of The Sorrows of Young Werther .

f

s

same Lessing

Gotz von Berlichingen

Nietzsche and Ibsen

supposedly represented Voltaire and Diderot in more extreme

nineteenth-century versions.

In all of these writers,

Lienhard concluded, there was too much brain and too
little heart at work.

Frustrated by the failure of his work to achieve

recognition in Berlin, Lienhard launched a bitter attack
on urban culture with a pamphlet entitled Die Vorherrschaf

Berlins ("The Predominance of flerlin
the slogan Los von Berlin

11

)

in 190C.

Coining

("Away from Berlin"), which would

serve as a rallying-cry of illiberalism

,

Lienhard attacked

the city as a seedbed of materialism and internationalism.

Just as it was receptive to liberal and democratic values

,

162

in politics, cosmopolitan Berlin appeared
regrettably

open to everything new in literature -and art
as well.

Renewing his attack on naturalism for bringing
out
only the worst side of human nature, Lienhard
criticized
the Koniftiiche Schauspielhaus for having failed
to carry

out Kaiser Wilhelm s repeated adjurations to promote
idealism
•

in the theatre.

because of its ill-advised selection of

plays, based primarily on commercial considerations,
it

remained totally without influence in theatrical life.
The root cause of the trouble lay in the profit motive

that dominated the German theatre just as it threatened
to dominate every aspect of German life.

In 1899, for instance,

the shallow comedies of Oskar Blumenthal (1852-1917) enjoyed
the longest runs.

Ross

'1

,

In the l890's, his comedy, Das weisse

was played a total of 1,692 times, while in the

same period all the plays of Schiller together received

only 1,102 performances.

For Lienhard, this incongruous

situation recalled the era of French occupation under
Napoleon, when the plays of August Kotzebue (176l-l8l9)
and August Iffland (1759-1814) were preferred to the

dramas of Keinrich von Kleist (1777-1811).

TB
1^9.

1

Pi

Lienhard, Neue Ideale nebst Vorherrschaf t Berlins
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No theatre, Lienhard complained, could afford
to
'

offend the momentary fashions of the day, which
catered to
the theatre-going public's lust for novelty and
sensation.

The size of the paying public, and hence the success of
a play,

depended in turn on the momentary state of the

stock market.

The capitalistic spirit threatened to engulf

German literature.
From the formation of pools and cartels, especially in
American business, to the large-size department stores
and emporiums, a dangerous trend toward a new tyranny
can be observed.
It is no longer the absolutism of
princes that is dangerous and even Byzantinism seems
harmless to me: dangerous is the terrorism of cliques
and groups, of large-scale capitalists, of party
fanatics with all their means and methods to either
despoil or exclude the independent person and the
individual.
This, too, is a result of the social
fever, the struggle of all against all. 19

Posing the rhetorical question, "Where are the
national Berliners?", Lienhard called for the establishment
of a state-supported national theatre to combat the new

^particularism".

Only when the nation again had common

goals and ideals would the Reich achieve unity in spirit.

19

"Es ist heute, von der grossen Ring- und Kar tellbildung,
besonders im amerikanischen Geschaf tsleben, bis zum Bazar
und Warenhaus grossen Stils, uberhaupt eine gefahrliche
Neigung zu einer neuen Tyrannei zu bemerken. Gefahrlich ist
nicht mehr der Absolutismus der Fiirsten, und selbst der
Byzantismus erscheint mir harmlos: gefahrlich ist der
Terrorismus der Cliquen und Gruppen, der Kapitalisten grossen
Wurfs, der Far teif anatiker mit all ihren Mitteln und
Kassregeln, die Unabhansrigen und Einzelnen entweder aufzusaugen oder abzustossen. Auch das ist eine Folge des
sozialen Fiebers, des Kampfes aller wider alle." Ibid., 155«

.

All regions of the empire would have to
participate in
a

new artistic revival, which Lienhard envisaged as
com-

plementing rather than supplanting the literary life of
Berlin.

Theatres in the provinces were handicapped by the

predominance

of- the

Berlin press, which supposedly ignored

everything that happened outside the capital.

Thus the

novelist of aristocratic foibles, Theodor Fontane (18191898), received more homage than the more important Swiss

novelist of aristocratic heroism, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer (1825
I898), simply because the former lived in Berlin.

Even

a dismal flop on a Berlin stage received more publicity than
a ringing success in the provinces.

According to Lienhard,

the provincial stages were further disadvantaged by the

concentration of wealth in Berlin, permitting Berlin theatres
to engage the best actors and launch the most effective

publicity campaigns. 20
Lienhard envied Gerhard Hauptmann the loyalty, tenacity,
and tactical skill of his Jewish friends, his director Otto

Brahm, his publisher Samuel Fischer (l859-193

critical advocate Alfred Kerr (1867-19
he owed so much of his success.

W,

/

+ ) 1

and his

to all of whom

Lienhard did not regard

himself, personally, as a victim of Jewish discrimination,
however, as so many publicists of his persuasion did.

^°Ibid.

,

150ff

His

t
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own most bitter professional rebuffs had come at the

hands of non-Jews*
talent.

Nor, did he

deny Hauptmann's creative

He wished to effect a synthesis of the one-sided

social concern of Hauptmann and the equally one-sided

nationalism of the dramatist Ernst von Wildenbruch,
whose bombastic historical dramas of German imperial

grandeur were particular favorites of Kaiser Wilhelra II.
Yet Lienhard clearly preferred Wildenbruch; by advocating
a synthesis, it seems he hoped to effect a fusion of

Wildenbruch

1

s

values with Hauptmann's popularity.

To

Hauptmann's present-mindedness, Wildenbruch supposedly
contributed a salutary sense of the past, and his emphasis
on aristocratic grandeur offered an appropriate corrective
to Hauptmann s democratic bias.
f

Wildenbruch emphasized

healthy and typical elements, whereas Hauptmann focused
excessive attention on unhealthy aberrations.

portrayed his characters as valiant

(

mannhaf

Wildenbruch
while

) ,

Hauptmann's insipid protagonists went down in the struggle.
But the dramas of Wildenbruch, like those of Joseph Lauff

(1855-1933), another of the Kaiser's favorites, were too

much the derivative, unoriginal work of epigones.
artistic renewal, a Heimatkunst or a Hbhenkunst

,

A national

was needed

to put literature back in touch with the authentic and

spontaneous spirit of the Volk

21

Ibid., 170-171, l83ff.

,

the people as a whole.

21
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Lienhard' s critique of modernity in art included the

major literary figures of his time.

Criticizing Leo Tolstoi

for excessive psychologizing, August Strindberg for depicting

relations between the sexes as a struggle, and Paul Verlaine
and the French Symbolists for their attachment to a doctrine
°^ 1 art pour 1 art
1

1

,

Lienhard belittled the

work, of

Hugo von

Hofmannsthal (187^-1929), Rainer Maria Rilke (1875-1926),
Stefan George (1868-1933), and Thomas Mann (1875-1955).

With the exception of the Swedish Nobel Prize winner
Selma Lagerlof (1858-19^0), whose revival of legend

Lienhard admired, the only writers of stature to gain his
These included

approval belonged to an earlier generation.
the German novelist Wilhelm Raabe

(1831-1910) and the

Provencal Poet Frederic Mistral (1830-191*0, whose works

expressed a sense of rootedness in their native soil.
Although he admired Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass (1855)
for its alleged disdain of form and technique

— an

irony

in view of Lienhard s own rigid adherence to conventional
f

meter and rhyme— Lienhard chided Whitman for his unabashed

treatment of human sexuality.

22

Although Lienhard would have denied such a charge,
less than a
his critique of modern culture signified no

rejection of art itself.

22
vol.

Invoking ethical standards to

Lienhard, Wege nach Weimar, vol.

IV, 31.

I,

2M+; vol. II, 241;

•

16?

measure excellence in art, Lienhard dignified the important
role that Kitsch (sentimental popular art) played in the

lives of his readers.

An insignificant picture that

evokes pleasant memories possesses more beauty than the
most perfect dr'awing or design.

Kunstwart

,

In his dispute with

.

Lienhard had already warned against overestimating

the importance of literature

(

Literatur

) ,

a term that bore

a distinctly negative connotation when juxtaposed with

poetry

(

Dichtun g) .

was the Marchen

t

The genre Lienhard prized above all

the fairy-tale, in which a childlike purity

of heart had not yet been supplanted by the destructive

intellectuality of "literature".

Arising organically out

of the heart of the people, the Marchen affirmed the

positive values of reverence, simplicity, innocence, and
Its prayer-like mood

awe.

(

Gebetsstimmung ) constituted

for Lienhard an antidote to the nervousness of modern

literature.

In attributing souls even to objects, the

Marchen marked a triumph of idealism over materialism.

23

In excoriating "decadent art," Lienhard championed

attitudes that would become normative under the sanction
of force in the period of Nazi domination after 1933

Branding modern art as sick and degenerate, Lienhard antici-

2

^Lienhard, We pre nach Weimar

,

vol.

I,

18.

ene Ideale nebst Vor herrschaf t Berlins
229; We^e nach Weimar vol. II, lOff.

^Lienhard,

ll

,

,
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pated the arguments the Nazis would use in
their campaign
of suppression.

The failure of modern literature to
respect

traditional values and institutions infuriated
Lienhard
most of all.

His reaction against a literature that allegedly

defamed such institutions as the monarchy and the family
echoed the intolerance of blasphemy in an earlier more re-

ligious age.

Only an edifying and resolutely affirmative

literature enjoyed the right to public dissemination and
popular support.

Claiming that literature must satisfy

man's need for a worthwhile ideal toward which he may
strive, Lienhard in effect rejected honesty as an artistic

objective in favor of embellishment.

Because his own creative

efforts evoked so little public response, Lienhard turned
to publicizing the edifying and elevating values of

German classicism.

Here he claimed to find the proper

balance between hope and despair, sublimity and degradation-a balance supposedly lacking in modern literature.
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CHAPTER
^

VIII

ELITISM AND EVANGELISM DISGUISED AS CLASSICAL
IDEALISM:

LIENHARD'S WEGE NACH WEIMAR

The six-volume Wege nach Weimar

,

subtitled Bei trage

zur Erneuerung des Idealismus ("Contributions to the

Renewal of Idealism

11

) ,

represented Lienhard's major publi-

cistic effort in his struggle to revive values that could

supplant the materialism of the modern a#e.

Issued as a

quarterly journal in the years from 1905 to 1908 and
addressed to persons who refused to be swept into the race
for worldly goods, We <re nach Weimar was designed to serve
a frankly

inspirational purpose*

Its format was apparently

patterned on the evangelical journal,

Griine

Blatter

fiir

personliche Pflege ("Green Pages for Personal Culture

11

),

of Lienhard's friend, the vblkisch evangelist Johannes

Muller (186^-19^9), who founded

Griine

Blatter in 1897

as a means of disseminating his sermons.

Combining excerpts

from the works of exemplary historical figures with
a commentary setting forth their message for the present,

Wege nach Weimar made no intellectual demands on its

readership.

Lienhard's earnest but amiable tone resembled

the conversational approach of a pastor addressing his

flock.

The language of Wege nach Weimar reflected the

,
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degree to which Lienhard had mellowed since his departure
.

from Berlin.

Eschewing the abrasive phrases and compound

word-formations of his earlier, more polemical works, such
as W asfraufahrten

,

Lienhard

1

s

placid

a.nd

uncomplicated

style mirrored Ihe equanimity that he wished to foster

in society*

Although he frequently digressed from the topic under
discussion

,

Lienhard devoted each volume primarily

to the

consideration of one or two major historical figures.
Volume

Emerson
Homer

,

I

,

dealt with Heinrich von Stein and Halph Waldo

while subsequent volumes treated Shakespeare and

Frederick the Great

and Goethe respectively.

,

Herder and Jean-Paul

Schiller

,

At the conclusion of each volume

Lienhard appended a section headed Tagebuch ("Daily
Journal"), in which he guided his readers through the confusion
of literary controversies and recommended certain recently

published works.

In this section Lienhard also published

correspondence from such well-wishers as Chamberlain,
Schemann, Hans von Wolzogen, the pedagogue Christian Muff,
the racialist Heinrich Driesmans (1863-1927), the Austrian

Catholic author Richard von Kralik (1852-193*0

i

and the

editor of the Protestant journal Christlichc Welt
Rade (i857-19 +0).
/

,

Martin
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The publication of Wege nach Weimar in six
volumes

over a span of three years was not fortuitous, but
rather re-

flected Lienhard

1

s

obsession with numerical symbols*

Like Chamberlain, Mbller van den Bruck (1876-1925),
and

other yolkisch publicists, Lienhard was fascinated by the
use of triads, which, in the words of Fritz Stern, "incor-

porated the hope that the

s:reat

antitheses of German life—

the antithesis of confessions, classes, regions

— could

be

subsumed under some higher and harmonious synthesis." 1
For philosophical dualists, the use of triads was unavoidable
if a reconciliation between the realms of the ideal and
the real was to be effected*

But while most volkisch

idealists employed triads as a dialectical device to achieve
conceptual symmetry, Lienhard attributed to numbers themselves
(specifically the numbers three and seven ) a mysterious

mediatory power.

This obsession with the occult, which

reached its culmination in the elaborate Sosicrucian symbo-

lism after World War I, could and did serve Lienhard as
a substitute for intellectual rigor.

Lienhard sought to

create harmony not by analysing and synthesizing contending

forces so much as by invoking the appropriate propitiatory
symbol.

1

Stern, The Politics of Cultural Despair

,

311.
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Such a symbol was Weimar, which Lienhard
frequently linked

with Wittenberg, the city in which the
Reformation had
originated, and the Wartburg

a medieval Thuringian castle,

,

to form an alliterative triad.

Lienhard also indulged his

penchant for alliteration in coupling such symbols as
Sans - Souci (the palace of Frederick the Great) with
the

Sachsenwald (Bismarck's forest retreat) and by pitting
Berlin against Bayreuth.

Wartburg; ,

the symbol for the

fortress that each person was enjoined to create in himself,
served as the title for a trilogy of plays that Lienhard

published in 1905.

Each play was set in the Wart burg

at a different historical period.

Keinrich von Ofterdingen

dramatized a contest between the wandering troubadors
(

Kinnesanger ) of medieval Germany, a period that Lienhard

admired for its chivalry and religious faith.

Die Heilige

Elisabeth celebrated the fabled charity of St. Elizabeth,
whose life Heinrich von Stein had also dramatized in Drama tische Bilder und Erzahlung;en
der Wartbure;

,

.

The final play, Luther auf

concerned the period when Luther sought safety

in the Wartburg from the persecution of emperor and pope.

Here Luther had been inspired to write the great Protestant

hymn, "A Mighty Fortress is Our Lord."

It was here, also,

that Luther had thrown his inkwell at the devil, the marks
of which could still be seen on the wall of Luther's

chamber.

—

,
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For Lienhard idealism represented victory in the
struggle
.

that every man must wage against the devil within,

In

this struggle the culture of Weimar could serve as a source
of strength.

Lienhard denied that his fixation on Weimar

meant turning back the clock to an earlier epoch.

Weimar,

Lienhard explained, lies v/ithin us and before us.
Just as Schiller, Kbrner, Humboldt, Goethe made a
transition from conventional literary forms to the
more rigorous and purer contours of the ideal of
humanity ( Humanitats - Ideal ) and became harmonious
personalities: so today it is up to us to overcome
the crushing literary bustle and to find the higher
humanity ( Menschentum
in order then to create
forms inspirited with new life.2
) ,

Lienhard was not, however, concerned exclusively or
even primarily with literature.

A person did not have to

possess artistic talent in order to profit from the example
of Weimar culture.

For every man could emulate an artist

by constructing his own personality as if it were a work
of art.

Both Weimar and Bayreuth envisaged a utopia in

which every person would be an artist by disposition.

From the classical Idealists contemporaries could
learn how to convert suffering into moral strength through

p !,

Wie damals Schiller, Kbrner, Humboldt, Goethe eine
Wendwig uber die landlaufisren Literatur f orrnen hinaus in
die stren^eren und reineren Linien des Humani tats-Ideals
unternahmen und harmonische Fersbnlichkeiten wurden:
so gilt es heute, den zerreibenden Literaturbe trieb zu
uberwinden und das hbhere Menschentum zu finden, urn dann
aus dem Gefundenen neubeseelte Formen zu schaffen." Lienhard, Wege nach Weimar vol. Ill, 190.

5

^

an inner renunciation that did not entirely
preclude

participation in the affairs of the world.

Here Lienhard's

work exemplified in explicit fashion the "culture of

rejection" that pervaded much of German literature in the
last half of the nineteenth century, a culture that found
it hard to reconcile involvement in reality v/ith the demands
of artistic and human integrity.*^

Superior persons ( hohe Menschen )
maintain a
distance between themselves and the world. They
renounce the scramble of proximate details (nahe
Einzelheiten ) and gain an overview of the whole .
.

.

.

Using the concept of a "third Reich" in a figurative
sense, Lienhard advised his readers how to achieve inner

peace from the polarized tensions of mass society:

Endeavor to ascend into a "third Reich" and to become
free of the irritations of pros and cons.
Embody in
yourself ingenuousness and serene fortitude.

Lienhard assured his readers that happiness was there
for the taking and needed only to be grasped:

Robert Anchor, Germany Confronts Modernization
German Culture and Society 1790 - 1690 (Lexington, Mass*:
D. C. Heath, 19727, llbff.
:

,

halten Abstand zwischen sich
"Hohe Menschen . .
und der Welt. Sie entsagen dem Gedrange der nahen Einzelheiten und gewinned den Fernblick auf das Ganze." Lienhard,
Wege nach Weimar , vol. II, 35*

^"Trachte in ein drittes Reich emporzudringen und
von diesen Reizungen des FUr und Wider frei zu werden.
Verkbrpere in dir selber Unbef an^enheit und ruhige Festigkeit." Ibid. vol. Ill, 191.
1

'

,

^

——

6

7

,

,

,
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Happiness is always, there only learn the most
difficult
art:
to grasp the happiness that is close by!
Here
dewlike purity of soul helps more than all the
murky
and complicated powers of the intellect.
;

Torn between the contending forces of spirit and matter,
the human condition remains the same in all ages.

A state

of inner equilibrium marks the victory of spiritual
forces.

Classicism can provide a model of how to achieve such a
state of maturity;

Classical means to us maturity, balance, poise, over
which the ineradicable lower powers of this earth
and of the earthly components in ourselves never
again can gain perpetual or essential mastery.

—

This balance of powers yields the classical state of
mind; this balance which must ever be maintained, assisted
by grace from above, represents the victory of the
spirit; and victory of the ever-active spirit is the
goal.
It is the problem of equilibrium, as mankind, poised
between God and animal, strives to attain the level
of divinity:
Using the means of the earth, not
despising them.

"Das Gliick ist immer da; lerne nur die schwerste
Kunst
dieses nahe Gliick zu ergreifen! Hier hilft
taufeine Seelenreinheit besser als alle diisteren und umstandlichen Machtmittel des Intellekts. M Ibid
vol. Ill,
:

,

,

50.
9%

*.

I

-

«

"Klassisch bedeutet uns das Gereifte, das Ausgeglichene
das Gehaltene, iiber das die unausrottbaren niederen Machte
dieser Erde--und auch unserer irdischen Bestandteile
nie wieder dauernd oder wesentlich Herr werden konnen."
Ibid,
vol. VI, 27-28.
,

g

"Dieser Ausgleich der Krafte ergibt den klassischen
Gemiitszustand dieser ras tlos zu behauptende Ausgleich
stellt den Siee:
dem die Gnade von oben zur Hilf e kommt
des Geistes her; und 3ie*r des imrr.er tatigen Geistes ist
das Ziel.
Es ist das Gleichprewichtsproblem der Menschheit
die zwischen Gott und Tier emporctrebt auf die Stufe der
Gott^eit: die Mittel der Erde benutzend, nicht verachtend."
vol. VI, 107.
Ibid.
;

,

,

—

,
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The Gnostic struggle between Lucifer and
Christ, a struggle
that Lienhard apparently envisaged as everlasting,
xs re-

peated in the life of every individual.

But only the

"masters of mankind" emerge triumphant over the devil.

Although writing with the avowed purpose of simpli-

fying the overly intellectualized culture of modern tines,

Lienhard

's

appeal to his readership was consciously elitist.

In promoting traditional aristocratic values as the proper

social norms, Wege nach Weimar exemplified on an ideological

plane the marriage of convenience between the Besit z- und
Bildungsbiir per turn

class

— and

— the

propertied and educated upper middle

the aristocracy in the latter part of the nine-

teenth century.

For Lienhard, as for other vblkisch

popularizers of Goethe, such as Chamberlain, Holler,
Bartels, and Rudolph Huch (1862-19^3), the emphasis on

character and personality made class distinctions

— differences

in social status, political power, and material well-being
seem irrelevant. 9

Citing Goethe's precept, "The greatest

happiness of people on earth derives from personality
alone,"

10

a favorite quotation of both Stein and Chamberlain,

q

See Ernest K. Bramstead, A ristocracy and the Middle
Social Types in German Li tera ture
Classes in Germany
1830 - 19CO (1937; repr. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1964), 228ff. and particularly p. 320, for a
provocative analysis of how the Goethe cult in Germany
served to obliterate distinctions between classes previously
hostile to each other.
:

"HSchstes BlUek der Erdenkinder let nur die Perstfnlichkeit.

11

2
1
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Lienhard assured his readers that true nobility
is available
to all regardless of family lineage.

The aristocratic

traits of pride, moderation, and inner stability need
not
be inbred, but can be acquired, with God's help,
through trai-

ning and self-education.
Lienhard proposed the formation of a new aristocracy
of persons in whom the divine element had triumphed.

By

positing an idealist attitude as the only criterion of
membership, Lienhard' s elitism was peculiarly suited to

popular consumption.

Propounding a diluted version of

the Calvinistic doctrine of the elect, Lienhard in effect

sought to restore to religious values a normative function
in an increasingly secular society.

In an essay entitled

"Christentum und Koderne" ("Christianity and Modernity'

1

),

published in an expanded edition of Neue Ideale in 1912,
Lienhard claimed that Jesus had directed his sermon on the
mount to an elite, not to the masses,

11

A spiritual

elite, "an aristocratic community of magnanimous hearts,

was needed to form the soul

of a people, the soul
12

11

that

the German Empire sorely lacked.

1

Lienhard, Neue Ideale nebst Vorherrschaf t Berlins

117.
1

"Adelsgemeinschaf t grosser Herzen."
Wege nach Weimar vol. Ill l83»
,

,

Lienhard,

,

t

,
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Lienhard quoted Heinrich von Stein's appeal to
like-

minded persons in all occupations to 'form a community
that
could exert greater influence on culture and society.
Not content with rhetorical appeals, Lienhard called
for
the creation of a national academy to scive the values
of

idealism an institutional base*

This was to become one

of Lienhard's favorite projects after the war, as he unsuccess-

fully tried to expand the Goe the - Gesellschaf

in Weimar

into a national institution for the formulation and propa-

gation of ethical norms for society.

1

*^

Although he spoke of the creation of a new race of
"truly ingenuous, truly noble and free elite persons
(Elitemenschen )

M

Lienhard rejected the racial determinism

of Gobineau or Chamberlain
he otherwise endorsed.

,

whose aristocratic elitism

The elite of all nations and

races are related to each other through their shared love
for spiritual values.

Was not the Frenchman Gobineau

more closely related to Wagner than the German aesthetic

formalist, Eduard Hanslick?

"Leave me in peace with too

For a discussion of "open-yet-authoritarian" elites,
Leadership
see Walter Struve, Elites against Democracy
Ideals in Bourgeois Political Thought in Germany lo90 - 1933
(Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1973 )•
:

,

"Wahrhaft unbefangene, wahrhaft edelfreie Elitemenschen."
Lienhard, We g*e nach Weimar, vol. Ill, 177
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much 'AryanismM" Lienhard wrote.

"Prove your nobler race

through nobler words and works.
To Lienhard, more consistent than Chamberlain
in his

idealism, the plethora of racialist theories around
the
turn of the century simply reflected the deplorable
inroads
that scientific materialism had made in every area of
modern

life.

Did everything have to have a scientific explanation?

Whereas Christ used to be approachable only through the

profoundly inward avenue of prayer, now he was explained
by his Galilean

(

galilaische

)

race.

To insist that only

the Aryan race had made important contributions to culture

was to revert to the ancient Israelite conceit of a chosen

people, with which Christ was supposed to have made a

definitive break.

Race represents a mass phenomenon,

Lienhard argued, but true heroism is often expressed in
opposition to the masses.

The

croal

of idealists must be

to create a race of noble souls, not of the blood.

Because he recognized that idealist values were of primary

concern to Gobineau and Chamberlain as well, Lienhard

endorsed their views and chose to interpret their racial
categories symbollically

,

thereby, with unfortunate irony,

helping to make them respectable,

Gobineau's superior

Beweist
'"Lasst mich mit SSU viel 'Ariertum in Ruhe
eure edlere Rasse in edleren W'orten und Werken." Lienhard,
Wep*e nach V/eimar, vol. II, 226.
1

I

•
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white race symbolized only the "white soul," and
when he

attacked the darker races, he meant only to attack
the
darker, baser, more sensual and sinful elements in
man's

nature

16

Although L'ienhard paid lip-service to Nietzsche's
ideal of the "good European," his exaltation of German

Idealism led him to advocate a doctrine of national superiority
as extreme as many of the doctrines sustained by racial

argumentation.

The innate propensity of ethical and aesthetic

idealism to create hierarchy and rank led in Lienhard's
case to the same kinds of discriminatory attitudes that

racists justified on racial grounds.

Judged solely according

to their discriminatory effect, not their rationale, Lien-

hard's attitudes could conceivably be classified as
racist.

Although the rationale he offered for his biases

differed from that of racial de terminists

,

Lienhard shared

of cult
culture,
their
nr contempt for the culture, or rather lack ol
as he would put it, of supposedly inferior races, such

as Negroes or Jews.

Lienhard's attitude toward Jews reflected the Gesinnunrrsantisemi tismus (ideological or attitudinal anti-Semitism, as
opposed to religious, economic, political, social, or racial

T5

Ibid., vol.

I,

Mf-*f6;

vol. II, 226; vol. V, 8ff.

8

t
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anti-Semitism) so typical of his generation
of idealists
in Germany. 17

Characteristically disdaining reality in

favor of essential Ideas, Lienhard
viewed Jewishness as
a symbol for materialistic attitudes.

Jewishness thus inter-

preted stood for traits that were not by any
means restricted
to Jews nor

applicable to each individual Jew.

In advocating

assimilation as a solution for the "Jewish problem,"
Lienhard followed in the footsteps of Wagner rather
than
Cobineau.

Healthy-minded persons with the necessary

Verarbeitun gskraft (the ability to assimilate and alter
ideas) need have no fear of the "Semitic pest." 18

Herein

Lienhard differed from such vdlkisch colleagues as Chamberlain
or Bartels, whose racial determinism effectively eliminated

assimilation as a feasible way of reconciling the alleged

incompatibility of Jewish and German culture.
Gesinnungrsantisemitismus appeared in a number of

Lienhard* s writings.

In an essay entitled "Unser Zeitalter"

("Our Times"), published in 1912, Lienhard approvingly

17

Cf. Chapter I, pp. 7-8, of the present study.
Lienhard s racial moderation led Armin Mohler, Die konservative Revolution , 215, to conclude that Lienhard was
not anti-Semitic.
But this defines anti-Semitism so narrowly
as to exclude Gesinnunrsantisemi tismus .
Certainly Lienhard-as well as Chamberlain— opposed what the latter called
Radauanti semi tismus , the demajro^ic anti-Semitism exemplified
by such publicists as Theodor Fritsch (1852-1933 )t editor
of the anti-Semitic journal, Per Hammer .
1

1

Lienhard, Neue Ideale nebst ^orherrschaf

Berlins

,

43.

,
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cited Viktor Heyn, who had dated the onset of
the "Jewish
Age" from the death of Goethe in l8?2.

This a K e, the end

of which Lienhard expected would result from the
rising

Jugendbewegung (Youth Movement), was characterized by the
rise of socialism, philosophical materialism, and literary

realism.

The use of such labels as the "Jewish a^e" indi-

cates the degree to which Jews were held responsible for

"materialistic" movements, even when the chief proponents
of these movements were not of Jewish origin.

The anti-Semitic aspect of Lienhard'

s

literary criticism,

already manifest in his rejection of Heine, appeared also
in his critique of the way Shakespeare s The Merchant of
1

V enice was usually presented on stage.

Only an immoral

age such as the present could make out of Shylock a tragic

For Lienhard, Shylock represented the Talmudic

hero.

tradition of formalism and legalism which Christ had
fought when he said that even a man with sinful thoughts
is a sinner.

19

Ideological anti-Semitism was also evident in Lienhard
play, Ahasver am Rhein

,

in which Lienhard attacked the

anti-idealist and anti-religious monism of the biologist
and popularizer of Darwin, Ernst Kaeckel (183^-1919

19

Lienhard, Wepre nach Weimar

vol. II, 83.

)•

1

s
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Ahasver, the eternal wandering Jew, was
personified both
in the restless German scientist Adam
Hasse (meaning "hate"),
who had devoted the scientific efforts of a
lifetime to
the discovery of a remedy to the "childhood
disease"

religion, as well as in his nervous and cunning
assistant
Laban.

Feeding his master's hubris in order to gain his

confidence, Laban hoped to inherit the results of Hasse

experiments, and through them power and wealth.

f

s

To speed

up his succession, he tried to drive Hasse insane by stirring
up the conflict between materialism and metaphysics, a hunger
for which, as a German trait, lay latent in Hasse's mind.

Laban

1

s

schemes were foiled by the return of Hasse

1

s

son

from India, where he had been sent to gather the archeological proofs of man's evolution from the apes.
he had returned imbued with Indian religion.

Instead,

Through the

restorative powers of his new-found faith, he rescued
Hasse from the clutches of Laban, who fell to his death
.

„

,

.

in the Rhine.

20

This play manifested Gesinnungsantisemitismus by

equating materialism with Jewishness, regardless of the
religion or nationality of the person holding materialistic
attitudes.

It was subtly anti-Semitic also in the use of

20

Trauerspiel aus der
Lienhard, Ahasver am Rhein
Gegenwart (Stuttgart: Greiner & Pfeif fer iyib).
.

,

18*

an apparently Jewish name for the villainous assistant,

even though Laban was never explicitly identified, much
less vilified, as Jewish,

This device enaoled Lienhard

to avoid attacking Jews for being Jewish while at

the same

time enabling him to indict the values that Jewishness

supposedly stood for*

Lienhard'

s

play reveals how this

kind of anti-Semitism, an ostensibly benevolent bias against

materialism shared by large segments of Germany's Bildungs biirgertum

,

could provide the soil in which, under different

conditions, more extreme forms of anti-Semitism could flourish.

Epitomizing opposition to materialism,

G esinnunrsanti -

semitismus presented an almost irresistible temptation to
idealists.

Chamberlain would attempt to prove that Goethe

and Kant had adhered to similar convictions.

Somewhat

comparable in its wide appeal and in its pretensions of
virtue to the anti-communism of Western society in a later
era, this kind of anti-Semitism did not appear to be nega-

tivistic to the persons who subscribed to it.

Its aim was

moral improvement, which Jews, who had not enjoyed the benefits
of Christianization, were felt to require most.

Jews could

and did subscribe to such attitudes as well, leading to
the kind of self-hatred embodied in the works of Otto

Weininger (1880-1903), an admirer of Chamberlain's works.

1
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Accentuating moral uplift and the development
of
personality, Were nach Weimar preached the
power of positive

thinking to a readership disconcerted by
rapid changes in
an increasingly

impersonal society.

Devoting his efforts

to resurrecting and restoring the ethos
of a time now past,

Lienhard made no secret of his preference for the
days.

<rood

old

"It seems to me," he wrote in his recollections,

"that people were more intimate and affectionate
before

1870."

2

A note of

nostalgia for a more elegant and cheer-

ful epoch pervaded Wege nach Weimar

Lienhard' s values

«,

harked back to a pre-democratic age in which the individual
had not yet lost his power to a collectivity.

"The ideal

is the patriarch," Lienhard wrote after World War One,
the fatherly friend, master, and protector of persons
and animals, plants and objects possessions entrusted
to him and formed and inspired by him
.
His royal
virtue is mastery of life. 22

—

.

•

Lienhard' s views on the role of women in society

reflected the values of an age that resisted women's suffrage
and other forms of feminine emancipation.

While idealizing

21

"Es will mich bediinken, als waren die Mennchen vor
1870 traulicher und gemiitvoller gewesen.
Lienhard, Jugend jahre 18.
11

,

22

der vaterliche Freund,
"Das Ideal ist der Patriarch:
Herr und Beschiitzer des ihm anvertrauten, von ihm gestalteten
und beseelten Besitztums an Menschen und Tieren, an Pflanzen
und Sachen
Seine kbnigliche Tugend ist Lebensrneister•
•
schaft." Lienhard, Unter dem Rosenkreuz 6-7»
,

186
the grace, charm, and purity of women, Lienhard
portrayed

women as finding fullfilment only as helpmates to men
in
their struggle for idealism.

The Valkyries, bearing the

slain warrior to Heaven, symbolized the power of women
to heal and red'eem men exhausted, in their valiant struggle

against materialism* 23

Insulated from the world of

male aggression, woman embodies the spirituality toward

which the male aspires.

Mediating between God and depraved

man, the self-less woman is a means to grace*

In his play

Odysseus auf Ithaka (1911), Lienhard idealized the feminine
virtues of domesticity and steadfastness*

Nausicaa and

Penelope personified for Lienhard "what with tenderness and

esteem we like to call 'German girl' and 'German woman'."
In spite of a sentimentalization of womanhood that today

appears condescending, Lienhard apparently attracted a
high proportion of women readers*

In 1921 a selection of

his writings on women was collected by his protege Paul

Bulow into a paean to domestic piety entitled

liber

Weibes

Wonne und Wert ("On the Delight and Value of Women").

2

^Lienhard, Wege nach Weimar, vol. IV,

5,

?k

1^8.

"Was wir gem mit Zartheit und Hochachtung 'deutsches
Madchen und 'deutsche Frau nennen." Ibid. vol. II, 158.
1

1

,

.

18?

The veneer of ronantization concealed
a contempt for

woman and for the lack of autonomy to
which she supposedly
was consigned by her nature.

Because of her essential

ethereality, woman who falls into sin becomes
more odious
than corrupted man.

A woman who gives in to sexual appetite

the materialistic desire to touch and

—

possess— has denied

her true nature of selfless love more completely
than man,

who is saddled with sexual drives by nature. 2 ^

Like so

many of his contemporaries, Lienhard subscribed to a doctrine
of male supremacy in which man is the agent of history,

while woman's proper role remains instrumental.

For all

the purity he ascribed to women, Lienhard revealed his

contempt by the derogatory connotation he attached to allegedly

feminine characteristics in literature.

He contrasted the

masculinity of a Schiller to the "feminine defeneration
of the present."

26

Despising the passivity and dependence

to which he himself had relegated idealized woman, Lienhard

called for an "idealism of the deed"

(

Idealismus der Tat )

The one-sided ideality personified by woman must be forged

into reality by active man.

25
26

Lienhard, Unter dem Rosenkreuz

,

13*

Lienhard, Wege nach Weimar, vol. V, 2Mf:
Entartungen der Gegenwart."

"Weibische
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In excoriating feminine passivity in
literature,

Lienhard may have been reacting to critics who
accused him
of constructing a dream world in his revival of
idealism.

Classical idealism was not opposed to realism, Lienhard
contended, but rather to rationalism. 27

Nothing galled

Lienhard (or Chamberlain) more than the charge that idealism
impeded action.

By mobilizing the powers of the soul,

idealism makes resolute activity possible.

The ideal is not

a realm to be explored or analyzed; its precepts are revealed
to us and spur us on to action.

dualism

—a

The consistency of Lienhard s
f

consistency exemplified by his rejection of

Rudolf Steiner's Anthroposophie on the grounds that man
could never gain knowledge of the ideal realm through

refinement of his senses

— 28 left

man utterly free in his

choice of means to implement ideals in the realm of temporal

reality.

The activist, antinomian thrust of idealism

emerged in full force in the period after World War One.

Trapped in the logic of their own dualism

,

conservative

idealists would be unable to harness the forces they had
helped to unleash.

27

gart:

Ibid., vol. II, 2kh.

Lienhard, Per Heist er der Menschheit
Greiner & Pfeiffer, 192l7, 225.

,

vol. Ill (Stutt
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CHAPTER

IX

THE CONSERVATIVE REVOLUTION:

LIENHARD'S AMBIGUOUS

ROLE IN THE RISE OF NATIONAL SOCIALISM

Whereas in the period before World War

I

Lienhard

's

cultural nationalism served to defend an embattled social
order against threats from the left, such quietism proved
to be anachronistic after the war*

With the advent of the

republic, conservatives intent on restoring (or maintaining)
the social structure of the Empire and its concomitant

ideology were forced into the role of political revolutionaries.

Many idealists of more liberal persuasion than

Lienhard became Vernunf tsrepublikaner

,

supporting the

republic out of prudence if not out of conviction.

Only

Social Democrats, pariahs under the Empire, rallied to the

new state with any enthusiasm.

Lienhard

1

s

ambivalent attitude toward radical activists

in the volkisch movement

— he

while deploring their tactics

favored their avowed goals

— exemplified

the ambiguous

role which volkisch idealists played in the rise of National

Socialism.

While they supported the Nazis

1

proclaimed

goal of a national regeneration and a return to authoritarian

government, their commitment to idealism led Lienhard and

others of like mind to disapprove tactical opportunism or

,
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violence in the attainment of their

The historian

engls.

Armin Mohler used the term "conservative revolution"
to

distinguish the political thought of volkisch idealists
as
well as other cultural nationalists from the political

opportunism of National Socialists, for whom considerations
of power soon came to outweigh principle.

1

While this is

a useful distinction, since it helps to explain how bar-

barism could emerge from a refined cultural tradition,
it should not obscure the fateful contributions that

volkisch idealists made to the triumph of National Socialism
in Germany.

Their preoccupation with ideology and their

indifference to practical politics helped to make the
tragedy that followed possible.

Volkisch idealism provided

the cloak of intellectual respectability and moral virtue

under which National Socialism could flourish.

Mohler

f

s

model, by viewing the "conservative revolution"

as a purely ideological phenomenon, neglects the social

function that volkisch ideology served.

His treatment

at least of the volkisch segment of the "conservative

Mohler, Die konservative Revolution especially pp. 3-12.
The phrase "conservative revolution" rained currency after
"Das Schrifttum als
it was used by Hugo von Hofmannsthal
geistiger Raum der Nation" (Munich: Bremer Presse, 1927)
Hermann
to describe the quest for unity and wholeness.
Rauschning, a defector from National Socialism, used the
phrase as the title of his book, Die Konservative devolution
Versuch und Sruch mit Hitler (New York: Freedom Publishing
,

,

.

Coj. f

19^177
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revolution" demonstrates the pitfalls of evaluating a

political movement solely by its rhetoric.

However much

the Utopias envisaged by volkisch idealists may have
differed

in detail, their values were perfectly suited to protecting
the property and privileges of a favored elite in a society

in which the claims of the masses could no longer entirely
be ignored.

By proclaiming contempt for the material aspects

of life while preaching the virtues of self-sufficient idealism,

volkisch idealists sought to harness the labor movement in
a social order in which each person would accept the station

divinely allotted to him.

The personality cult fostered by

volkisch authors served to restrict social mobility to
individuals rather than groups in a social order in which

hierarchy and subordination became permanently institutionalized
Idealism functioned as a barrier to the ethical relativism
that made the various social and political emancipation

movements possible.

The invocation of eternity served

to buttress the authority of the values that volkisch

idealists promulgated.

The individualistic message of

self-improvement proclaimed by volkisch publicists like
Lienhard had a quite obvious social objective:

the creation

of a hierarchical community free of the social conflict

that threatened the ruline elite.

As a political ideology,

volkisch idealism was designed to wean the restive masses
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from the revolutionary values of political democracy
and social equality to the conservative ideals of authori-

tarianism and nationalism.

If the Nazi regime was not

exactly what they had bargained for, most volkisch idealists

sympathized with the counterrevolutionary goals of the
Nazi movement.

Viewed in retrospect, the service volkisch

idealists performed for the cause of autocracy and reaction
in Germany outweighed their half-hearted opposition to

Nazi tactics.

Lienhard's ambivalent attitude toward volkisch activism

exemplified the dilemna of volkisch idealists in the postUnited on the need for a regeneration of Germanic

war era.

idealism

,

the volkisch movement was divided on the proper

means to pursue this end.

The central question under de-

bate was the degree to which force could legitimately be

applied to achieve the desired objective •

originated in the period before World War

The debate
I

and can be

traced in Lienhard's novels and publicistic works.

Lienhard's novel Per Spielmann (1913 )» programmatic
in design and didactic in intent like all of Lienhard's

works, is of particular interest for the clash it described

between proponents of cultural and political imperialism.
Both sides agreed on Germany's mission to regenerate a

materialistic world, but they disagreed on the extent to

,
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means could be employed without

endangering the goal of moral regeneration.

The novel's

protagonist, Ingo von Stein, spokesman for Lienhard 's
own viev/s, characteristically sought to reconcile the

extremes of both camps,

Lienhard had previously written

that German political expansion on land and sea created
no obstacle to the development of a new German idealism,

just as after the war he would emphasize that Germany's

"ensoulment" need not be at the expense of political power. 2

According to Lienhard, Goethe

1

s

spirit alone would never

have sufficed to create a unified German Empire.

The poli-

tical engagement of Fichte and Arndt, and the practical

energy of the Prussian reformer Freiherr von Stein, of
General Bliicher, and of Bismarck provided the necessary

complement to apolitical idealism.*^

In spite of his own

commitment to literary rather than political activity,

Lienhard decried pacifism as a Social Democratic vice.
When war broke out in 191^

,

Lienhard made cultural imperialism

serviceable to the war cause in a pamphlet entitled

Deutschlands europaische Sendung ("Germany's European Mission

Lienhard, Neue Ideale nebst Vorherrschaf t Berlins
108; Unter dem Rosenkreuz 199»
,

^Lienhard, Were nacn Weimar

vol. VI, 96.

,

11

)•

f

:

,

%9k

In Der Spielmann

Ingo von Stein's close friend

,

Richard von Trot zendorf f
"German to the core"

(

,

described in the novel as

kerndeutsch ) and as a "splendid

representative of vigorous Bismarckian Germani
ty
acted as spokesman for the political imperialists who

urged preventive war against the enemies encircling the
Reich

Enemies around us!
If it would only break out at
last!
I fear that with these diplomatic delays we
will miss the right moment to let fly. For we won't
be able to avoid the European war in any case.5

Although Lienhard caricatured Tro tzendorf

1

militarism,

s

he did not hide his sympathies for Trotzendorf f

and righteous indignation.

'

s

manliness

Trotzendorff and Stein were

allies in their opposition to the materialism of the

Jewish brothers Otto and Samuel Karx, in whom the traits
of intellect

ness
(

(

(

Verstand )

Llisternheit

Nervosi tat

)

)

,

,

cunning

energy

(

(

Pf if figkeit

Tatkraf t

were personified.

)

,

lascivious-

and nervousness

) ,

Otto Marx, a publisher

who had become a millionaire by skillfully advertising

second-rate books, and his brother Samuel, a scholar,
%

"Prachtiger Vertreter eines tatkraf tip:en Bisrnarckschen
Roman aus der
Deutschtums. " Lienhard, Eer Spielmann
Gegenwart 10th ed. (Stuttgart: Greiner & Pfeiffer, n.d.),
.

,

^"Feinde ringsum! Karri's doch endlich zum Krachen!
Ich ftirchte, dass wir mit diesen diplomatischen Kinauszogerungen die rechte Stunde des Losschlarens verpassen.
Denn urn den europaischen Krie^ kommen wir doch nicht
herum." Ibid. 179.
,

f

f
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provoked from Konsul Bruck, the authoritative spokesman for
otherworldly idealism in the novel, the comment that modern
Jewry could be divided into two categories:
and Spinozans

(

Spinozisten )

Mammonists

While avoiding such anti-

.

Semitic remarks, Ingo von Stein resented the fact that

Kommerzienrat Otto Marx had access to the Imperial Court

merely because he was rich.
Much as he admired Trotzendorf

1

s

sound Germanic

instincts, Ingo von Stein did not share his advocacy of

military action.

Nor did he share Trotzendorf

1

s

faith

in-racial eugenics, a faith Trotzendorff combined with
love of military parades in which thousands of strapping

soldiers could be trained (and bred) to move as one.
Yet significantly, for it demonstrates the equanimity

with which war could be contemplated before
von Stein also welcomed the prospect of war

premonitions of German defeat:

191*+*

Inro

— despite

his

"A war today would purify

the European air, and then there would be space and

receptivity for a new mood of life."

7

Charging that

people feared war only because it endangered their comfort

6

Ibid ., 16, 183, 199.

"Ein Krieg von heute wiirde die europaische Luft
reinigen, und dann ware Eaum und Smpf an^rlichkeit fiir eine
Ibid .
215.
neue Lebenss timmung.
11

,
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and prosperity, Ingp von Stein deplore? the absence of the

idealistic fervor of

18,70.

The sinking of the luxury

liner Titanic in 1912 seemed to symbolize the approaching
fate of a materialistic world.

This catastrophe should have

induced people to reflect on the meaning and purpose of
their own lives.

The ease with which people could ignore

or forget the death of thousands indicated the decree to

which individual souls were being crushed in mass society.
Perhaps an excessively clamorous Germany would have to
pass through humiliation in order to remember its spiritual
.

.

mission.

8

Both Ingo von Stein and Trotzendorff reappeared as

secondary characters in Lienhard's novel Westmark (1919)$
the story of an Alsatian pastor who chose to leave his

homeland after the war in order not to live under French
domination.

Wounded in the war, Trotzendorff now agreed

with Ingo von Stein that Germany's soul had been unduly
neglected.

Yet he became a spokesman for the stab-in-

the-back legend which Lienhard helped to publicize in
Per Turmer after the war:
The hunger blockade, the blockade of lies, superior
numbers from outside, and sedition from inside will

,

—
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—

possibly achieve their goal but this I
know:
we German soldiers will withdraw from
the battlefield unconqueredi9

Through Trotzendorff Lienhard vented his
spleen against
industrial workers who had extorted excessive
wages through
strikes ana threats of violence during and after
the war.
"Are we not all workers?" Trotzendorff fumed,
expressing

what would become a favorite theme of the Nazis.

What devil and demon has for decades sung to the
German people this insane refrain of the oppressed
worker? Hasn't labor been coddled and pampered
since the Kaiser came to power? Didn't" he arive
away Bismarck because of them?! And this is now
their thanks!
Satan has led these people for
.
.
decades, not God. May our dutiful Hohenzollern have
erred— this gang is truly not entitled to depose such
a highly deserving royal house! 1 0
.

While tacitly concurring with his friend, Ingo von Stein,
true to character, took a less overtly political stance.
The working class revolt marked only a symptom of a malaise

9

"Hungerblockade Lugenblockade Ubermacht von aussen
und Zersezung von innen werden vielleicht ihr Ziel erreichen
aber das weiss ich: unbesiegt werden wir deutschen Soldaten
vom Schlachtf eld abrlicken!" Lienhard, Westmark
Roman aus
dem ge-^en war tig-en Elsass, 2^th ed. (Stuttgart: Greiner &
Pfeiffer, 1919), V?.
,

,

.

10

"Sind wir denn nicht alle Arbeiter? V/elcher Teufel
und Damon hat denn dem deutschen Volk seit Jahrzehnten
dieses Wahnsinnsgedudel vom unterdriickten Arbei ter vorpresungen?
V/urde nicht die Arbei tershcaft verhatschelt und verpappel t
seit der Kaiser zur Ke^ierung kam? Hat er nicht ihretwetren
Bismarck weggejagt?l Und aas ist nun ihr Dank!
Diese Menschen hat der Satan gefiihrt seit Jahrzehnten,
aber nicht der liebe Gott. Mag unser pf lich t-treuer Hohenzoller ge f ehlt haben diese Bande ist nicht beruf en, wahrlich
nicht ein urn Preussen so hoch verdien tes Kbnigsge schiecht
abzusetzen! " Ibid. 188.
•

—

,

,

.

•
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that afflicted society as a whole.

Evidence of degeneration

appeared among the upper classes as well, where
women no
longer shrank from smoking in public.
the lower estates

(

Stanae

)

nadir of the upper estates.

"The coarseness of

only reflects the spiritual
11

In keeping with his anti-

democratic bias, Lienhard could only envisage social reform

proceeding from the top downward.
Lienhard did not subscribe to the conspiracy theories
with which right-wing extremists sought to justify their

campaign of violence and assassination after the war.
"The enemy is neither here nor there," Lienhard wrote in

Per Turmer in 1922,

not this nor that strata of the European people:
the enemy is of a spiritual nature, the enemy is
plebeianization ( Verpobelung) . "Be proud! " the
forgotten Rembrandt-German /a reference to Lancrbehn^
called out in his now forgotten book. 1 2

Insofar as Germany

1

s

defeat had been the result of excessive

materialism, the catastrophe could turn out to be a catalyst
of national regeneration.

Pre-war cultural imperialism

must now turn inward to the task of cleansing the nation.

1

"Die Rohheit der unteren Stande ist nur die Wiederl89»
spiegelung des Seelentief standes der oberen." Ibid
.

,

1

"Deshalb ist der Feind nicht dort noch hier; nicht
der Feind
diese noch jene Schicht des europaischen Volkes:
'Seid stolz!
ist geisti.crer Art, der Feind ist Verpobelung.
ruf t dem^egenuber der verschollene Rembrandt -Deutsche in
seinem verschollenen Buche." Lienhard, Unter dern Rosen kreuz, 121.

1

t
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The politics of hate and violence coulgl serve no
useful

purpose in this task.

Just as the political commentator

of Per Turmer, Konstantin Schmelzer, deplored the
assassi-

nations of Etfzberger and Kathenau by right-wing extremists,

Lienhard condemned the assassination of Kotzebue by Karl
Ludwig Sand in his Burschenschaf

novel, Das Landhaus

bei Eisenach (1928).
The conflict between political and cultural activism

can also be traced in Lienhard'

Vermachtnis

.

Lienhard'

favorite

s

last novel, Meiste rs

s

Set in the present, this novel returned to
them,e

of a young man's quest for the

symbolic grail of faith and serenity*

Felix Meister, the

eon of the country's exiled emperor, had been brought up

in the household of the emperor s former councillor
'

,

Johann

Wolfgang Meister, a descendant of Goethe's Wilhelm Meister.
Having come of age, Felix now had

to decide

the legacy imposed by his royal descent.

how to fulfill

Colonel Lothar

von Wulffen, the leader of a paramilitary troop called
the Spar taner bund

,

advised Felix to lead a military revolt
"We need a leader, a

in order to regain his throne.
1*5

dictator."

After much soul-searching and several traumatic

p "Wir brauchen einen Fiihrer,

einen Diktator."
Ein Roman vom heimlichen
Lienhard, Meisters Vermachtnis
Greiner & Pfeiffer, 1927), 39Konig, 3rd ed. (Stuttgart:
.

.

:
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experiences, however, including a visit to a castle

which Wulffen's hedonistic ex-wife had converted
into a
colony for the practice of free love, Felix followed
his

step-father's advice and renounced political action in order
to redeem the world by spiritual means.

Reflecting the

yearning for strong leadership that pervaded conservative
political thought in the years after the war, Lienhard's
theme of a secret king

(

heimlicher Kbnig ) who would rescue

Germany in her hour of need perpetuated a legend of long

standing in German history. 14
Johann Wolfgang Keister, himself a target of right-

wing ire because he would not sanction their tactics of
violence

(

Kniippelpoli tik )

,

formulated the secret king's

predicament
Hate will await him
from the lef t because he is
of royal blood; from the right radicals, because he
does not immediately attack with rolling drums.'!5
:

,

Yet Colonel Wulffen, who resembled Trotzendorff in character
and attitudes and whose ideals were, after all, sound,

enjoyed Heist er

1

s

While right-

respect and friendship.

See Mohler, Die Konservative Revolution 37, for
a reference to a "secret Germany" ("heirniicnes l^eutschland
in conservative literature
,

)

1

^"Hass wird er erwarten: von links, weil er kbniglichen Blutes ist; von den aech tsradikalen weil er nicht
sofort mit Trara losschlagt." Lienhard, Meisters Vermach tnis
,

266.

,
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wing extremists were faulted for bing hot-heads at
worst,
the true villains of the piece were such characters
as

Wulffen's sensuous ex-wife, or the intellectual Dr. Kaliber,
a columnist for a paper called the Tageblatt . 1 ^

It was

this type of person who had introduced the tone of mockery

and malice that poisoned the social and cultural discourse
of the nation.

Their impertinence and lack of idealism

had provoked the justified, if overwrought, responses
of patriots on the right.

His protestations of quietism

notwithstanding, Lienhard' s attitude toward authoritarian
violence was quite ambivalent.

His protagonists were quick

to dispense righteous whippings when occasion demanded it.

Despite their rhetoric of love, when confronted with opposition, particularly of an intellectual kind, his idealists

emerged as self-righteous bullies.

A slap administered by

a neglected idealist poet in Dr. Kaliber* s face at a party

was portrayed by Lienhard as the appropriate response to

intellectual subversion, as was Trotzendorf f
the nose of a striking worker in Westmark.

forester blew up the sinful castle

(

'

s clout

to

When a patriotic

Sundenburg ) of Wulf fen's

ex-wife killing everyone of its inhabitants, Wulffen under-

standably exulted.

But even Johann and Felix Meister,

a liberal daily published
The B erliner Tageblatt
by Rudolph Mosse was a favorite target of both Lienhard
and Chamberlain.
,

,
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while deploring the violation of law, displayed
a remarkable

callousness, both in attributing to the vie tins
responsi-

bility for their own violent end and in dismissing
the
event from their minds almost immedately after it
occurred.

While washing his own hands of complicity in a criminal
act, Lienhard could not conceal his relief at so final
a solution to the problem of immorality in society.

In

his handling of this kind of subject matter, always with

didactic intent, Lienhard unconsciously revealed the bru-

tality that lurked behind his veneer of respectability and
moral virtue*

Although Lienhard rarely discussed current political
events in his own articles, Per Tiirmer carried an unsigned

political column in which a similar ambivalence toward

right-wing extremism appeared.

While expressing sympathy

with the aims of Hitler's "Beer Hall Putsch*

1

in November,

1923* Per Tiirmer doubted the wisdom of an act that could
well have resulted in civil war.

Anxious to exonerate

Ludendorff from the charge that he knew of the Putsch in
advance, Per Tiirmer identified itself with traditional

nationalists rather than the extremist Nazis.

Yet in its

description of the shoot-out in front of the r'eldherrnhalle
in Munich, based largely on Nazi party member Gottfried

Feder's eye-witness account, Per Tiirmer revealed its sympathy

8
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for the Putschists.

"Germany will only become free when

it maintains its national

(

vblkisch ) power!" 17

Der

Tliirraer

enthusiastically seconded Hindenburg's admonition
to both
sides in the confrontation— the Nazis and the Bavarian

— to

state

cause*

make up their differences and unite in a common

Advising Hitler to adopt more legitimate methods

in the future, Der Turmer anticipated the policy of
legality

that the Nazis were in fact to pursue thereafter.

Editorially as well as in its selection of articles,
Der Turmer had opposed the Weimar Republic from the beginning

Originally close to the traditionally conservative German
National People's Party, which Der Turmer' s political editor
had advocated naming Christian National People's Party,
Per Turmer increasingly expressed the need for a party

more capable of attracting the allegiance of the masses. 18
In January, 1922, Der Turmer called for a synthesis of

monarchism and socialism in a new Greater Germany:
Both were sharp opponents in the era just past;
somehow they must rret together. As much as the collapse
has shaken us, let us endeavor to use this misfortune
in a positive way.
Germany has been thrown back on
to the coals; it must be recast and founded anew.
If things go well, however,
This will take years.

17

"Deutschland wird nur frei werden wenn es volkische
Kraft bewahrt!" Der Turmer 26 (Jan. 192*0, 279.
1

Der Turmer, 2k (Nov. 1921), 1^3.

20k
a Greater Germany may emere-e in a fr*™ ,r~± ±
u
Y
WOrked
'
out that will include
uue the
^ lie
.
fmba-tLd
ernoaotiea
Germans
of
n
the
Donau
and Alps, whose situation too
has changed /and
that will have absorbed the social
idea. 19
,

,

While opposing parliamentary government
and party
politics, Lienhard expressed his personal
opposition to
the Weimar Republic in characteristically
conciliatory

terms:

.

at least the choice of Weimar as the
seat of

government unwittingly symbolized the need to
return to
the ideals of German classicism.

Lienhard

's

ambivalent

position between reaction and counterrevolution,
between traditional and radical conservatism, may be seen in his
attitude toward the Wilhelminian monarchy after the war.
A staunch defender of the crown before the war, Lienhard

looked back nostalgically at the Empire without, however,
considering a restoration of the Hohenzollern dynasty
either feasible or advisable.

mannisches Genie

)

A genius-statesman

(

staats -

on the order of a Bismarck or a Freiherr

von Stein, who had led Prussia's recovery in the Napoleonic
era, was needed to enable Germany to survive the humiliation

19

"Beide waren in dern verflossenen Zeitalter scharfe
Gegner; sie miissen sich irs-endwie zusammenf inden. So
sehr uns der Zusammenbruch erschiittert, suchen wir das
Ungliick positiv auszuniitzen!
Deutschlana. ist wieder in
die Glut geworfen; das neich muss umgeschmolzen muss neu
geschmiedet werden. Das wird Jahre dauern. Geht es aber
gut, so kommt vielleicht einmal ein Grossdeutschland heraus,
das in einer noch zu findenden Form auch die nunmehr anders
dastehenden und selber schwer-kampf enden Donau und AlpenDeutschen umfasst und den sozialen Gedanken verdaut hat."
Quoted in Bulow, Friedrich Lienhard, 103*
,

•

,
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of the Versailles Treaty.

Kaiser Wilhelm's fateful indif-

ference to art as a vehicle for promoting regeneration,

coupled with his unfortunate desire to do everything
himself,
had contributed to Germany's downfall. 20

pre-war novel, Der Spielmann

,

Whereas in his

Lienhard had portrayed the

Kaiser as valiantly battling against the "Americanization"
of German life, his post-war comments on the monarchy

stressed the Kaiser's own responsibility for the ominous

commercialization of German society.

While agreeing that

the dismissal of Bismarck had been Wilhelm's II greatest

mistake

,

Lienhard objected to the extreme criticisms of

vblkisch authors such as Adolf Bartels, who called Wilhelm II
"the most calamitous phenomenon of modern German history."

The moral depravity of an era could not be blamed entirely
on the state or its highest representative.

The deposition

of the Hohenzollern dynasty in Germany exemplified the

persecution that nobility and aristocracy always suffer
at the hands of a basely materialistic world.

20

Lienhard, Unter dem Posenkreuz

,

22

68, 195*

21

"Die unheilvollste Erscheinunp: unserer neuesten
Geschichte." Adolf Bartels, Der vblkische Gedanke . Ein
Fritz Fink Verlag, 1923)$ 29
We gweiser (Weimar:

22

Lienhard, Meisters Vermachtnis

17-

,
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Lienhard's objections to scapegoating
applied to the
monarchy, but not to Jews.
Radicalization of political
opinion is clearly evident in Lienhard's
increased anti-

Semitism after the war.

It redounds to his credit,
however,

that Lienhard disassociated himself
from the virulent

anti-Semitism expressed by his character
Colonel Wulfien
in leisters Vermachtnis .

In this novel, young Felix

Meister challenged Wulffen

's

diatribe, in which Wulffen

referred to Jews by such epithets as "Satan's
mob" (Satansgesindel) and "snake people"

(

Schlangenvolk )

question— so momentous in light
policies— how

,

with the

of the Nazis' genocidal

he proposed to dispose of them. 23

To this

question Wulffen could give no answer.
While continuing to advocate assimilation, Lienhard

increasingly expressed despair at the scope of the problem.
In the early 1920' s he described the influx of Jews from
the East

(the same group of immigrants to which Hitler

traced his revulsion against Jews in Me in K ampf ) 2

**

in

uncharacteristically abusive language:
It is a new kind of dangerously inconspicuous invasion
of Tartars or Huns.
The bacteria nests from Galicia

2^

2k
295.

Ibid .

t

kl.

See Georjre L. Mosse

,
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begin to move, break out of their encystment, and
these
racial aliens, after immigrating with only a bundle
on their backs, occupy important positions within
a
short time, whereby they skip the peasant and artisan
estates. They then make public opinion; they teach
German culture and literature.
It is a problem of the
first rank.
We cannot stop this development.
It
can destroy Germany in its essential character, or
at least distort it, if we are not strong enough
to
assimilate the Eastern Jews and carry its better components upward, so that they assist in the solution
of human problems, instead of undermining them. 25

Claiming to be neither anti- nor philo-Semitic

,

Lienhard

regarded the Jewish question as a test of Germany's strength
to assert its own character.

Lienhard' s writings suggest the extent to which the

vblkisch movement (and National Socialism) represented a
crisis in German self-confidence.

Over-compensating for

feelings of national inferiority, Lienhard sought to
instill in German youth a consciousness of Germany^
national destiny.

While commending Joseph Schneiderf ranken

(1876-19^3)1 who popularized the Hindu doctrine of Vedanta

u Es

ist ein neuartierer, gefahrlich unauf f allierer
Tar tare n-oder Hunnen-Einf all.
Die Bakterienherde Galiziens
setzen sich in Bewee:ung, Ibsen sich aus der Verkapselung,
und diese Fremdrassigen besetzen, nachdem sie als Bundeljuden eine:ewandert sind, binnen kurzem wichtige Knotenpunkte, wobei sie den Bauern- und Handwerker-Stand iiberspringen. Sie mac hen dann die of f entliche Heinung; sie
lehren deutsche Kultur und Literatur. Es ist ein Problem
ersten Ranges. Wir kbnnen diese Entwickiung nicht aufhalten.
Sie kann Deutschland in seiner V/esensart vernichten, mindestens
verfalschen, wenn wir nicht stark e:enu£C sind, das Gstjudentum
zu verarbeiten und in seinen bessern Bestandteilen auf
unsern Schwineen mitemporzutragen, dass es in der Lbsung
der Menschheitsfragen mithelfe, statt zu zersetzen."
Lienhard, Unter dem fioscnkreuz 61-62.
,

,
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under the pseudonym Bo Yin Ra\ for his.hi h
ideals,
R

Lienhard deplored the fact that these ideals had
to be
derived from outside Germany

.

Unlike Britain, Germany

did not enjoy the splendid isolation that
guaranteed auto-

nomy and national individuality.

Beset on all sides

by alien influences, Germany had to develop from within
a sovereign sense of national pride.

While consistently rejecting biological determinism
as a modern materialistic fad, Lienhard nevertheless

continued to accept racialist assumptions and findings
once he had translated them into acceptable idealist

terms.

Thus he was able to commend the positivist

racial anthropologist Hans F. K# Giinther (1891-1968),

whom the Nazis awarded a professorial chair at the University
of Jena,

for his efforts to create a nordic race

through eugenics.

"From our spiritual standpoint

(

Aufnordunft )
11

Lienhard wrote, "we support the heroic disposition expressed
in this effort.'

27
1

The ease with which idealists like

Lienhard could accept racial positivism when it served a
vblkisch objective demonstrates the usefulness of vblkisch

idealism in legitimating radically conservative social and
poli tical goals.

c

27

Ibid .

,

125, 155.

"Von unsrem seelischen Standpunkt aus unterstutzen
wir die heldische Gesinnung, die sich darin ausspricht."
Ibid.
117.
,

"

:
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Yet Lienhard's attitude toward race
certainly differed

from the hard line taken by the Nazis,
despite their

claims that they, too, considered ideology
the most important dimension of race.

Writing from a National Socialist

point of view in 1935, Keilmuth Langenbucher
concluded
that Lienhard's contributions to the victory
of National

Socialism in Germany had lain in his opposition

to

the

materialistic temper of the times, rather than in the
esoteric
doctrines he espoused

Lienhard was no National Socialist, ana it would be
completely wrong to want to make him one after the
fact, even though I am firmly convinced that he would
have supported his attitudes by pledging allegiance
( Bekenntnis )
to National Socialism, if it had been
granted to him to experience the decisive years of the
National Socialist struggle; however: Lienhard's
enemies were also the enemies of National Socialism,
and they remain so today. 28

Langenbucher commended Lienhard for having led the fight
against un-German influences, even if he had fought with

means inadequate to the task.
Reich

(

Reichsgedanke

)

If his conception of the

had contained too much Christian

28

"Lienhard war kein National-Sozialist und es ware
vbllig verfehlt, ihn hinterher ze einem solchen machen
zu wollen, wenngleich ich fest davon iiberzeufrt bin, dass
er seiner Haltunc? auch noch die Stutze des ausseren Bekenntnis sea zura Nationalsozialismus gegeben hatte, wenn es ihm
beschieden gewesen ware, dessen Kampf in den entscheidenden
Jahren mit zuerleben aber: Lienhards Feinde waren auch
die Feinde des Nationalsozialismus und sind es heute noch.
Langenbucher, Friedrich Lienhard, 157.
,

;
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dogma

(

christliche Dogmatik ), at least he had opposed the

foolish isms

(

Ismus - Blbdsinn ) of artists ana intellectuals

who had rushed to protest the desecration of Jewish
cemeteries,
the suppression of pornography, or the execution of Sacco

and Vanzetti

in'

the nine teen-twenties. 2 ^

Langenbucher was probably correct in his judgment
that Lienhard would have welcomed the "Day of Potsdam" in

March, 1933

when the handclasp between Hindenburg and

Hitler at the opening of the first Reichstag; to be convened
after the Reichstag fire symbolized the union of old and
new conservatism.

Dying in 1929 at the

ae;e

of 63, Lienhard

did not live to see the Nazi catastrophe unfold.

Lienhard's

rejection of political activism in the 1920's provided an
early model for "inner emigration," the withdrawal into

privacy through which disappointed conservatives would
later express their opposition to Nazi policies.

Yet

it would be quite misleading to absolve Lienhard entirely

of the stigma with which National Socialism has been branded

Part of the value of studying Lienhard's works

by history.

lies in helping later generations to understand how fascism
could be tolerated and promoted by intellectuals who prided

themselves in carrying on a tradition of idealism.

29

Ibid.

,

152, 156.
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Lienhard' s contributions to National Socialism lay not
in any overt support

he*

gave to the Nazi cause, but in

the mental habits that he fostered.

The Nazis realized

by force the transformation of values that volkis ch

idealists like Lienhard had been advocating for decades.
In retrospect, Lienhard's most pernicious influence

lay in his abnegation of intellectual and artistic integrity
in favor of Schonf arberei

,

the purveyance of ideological

window-dressing for a social order threatened by modernising
change.

Encouraging his readers to avoid rather than face

realities, Lienhard advocated idealism as an antidote to
critical analysis and independent judgment.

Lienhard

f

s

self-righteous intolerance of intellectualism anticipated
on an ideological plane the campaign of exclusion and

repression that the Nazis would launch in practice.

His

penchant for oversimplification and his rejection of rational
debate unwittingly

f orshadowed

the Nazis

for solving social problems by force#

'

predilection

Committed to moral

rectitude rather than intellectual probity, Lienhard
fed the hypocrisies and resentments of a middle class that

would put the Nazis into power with good conscience.

PART
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CHAPTER

X

PROPHET OF REGENERATION AND IDEOLOGUE
OF IMPERIALISM:
THE LIFE OF HOUSTON STEWART CHAMBERLAIN
Houson Stewart Chamberlain, the son of a
British
admiral and the foremost vblkisch idealist
in Germany,
is by far the most important and also the
most interesting
of the three publicists treated in this study.

If Lien-

hard's role was to convert the middle class to
aristocratic
ideals, Chamberlain's role was to provide a rationale
for
the German ruling class itself (which is not to
deny that

both authors articulated attitudes already held by
the

groups they addressed as much as they created these

attitudes.)

While both Lienhard and Chamberlain popularized

(and altered for their purposes) the social ideas of

German idealism, Chamberlain's tomes were designed to
satisfy a higher intellectual standard than Lienhard 's

undistinguished work.

Chamberlain's influence was immeasu-

rably greater than Lienhard

's,

for he

attracted the

serious attention of political, cultural, religious, and
educational leaders in the Wilhelmian Empire.

An extract

from the Kolnische Zeitung of November 4, 19C6, suggests

how widespread was the sway of Chamberlain's ideas:
Of all the men who took the pulse of their times
around the turn of the century, no one haj even come
close to exercising so broad and lasting- an influence

2-\k

on the thinking of the upper intellectual
stratum
as this Englishman, who speaks to us go
powerfully
in the German language 1
A protege of Wilhelm II, with whom Chamberlain
corresponded
for over twenty years, and an early supporter of
Hitler,

Chamberlain personified the ideological link between Empire
and fascism in Germany,
The substantial secondary literature generated by

Chamberlain's work may be subsumed under three time-frames* During

Chamberlain's own lifetime a number of contemporaries challenged
his views on religion and race, while others rallied to his

defense.

2

After going into partial eclipse during the 1920's,

1

"Unter alien Mannern, die urn die Jahrhunder twende
ihrer Zeit priifend den Puis fiihlten, hat keiner auch nur
annahernd auf das Denken der intellektuellen Oberschicht
einen so breiten und nachhaltigen Einfluss ausgeiibt wie
dieser Englander, der in deutscher Sprache so machtvoll
zu uns redet."
Quoted in Lienhard, We<re nach Weimar vol. Ill,
198-199.
,

2

A selection of contemporary reviews of Chamberlain's
works are contained in Die Grundlar en des neunzehnten
Jahrhunderts una Immanuel Kant •
^ritische urteile, 3rd
ed. (Munich
F. Bruckmann, 1909 )•
The Dance scholar
Hermann Grauert disputed Chamberlain s interpretation of
Dante's religious doctrine in Dante und Houston Stewart
Chamberlain 2nd ed. (Freiburg: Herdersche verlacsbuchhandlung 19 04 ) . The Protestant historian of religion
D» Baentsch defended Judaism against Chamberlain s attacks
Houston Stewart Chamberlains
in a series of articles
Vorstellungen iiber die Religion der Semi ten spez. der
Israeliten,' Zeitschrif t fiir F hilosophie und Fadago^ik
12 (190V05), 16-2&; 12^-139; 20^-221; fyl-JCiUl A critique
of Chamberlain's views by the French philosopher Ernest
Seilliere appeared during World War I, H* S. Chamberlain .
Le plus recent philosophe du panrermanisme mystique
The Protestant tneoloerian D. k. H. GriitzTParis, 1917)
:

'

,

,

1

tf

,

1

•
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Chamberlain's works enjoyed a renascence
during the Nazi
period.

Eulogy largely supplanted criticism in a
vast

literature that acclaimed Chamberlain as the
"seer of the
Third Reich." 3

Thoroughly discredited by the debacle of

macher criticized Chamberlain's relie-ious doctrine
from
an orthodox Lutheran frame of reference in
Kritiker und
Neuschopfer der Religion im zwanzigsten Jahrhur. aert.
Keyserling— L. Ziegl&r iHluher Chamberlain steiner—
Scholz Scheler Hauck (Leipzig: A. Deichertsche ^erlagsbuchhandlung, 1921). An incisive critique of Chamberlain's
racial theories was provided by Friedrich Hertz, Race and
Civilization translated by A. S. Levetus and W. Entz
(1928; Repr. KTAV Publishing House, 1970).

—

—

—

—

—

,

3

The phrase stems from the title of a book of selections
from Chamberlain's works edited by Georg Schott, H. S.
Chamberlain der Seher des dritten Reicnes (Munich: ~
F. Bruckmann, 193 I 77
Other works on Chamberlain by the
same author included Das Lebenswerk Chamberlains in Umrissen
(Munich:
J. F. Lehraann, 1927), and Das Vermachtnis H. S.
Chamberlains (Stuttgart: Tazzelwurm Verlag, 194-0). ~
Although adulatory in tone, the first of these two works
is of interest for the use it makes of Chamberlain's works
to refute the views of Oswald Spengler (1880-1936).
Two
works by Alfred Rosenberg (1693-19^6), the leading Nazi
ideoloprue, H. S. Chamberlain als Verkiinder und Ze^riinaer
einer deutschen Zukunft (Munich: F. Bruckmann, n. d. ) and
Blut und Ehre
Ein Kampf fiir deutsche //iederpreburt
(Munich:
F. Eher Verlag, 193^), esp. 217-216, testify to
the fascination that Chamberlain's works exercised for
National Socialists. The most useful work from a vblkisch
frame of reference is Hugo Meyer, H. S. Chamberlain al_s
volkischer Denker (Munich: F. Bruckmann, 1939), which
contains an excellent bibliography of Chamberlain s works,
including a listing of 58 articles. An even more complete
bibliography (not available in the preparation of this study)
was published by Albert Vanselow, Das Werk H. S. Chamberlains .
Eine Bibliorrraphie (Munich, 1927).
Of the large number of
monographs and dissertations spawned by Chamberlain's
works during the Nazi period, the following were consulted
in the preparation of this stuay: Wilhelm Vollrath,
Thomas Carlyle und H. S. Chamberlain . Zv/ei Freund e Deutsch lands (Munich: J. F. Lehmann 1935 ) and H. S. Chamberlain
,

:

i

.

'

,

t
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the volkisch world view in World War II, since
19^5 Cham-

berlain's works have been examined primarily fcr their
contributions to Nazi racial policies.

The post-war

literature on Chamberlain has focused almost exclusively
on Die Grundlar/en des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts ("The Foundations
of the Nineteenth Century"), while his other works have been

largely ignored.

This study will attempt to provide

und seine Theologie (Erlangen:
Palm & Snke 1937) /Vollrath
stresses the importance of Chamberlain's English background/;
Martin Dippel, H. S. Chamberlain (Munich: Deutscher Volksverlag, 1938) /an uncritical bio^raph^/; Gerhard Stutzinger,
Die p olitischen Anschauungen H. S. Chamberlains (Bottrop:
Wilhelm Postberg, 193&) /a dissertation prepared under the
historian Hermann Oncken (1869-194627; Will Nielsen, Per
Lebens - und Gestaltberrrif f bei H. S. Chamberlain . Eine
Un tersuchung seiner Le'oenslehre un ter besonderer Beriicksichtigung ihrer ere is teswiss ens chat' tlichen Grundlagen "
und ^eziehunrren (Kiel: Schmidt & Klaunig, 193o; /on
Chamberlain's doctrine of Gestalt7 Adolf Gepra^rs, Germanentum und Chris tentum bei H. S. Chamberlain (GSttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1935") /seeks to demonstrate that
religion and racialism are not incompatible/*; Waltraut
Eckhart, H. S» Chamberlains Naturanschauunrr (Leipzig:
Armanen-Verlag, 194-10 ^rejects the evolutionary theories of_
Ernst Haeckel in favor of Chamberlain's doctrine of Gestalt /;
Rudolf Grabs, Weerbereiter Deutschen Chris tentums * Faul
de Lagarde und H* S. Chamberlain (Weimar:
Verla^ Deutsche
Christen, n. d.7 /seeks to reconcile Protestantism with
German chauvinism^/
,

;

'

4

An excellent introduction to Chamberlain s racial
doctrine is provided by Jean Real, "The Religious Conception
of Race:
H* 5. Chamberlain and Germanic Christianity,"
Jacques Rueff, ed« The Third Reich (London: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1955) 243-286. A provocative analysis of
Chamberlain's key role as an ideolocrue of imperialism and
reaction is offered by the Marxist scholar Geore; Lukacs,
Aufbau Verlag,
(East Berlin:
Die Zerstoruna: der Vernunf
Comparing Chamberlain with Gobineau,
1954) 551-565,
'

,

t

,

21?
a more comprehensive account
of Chamberlain's career

than the previous post-war literature
affords.
S

and La ?arde

Max R °»che,"H. S. Chamberla in
Mft^
?^^ ,Etudes Germanic
UOW-1927;,"
ues 17(1962), 590-402
'

'

concludes that Chamberlain's works represented
a synthesis
ol racial Darwinism with
Enlightenment ideas. Brief
discussions of Chamberlain are included in
Heinr-i ch Ritter
von Sroik, Geist una Geschichte yom
deutschen Humanismus
bis zgr Gegenwart vol. 2 (1951; 2nd ed.
Salzburg: Otto
KuTler Verlag, 1964), 355-557; Jean F. Neurohr,
Der Mythos
Zu£
Geistesgesch
X£S ££lli££
ichte des National^
scgLali^mus (Stuttgart: J. G. Cotta'sche BuTh handlung
195/;, 147-1^9; William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of
the Third Reich
A History of Nazi German? TNe"w~Yo7kT
Simon & Schuster, _1960), 104-109; Georsce L. Mosse
The
Crisis of German id eology 93-98; Ernst Nolte, ThrejT"
Faces £l Fascism translated by Leila Vennewitz (iiew
York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1966), 282-286.
A brief
but useful bibliography is provided by Arrr.in Mohler,
Die Conservative Revolution 341-343.
A partial rehabilitation of Chamberlain is undertaken by Gerd-Klaus Kaltenbrunner, "H. S. Chamberlain—The most Germanic of Germans,"
The Wiener Library bullet in 22 (Winter 1967-1968), 6-12,
a condensed Lnp-lish-lansuaere version of the same author's
"Wahnfried und die Grundlascen: H. S. Chamberlain,"
Karl Schwedhelm, ed.
Fropheten des lia tionalismus (Munich:
List Verlag, 1969), 105-123.
Kaltenbrunner argues that
Chamberlain's racial doctrine may have originated in his
experience of racial tensions in Vienna, a suggestion
reiterated by "William M. Johnston, The Austrian Mind
An Intellectual and Social History 1648 - 1958 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 19~72), 328-332. E. J.
Young, Gobineau und der Rassismus emphasizes the derivative nature of Chamberlain's racial doctrine. Appropriating
most of Gobineau 's ideas, Chamberlain crave them an activist
thrust. A thorough analysis of Chamberlain's Grundl aren
appears in Winfried Schiller, Der Bayreuther Kreis 112-127,
252-267, the only post-war secondary work on Chamberlain
to make use of unpublished as well as published sources.
,

,

:

,

,
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Chamberlain's career offers a striking
illustration
of the prolonged identity crisis
to which great men, of

either the constructive or destructive
variety, are often
subject before emerging with great impact
on the historical
scene. 5 Although born two years before
Stein and ten

years before Lienhard, Chamberlain's
creative life beran
after theirs.

At the age of 30, the same age at which

Heinrich von Stein had completed his life's
work. Chamberlain had not yet published a single article.

Out of his

long incubation Chamberlain emerged with a new-found
identity
as an apostle of Wagnerian idealism.

His biography, which

can be reconstructed in detail on the basis of available

documents, would make an excellent subject for psychological

analysis by a scholar with the requisite training in psychohistory.^

Finding his literary vocation only after a

5

See Erik H. Erikson, Identity
Youth and Crisis
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1968), 91-1^1; and YouW Han "
Luther
A Study in Ps ychoanalysis and History (New York:
W. W. Norton, 195oT,~lW.
:

:

^The best published source for biographical information
are Chamberlain's own volume of memoirs, Lebenswecre meines
Denkens (Munich: F. Bruckmann, 1919), as well as two
volumes of candid and voluble letters, Brief 1882-1924
und Brief we chsel mit Kaiser Wilhelm II 2 volsT Munich
F. Bruckmann, 1925")"." Another volume of correspondence,
Paul Pretzsch, ed.
Cosima Wagner und K. S. Chamberlain
in Briefwechsel I888-I908 (Leipzig, 193*0, was not available
in the preparation of this study.
An excellent source of
information on Chamberlain's personal habits is a plainlywritten but moving volume of memoirs by Chamberlain's first
,

,

e
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nervous ailment had aborted a career
as a scientist,
Chamberlain channelled his frustrated
ambitions into an
attack on the scientific world view.

Prevented by poor

health from pursuing the military career for
which his
father had intended him, Chamberlain would
leave his desk,

after a hard day's work feeling like an officer
who had
been in the saddle for ten hours. 7

Hypersensitive,

intolerant, and consumed with a sense of mission, Chamberlain conquered his personal neuroses in books that nourished
the neurotic tendencies of a whole society.

An autodidact

of encyclopedic knowledge and a great gift for language,

Chamberlain provided an eloquent rationale for those members
of the German upper classes who were determined to retain

their prerogatives amidst rapid social and economic
changes.

Like Lienhard, Chamberlain was a master of

wife, Anna Chamberlain, Heine Erinnerungen an H. S. Chamberlain (Munich: Oskar Beck, n. d. /1923/). Also of
interest is a short biography by Chamberlain's friend and
fellow-Wae-nerian
the orientalist Leopold von JSchroeder
(1851-1920), H. S. Chamberlain. Ein Abriss seines Lebens
auf Grund eigener hitteilim^en (Munich: J. F. Lehmann,
Nume rous insights into Chamberlain's personality
19187!
are provided in the memoirs of Chamberlain s erstwhile
disciple, the philosopher Hermann von Keyserling, Rexse
durch die Zeit
Urspriinrre und Entfal tunren (Innsbruck:
Verlag der Palme 19^& ) esp. ll^-l^o, A brief biographical
sketch and bibliography are provided by Otto Graf zu otolberg-Wernie:erode in Keue deutsche Biorrraphie vol. Ill
(Berlin:
Duncker & Humblot, 1957), lb7-169.
,

1

,

1

,

Chamberlain to Hans v. Wolzogen, 15 Nov. l897i Brief
vol.

I,

60.

,

•

,

.
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synthesis, welding such disparate elements as
Wagnerian
idealism, racial anthropology, and Social Darwinism
into
a world view perfectly fitted to promote
social quietism and

political expansionism in an imperialistic

ap;e.

Born in 1855 in Portsmouth, England, Chamberlain,
like

Stein and Lienhard, lost his mother at an early age*
She died when he was only two.

Chamberlain later idealized

her fondness for things German as a portent of his destiny
in finding a home in Germany.

Growing up in the house of

his aunt in Versailles, Chamberlain later noted with

chagrin that he had been imbued since earliest childhood
with a sense of English superiority and contempt for the
French, who were often referred to in his family as "Frogs'
As a result he was made to feel a stranger in the land.
Yet occasional visits to Engl and were even more traumatic

Even traffic regulations seemed to reflect differences
in national character.
to

look out for himself

In England every pedestrian had
,

while in France

,

at least, the

carriage drivers were responsible for exercisinc: caution
Chambe rlain was always

rrlad

to ret urn to the continent.

g

In 1866 Chamberlain was placed in a private school

in England.

His autobiography, published in 1919i conveyed

the desperate homesickness of the eleven-year-old boy

E

Chamberlain

,

Lebenswe^e

3^f f

1

.

,
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with unmistakable authenticity.

"It was the unconditional,

irremediable, hopeless misery of a lost
soul, suddenly
torn from love, goodness, gentleness,
friendliness, and

hurled into the Hell where fists ruled." 9

Although he

became somewhat better acclimated at
Cheltenham College,
where he was enrolled from I867 to 1870
and where he went

through a phase of intense enthusiasm for
Shakespeare,

Chamberlain never felt at home in the country
of his birth.
Repelled, also by a climate injurious to his health,
he

paid only brief visits to England thereafter, for the
last
time in 1908.

10

On his first visit to Germany in 1870, Chamberlain

apparently experienced a cultural shock of the first
magnitude.

He visited the health resort of Ems at the

time when Wilhelm

I

of Prussia, soon to become German

emperor, was there, and if Chamberlain's account is to
be believed,

the fifteen-year-old boy was the

only

unauthorized witness, from the safety of nearby bushes,
to the historic conversation between Wilhelm and Count

9

"Es war das unbedingte, rettunrrslose
hof f nunrsbare
Elend einer verlassenen Seele, plbtzlich aus Liebe, Giite,
Sanftmut, Freundlichkeit herausererissen una in die Hblle
des Faustrechts hineingeworf en . "
Ibid., 37.
,

Chamberlain to Oberbiirpermeister Casselmann,
Aug. 191k, Brie 1 e
vol. I, 2kl.

~j>0

•

.
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Benedetti of France.

Chamberlain later attached considerable

importance to the fact that his first impression of Germany
had been formed by its heroic, not its Philistine aspect.
The sight of the Prussian elite troops marching off to

war remained indelible in his memory.

Chamberlain's incipient Germanomania was reinforced
by the admiration he felt for a 30-year-old theology student,

Otto Kuntse, later a teacher in a Gymnasium in Stettin, who

served as his tutor from l8?l to 18?^.

As early as 1&73

Chamberlain wrote in a letter home of Germany's unique
gifts, of her dignity and self -awareness

,

and of the con-

tributions she could make to a world-wide moral regeneration,
if only she would remain true to herself

12

Kuntze introduced Chamberlain to the systematic study
of botany, to which Chamberlain had first been attracted

in school in order to get away from his books.

Chamberlain

doubted his talent for systematic investigation, however.

Chamberlain, Lebensweg-e 53* This was the meeting
at which the French ambassador presented the demands of
Napoleon III which, transmitted to Bismarck in the celebrated Ems Telegram, became the pretext for v/ar between
Prussia and France. Although Chamberlain mentioned his
clandestine presence at this meeting in at least two
places, the fact that he first publicised this account
in 1915 suggests that he may well have embellished it for
See Chamberlain's essay, "Erinnerungen
war-time purposes.
aus dem Jahre 1870," Deutsches Wesen Ausgewahl te Auf satz e
lyl6
(Munich
F» Sruckmann
,
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He was impatient and frustrated by the -myriad of
differences

which exact observation, revealed.

His talent, he felt,

lay not in making* distinctions but in perceiving relation-

— in
cally) — a
ships

what he called zusaramenschauen (to see syncretitalent more intuitive than rational,

Several

years later Chamberlain would satisfy his penchant for

visual images by taking up photography, a hobby at whicli
he became quite adept.

1

In 1878, the year of his father's death, Chamberlain

married Anna Horst, a woman of half-Jewish descent ten
years older than him.

A native of the Silesian city of

Breslau, Anna Horst taught school in Geneva, the city where
the Chamberlains made their first home after their marriage.

When they first met on vacation in Cannes in 187^1 Anna
had felt attracted to Chamberlain by his shyness.

As

their friendship deepened, Chamberlain wrote Anna letters
in which his love for her and for Germany intermingled.
As he had done since childhood, he v/rote poems in English,
some of which expressed his longing for emotional security:

And there will come a day --si ster be sure!
When clad again in childhood s innocence,
We shall meet, to part no more
To part no more!--^
,

,

1

—

1

*

14

Ibid .

,

77,

Ibid., Iff.

82; Anna Chamberlain, Meine Krinnerunge n

,

108

6

6
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Income from a inherited fortune
save Chamberlain the
independence to pursue the kind of
self-improvement that
he would preach in his works.

To escape from a life that

seemed increasingly aimless, Chamberlain
enrolled as a
student of botany at the University of
Geneva in 1879.

Although Chamberlain had pursued botanic
studies in nis
own herbarium, any decision to pursue a
serious academic

program had been postponed heretofore because of
fragile
health.

A succession of nervous breakdowns culminated

in a severe attack in 1884, brought on in part by
Chamberlain's

compulsive need to take readings on his botanical
experiments
even at night.

Chamberlain later displayed a similar

perfectionist streak in maintaining an alphabetical record
of everything he had done, seen, heard, or read, down to
the exact number of pa^es. 15

His breakdown abruptly ended

his formal academic career shortly before completion of
his doctorate.

Chamberlain retained an interest in

botany, however, eventually publishing the monograph
that was to have been his doctoral dissertation

Rising of Sap

15

1

Ibid.

,

,

in 1897.

1

,

The

Preoccupied by then with his

119.

Chamberlain, Recherches sur la seve asce ndante
(Neuchatel, lo97) /not available in the preparation of
this studv_/.

7
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publicistic work, he no longer wished to take the
oral

examination required for a degree. 1 ^
In the years following his academic failure at
ueneva,

Chamberlain made a peculiar discovery about himself:
abstract thinking proved less of a strain on his nerves
than any concrete task.

In these years of enforced idleness,

he read avidly in philosophy and literature, finding in-

spiration particularly in the works of Plato and Kant
("the true master of my thought"),

as well as Goethe,

with whose avocational interest in botany and nature studies

Chamberlain could identify his own.

Like Heinrich von

Stein and other young persons in an era prone to heroworship, Chamberlain also fell under the spell of Richard
In Wagner Chamberlain claimed to have found a com-

Wagner.

pletely developed consciousness of the Germanity he admired
so much.

Chamberlain had loved Wagner, whom he called the sun
of his life, even before he knew anything about him.

Touring the Lake of Luzern in Switzerland on an excursion
steamer in 1870, the same year in which he had first felt

1

Anna Chamberlain, Meine Erinnerun^en

1

^Chamberlain, Lebenswege
Meister meines Denkens.
11

19

Ibid., Ill, 162.

,

l6l

:

,

^6, 113»

"Der eigentliche
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the impact of German culture,
Chamberlain admired the

isolation and dreamlike quality of
Wagner's lakeside estate.
He felt an instinctive affinity
with the man who lived
.

there, an affinity reinforced by the
derisive comments
that he overheard among some of the
tourists.

He felt

spontaneous sympathy and respect for a man
who could be
so well-hated by vulgar people. 20

Thus predisposed to appreciate Wagner's music,
Cham-

berlain was not disappointed.

In l8?3 he joined the Munich

chapter of the Bayreuth Patrons, an association
of Wagner•

lovers formed to support the Wagnerian drama
festivals at
Bayreuth.

In his autobiography Chamberlain recalled that

shortly thereafter he submitted an article to the Bayre uther

Blatter

,

the publication devoted to promoting Wagnerian

art and ideas, in which he criticized the editors for seeking
to impose a specific philosophical, religious, and political

faith on members of the Bayreuth Patrons.

The article

was not published, but when shortly thereafter an article

appeared which asserted that only a German could truly

understand Wagnerian art, Chamberlain felt personally
rebuffed.

"I felt as if I had been expelled from a sphere

Ibid.

,

159, 181.

)

,
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that was holy to me.- 21

His feelings hurt, he threw himself

into his studies.

Chamberlain rejoined the fold on his visit to Bayreuth
for the premiere of Farcifal in 1882.

It was a closed

performance reserved for dedicated Wagnerians, and
Chamberlain
was pleased by the absence of the merely curious or
frivolous.
"No alien or alienating element disrupted the harmony
of
22
love."
Wagner's personalis left as strong an impression
as his art.

Chamberlain was too greatly awed by the Maestro

regal bearing and eloquent speech to seek a personal introduction.

After he had moved to Dresden in 1885, two years

after Wagner's death, Chamberlain made the acquaintance of

Wagner's widow Cosima in a meeting that blossomed into a

life-long friendship. 2 ^
Although his relations with Bayreuth underwent ups
and downs, Chamberlain remained dedicated throughout
his life to the Wagnerian cause of cultural regeneration.

21

"Ich fuhlte mich wie hinausgestossen aus einer
Sphare , die mir als Heiligtum gait." Ibid . 218.
,

22

"Kein fremdes und entf remdendes Element stbrte
die Harmonie der Liebe."
Ibid
For a striking
235*
description of this premiere, see Melvida von Meysenbug,
Memoiren einer Idealistin 3^4, where Daniela von Biilow's
reaction to Parcif al is cited:
1 wish I had a deadly
enemy so that at this moment I could forgive him. " ( "Ich
wollte, ich hatte einen Todfeind, um ihm in diesem Augenblick zu vergeben. "
.

,

,

11

Anna Chamberlain, Meine Erinneruna-en

43, 90

1

s

e
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"If it were useful to ^ayreuth," he wrote to
Siegfried

Wagner in July, 1&96, "I would without hesitation allow

myself to be fried on a slow fire."

Hie earliest literary

efforts were devoted exclusively to publicizing Wagner's
life and works.*
In 1885 the French symbolist Edouard Dujardin (1861-

19^9

)»

whom Chamberlain met through the Wagnerverein

in Geneva, invited Chamberlain to participate in a journal
he had founded that same year, Revue Warcnerienne

This

.

interesting journal, which survived only until 1888 when
it was superseded by Dujardin' s Revue Independante

,

numbered among its contributors such outstanding representatives of French symbolism as Stephane Mallarme, Paul
Verlaine, and J. K. Huysmans.

Chamberlain was delegated

the task of summarizing the monthly contents of the

Bayreuther Blatter for the Wagner devotees in France.
His contributions to the June and November

,

1885 » issues

of Revue Wagnerienne contained synopses of Stein's "Schopen-

hauer Scholien."

In January, 1886, Chamberlain branched

out with original contributions of his own on various

Warner operas.

Two of Chamberlain's

articles, "Le

Wagnerisme en l888 M and "Notes chronologiques sur l'anneau

"Wenn es Bayreuth niitzte, wiirde ich mich ohne
Zaudern auf einem lanocsamen Feuer braten lassen." Chamvol. I,
berlain to Siegfried Wagner, July I896, Brief
,

e

•

,
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du Nibelung," constituted almost the entire last
issue

of Revue Wagnerienne in. 1888.

That same year his article

in the Allgemeine Kusik - Zeitung

"Die Sprache und ihr

Verhaltnis zur Musik" ("Language and its Relationship
to Music"), launched Chamberlain on a decade of publicistic

activity for Warner in Austria and

Cierraany,

His reputation

as an expert Wagnerian well established, Chamberlain was

invited to contribute articles on Wagner to the American
Ladies

'

Home Journal in 1898.

He declined, however,

to undertake a lecture trip to the United States,

to which

he had been invited by the Assyriologist and philologist

Paul Haupt (I858-I926) of John Hopkins University that
same year.

26

Chamberlain's early efforts at writing were accompanied
by gnawing self-doubts and inhibitions induced by a premo-

nition of a fame that would turn into notoriety.
not until 1892, at

aece

It was

37$ that he was seized, as he put

it, by a demonic urge to write that remained with him
the rest of his life.

27

Completing his correspondence and

^Chamberlain, "The Personal Side of Richard Wagner,"
The Ladies Home Journal 15 (Oct. 1698), 11-12; "HowRichard Warner Wrote his Operas ," Ibid . (Nov. 1898), 11-12
'

Chamberlain to Hans
Brief

,

2

vol.

1

,

v.

Wolzogen, 15 Nov. 1897,

57

^Charaberlain

,

Lebenswege

,

1

,

124.
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practical affairs in the morning,
Chamberlain would write
all afternoon, leaving his evenings
free to read aloud
with his wife and a circle of friends.
he published his first book,
at his own expense.

At Anna's urging

Das Drama Richard Wagners

Appearing in 1892, the book remained

largely unknown until Chamberlain's increasing fame
stimulated sales in later years*

Although Chamberlain contributed no new insights to
the Wagnerian aesthetic doctrine set forth by Heinrich

von Stein, he added a new proselytory fervor.

Contrasting

visualizing (Schauen) to thinking (Denken) a la Schopenhauer
and Wagner, Chamberlain anticipated the importance that
he would attach to Anschauung (meaning both visualization

and intuition) in his later works.

Through Anschauung

the artist intuits relationships and connections which
he could not have realized by rational abstraction or

combination.

Even the object of one's thoughts can only

be effectively communicated if it is visualized.

Because

true art conveys a concentrated picture of the world, at

its best it contains all wisdom and acts upon the viewer
like a revelation.

2B

Chamberlain, Das Drama Richard Wagner s . Eine
Anregung (1892; kth ed. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1910),

Wff.

1
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The addition of music to the drama made
possible

revelations of man's inner life which Shakespeare, for
instance, could only suggest but not achieve.

In traditional

opera, however, music and poetry were not organically

related, the former addressing itself exclusively to
feelings, the latter to the understanding.

In Wagner's

operas, the poetry and the plot were born out of music,
the language of "the other world within." 29

Opera did not

pose for Wagner the formal problem of how to combine music
and poetry most effectively.

Instead, Wagner sought to

determine what kind of artistic content it was that required
such sublime expression.
of ail convention

Reinmenschliche

)

,

(

In portraying natural man freed

das von aller Konvention losgeldste

Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk differed from

all preceding forms of opera.

In contrast to previous

versions, for instance, in which Tristan and Isolde had
met their death fortuitously, in Wagner's rendition their
fate was a consequence of inner necessity.

30

At the suggestion of the Wagnerian conductor Hermann

Levy (1839-1900), the Munich publisher of art works Huco

Bruckmann commissioned Chamberlain to write a biorrraphy

2y

"Die andere Welt im Busen."

3 °Ibid., 13-1^1

67ff.

Ibid

.

,

2'+

.

,
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of Wagner.

Appearing in 1895, it was an uncritical work,

valuable mainly for its clear organization ana
exposition
of Wagner's principal ideas. 31

As in hie articles and lectures

on Wagner, Chamberlain consciously sought to put
himself in

Warner's shoes so as to represent the world as Wagner
viewed it.

Defending his uncritical approach as scien-

tific in a letter to his friend and fellow Wagnerian, the

Gestalt psychologist and eugenicist Christian von Ehrenfels (1859-1932), Chamberlain revealed his commitment to
a fundamentally conservative world view:

The basic principle of natural science is the old
panta kala lian of the first book of Moses; whatever is,
is good.
To want nature to be different than it is . .
would bring the scientist into a lunatic asylum.
Criticism is applied there exclusively to the observer,
his instruments, etc.^2

.

Because of his training in science, Chamberlain wrote,
he looked at Warner as a scientist would look at a giraffe,

eyes open, critical only of himself.

So greatly did he

empathise with Wagner that while writing the book he felt
he himself no longer existed.

31

Chamberlain

,

Chamberlain

Richard Wagner (Munich

32

'

:

s

confusion

F.

Bruckmann

,

1895)

"Das Grundprinzip der Naturf orschuncr ist das alte
panta kala lian des ersten Buches Moses'; was ist, ist
gut:
die Natur anders zu wollen als sie ist . • • brachte
Kritik wird dort ausden Natur f or s cher ins Narrenhaus.
schliesslich in bezug auf die Person des oeobachter, auf
Chamberlain to Ehrenf els
seine Instrumente usw. angewandt
7 xNov. 189^, Brief e, vol. I, 16.
11

"

"
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of scientific method with unquestioning
acceptance proved

useful in bolstering his social and political
conservatism.

Although denying that he necessarily shared Wagner
8
f

political views, which Ehrenfels had dubbed "horrible
nonsense"

(

greulicher Unsinn

proceeded to defend them.

royalty

(

),

Chamberlain nonetheless

Wagner's doctrine of an absolute

absolutes Konigtum ) and a free people (freies

Volk) was admirable not because it was true, which Cham-

berlain considered quite irrelevant, but because it was

inspired

(

genial )«

Chamberlain would later in his own works

praise the absolute ruler

(

Einherrscher )

possible by creating a nation. JJ

,

who made freedom

"I love what is drastic,

Chamberlain wrote to Ehrenfels.

11

"In every area, everywhere

where we go to the bottom of things, we hit upon contra-

dictions."

3/+

Thanking Ehrenfels for not having disrupted

a lecture he gave on Wagner, Chamberlain promised that he

would show similar consideration when Ehrenfels propounded
his "world-re deeming

,

evolutionary-socialistic ideas. 35

Chamberlain, Die Grundlap-en des neunzehnten Jahrhunder ts (1899; 21st ed. Munich: F. liruckmann, 193b), vol.
II, 985.
3k

Auf jedem Gebiet, uberall
"Ich liebe die Drastik.
wo wir bis auf den Grund cehen, treffen wir auf Widerspruch.
Chamberlain to Ehrenfels, Briefe vol. I , 20.
,

"Weltbe^luckende
Ibid.

,

19.

,

e volutionssozialistische

Ideen.

11

1

*

,
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Chamberlain's uncritical approach did not extend
to ideological opponents,

however, as he demonstrated in

a polemic against the aged materialist philosopher
Ludwig

Buchner in 1895.

In an article entitled "Biichners Stars"

("Buchner's Fall"), published in. Otto Brahm's Neue Deutsche

Rundschau in response to Buchner
in Die Zukunf

,

1

s

"Sturz der Metaphysik"

Chamberlain anticipated the use to which

he would put Kant's philosophy in later works.

For Cham-

berlain, Kant had proved incontrove rtibly that in seeking
to explain the world human reason could do no better than

grope in the dark.
once and for all.

11

"Kant deposed reason from its throne
"

Science can never provide a basis for

philosophy, Chamberlain wrote, for it can only gather facts

without increasing man's knowledge in relation to the infinity of what is knowable •

Science cannot comprehend

nature as a whole because a process of perception without

beginning or end can never lead to true knowledge

(

Erkenn tnis )

In personifying conceptual abstractions such as a toms

molecules

t

and cells , scientific materialists revealed

themselves to be as dogmatic as the Neo-Platonists who
explained the world through the existence of angels.
Such persons never inquired into the truly important question,

J

"Kant hat die Vernunft ein fur alle Mai von ihrem
Throne abrresetzt." Chamberlain, "Biichners Sturz," Neue
Deutsche Rundschau (Freie uiihne ) 6 (1895) 573«
»

,

,
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the question as to the meaning of life,

world contained no secrets.
other hand,

iroes

for to them the

A true idealist,

on the

through life questioning and wondering

rather than knowing.

Reverence, not skepticism, was the

attitude Chamberlain sought to inspire.

Attacking scientific materialists as varied as the

evolutionist Ernst Haeckel, the physiologist Rudolf

Virchow (1821-1902), the physician Max Nordau (1849-1923)
and the Dutch geneticist Huco De Vries (1848-1935) as well
as Buchner, Chamberlain accused buchner of a psychological

and physiological incapacity for metaphysics.

Materialists

ignored the basic question of metaphysics, posed definitively
by Kant, of how experience was possible in the first place.

Because true metaphysical gifts are indeed extremely
rare

,

the Aryan Indians

peoples on earth

11

,

11

the me taphysically most rifted

had given their wise men the opportunity

to devote a lifetime

to thought.

37

Attacking the limitations of science while proclaiming
the unlimited potentialities of art, Chamberlain drew on

his Protestant upbringing, his love for Germany, his social

conservatism, his wide philosophical readings

,

his Wagnerian

idealism, and his experience as a botanist to create hie

_
"Das metaphysisch beanlap teste Volk der Lrde."
Ibid., 57^.

—
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most famous work, The Foundatio ns
of the Nineteenth Century
in 1899.

,

Ostensibly a work of history, the book
reflected

more its author's idiosyncracies than
any actual course of
events.
Although Chamberlain did not employ
scientific

method and his conclusions were not based
on rigorous scientific evidence, The Foundations bore the
obvious imprint
of Chamberlain's long preoccupation with
science.

It was

dedicated to the Jewish scholar Julius von Wiesner
(18361916), whose lectures in botany Chamberlain had attended

when he first moved to Vienna--his home for twenty
years—
in I889.

In an age in which science enjoyed increasing

popular prestige, The Foundations provided a pseudo-scientific
rationale, in the form of a racial doctrine, for the Germanic

cultural superiority which Chamberlain proclaimed.

Dis-

daining scholarly detachment, Chamberlain summoned his
readers to promote Germanic religion and culture in the
face of presumed threats from Jews and Catholic ultramon-

tanists.

The book was designed to serve as a stimulus to

action. His ideal reader, Chamberlain wrote, would after

finishing the book throw it away in order to act upon its
precepts.
is

vol.

I,

Chamberlain to Sidonie Peter, 23 Dec. 1914, Briefe
272.

,
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The book mierht never have been written, if Chamberlain

had not been prodded to it by his publisher.

Projecting

an anthology that would summarize the achievements of
a

century drawing to its close, Bruckmann had selected

Chamberlain to -contribute the section on music and art.
When Chamberlain responded with an outline of the kind of
work he envisaged, Bruckmann encouraged him to write the

entire work himself.

According to Chamberlain's original

plan, The Foundations was to have been followed by works
of equal scope on the nineteenth century and the world of
the future, respectively.

Put off, perhaps, by the difficulty

of continuing to attribute all cultural achievements to
the Germanic races

,

Chamberlain turned instead to propa-

gating his Weltanschauung in mammoth works on Immanuel
Kant (1905) and Goethe (1912).
The Foundations of the Nineteenth Century

t

reissued

in 28 editions up to 19^2 and translated into English,

French, and Czech, won instant acclaim when it was published.

Even critics who took issue with the book's assertions

acknowledged its erudition and readability.

An anonymous

admirer established a fund to donate the book to any

prospective purchaser who could not afford the price.
The 3erlin University library ordered five copies, while

Chamberlain personally presented 100 copies

to

the Vienna

238

Volksbibliothek

.

With sales of 20, OCC, copies by

190*+ and

100,000 by 1914, its circulation reached 250,000 by 1938
when it was officially recognized as a classic of National

Socialist literature. 39

The English version, introduced

by the diplomat, author, and world traveler Lord Redesdale

(l837~191o), appeared in several editions before World
War

I

as well.

"It is of great value," the American histori

Carl Becker (1873-19^5) wrote in a favorable review in 1911,

"among historical works, likely to rank with the most
Lq
significant of the nineteenth century."
On a visit to

Germany in 191^, before American entry into the war, the

Progressive senator Albert Beveridge (1862-1927), a spokesman for American imperialism
The Foundations

,

assured Chamberlain that

had made a great impression in the United

States, aioeit witnin a fairly narrow circle*

Among the book's enthusiastic admirers was Kaiser
Wilhelm II, who read portions of the book out loud to
his family.

An article that Chamberlain wrote in 1902

on the 200th anniversary of the Prussian monarchy led

•^Statistics provided in Shirer,

P.ise

and Fall

Lq

,

107

Carl Becker, "The Foundations of the Nineteenth
Century," The Dial 50(1911), 391.

Chamberlain to Hugo Bruckmann, 11 Feb, 1915$
Briefe, vol.

I,

279.

,
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to a correspondence with the Kaiser
that lasted beyond

the end of World War I.

From his friend Count Rantzau-

Brockdorf, the German legate in Vienna, Chamberlain

learned the formalities of addressing the emperor,
which
he scrupulously and at times obsequiously
observed.

In-

vited to the Imperial Court at Liebenberg in
1902, Cham-

berlain met the Kaiser and the queen, the German
chancellor
Prince Eernhard von Bulow (18^9-1929), and the well-known

Protestant theologian Adolf von Harnack (1851-1930), who
had read the 1,200 page Foundations in five days.** 2
The extent to which The Foundations had made Chamberlain
a celebrity may be measured by a literary dispute involving
the talented Viennese journalist and satirist Karl Kraus

(187^-1936), founder and editor of Die Fackel ("The Torch"),
to which Chamberlain had previously contributed two articles.

In an effort to raise the circulation of a competing

journal, Don Quixote

,

modeled after Die Fackel

,

Kraus

's

rival Ludwig Bauer (1876-1935) announced a contribution
by Chamberlain on the binding of his journal in early
1903*

Although the announcement led unwary readers to

assume that Chamberlain had written an original article
for Don Quixote

,

in actual fact the article consisted

Anna Chamberlain, Heine arinnerunp-en

135.

.

merely of excerpts from The Foundations

.

Incensed by the

exploitation of a name that people associated
with the
Fackel, Kraus published a letter from Chamberlain
in

which the latter assured him that his name had
been used
by Bauer without his permission..

Bauer countered with a

column implying that Chamberlain had approved the
honorable
use to which his name had been put.

Again Kraus sought

reassurances from Chamberlain, who wrote that only his
lawyer, to whom he had entrusted the matter, had communicated with Bauer.

Although his lawyer had told him that

there were insufficient grounds for legal action against

Bauer, Chamberlain assured Kraus of his continued loyalty
to Die Fackel . ^
It may seem odd that Kraus should have held Chamberlain

in such esteem, since as a Jew who would later convert
to Catholicism Kraus represented the categories Chamberlain

had assailed in his Foundations .

Yet both Kraus and Cham-

berlain opposed liberalism in the name of culture, sharing
a common hostility to the Vienna daily, Neue Freie Press e

The racialism expressed in The Foundatio ns did not seem as

important at the time as the cultural regeneration which

Chamberlain preached.

It was also possible, as Hermann

Levy did, to endorse v/holehear tedly the spiritual message

*3

Die Fackel k (Jan. 1903), 18-20;

(Feb. 1903), 17-19.

.

,

,

of The Foundations while itrnorinp or rejecting
its racial

argumentation.
*

In his contributions to Die Fackel

,

one of which

constituted the entire issue of January, 1902,
Chamberlain
made clear that his opposition to Catholicism rested
on

political rather than on religious grounds.
Kul turkampf

,

Bismarck's

based on liberal opposition to Catholicism,

had been a mistake, for it only served to strengthen
the Catholic Center Party and the subservience of the

Catholic Church in Germany to the pope.

Liberalism was a

more dangerous enemy than Catholicism, Chamberlain warned.
If "Rome

11

was the code word for Catholic ultramontanism

"Jerusalem

11

served the same function for liberalism, even

if, as Chamberlain conceded, many non-Jews were liberals and

many Jews were not •

In deference, perhaps ,

his other Jewish friends

to Kraus and

Chamberlain emphasized that

,

individual Jews could make outstanding contributions to

Christian-Germanic culture
Recognizing

,

perhaps

,

a bulwark of conservatism,

that Catholicism represented

Chamberlain sought to wean

German Catholics from the anti-national posture to which
they alle gedly were driven by liberal opposition.

^Chamberlain, "Katholische Universitaten
Fackel, 3 (Jan. 1902), 1-32.

M

Protestants

Die

t

,

2kZ

must make common cause with Catholics, not, as
they so

often did, with Jews.

Chamberlain scathingly attacked

the classical historian and 1902 Nobel Prize
winner

Thecdor Mommsen (1817-1903), who had criticized the appointment of the Catholic and nationalist historian Martin

Spahn (1875-19^5) to a professorial chair in Strassburg
in 1901.

Made against the recommendation of the Strass-

burg faculty, Spahn's appointment seemed to Mommsen to

endanger the principles of value-neutral scholarship
(

voraussetzungslcse Wissenschaf

mination.

)

and faculty self-deter-

Chamberlain, on the other hand, contended that

scholarship should serve the culture of which it formed
a part, by which in effect he meant that it should serve

the interests of the state.

According to Chamberlain,

Mommsen had
pulled forth his l8*f8 phrases pushed downward even
deeper that dark, directionless conscience of the
nation, which for the time being calls itself "antiSemitism", flattered the worst instincts of those
elements of Jewry who have retrogressed to functional
parasitism and who represent an equally destructive
plague to both Semites and non-Semites.
,

if

5

"Er zog seine achtundvier zirrer Phrasen hervor, stiess
jenes dunkle rich tun e;slose Gewissen der Nation a as sich
vorderhand Ant i semi tismus nennt, noch tiefer hinunter
schmeichelte den schlimmsten Inst ink ten derjenipren ilemente
im Judenthum, die zum f unctionellen Parasi tismus zuruckgebildet sind und fur Semiten una Nichtsemiten eine crleich
verderbliche Seuche bedeuten. " Chamberlain, "Der voraussetzungslose Mommsen," Die Fackel, 3 (Nov. 1901), 2.
,

,

'

'

•

2*3

Buttressing his case With statistics, Chamberlain
attempted
to prove that Catholic scholars had been
the victims of

discrimination under the guise of faculty self -de termination.

Of thirty professors at Strassburg, a city that

was 50 per cent* Catholic

,

sixteen were Jewish, twelve

Protestant, and only two were Catholic.

Chamberlain

cited the cases of Diihring and Heinrich von Stein as

instances of academic discrimination, albeit in their
cases not on the grounds of Catholicism.

The state had

not only the right, but the duty to intervene in cases

such as these.

Here Chamberlain's disregard for academic

freedom reflected his antipathy to any scholarship which
criticized the state
As Chamberlain's celebrity increased, he grew personally

more inaccessible, refusing to grant interviews or photo-

graphs that would prejudice his valued anonymity in
Vienna.

In private life, however, he became more self-

confident, referring to himself half -humorously as the
n foundation-layer"

(

Grundleger

).

The self-esteem that success

conferred adversely af fee ted his marriage

•

Chamberlain

grew increasingly restive in his relationship with a wife
who,

though affectionate and attentive to his needs, was

not of a stature befitting his newly-acquired prominence.

46

Ibid., 6, 9, 11, 13-

:

,

2kk

Perhaps the age gap that had made her attractive

him

to

in his youth now became, a source of rrowinr
estrangement.
For Chamberlain, Anna increasingly came to
personify a

past that he wished to escape.

"For

rae

life is movement/'

he wrote her while she was vacationing in Italy
in 1905.
"I do not want to live on memories.

rt

^

Cnamberlain

1

s

method of securing- a divorce typified his habit of avoiding
unpleasantness or conflict in his personal life.

Count

Hermann Keyserling, a close friend of the Chamberlains,

described their parting in 1906 after almost thirty years
of marriage

/Chamberlain7 used a chance absence on her part in
order suddenly to be no longer contactable or even
existent for her. From one day to the next he no
longer had an address for her.
i\one of her letters
reached him any longer; he refused every meeting through
his lawyer; from one day to the next, without any
discernible reason for the changed situation, the
only way of communicating with her beloved left open
to Anna was through a lawyer.

™

V7

„

"Fur mich ist Leben Bewegunrr.
Ich will nicht in
M
Erinnerung leben.
Anna Chamberlain, Meine Erinnerungen

48 n

,

Er benutzte eine zufallige Abwesenheit von ihr,
urn plbtzlich fiir sie nicht mehr erreichbar, ja vorhanden
zu sein.
Von einem Tag zum anderen hatt er keine Adresse
mehr fiir sie •
Kein Brief von ihr erreichte ihn mehr
jede Aussprache lehnte er durch seinen riechtsanwal t ab;
von heute auf morgen, ohne irerendeinen erfindlichen Grund,
gab es fiir Anna nur mehr
der die Situation creandert hatte
den Weg iiber den Advokaten zum Geliebten." Keyserling,
Reise durch die Zeit 125»
,

,

159*

^

^

2^5

Chamberlain's independence did not last
long.

Marrying Warner's daughter Eva in
1908, Chamberlain was
welcomed into the inner Bayreuth Circle,
whose cause he

had so faithfully promoted over the
years.

Long his spiri-

tual home, Bayreuth became his actual
home as well.

Here he found the status and security for
which he had been

searching all his life.

"I have the feeling," Chamberlain

wrote to Kaiser Wilhelm, "as if this marriage
brings me

closer to Your Majesty both geographically and spiritually." 49
In a description that was not without malice,
Keyserline:

portrayed Chamberlain as having been captured and tamed
by Wahn fried like a member of a harem (wie eine Harems: rau

).

But Keyserling also acknowledged that Chamberlain had never

been so happy before.

Chamberlain's happiness was marred by the onset in
1912 of a debilitating nervous ailment, apparently Parkinson's
Disease, v/hich eventually led to total paralysis and death.
Z^9

"Ich habe das Geflihl, als brachte mich diese
Ehe Eurer Majestat wie raumlich so auch geistig naher."
Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, 11 Dec. 1908, Brie f e vol. II,
231.
,

50

Keyserling, Reise durch die Zeit

130.

,

Ibid .
131«
Stolberg-Wernirrerode Neue deutsche
Biographie vol. Ill, 18?, refers to mercury poisoning,
but this is disputed by Keyserling:.
,

,

,
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Yet his mind remained clear to the last,
and his literary

productivity abated only after Eva could no
longer read the
words from his lips.
In his last major work,
Kensch und

Gott ("Man and God-), published in 1921,
Chamberlain

returned to

the"

theme of a religious reformation.

For

Kaiser Wilhelm, now exiled in Doom, Mensch und Gott
expressed, as had The Foundations

,

thoughts he had long sub-

consciously harbored himself.^ 2

With the coming of the Great War, Chamberlain's

progressive paralysis paralleled the declining fortunes
of the country he had made his own.

Becoming a German

citizen in 1916, Chamberlain churned out numerous wartime pamphlets in which he translated his cultural concerns

into naked political terms.

Issued in Schiitzenrrabenaus -

gaben (trench editions) for soldiers at the front, these

pamphlets earned for their author the award of the Iron
Cross, Germany's highest battlefield decoration.

Directed

primarily against his native England, the outrage displayed
by Chamberlain in these pamphlets epitomized the curious

sense of betrayal with which so many Germans greeted
the British decision to join in the war against them.

The historic clash of world views, proclaimed in The

Foundations, was now being fouffht on the battlefields

^2

vol.

Wilhelm II to Chamberlain, 21 Nov. 1921, Briefe

II, 260.

,

^

:

2h?
of Europe.

The prize at stake was no less
than the

shaping of the future of mankind.

Anticipating the inde-

*

cisive end of the war, Chamberlain foresaw
a struggle
that would last thirty years, or even a
century or two.
The peace that followed this war would
only see a continuation
of the struggle in a different form.

The war had made

clear to Chamberlain that Germany and the
Germanic world

view could only survive if they could dominate.

In the

heat of the battle, Chamberlain wrote, Germany
must not
lose si^ht of its long-range goal or endanger it
through

default or compromise .
On October 6, 1923, Chamberlain received the aspiring

vblkisch politician Adolf Hitler for a visit ana was
favorably impressed.

He did not find Hitler the fanatic

that he had been told to expect.

He admired in Hitler the

non-politician whose love for his country rose above party.
Writing to Hitler after this visit, Chamberlain expressed
his faith in Hitler's ability to impose a new order in

Germany
You know Goethe's distinction between force and force!
There is a force which originates in chaos and which
leads to chaos, and there is a force, whose characteristic
it is to shape the cosmos.^

53

Chamberlain, Hammer oder Amboss
Dri t te fleihe der
Krieprsauf satze (Munich:
F. Bruckmann, 191b )
29f f *+9f f
Chamberlain to Max von Baden, 16 May 1916, 3riefe, vol. II. 16.
.

,

,

.

"Sie kennen Goe thes Un terscheidunp: von Gewal t und
Gewaltl
Es ribt eine Gewalt, die aus Chaos stammt und zu

;

g
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Dying in

1 9 27

at the are of 72, Chamberlain
did not

live to see the disappointmen t of his
hopes.

Reflecting and in turn afftctingf th»

I

*fctt*«t of'

German history, Chamberlain's works represented
an ideological manifestation of Germany's
twentieth-century quest
for a place in the sun.

They are of interest not because

they caused National Socialism— causati on
of this kind i 3

impossible to establish—, but because they enable us
better
to

understand the evolution of Germanic ideology as it

merged into the volkisch movement and National Socialism
after World War

I.

Linked to Germany's imperialistic

fortunes, Chamberlain's works have shared the eclipse
of the national power they were designed to serve.

There

is historical justice in this, for Chamberlain conceived
of himself as a warrior in the realm of ideas.

Yet he

was quite unwilling to trust mere intellectual persuasion:

through the doctrine of Germanic racial superiority he
sought to decide the battle outside the intellectual realm.
If Nietzsche was misused and distorted by the Nazis, the

same cannot be said of Chamberlain.

Irresistibly drawn to

authority and power, Chamberlain willingly put his idea^
at

the service of the authoritarian state.

Chaos hinfuhrt, und es cibt eine Gewalt, deren Wesen es
ist, Kocmos zu gestalten."
Chamberlain to Hitler, 7 Oct.
vol. IX 1 125*
See also Joseph 0. Baylen and
1923, Brie f
Ralph Ft Kunster, "Adolph Hitler as seen uy Houston otewart
Chamberlain:
A Forgotten Letter," Duquesne He view 12^
(Fall 1967), 81-88.
,
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CHAPTER

XI

RELIGION AND SCIENCE IN THE SERVICE OF CONSERVATISM:
THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
The F oundations of the Nineteenth Century

,

written

in the brief span of nineteen montns in I&97
and I698,

represented Chamberlain's contribution to the cultural
reform movement in late nineteenth-century Germany.
Its purpose was to promote the kind of national religious

regeneration that Wapner had envisaged.
do so by interpreting history since

It attempted to

the death of Christ

as an on-poing: conflict between the Aryan-Christian

world view

— sustained

primarily by the Teutonic races

(including Celts and Slavs)

— and

Jewish materialism,

which according to Chamberlain had previously subverted
the catholic Church into an antagonist of the Aryan-Chri6tian

world view as well.

The Foundations

issued in two volumes

,

in I899, consisted of two major parts entitled "The Origins"

(which as the longer part took up a portion of the second

volume as well) and "The Rise of a New World.
part

,

The first

11

further subdivided into three sections headed

"The Leeracy of the Ancient World," "The Heirs," and "The

Struggle

,

"

offered Chamberlain

1

s

panoramic view of history

up to 1200 1 a dey date in Chamberlain s scheme
1

•

The second

part traced the development of Teutonic cul ture-- synonymous

:

in Chamberlain's view, with culture
to 1800.

itself— from 1200

Chamberlain divided "The Legacy of the
Ancient

World" into chapters on "Greek Art and
Pnilosophy,"
"Roman Law," and "The Appearance of Christ."

The section

entitled "The Heirs" induced chapters on
"The Racial
Chaos"

(Das_

Volkerchacs

)

,

"Entrance of the Jews into

Western History," and "Entrance of the Teutons
into World
History," while the third section traced the ensuing
struggle in chapters on "Religion" and "State".

When The Foundations first appeared, henry Thode
(Ib57-I920), art historian and husband of Warner's step-

daughter Daniela von Biilow, gently accused Chamberlain of

having borrowed his main ideas from Wagner without sufficiently acknowledging his indebtedness.

Although Chamber-

lain reacted angrily to this charge of plagiarism, pointing
out among; other things that Wagner himself haa drawn on

ideas that had been in general circulation long before,
the pervasiveness of Wagnerian attitudes in Chamberlain's

tract is too striking to be overlooked.

But while it

reflected the p-eneral outlines of Wagner's Weltanschauung

,

this massive treatise of 1,200 paeres had its own claims to

originality.

With breathtaking virtuosity Chamberlain

traveled throuerh the centuries in an effort to awaken his

readers to their potentialities.

With missionary zeal he

exhorted them to make use of the religio-idealis tic powers

within

,
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ence
aches -y° u tha t you possess autonomy
and
f
freedom in the inner realm;~use them!
The connection
between the two worlds-the seen and
the unsee^ the
temporal and the eternal-otherwise
undiscoverablo
lies in the hearts of you men yourselves,
ana by the
moral conception of the inner world
the significance
of the outer world is determined;
conscience teaches
you that every day:
it is the lesson taught by art,
love, pity, and the wnole history of
mankind; here
you are free, as soon as you out know
and will if
you can transfigure the visible world,
become regenerate
yourselves, transform time to eternity,
plough the
kingdom of God in the field-be this then
your task!
Religion shall no longer signify for you faith
in the
past ana nope for something in the future,
nor (as
with the Indians) mere metaphysical
perception— but
the deed of the present!
If you but believe in yourselves, you have the power to make the new
"possible
1
kingdom" real; wake up then, for the dawn is
at hand!

^

^

To have awakened man to the power of the
kingdom within

was the undying achievement of Christ.

His actual existence

could not be doubted, for his individuality stood
out
too much to have been invented by other men.

Nor was it

"Dcch lehrt such die Erfahrung, dass ihr in dem inneren
Reiche Autonomie und Freiheit besitzt; so benutzt sie derin!
Der Nexus zwischen den beiden Welten— der sichtbaren und
der unsichtbaren, der zeitlichen und der zeitlosen--,
sonst unauffindbar liegt ja euch Menschen im Busen, und
durch die Gesinnuns: der inneren Welt wird die ^edeutung
der ausseren Welt bestimmt:
das lehrt euch taprlich das"
Gewissen, das lehrt euch Kunst und Liebe und Mitleid und
die ganze Geschichte der Menschen; hier seid ihr frei, sobald
ihr's nur wisst und wollt; ihr kbnnt die sichtbare Welt
verklaren, selber neup-eboren werden, die Zeit zur Ewitrkeit
umwandoln, das Reich Gottes im Acker aufpflu>en an euch
denn, es zu tun!
Religion soli fur euch nicht mehr den
Glauben an Vergangenes und die Hoffnunn; auf Zukunftip-es
bedeuten, auch nicht (wie bei den Indern) eine blosse
metaphysische Lrkenntnis, sondern die Tat der ^errenwartl
Glaubt ihr nur an euch selber, so besitzt ihr die Kraft,
das neue 'mbp-liche Reich' wirklich zu machen; wachet aui
es nahet pen den Tagl"
Chamberlain, Pic Grundlaren vol. II,
1122-1123.
Lntrlish version, The Fo undation s 01 the Nineteenth
C entury
translated by John Lees 7l910; repf . New fork
Howard Fertig, 196ft), vol. EI, 490.
,

—

,

,

,
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in our powers, once we have
perceived the example of

Christ, to forget him.

Christ's appearance heralded a

new religion of pure and immediate
experience, as distinct
from a historical, chronological,
juridical, or materialistic

religion, such as Judaism, and from a
religion of external
laws and dogmas, such as Catholicism was
to become.

Christ

pointed the way to the possibility of regeneration
by

conversion of the will.

Buddha, too, had shown the heroic

strength to reject externals, to leave father, motner,
wife, and child, but his search for Nirvana haa
ended in a

complete negation of the

will— in

a living death.

The

philosophical equivalent of Buddhism in the nineteenth
century, said Chamberlain, was the pessimism of Arthur

Schopenhauer.

Here keenness of perception

completely dominated will.

(

Erkenntnis

)

But Christ's redemption was

positive, constructive, affirmative, full of the love of
life.

In him will ana perception were balanced, and his

renunciation of the world only disencumbered the will for
more active service to the world.

It marked a radical break

from the Jewish religion in which the will ruled arbitrarily
and supreme, through external laws rather than inner

necessity.

Christ was persecuted, Chamberlain claimed,

because his gospel of an inner kingdom disappointed the

Jewish Kessianic hope of inheriting the external world.

Chamberlain, Die Grundlaren

,

vol.

I,

221ff.

p

,
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Christ combatted, not the
temporal powers, to be sure,
but the false inner spirit
expressed .in the motives and
Koals of mankind.
Christ did not turn the other
cheek
for the enemy's sake.
It was the necessary
expression of
his converted will, wnereas the
Old Testament adase of
an eye for an eye was simply a
reflex action.

token, the exclamation,

By the same

"Forgive them, for they know not

what they do," did not represent weak
humanitarianisra
but expressed instead an inner state in
which pain and

death had lost their power.

Just as Greek culture had

liberated man's intellect, Chamberlain wrote,
Christ freed
man's moral sense.

Moral culture before Christ had been

based solely on the fear of punishment or the hope
of reward
flow

man had at least the possibility, the motive
power,

for the development of a moral culture in which the
intent

of an act, not its consequence, determined its moral

quality.

Christ's revelation of the voluntary conversion

of the will permitted for the first time the possibility
of a true nobility--a nobility of birth, moreover, in which

only he who had the requisite inner potential could become
a Christian.

The coming of Christ signified for Chamberlain

the coming of a new human species as different from fore-

going species in the coloration of their will as races were

different in the pip-mentation of their skins.

To follow

25*+

Christ required, above all, mcra l
courage.

souls-only 'masters '-can in

the

"Only hfcroic

true sense of the word

be Christians."*

But according to Chamberlain,

the message of Christ,

which proclaimed the individualist and
immediacy of religious experience, *ot lost in the lonpr
dark a*e of Catholic

Church dominance.

The church fathers demanded absolute

surrender to the universal authority of the
church and its

ruling caste, stifling both the enjoyment of
life and
the individual's inner freedom.

The punishment of hell

threatened those who would not submit.

Catholicism absorbed

from Judaism the utilitarian doctrine of salvation
by

external works.

The doctrine of transsubstantiation reflected

the materialism of a church that had retained pagan
rites

in a more absolute form.

The quest for unlimited dominion

over the external world necessarily meant the drastic limi-

tation of the inner world of freedom.

Only through the

curtailment of external objectives, as in the principle
of nationalism (which was but the expression of a people's

individuality), could unlimited inner freedom be Rained.
Despite Luther's heroic reassertion of the inner freedom
of conscience through the doctrine of justification by

"Gewisslich konnen nur Helden^emUter Christen in
wahren Sinne des ',,'ortes sein, nur 'Herren'." Ibid
.

vol. I, 239, 2^4.

,

,
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faith alone-the most important
historical event of the
last nineteen centuries-the
struggle between nationalism
and a universalism (strengthened
by the regrettable Jesuit
revival of the Counter-Ref ormation
still ra ,ed, according
)
to Chamberlain,, at the end of
the nineteenth century.

The Achilles' heel of modern
German culture was the lack
of a religion commensurate with
this people's unique gifts

of inner freedom and loyalty, for even
Lutheranism had

degenerated into pietism, which represented
a scrupulous
adherence to ritual rather than genuine
mystical experience.
It was passages such as these that
led Bernard Shaw to

callJThe Foundations "the greatest Protestant
Manifesto
ever written."

What Christ and Luther had done for religion,
Chamberlain
continued, Kant did for philosophy.

By demonstrating

the fallacy of attempting to venture beyond
the boundaries

of experience with speculative reason, Kand freed the
inner

realm of ideals.

By defining strict outward limits, he

threw open the inner world of the limitless.

Descartes'

Cartesian dualism had already anticipated something of the
kind.

But Descartes made the mistake of drawing the boundary

between man ana the world, whereas the crucial boundary was
5

Ibid., vol I, 535ff., 565ff.; vol. II, 64lff.
is cited in Chamberlain, Brief e vol. I, 33'4.

Shaw
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within man himself:

between his reason (which was still,

like the external world, in the
realm of nature) and
that realm of ideals forever barrec
to the rational com-

prehension of man.

The error of such thinkers as
He*el

f

Fichte, and Schellin? was to believe that
they could explain
the cosmos by human reason, whereas reason
could not even

satisfactorily explain the realm of nature (though
it did,
of course, enable man to organize phenomena
for limited

purposes.)

For how could nature ever explain nature?

Excessive reliance on reason condemned man to anthropo-

morphism and perpetual delusion.

The further development

of culture and personality, Chamberlain warned, was
in peril

if man ignored that realm of intuitive ideals to which art

and religion provided the connecting: links.

Chamberlain's sometimes brilliantly provocative capsule
analyses might not have passed into such total oblivion
today if he had not sought to give them a scientific sanction

through the doctrine of race.

Hace is the explanatory

key to Chamberlain's interpretation of history.

Random

racial mixing led to the decline of the two great cultures
of classical antiquity, both the artistic culture of Greece

and the state-building culture of Hone.

The racial chaos

5

^Chamberlain, Die Grundlagen vol. II, 775f f
858ff.
also
See
Chamberlain's essay, "Immanuel Kant," Deutsches
,

We sen,

59 •

.

,
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of the declining Roman Empire
provxded the soil on which

Catholicism could prosper and maintain
its stranglehold
on political and cultural life.

In an era in which character

and individuality had been weakened by
racial interbreeding,
the church arrorated unto itself the
right to universal

dominion.

The modern heirs to ancient culture
were the

Jews, who owed their racial purity and hence
their strength
to stringently enforced marriage laws, and
the Teutons,

a uniquely superior race that included
Germanics, Celts,

and Slavs.

Dismayed by the failure of the English to

realize that in his usage Teutons embraced such diverse
ethnic groups as Anglo-Saxons, Dutch, and Scandinavians,

Chamberlain would accuse the English of lacking racial

consciousness and ascribing importance only to political
units. ^

The Nazis would later make a break with Chamber-

lain's postulate of Slavic racial superiority.

One of the

characteristics that endeared Slavs to Chamberlain was
their resistance to the Catholic Church, at least in
those countries (not specified by Chamberlain) in which

they had not yet been weakened by racial mixing.

Chamberlain, Keue Krieersauf satze (Munich:
Bruckmann, 1915), *+8.
Chamberlain, Die Grundlacen

,

vol.

I,

37o.

n

F

The latitude of his. Teutonic
category made it easier
for Chamberlain to attribute most
of the cultural achieve-

ments since 1200 to Teutonic blood.

Even Dante was a

Teuton by Chamberlain's reckoning, though
he, too, had been
led astray by tne pernicious influence
of the Catholic
Church.

Teutons ushered in the Renaissance, which
Cham-

berlain preferred to call not a rebirth,
but the birth of
an entirely new culture.

Six years after publication of

The Foundations, the racial anthropologist
Ludwig Wolt-

mann (1871-1.907) made Germanic contributions
to the Renaissance the subject of a book entitled Die Germanen
una die

Renaissance in Italien

,

in which Woltmann reaffirmed many

of Chamberlain's conclusions.

Among Teutonic achievements

Chamberlain included the accomplishments of such historic
figures as Marco Polo, St. Francis, Giotto, and Lavoisier.

Ignatius of Loyola, whose ascetic precepts were designed
not to subordinate the body to the mind but rather to

conquer the mind through the body, was no Teuton, but as
a pure-bred Basque he was a worthy enemy.

on the other hand,

In France,

the expulsion of the Huguenots had so

depleted the racial stock that instead of a Reformation
Q

the French only had a Revolution.

B
Ibid.

,

vol.

I,

521ff .

;

vol.

II,

6l9f f

.

,

828ff.
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The struggle for religion and
state continued at

present.

Europe at

the-

end of the nineteenth century,

Chamberlain wrote, was still in a middle
age.

The outcome

of this strue:jrle, which went on silently
in the heart
of society when it was not being fought
out with cannons,

depended on the resources that each race could
muster.
It was a struggle wased by means of ideas
and values,

but since men created these values, it was
a struggle between
real people, too.

For Germany the recipe must be to

remain true to herself ana avoid the seduction of
alien
influences.

Chamberlain's favorite quotation,

a

couplet

by Goethe, pointed the way:

That which disturbs your soul
You must not suffer 19

Projecting his squeamishness into the public arena, Chamberlain advocated a politics of avoidance and exclusion.
While he opposed anti-Semites who made the Jews the scape-

goats for all the vices of the age, Chamberlain insisted
that as the chief antagonists of Germanic culture, they

ought to be treated as aliens.

Yet the "Jewish peril"

lay not in the Jewish people, he wrote, but in the hearts
and minds of the Germans themselves, and it was here that
the challenge would have to be overcome.

9

1

"Was Euch das Inn're stdrt
Diirft ihr nicht leiden!"
Ibid .
Ibid., vol.

I,

19, 632.

,

1

vol.

II, 1101

26o
To Chamberlain the success of
Jews in maintaining

cohesiveness even when widely dispersed
seemed to prove the
validity of his racial doctrine.
"Would one small tribe

from anion, all the Semites have become
a world-embracing

power," he asked, "had it not made 'purity
of race
inflexible fundamental law?" 11

1

its

Because Sephardic Jews

had best preserved the purity and hence
the nobility of

their race, Chamberlain's greatest admiration
went out to

them— a fact which did

not prevent him from stressing the

mixed racial back-round of Jews when it suited
nis purposes.

Vacillating between admiration and contempt, between
a
desire to emulate and an impulse to destroy, Chamberlain

claimed

that,

he wished to exclude Jews from German cultural

life not because they were inferior but because they were

different.

In contrast to the inward Aryan search for a

meaning in life, Jews allegedly idolized the will that
enabled them to seize external possessions and power.
Affected, according to Chamberlain's musings, by a desert

existence that may have maae egoism mandatory for survival,
the Jews supposedly pursued only practical, not ideal

goals.

What particularly enraged Chamberlain, as it did

11

"Ware von alien Semiten ein einziires winzices
Vblkchen zu einer die Welt umspannenden Hacht ereworden,
wenn nicht die Seinheit der Rasse sein unerschiitterliches
Grundfresetz gebildet hatte?"
Ibid.
vol. I, 322.
,

5
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Lienhard, was the impertinence

(

Frechheit

)

of Jews who

refused to accept their properly
subordinate position
in culture and society.

yet Chamberlain considered Jews

far superior to Arabs, whose Mohammedanism
was "the

greatest of all. hindrances to every progress
of civilisation,

hanging like a sword of Damocles over our
slowly and laboriously
rising culture in Europe, Asia, and Africa." 12
Chamberlain emphasized the importance of race--he
called it "perhaps the most vital question that can
confront

man"—

although he realized full well the insufficiency of

scientific evidence for any very meaningful general izations
about the role of inherited racial characteristics in
history.
For this reason he refused to speculate about the origins
of race, dismissing Gobineau's theory of three original

races as untenable,

but adopted what he took to be a

common sense approach, an approach supposedly similar
to the one employed by Goethe in his studies of nature.

"What is clear to every eye," Chamberlain wrote, "suffices,
if not for science, at least for life."

1

Whether or not

12

"Der iMohammedanismus bildet ein hindernis, wie kein
zweites, fiir jeden Fortschritt der Civilisation und hangt
in Europa, Asien und Afrika als Darnokles-ochwer t iiber unserer
miihsam auf strebenden Kultur . "
Ibid .
vol. 1
1 62-1 63
^bO.
,

*

,

13

"Vielleicht die all e rwich tigs te Le bens f rage die
Ibid., vol. I, 319«
an den Menschen herantreten kann."
,

Ibid .

,

vol. I, 313.

aller Augen liert, cenu^t schon, wenn
nicht fiir die /assenschaf t so uoch fiir das Lebcn." Ibid .
vol. I, 317.
^"Waci l-:lar vor

,

,
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scientists could a^ree on the exact nature
of racial distinctions, the layman could see these
distinctions plainly
before his eyes.
It is evident that there are
/distinguishable races?it is a fact of direct experience that
the quality~of
race is of vital importance. 16

One did not have to be able to give a causal
explanation of

racial dynamics in order to recognize the superiority
of
a pure-bred horse,

dog, or plant.

Why snould this not be

true of humans as well? 1 ^

Chamberlain's cavalier attitude toward science was
consistent with his Weltanschauung .

He absorbed from Kant

a conviction that science was very limited in scope.

Descriptive, not explanatory in its function, science can

increase our knowledge, but never our wisdom.

For all the

respect he paid to the achievements of experimental scientists,

Chamberlain did not hide his contempt for the narrowness
of the academic mind.

Excessive preoccupation with detail,

he felt, warped the powers of judgment.

"One of the most

fatal errors of our time," Chamberlain wrote, "is that which

impels us to give too great weight in our judgments to the

To"

"Bass es welche gibt, ist evident; dass die Qualitat
der Rasse entscheidende Wichtigkeit besitzt, ist eine
Tatsache der unmi ttelbaren Erfahrung." Ibid
vol. I, 322.
.

17

,

Chamberlain, Wehr und Gep-enwehr
Vorworte zur
dri tten und zur vier ten Auf lare der Grundlaren aes neunzehnten Jahrhunderts (Municn; F. Bruckmann, 1912), j>9ff.
.

)
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so-called 'results' of science." 18

since, according to

Chamberlain's reading of Kant, the
understanding imposes
laws on nature rather than deriving
them from nature, pure
objectivity is impossible in any case.

Chamberlain rejected

Darwin's doctrine of evolution as an
unwarranted theoretical
construct, for the data could just as
easily support a

theory of decline.

(But Chamberlain commended Darwin for

calling attention to the importance of race,
especially
in the little-noted subtitle to the Origin
of S pecies
The Preservation of Favored 3aces in

the_

;

Struggle for Life.

Because a critique of human understanding is the
precondition
of natural science, philosophy must enjoy priority
over

science.

But art is more important than science, too,

for only through art can we gain immediate
insight into the

ideals imbedded in the mind.

Hence Chamberlain felt en-

titled to manipulate and to rearrange scientific findings
(without changing them), as an artist might manipulate
and shape the medium he works in.

For Chamberlain science

was not so much a method of discovering truth as it was
a means of documenting conclusions already arrived at by

a different route.

T8

"Eine der verhangnisvollsten Verirrungen unserer
Zeit ist die welche uns dazu treibt, den socenannten
'Ergebnissen der Wissenschaft ein ubergewicht in unseren
Urteilen einzuraumen. " Chamberlain, Die Grundlan-en, vol.
318.
*

I,
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Nor was Chamberlain's approach
to his subject matter
historical, for to him the search for
chains of causation

seemed ultimately fruitless.
nor circular, he argued.

History is neither progressive

Historical events and past culture

are absolutely Unique ana never again
recur in exactly
the same form.

The chronicle of transitory historical

events contains no lessons for the present,
for there is
no guarantee,

even if an exact duplication of conditions

were possible, that things would not turn out quite
differen
the next time.

People and races make history and culture,

and people and races are everywhere different.

gut every

great historical achievement, such as Greek art,
remains
alive in our consciousness today.

It was this

'ever-

present' aspect of history, rather than any illusory

historical development, that Chamberlain sought to arrest
in time and delineate.

He realized that academic historians

did not approve of his methods; but to leave the writing
of history to academic historians, he said, was as absurd
as leaving the production of a work of art to art critics. 1 ^

Aware of his fragile scientific base, Chamberlain

refused to

e:ive

a hard and fast definition of race, an

omission for which he was criticized when the book first

19

Chamberlain, Wehr und Gegenwehr

,

21ff.

1

,
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appeared. 20

Like the colors blue and rreen,
Chamberlain

wrote, race is a fact beyond definition.

All one can do

is to investigate the conditions
under which facts such
as this appear. 2

In

keeping with the purpose of his book,

Chamberlain formulated the concept of race as
a practical
guiae to future conduct:

"Race is an intensified form of

life, achieved by pure breeding, through
which certain

corporeal dispositions or even certain traits of
the character
and intellect experience a previously unsuspected,
individually

distinctive development." 22

The English adjective "racy"

suggests some of the distinctive quality and vigor with
which, in Chamberlain's usage, race endows its possessor.
If definitive objective criteria should prove elusive,

Chamberlain was ready to resort to total subjectivity as
the ultimate measure of racial purity:

Nothing is so convincing as the consciousness of the
possession of race. The man who belongs to a distinct,
pure race never loses the sense of it. 23
20

Urteile
21

vol.

I,

Grundlacren des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts
,

31ff .

Kritische

:

"

Chamberlain to Ludwig Stein, 19 Sep. 190^, Brie fe
149.

22

"Sasse ist ein ^es teiger ter Lebenszus tand der durch
reine Ziichtung
.
.
erzeugt wird, una aurch welchen frewisse
Anlagen des Kbrpers oder auch rrewisse Zu/sre des Characters und
des Intllektes eine f riiher unfreahn te inaividuell dif f erenzierende Entwicklun^ erfahren." Chamberlain, "Die Rassenfrage," Rasse und Persbnlichkei t 7^.
,

,

,

,

"Unmi 1 1 el bar iiber?eu r-end wie nichts 'in^o^es ist der
Eesitz von Rasse im eigenen Bewues-tsein.
,.^r einer
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This was a definition peculiarly fitted to
the requirements
of German nationalism,

the chief motive force behind Cham-

berlain's espousal of racialism.

A nation as a political

entity creates the conditions for the formation
of race.

Even if it could be scientifically proved that an
Aryan
race had never existed in the past, the important
thing was
to create one in the future.

Contradicting Cobineau's

pessimistic postulate of an originally pure white race
gradually doomed to degeneration, Chamberlain argued that
a noble race does not fall from Heaven, it becomes
noble gradually, just like fruit trees, and this
gradual process can begin anew at any moment, as
soon as accident of geography and history or a
fixed plan (as in the case of the Jews) creates
the conditions • 2^

The defense of northern European culture, Chamberlain

insisted, and its future development demanded Germanic

racial solidarity, for the coming century would determine for years to come the direction that mankind was
"Why should we not

to take.

1903

1

—

,

"

Chamberlain wrote in

"before it is forever too late

— work

for the preser-

vation of all that is most dear and holy to us by maintaining

ausge sprochenen reinen xtasse angehbr t
taglich." Chamberlain, Die Grundlagren
,

,

empf inde t es

,

vol.

I,

320.

"Eine edle Rasse fallt nicht vom Himmel herab,
sondern sie wird nach und nach edel genau so wie die
Obstbaume und dieser Werdeprozess kann jeden Autre nblick
von Neuem beginnen, sobald ein freofrraphisch-historischer
Zufall oder ein fester Flan (wie bei den Juden) die Bediner
vol. I, 317, 3^3, 31^.
ungen schafft." Ibid.
,

,

,

•

,

t
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the physical foundations on which it
prew and without which
"PS
J
it

cannot exist?

Through racial determinism Chamberlain sought
to give
his cultural and political biases the force of
natural
law.

His difficulty in proving his racial theories
at

least conferred the advantage of making- it equally hard
to
disprove them.

Displaying a positivism more destructive

than the philosophical materialists he opposed, Chamberlain

deplored the alleged obscurantism of skeptics who denied
the influence of such physical characteristics as cranial

shapes on the form and structure of thoughts:
0 Middle Ages!

When will your night leave us?
When will men understand that form is not an unimportant
accident, a mere chance, but an expression of the
innermost beinsr? That in this very point the two
worlds, the inner and the outer, the visible and
the invisible touch?2b

Chamberlain approvingly cited two articles by Sigmund
Freud (1856-1939),

"liber die Atioioscie der

Hysteric" (1&96)

and "Die Sexualitat in der Atiolo^rie der Neurosen" (1898),

2S

"Warum sollten wir nicht--ehe es auf immer zu
spat 1st- -fur die Erhaltung: alles dessen wirken, was uns
das Teuerste una Heilicrste ist, durch die Erhaltung der
physischen Grunclagen, auf denen es erwuchs und ohne die
Chamberlain, Wehr und Geg-en es nicht bestehen kann?
wehr 4*3
!l

,

26

"0 Kittelalterl
Wann wird deine Nacht von uns
weichen? Wann v/erden die Menschen es beerreif en dass Gestal
nicht ein gleichgiilti^er Zufall ist, sondern ein Ausdruck
des innersten Wesens? dass cerade hier, an diesem Punkte
die zwei Welten des Innern und des Ausseren, des oichtbaren
und des Unsichtbaren sich beruhren?" Chamberlain, Die
Grundlarren vol
I, 255.
,

,

.
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to

underscore the fearful power of physis over
psyche 27
.

Yet it was typical of Chamberlain's
erratic method to

follow up pages of anthropological data on
racial differences
replete with illustrations, with a statement
concluding that
a child who begins to cry at the approach
of a Jew is

worth a whole anthropological congress. 2 ^

Drawing on his botanical experiments, his reading
of Darwin, and his studies with Julius Wiesner, who
had

been a student of the pioneering geneticist Gregor Mendel
(1822-1884), Chamberlain set forth five "natural laws"
of breeding that would lead to the creation of a superior

species.

The first condition is the presence of excellent

racial material, the origins of which are unknown to man.
Second, there must follow a period of inbreeding coupled
with, as a third condition, the artificial selection of

desirable traits.

To produce an extraordinary race, the

fourth law decreed a mixture of blood as indispensable,
while the fifth law stipulated that this racial mixing
be of a definite kind and limited in time. 29

27

Ibid.

,

vol.

1

,

623.

Ibid

,

vol.

I,

591.

pO

29

.

Ibid., vol. I, 326ff

Prussia,

e
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for instance, owed her racial
strength to a limited infusion
of Slavic blood.

Yet Chamberlain sharea the conviction,

so pervasive at the

time, that racial mixing leads to

degeneration; the indiscriminate crossing of
unrelated
types, he wrote, is as destructive as continuous
inbreeding.

Asserting that reproductive power may stand in
inverse

relation to the nobility of

a race,

Chamberlain expressed

the fears of excessive sexuality that so often
motivate

or justify racism.

In a letter to Kaiser Wilhelm in 1902,

Chamberlain asserted that the greater sexual potency of
Negroes irreversibly doomed the United States to ruin,
despite the violent means employed by whites in the Southern

states to avert their fate. 30

Citing the findings of the Swiss

anthropologist August Forel on the alleged inferiority of
blacks, Chamberlain pointed to South America for examples
of the pernicious effects of random racial mixing;.

In

a statement that appears ironical in the light of urban

racial tensions today, Chamberlain excepted the island of
Puerto Rico from his general indictment:
Here the native Caribbees were exterminated, and the
result is a pure Indo-Zuropean population distinguished
for industry, shrewdness, and love of order:
a
striking example of the significance of race 1^1

vol.

3 °Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, 20 Feb.
II, 151.
31

1902, Brief

,

"Hier wurden namlich die Einp?eborenen Kariben
ganzlich ausgerottet, und die Folge ist eine rein indo-
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For Chamberlain social and political
conservatism in themselve

constituted proof of racial superiority.

Oscillating between positivism and idealism
as it
suited his purposes, Chamberlain at times
struck a moderate
and sensible note on the question of racial
determinism:
It certainly may happen that too much
importance is
attached to the idea of race: we detract thereby

from the autonomy of the personality and run
the
risk of undervaluing the power of ideas; besides,
this whole question of race is infinitely more complicated than the layman imagines; it belongs wholly
to the sphere of anthropological anatomy ana cannot
be solved by any dicta of the authorities on language
and history.
Yet it will not do simply to put race
aside as a negligible quantity. 32
This occasional moderation enabled him to argue that indivi-

duals—but never races as

a

whole--cculd transcend the

determinism of their racial make-up.

"Race is for the

collectivity," Chamberlain wrote, "what personality is
for the individual. 53

Race does not guarantee the proper

europaische Bevdlkerung, welche sich durch Fleiss, Klugheit
und Ordnungssinn auszeichnet:
ein eklatantes Beispiel
von der Bedeutung; von Rasse!" Chamberlain, Die Grundlagen
.

vol.

I,

339.

32

"Gewiss kann es vorkommen, dass man auf den Begriff
Rasse zu viel Gewicht legt:
damit tut man der Autonomic
der Personlichkeit Abbruch und lauft Gefahr, die grosse Hacht
der Ideen zu unterschatzen ausserdem ist diese ganze
Frage der Rassen unendlich viel verwickel ter als der Laie
glaubt, sie gehort ganz und gar in das Gebiet der anatonischen Anthropologie und kann durch keine Dikta der Sprachund Geschichtsf orscher prelbst werden. £s freht aber dennoch
nicht an, die Rasse als quan tite negligeable einfacn bei
Seite zu lassen." Ibid.
vol. I, 2;?5-25o.
;

,

"Rasse ist fiir die Kollektivi tat was Personlichkeit
Chamberlain to Ludwif Stein, 19 Sen.
fur das Individuum."
1904, Brief e, vol. I, 1^9.
,
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ideals, but it makes them possible.

Yet it is as wrong to

judge individuals solely by their race,
Chamberlain contended,
as it is to jud^e a race solely
by individual representatives.

The Jew is, like other men, shrewd
or stupid, eood or
bad; whoever denies that is not
worth talking tobut there is something wh i c h is not
individual, namely
les plis de la pensee as the Frenchman
says, the inborn tendencies of thought and action,
the definite
bent, which the mind takes from the habits
of generations. 34
,

The primacy that Chamberlain accorded to moral
and

cultural values led him to adduce a person's race
solely
on the basis of his ideas,

the potential destructiveness

of which may be measured by the Nazis' later dictum,

will decide who is Jewish."
that Christ

"We

Thus Chamberlain argued

(and possibly David before him) was not a

Jew (a contention Diihring had advanced fifteen years
earlier), but Chamberlain did not go so far as to make

Christ Germanic, as some careless readers falsely (but

understandably) assumed.

Chamberlain also cited with

approval the French racial anthropologist George Vacher
de Lapousre's (185^-1936) "purely scientific" definition

of his homo europaeus as inherently Protestant.

3lf

The

M Der

Jude ist, wie andere Menschen, klug oder dumra,
gut oder schlecht; wer das leugnet ist nicht wert, dass
raan mit ihm rede; was dage.pren nicht individuell ist, das
sind les plis de la pensee wie der rranzose sagt, die
angeb ore nen Rich tun p;en aes Denkens und des Tuns die bestimmten
Falten, in die der Geist durch die Gewohnheiten von Generationen
gelegt wird." Chamberlain, Die Grundlarren, vol. I, 536.
,

,
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tell-tale Germanic racial characteristic
for Chamberlain
was loyalty:

This loyalty to a master chosen of their
own free
will is the most prominent feature in the
Germanic
character; from it we can tell whether pure
Germanic
blood flows in the veins or not. 35
On occasion Chamberlain went so far as to
argue that ideas

had the capacity to induce racial changes in
and of them-

selves, a notion that Hitler would also hold.

Exploiting

this vicious circularity to the best advantage of his

prejudices, Chamberlain argued that one could become a

Jew by reading Jewish newspapers.

In any case, Chamberlain

asserted, it was far easier to become a Jew than a Germanic

Chamberlain's contradictions and shoddy method led
even admirers of The Foundations

,

not to reject his con-

clusions, but to deplore his needless efforts at scientific

documentation.

While recognizing the unsoundness of many

of his arguments, most critics did not regard this failing
as particularly important.

The dramatist and publicist

Ernst von Wolzogen (l855-193 0, for instance, brother of
/

35 "Diese Treue gegen den aus
freier Entschliessung,
eigenmachtig erwahlten Herrn ist der bedeutendste Zug im
Charakter der Germanen; an ihm kdnnen wir sehen, ob reines
germanisches Blut in den Adern fliesst oder nicht."
Ibid., vol. I, 599.
Ibid.

,

vol. I, 227ff.,

5^,

57^.

,
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the Bayrcuth Wolzogen, doubted
the validity of Chamberlain
s
I

racial doctrine, but dismissed
this as a minor reservation.^ 7
The artistry of Chamberlain's
treatment made mere factual
errors irrelevant.
Responding to this review, Chamberlain

expressed delist that his book had
been judged on its
literary merits. He defended the
political uses of art:
To be right or wron?:
what phantasmagoria! ...
Besides, it is necessary even in the
realm of ideas
to shape the world of knowledge,
of perceptions,
yes even the world of abstract thoughts
and dark
presentiments in a beautiful way— if at all
possible
xn a way that venerates further beauty. 3b

And what did Chamberlain consider beautiful?
it would appear,

Anything.

that furthered German national interests

and conservative policies as he defined them.

Defending

his non-scholarly approach, Chamberlain used an aesthetic

rationale to conceal nis social and political motives.

Praising the book to the extent that they shared
its biases, reviewers showed by their reactions the degree
to which The Foundations owed its success to the social

37

Grundlap-en des neunzehnten J ahrhunderts
Urteile go.

:

Kriti sche

,

38

"Recht und Unrecht haben:
welche Schat tenvorstellunj>:en
Im tfbrigen gilt es auch im Reiche der Ideen, die Welt des
Wissens, der Erkenntnisse, ja selbst des abstrakten Denkens
und der dunklen Ahnunpen schbn zu pestalten,
und zwar wenn
irgend mc'erlich in der Art, dass das Schbne wiederum Schbnes
erzeuge." Chamberlain to Ernst v. Wolzogen, 5 Feb. 1900,
Brief e vol. I, 83.

—

!

.

and political objectives it
proclaimed.

With the trappings

of science and scholarship, The
Foundations served up
a message that educated people
probably would have been

ashamed to hear in a more primitive form.

In effect,

The Foundations made anti-Semitism
respectable, for how

could a work so replete with learning, so
intelligently
arsrued,

and so admiring of Jewish racial discipline
be

considered anti-Semitic?

As in the case of Gobineau,

whose racial doctrine reflected chagrin at the erosion
of

aristocratic prerogatives, 39 racialism and anti-Semitism
served an instrumental function for Chamberlain and probably
for most of his readers as well.

With his racial argumen-

tation, Chamberlain mobilized a powerful weapon against the

internationalism, egalitarianism, and progressivism which
served to bolster liberalism and socialism in the nine-

teenth century.
For Chamberlain, the materialistic, atheistic, and

narrowly historical philosophy of socialism represented
simply the most modern example of the Jewish talent for

planning impossible Messianic empires "without inquiring
whether they do not destroy the whole of civilization and
culture, which we have so slowly acquired, by their childish

39

See Michael D. jiiddiss, Father of Racist Ideolop-y
The Social and Political Though t o f Count Gobinea u (i\ ew~
York: Weybright & Talley, 1970), 15^, 164, 169, 268.
T

e

belief that with decrees and laws, the
soul of the people
can be changed from today to tomorrow."^ 0

Chamberlain's

attack on Jewish self-will represented in
fact an attack on
free will itself, a premise basic to liberalism
and progressive

political philosophy.

Via the separate routes of racialism

and religion Chamberlain arrived at an identical
conclusion,
a denial both of free will and of human equality.

Although

he acknowledged that the doctrine of human equality
had

been introduced by Christianity (Jewish egalitarianism

allegedly having pertained only to Jews for the purpose
of strengthening the Jewish nation against other nations),

Chamberlain insisted that this doctrine had meant only an
equality of men before God, a doctrine which did not free
the slave of his duty to obey and revere.

The distortion

of this doctrine into a dogma of political equality

resembled a sin against the laws of nature.

"I fear,"

Chamberlain wrote in 1919, "through this cancer the human
race must and will necessarily go to ruin."

Zi-i

"Unbekummert ob sie dabei unsere ganze, miihsam
erworbene Civilisation und Kultur zu Grunde richten,
durch ihren kindlichen Glauben, man kbnne mit Dekreten und
Gesetzen die Seelen von heute auf morp-en umwandeln."
Chamberlain, Die Grundlagen vol. I, 536.
,

,

hi

"Ich furchte, an diesem Krebsschaden muss und wird
notwendigerweise das Menschengeschlecht zugrunde s'ehen."
Chamberlain to J. v. Uexkull, 8 Jan. 1919i Brief
vol. II,
,

72.
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In analyzing Chamberlain's
motives,

there is no

need to impugn the sincerity
of his religious (or for
that matter of his social and
political) convictions.

Chamberlain admired the homo reiiriosus

unswerving in the

.

pursuit of an ideal, and impervious to
worldly temptations.
Yet for all the concern he expressed
for individual salvation, the primary attractiveness of the
religious men-

tality lay for Chamberlain in its social
and political
uses.

Restoring the value of reverence

(

Ehrfurcht

)

to the

preeminent rank from which it had been displaced
by the

levelling forces of modernization, Chamberlain
employed
religion to reinforce the paternalism of his social
and

political attitudes.

The social and political objectives of

Chamberlain's Germanic Christianity were evident in Mensch
und Gott, in which Chamberlain preached a creed that would

unify a fragmented society and sanction the purgation of
all so-called un-German elements from the body politic.
The extent to which his opposition to Catholicism rested

on political grounds has already been discussed.

Indeed,

he admired the religiosity of Catholics and advised them

not to change their faith unless they felt an overwhelming

personal need to do so.

42

Brief e

,

Organized religion was anathema

Chamberlain to Studiosus Gokel, 26 March 1915,
vol.

I,

302.
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to Chamberlain because it
made the church into a rival
of

the state for the primary
allegiance of the masses, and,

in the case of the Protestant
Church in Germany, because
it was too ready to accomodate
itself to Judaism and

Catholicism as well as to the intellectual,
cultural, social,
and political changes that Chamberlain
opposed.

By accepting

the democratic "doP-ma" of racial
equality, Chamberlain wrote

Kaiser Wilhelm in 1902, the Christian churches
"have become
a true curse for mankind." 3

Moreover, the doctrinal con-

flicts and complexities of denominational Christianity

seemed quite inadequate as a force to mobilize the masses
to act in the way Chamberlain wished.

His attack on

Jewish self-will notwithstanding, Chamberlain heeded
practical considerations in his own version of Christianity
by leaving the will less encumbered by the onus of sin than
in traditional Christian doctrine.

As he conceded in his

memoirs, The Foundations was primarily a political book,

expressing the ."impulse of self -preservation in the
spiritual sphere."

h3

"Das kirchliche Christentum /ist7 ein wahrer Fluch
fur die Menschheit geworden." Chamberlain to Wilhelm II,
20 Feb. 1902, Briefe vol. II, 150.
,

44

"Selbsterhaltungstrieb auf ereistigem Gebiete."
Chamberlain, Lebenswetre 6. See also, Chamberlain,
,

"Die Rassenfraerej' 69.

—

^
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Even his loyalty to Bayreuth was not
as strong as his
loyalty to the political cause for
which Bayreutii stood.
Thus Chamberlain was quite ready to
overlook attacks on

Wagner by publicists like Duhring or
Bartels, whose political

prejudices Chamberlain shared.^ 5

This deference did not

extend to Nietzsche, however, whom Chamberlain
denounced.

According to Chamberlain, Nietzsche lacked the
very originality
he so desperately sought; his concept of
a superman he had

derived from Faust

,

while his "blond beasts" were bowdleri-

zations of Greek Satyrs and nature deities.

6

A number of

reviewers, including the Wagnerian Walther Golther in Bay -

reuther Blatter

,

appraised The Foundations as a response

to Nietzsche's attack on Christianity and Germanic culture:

How firmly-rooted and grandly sublime the full Germanic
personality ( germanische Vollmensch ) seen by Chamberlain
looks beside Nietzsche's deranged superman ^7
1

Yet, aware of his own eclecticism, Chamberlain did not

claim originality for himself.

Indeed, he denied that

originality was a goal worth striving for; it only led
43

^Chamberlain to Fostrat Pretsch, 30 Aug. 1911,
Briefe

,

46
vol.

I,

47

vol.

I,

198.

Chamberlain to Vult von Steyern,

6 Sep.

1898, Briefe

,

65.

"Wie wurzelfest und pross erhaben nimmt sich doch

der von Chamberlain erschaute germanische Vollmensch neben
Nietzsches geisteskrankem Ubermenschen aus!" Die Grundlafen
Kritische Urteile,
des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts.
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to the fever of

innovation— so pervasive in the nine-

teenth eentury— which undermined true
culture.
*

The thread that runs through The
Foundations

,

as

it runs through Chamberlain's life,
is a search for a

realm Where necessity rules, for a haven
from the merely
accidental, the random, the temporal, the
distressingly
arbitrary.

He sought certitude in political authority,

in the exclusiveness of race, in the realm
of ideals, and

in the definition of freedom as duty to an inner
law.
He could not abide frivolity, skepticism, or
irreverence,

whether displayed at Bayreuth, in the writings of Heine
or Nietzsche, or in the racial degeneration of the late

Roman imperial period,

iseurotically addicted to purity and

order, Chamberlain sought to create a world from which

unpredictable change, conflict, ana dissent were forever
excluded, a world united in collective narcissism.

Mobilizing the discontents and psychological insecurity
of a society in the throes of modernization, The Foundati ons

prophetically anticipated the coming of the Third Reich.

t
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CHAPTER
AND GOETHE ENLISTED

W

XII
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST

RATIONALISM
In his now forgotten books on Kant
and Goethe,

which absorbec. his energies for more
than
the publication of The Foundations

a

tomes

decade following

Chamberlain sought to

,

enlist the authority of Germany's
foremost culture-heroes
in the cause of Germanic regeneration.

Their subject

matter and occasional trenchancy notwithstanding,
these
books were animated by the same proselytory
fervor as

Chamberlain's earlier worKs.

"It is not enough to make

Kant accessible," Chamberlain wrote; "it must be
done
in such a fashion as will make him a real motive
power

m

culture."

Anxious to rescue Kant from the dispassionate

exegesis of academic scholars, Chamberlain intended his
books as an inducement not to speculation, but to action.

Chamberlain, who prized his role as a self -prof essed
dilettante, conceived of himself as neither a scholar, nor
a philosopher,

but rather as a seer

(

Weltanschauer

)

,

whose

function it was to provide an all-embracing vision of the

1

"Es geniigt nicht, Kant zuganjrlich zu machen, es
muss auch so greschehen, dass er ein wirkliches Kulturmoment
wird." Chamberlain, Immanuel Kant
Die iersbnlichkei
als Einf uhrung in das werk (Munich: F nruckmann, 1^05), 7.
.

.
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world.

His overriding ambition was to
redirect German,

European, and eventually all human
culture from its

materialistic and relativistic course,
and thus

to

restore

individual personality to the importance
it was losing in
the face of levelling forces.

Chamberlain might have

been speaking of the impact he hoped
his own worK would
have wnen he wrote of Kant,

his Weltanschauung- is heading us toward
a revolution
against which all previous political revolutions
shrink
into insignificant episodes:
he wishes to realize
ideals ... by the dispassionate and
conscious
Change in direction of human thoue-ht and will,
a
change wrought slowly but surely from the
humble study
of the quiet thinker. 2

Simulating by the length of his books the monumentali
ty
he so greatly admired

(

Kant and Goethe ran to almost 8C0

pages each), Chamberlain again addressed himself to
educated

laymen rather than to specialists.

Chamberlain's hope that

readers would read his bocks more than once and then proceed
to a study of their protagonists'

works, reflected the

assumptions of an age in which segments of the population
still enjoyed the leisure for such esoteric pursuits.

2

"Seine Weltanschauung- steuert auf eine Revolution hin,
gegen welche die bisherigen, rein politischen, zu fferincrfugigen Episoden schrumpfen; er will Ideale verwirklichen .
durch die niichtern-bewusste aus dem riinterstiibchen des
stillen Eenkers mit unwiderstehlicher Kraft lanersam, aber
sicher bewirkte Anderunr in der Kichtunr des menschlichen
Denkens und Wollens." Ibid., 56^.
.

,

.

^

f

e
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Despite the pleas of his publisher,
Chamberlain declined
to cut the length of his Goethe

,

but 'insisted that it

appear in one volume instead of two. 3

The books sold

remarkably well considering their difficulty and
size,
Lant^

reaching a circulation of close

to

30,000 by 1923,

while Goethe lagged only slightly behind.

An English

translation of Kant was issued by Lord Kedesdaie in
but the outbreak of World War

I

precluded

a wide

191**,

circulation.

Although Goethe was not translated into English, a plagiarized portion of the book was awarded

prize in an essay

a

contest on Goethe sponsored by the Carl Schurz Memorial

Foundation in Philadelphia in 1933.
Since they were written for kindred spirits

—a

fact

somewhat at odds with Chamberlain's prosdy tisincr aspirations-these books were designed not so much to persuade as to

fortify the already persuaded.

An element of flattery-

combined with occasional condescension toward his readers--

marred Chamberlain's much-admired mellifluous style.

^Chamberlain to Bruckraann, 29 March 1912, Brief
vol.

I,

'

202.

Chamberlain
/I9237), 27.

,

n.

d.

,

JDrei

Vorworte (Munich

:

F.

Bruckmann

,

(Kathi&s Matzek), Goethes Berrif von der lersbnlich
keit Goethe rrize Essay (Philadelphia
Carl Schurz
Memorial Foundation, 1933 )• There is no indication when
the plagiarism was detected.
,

:

e
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The contrast between Chamberlain's
protracted and sometimes

interminable fluency and the aphoristic
pungency of that
quite different stylist, Nietzsche,
matched the difference
in what they had to say.

Like Lienhard (though on a higher

intellectual plane), but quite unlike Nietzsche,
Chamberlain
told his readers what he knew they would like
to hear.
As in The Foundations, Chamberlain did not
debunk his readers-

prejudices, but offered a rationale in their defense.
"Once again," Chamberlain announced to Kaiser Wilhelm

before beginning work on Goethe
deeds shall sound forth." 6

,

"the hymn to great German

In an age in which the increasing

sway of science seemed to threaten not only religion, but

also the assumptions of traditional classical education
(while technology was threatening- traditional habits),

Chamberlain soothed and dispelled anxieties with an

epistemology that sanctioned the ways of the past.
Claiming to defend human dignity, he offered a philosophical
alternative to the doctrine of man's descent from the apes.

Sustaining his simplifications with unabashed sophistry,
Chamberlain promised once again to subordinate scientific
doctrines to the higher claims of idealist culture.

"Wiederum soil das Hohelied deutscher Grosstaten ertbnen." Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, 31 Dec. 1905, Brief
,

vol.

II, 219.

s

28^+

Subtitled Di£ Persbnlichkei t als Einfuhrune- in das
Werk ("The Personality as Introduction to his Works"),

Chamberlain's Kant did not deal with Kant's substantive
philosophical work any more than his Goethe dealt with the
works of the great German classicist.
or lectures,

In six

chapters—

as he called them--of disparate length,

Chamberlain compared Kant's way of seeing the world with
the viewpoints of Goethe, Leonardo, Descartes, Bruno, and

Plato.

Attracted to Kant above all by the practical appli-

cations of his philosophy, Chamberlain chose as the motto
of his book Kant's dictum,

"The greatest concern of man

is to know v/hat he must be in order to be a man."

n

Kant's dualism, which Chamberlain elevated to the status
of fact, not theory,

g

e:ave

him a weapon against "monistic"

explanations of the world, whether religious, as in the
case of Bruno's Hermetic philosophy, or materialistic, as
in the case of Haeckel's evolutionary doctrines.

Rationalism in both religion and science (as well
as social ana political theory

attack.

)

was the target of Chamberlain

If the superstitions of the past had been largely

-

"Die grosste Angelegenheit des Kenschen ist zu
wis sen was man sein muss urn ein Kensch zu sein. M
,

,

Chamberlain

,

Kant

,

78.

'

9
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religious, those of the present were cniefly
scientific.
While accepting with reservations the
usefulness of scientific calculations, Chamberlain denied
that they could

explain reality.

He derided the prcsumptousness of
scientists

who purveyed abstractions (among which
Chamberlain included

light waves) as realities:
There is no need for me to believe in God; it
matters
little whether I am a morally strong, energetic, and
free man; but if I refuse to believe in the
hypothetical
medium, the waves tnat are rays and the rays that
are
waves, in the amplitudes and oscillations and -polarisations and such buwboos, together with the descent
of man from apes and of apes from jelly-fish, then
I am outside the pale.
By persuading man to renounce his independence from material

forces, scientific materialism

— the

most pernicious form

of rationalism in Chamberlain's view-- threatened to introduce a new era of barbarism.
In Goethe's attitude toward nature,

to a consideration

of which Chamberlain devoted to better part of two chapters

9

"An Gctt brauche ich nicht zu clauben; dass ich
ein sittlich starker, enerp-ischer freier Mensch werde,
daran lieprt weniff oder gar nichts; aber an aas hypothe tische
Medium und an die Wellen, die Strahlen sind, und an die
Strahlen, die Wellen sind, und an die Amplitucen und
Schwinn;ungen und Polarisationen und sonstipen Popanz,
sowie auch an die Abstammunp- des Menschen vom Affen und
des Affen von der ^eequalle soil und muss ich trlauben,
als ob das wirkliche Dinge waren, sonst bin ich geachtet."
Ibid.
132-133,

,
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of Kant

(including most of the chapter. on
Leonardo) as

well as a lengthy section of Goethe

,

.Chamberlain discovered

an alternative to scientific
rationalism.
an explorer of nature

(

Naturerf orscher

Calling Goethe

rather than a

)

SCientist (Naturforscher). Chamberlain
argued that Goethe
confronted nature, as Kant had demanded, in
the role of
the law-giver and not as the slave of
abstractions.

Chamberlain confidently expected Goethe's method,
more
akin to art than to science, to determine the
future course
of human culture.

Goethe would teach man

"to cast a free eye upon the wide field of nature"--a
free eye, that is to say the eye of the conscious
human
creator, who no longer stands in dull obedience at
the
command of idle matter, but who is able to "hold his
own with nature:" and that means at the same
time
the eye of the man who is no lonsrer dazzled by his
own compelling hallucinations, but who, thanks to
Kant's efforts, has won together with his own freedom
the freedom of nature. 10

Chamberlain refused to demean Goethe's erroneous doctrines
(such as the doctrine of plant metamorphosis) as hallucinations,
for these doctrines allegedly resulted not from an excess,

but from a total lack of theory.

Chamberlain conceded

10

"Goethe wird uns lehren *den freien Blick ins weite
Feld der Natur zu offnen'; den freien blick, das heisst,
den Blick des bewussten raenschlichen Schbpfers, der nicht
mehr in dumpfem Gehorsam der tragen Materie zu willen
steht, sondern der 'Natur trewachsen ist
und das heisst
zugleich, den Blick des Cannes, dessen Autre nicht mehr
von den eigenen Zwanersvorstelluneren ge blende t wird, sondern-dank den 3estrebungen Kant's mit der eirenen Freiheit
auch die Freiheit der Natur gewonnen hat." Ibid. 107.
1

,

—

,

1
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that Goethe was wrong to think
that all plants evolved

from a basic leaf, but at least this
Idea gave him access
to experience and enabled him
better to see.

Only the

imagination can '-hold its own" with nature,
Chamberlain
wrote, for the -senses are too much a
part of nature to do
so.

Goethe's Idea--me tamorphosis— must not be
confused

with

a

theory, such as the doctrine of evolution
(the

efforts of evolutionists to claim Goethe as one
of their

precursors notwithstanding), for it is in the nature
of
an Idea to perceive things simultaneously and
wholly,

outside of space and time.

By recognizing the ideal

element in reality, Goethe preserved the holism that rational science supposedly lacked. 11

3y the same token, Chamberlain commended Goethe's

doctrine of colors, not because it was correct, but because
the refinement of Goethe's ooservations were instructive.

"The whole of Goethe's natural science," Chamberlain wrote,

"might be called 'an introduction to the art of seeing.'" 12

Scientific theories would all pass away eventually, Cham-

berlain contended, but Goethe's findings would remain as

1

Chamberlain, Goethe (1912; 5th ed. Munich:
Bruckmann, 1932), 337ff.

F.

12

"Goethes pranze Naturkunde kann eine Anleitunr
Sehen penannt werden." Chamberlain, Kant, 123.

zurr.

,
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long as the facts which they reflected
remainea.
childlike amazement

(

Goethe's

kindliches Staunen) enabled him

see what duller minds could not.

to

Approacning nature as

haa the Christian mystics in a
spirit of love, aiming not
to master it bu-t to possess it,

Goethe supposedly pointed

the way tc a non-intellectual method,

the aim of which

would be to understand rather than to
explain. 13

Rejecting

scientific method and rational theory,
Chamberlain embraced
a vulgar empiricism,

the uses of which he had previously

demonstrated in his racial doctrine.
Captivated by one of his favorite distinctions,
the

polarity between thinking and seeing, Chamberlain drew

parallels between Kant and Goethe.

perception

(

Relying mainly on

Anschauung ) rather than conception (Begriff
)

Kant and Goethe (and Leonardo) supposedly employed a similar
approach.

Although Kant turned his elance inward, rather

than outward as had Goethe, he nonetheless adhered to

experience more faithfully than Goethe, whom Chamberlain

rebuked for occasionally indulging an excess of creativity.

Respecting the limits of both conception and perception
more scrupulously than Goethe, Kant never confused spirit

and matter, as Goethe

13

Ibid

.

,

(due, in Chamberlain's view,

to his

63-66, 107, 118, 123-125, 1^2, 153-162.
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youthful preoccupation with Spinoza)
was occasionally
wont to do.

By severely limiting its
pretensions, Kant

made a truly mechanistic and empirical
science possible.

Descartes had anticipated Kant's dualism,
Chamberlain argued,
even though he had been too encumbered
by religious pre-

conceptions to achieve the insights of Kant.

But Chamber-

lain did not sympathize with members of
the Cartesian
school, who supposedly had distorted the
philosophical

method of Descartes as thoroughly as later
German Idealists
were to distort the philosophy of Kant.

1 **

According to Chamberlain, who frequently indulged
in
etymological analyses, Descartes was a skeptic in the
original
sense of one who examines, rather than in its modern
sense
of one who doubts

— the

logic by Chamberlain.

latter definition beincr limited to
Unlike Spinoza, whom Chamberlain

accused of never leaving his desk or the field of abstraction,
Descartes went hunting and enjoyed close contact with nature.

Perfecting mathematics as a means of communicating between
the senses and the understanding, the visible and the invisible,

Descartes exemplified for Chamberlain the Teutonic faculty
for balancing both worlds.
lop-ic and

In spite of his rejection of

abstraction, Chamberlain loved mathematics,

particularly geometry, as

a

self-contained symbolic language.
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He denounced the effrontery of
persons who claimed to

possess a special kind of genius for
which mathematics
was too dry to merit attention.

But his ire was also

directed at those who did not remember that
mathematics

provided only a tool, not an explanation.
Chamberlain maintained that lack of a metaphysical
critique undermined Newton's wold view, wnich
admittedly

worked well enou^n if a series of unthinkable and
unprovable

premises could be granted.

In an age in which Newtonian

physics came under increasing challenge from relativistic
doctrines, Chamberlain offered a more comforting explanation
for its incipient demise.

Chamberlain went on to

arrrue

that one-sided ratiocinatio tainted the philosophies of

Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, all of whom supposedly

proceeded from one purely cogitative conclusion (Vernunftsschliisse

)

to another.

By conceiving of their thoughts as

reality, Chamberlain charged, they followed in the footsteps
of Giordano Eruno rather than Descartes. 1 ^
If Goethe was right even when he was wrong, Bruno was

wrong even when he was right.

Undaunted by paradox or

contradiction, Chamberlain argued that Bruno had accepted
the Copernican theory

(as one of the first of his time)

not on the valid basis of external observation, but on the

15

Ibid., l85ff.

7
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specious basis of inner dreams.

Calling Bruno a fanatic

of reason, Chamberlain .denounced
Heinrich von Stein's

erstwhile favorite philosopher as an exemplar
of the
kind of dogmatic philosophizing that
Kant's metaphysical
critique refuted for all time. 16
In one of the more provocative sections
of his

Kant, Chamberlain traced the history of tne
myth on which

Bruno's thought as well as present-day scientific
materialism
were allegedly based.

Even though positivists like Ernst

Mach (I838-I916), whom Chamberlain accused of limited
vision, might claim that in modern science the study of

reality had supplanted mythology, modern science in fact
only represented myth in its most modern dress.
Apart from the pseudo-vegetative filling of stomach
and purse, called positivist, men are all dependent
upon myths, as much today as they were thousands of
years ago.
And this because doubleness, twofoldness,
is a fundamental phenomenon of the human being, and
because we have no other means of bridging over the
gulf between perception and understanding, between
nature and the Exo than by myths more or less consciously
invented or dreamed. 1
,

T£

Ibid.

,

279ff.

17

"Abgesehen von dieser pseudovege tativen Fiillung
eines Bauches und eines For temonnaies genannt i-ositivist,
sind wir alle auf Mythen angewiesen, heute wie vor Jahrtausenden.
L'nd zwar darum, weil die Duplizitat, die
Zwief achheit ein Grundphanornen des Menschenwesens ist, und
weil wir die Kluft zwischen Anschauune: und Verstand,
zwischen i.atur und Ich, nicht anders zu iiberbriicken vermbgen,
als durch mehr oder weniger bewusst erdichtete Oder ertraumte
Mythen." Ibid., 283.
,

,
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According to Chamberlain, the
primeval. human myth (Urmythos)
derived from the fallacious
identification of consciousness
with being, of mind with matter, of
the human with the cosmicas if the macrocosm could ever
be interpreted and understood
solely through the microcosm.
Of the two forms of monism
branching out from this primeval myth, one
sought to

explain the world from the self (as in
Indian culture),

•

while the other sought to explain the self
from the world
(as in the culture of ancient Greece).

While Heraclitus

and Thales had still seen the Godhead
everywhere in nature,
the philosopher Anaxeporas had exalted reason
at the

expense of nature, assigning to God (in a manner
later followed
by Descartes) a role as first cause apart from the
world.
But Anaxegoras' creation of the nous

— divine

reason, mind,

intelligence— did not signify a true break with

the hylo-

zoism of his predecessors, for isolation of the divine

merely paved the way for the hubris that considered the
human intellect related to the nous

.

Like the early (but

not the late) Nietzsche, Chamberlain condemned Socrates
for foisting the tyranny of rationalism on the world.

Attributing to logic the importance of

a law of nature,

Socrates supposed he had abolished myth by replacing it
with syllogisms.

f
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/T

h reaS ° n 15 domina
^, believes
itself tt I
ori * in se *s nature at its
feet
iiTili*!
and deluaes i•? self into the belief
that it l^ov^
tnat is why its assertions are
dogmas, ana faith is
demanded for its dreams. 18
>

But myths, which are indispensable
to bridge the pap

between nature

"and

the cosmos,

do not just disappear;

as the ancient Indians well knew,
Chamberlain wrote, tney

continue to function in a clandestine and
more violent
fashion.

Through Socrates, Chamberlain contended,
men

became to a greater degree slaves of their
mythical pre-

conceptions than their ancestors had been.

Inquiring only

of reason in order to solve problems,
3ocrates mistakenly

confused what is reasonable with what is true.

As a

result, mankind turned their backs upon nature for
more
than 1,600 years, until in the thirteenth century the

Teutonic renaissance burst into life.

Even those thinkers

who did not accept the Socratic supremacy of reason, such
as the Epicurean Lucretius or neo-Flatonists

,

loved nature

but did not think it necessary to delve into her secrets. 1 ^
5

To

"Von dann an herrscht die Vernunft, p-laubt sich
gottverwandt sieht die Natur zu ihren Fiissen und wahnt
sich wissend; was sie sagt ist daher Dogma, und fiir ihre
Traume wird der Glaube gefordert." Ibid., 300.
,

,

Ibid.

,

297f

'

,

29 *f

According to Chamberlain, Socrates found
his true
successor not in Plato, but in Arictotle:

it was he who

perpetuated the supremacy of thinking over seeing
in an
elaborate world view based solely on the demands
of reason.
Like the Aristotelian conception of the cosmos, man's
.

conception of divinity became dogmatically fixed,

ao US

assimilated the Jewish Jahve and proceeded to legislate
Christian theology.

Chamberlain reiterated Senan's con-

tention that in Semitic minds all myths become converted
into historical narratives.
to Chamberlain,

It was Kant who,

according

finally toppled Nous - Jahve forever-even if

the world did not yet know it.

Since Kant made man conscious

of his own myth-making, his critical philosophy marked a

Copernican turning point in the history of thought.
Demonstrating that human conceptions relate only to the

reflection of objects, never to the objects themselves,
Kant exposed the primeval confusion of thinking and seeing,
of self and the world.

Kant has mown down the dogmas for all time
Idealism,
Realism Materialism Skepticism Monism Dualism
Pantheism, Solipsism Tneisra A the ism- -all the isms"
that ever were or ever will be
The chatter of
thousands of years is swept away! For we are encircled
all around by mere phenomena; Goethe's "All that is
transitory is but a similitude' is the quintessence
of what the poet learnt from Kant. 20
:

,

,

,

,

11

,

,

I

1

"Heruntergernaht auf alle Zeiten hat Kant die Cowmen
den Idealismus den Kealismus den Materialismus,
alle
den Monismus, den Dualismus, den Pantheismus,
den Skepticismus
:

,

,

,
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Gone is the delusion that the history
of thought (or

history itself) represents a progression
from error to
truth.

Aristotelianism, Catholic scholasticism,
scientific

materialism— all shared

the

fallacy that Kant refuted.

Such a brief summary conveys inadequately the
weari-

eomness with which Chamberlain belabored his main thesis.
And yet the boldness of his categorizations had a
stimulating
and even spell-binding effect on readers not repelled
by

his remorseless didacticism.

In one of his more persuasive

excurses, Chamberlain offered a fascinating elucidation of

Plato's doctrine of Ideas in the light of Kant's philosophy.

Rejecting materialistic distortions of Platonic Idealism,
which attributed to Ideas an independent existence,

Chamberlain argued that for Plato Ideas exist only in relation
to sense perceptions.

All difficulties with Plato's doctrine

result solely from the presumption (finally refuted by Kant)
that a world of objects really exists for man.

proved what Plato had already realized:

Kant

Sense perceptions

can have no meaning for man unless recognized by the under-

standing.

A dog perceived by man remains nothing more than

den Solipsismus, den Theismus, den Atheismus .
alle
Ismen', die es je gab und sribt und reben wird
Wegfrefe?rt
ist die Ijeschwatzigkeit von Jahrtausenden
Denn rinrsherum
sind wir von blossen Erscheinungen ump:eben; Goethe's
'alles Verpranffliches ist nur ein Gleichnis" ist die
Quintessenz dessen, was der Dichter bei Kant gelernt
hatte." Ibid., 390.
.

!

'

'

!

.

—
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a yellow or black or spotted
outline until it attains

being through the Idea "dog".

The 93g that results from

this moment of recognition, which
according to Chamberlain's

analysis Kant would call transcendental,
is more than the
mere outline perceived by the senses,
yet somehow less
than the generalized Idea:
"A].l

it is a phenomenon

(

ErscheinunQ

that exists is relation," Chamberlain
wrote;

Plato's critical discovery." 21

.

"that is

The transcendental union of

two parts of the mind makes experience
possible.

Chamberlain used Flato and Kant

explanations of reality.

to

attack rationalistic

Since an objective and a subjective

component are indispensable to experience, the thing-in-i
tself
the object separated from the observing

accessible to man.

subject— is never

Empirical knowledge alone can never

lay claim to truth, as rationalists would have it, for
such knowledge could never lead to apodictic certainty.

Slumbering within, true knowledge can only
not communicated.

be awakened,

Thus Chamberlain validated the sub-

jectivism which complemented vulgar empiricism in his
doctrine of race.
For Chamberlain, Plato's failure tc define Ideas with

precision had a good reason:

21

to attempt to penetrate

"Alles was ist, ist beziehunp:
Entdeckung Plato's." Ibid., M»3.

das ist die kritische
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behind Ideas is to surrender critical
philosophy to dogmatism.
Therefore Plato resorted to an allegorical
device, speaking
of Ideas as actually existent.
For Chamberlain, the Godgiven power of forming Ideas, rather than
intelligence or
intellect, distinguished humans from animals.

Ideas are

fed by nature and in turn ascribe laws
to nature.

Defined

by Chamberlain as the means through which
unity is created,

Ideas are essential to knowledge, for without
Ideas man

would be confronted only by blind empirical data.

By the

same token, the self must remain ultimately incomprehensible
to man,

for Ideas without reference to sense perceptions

are nothing, and the self cannot be perceived.

Failure to

respect this axiom invalidated for Chamberlain the subjective
Idealism of Fichte

,

Hegel, or Schopenhauer. 22

The failure of modern biology lay accordinr to Chamberlain's

critique in its attempts to dispense with creative, unifying,
and limiting ideas.

In its fabrication of empirical theories,

such as the doctrine of evolution, biology remained rouphly
at the stage of Ptolemaic astronomy.

Darwin collected

an enorir.ous body of empirical facts, conceded Chamberlain,
but in attempting to arrive at an explanation of reality

solely on the basis of facts he was attempting the impossible.

?2

Ibid.

,

397ff.
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What is generally called the progress ef
science does not

mark an extension of the boundaries of
empiricism, but

merely a methodically more exact dissection of
phenomena
within these inviolable boundaries.

The relationship

posited by evolutionists between similar creatures
could
never be proved empirically, but existed only in the
mind.

Evolutionists were forced to resort to historical explanations, Chamberlain charged, for this is the only form

that abstraction can take in reference to life. 2 ^
To supplant the doctrine of evolution, Chamberlain,

viewing reality sub specie aeternitas
as unchanging form

(

Gestalt

).

2^

,

conceived of life

Gestalt he defined as

the principle by which a multiplicity of mutually conditioning

parts are unified into

a

whole.

a crystal as having Gestalt

with the whole.

,

It is wrong to think of

for here each part is identical

Only in life does Gestalt in the true sense

of the word obtain,

for only in life is form a causal

principle and not merely an effect of external causes.

Through his doctrine of Gestalt

,

Chamberlain emphasized

what he considered the truly important aspect of life,

23

Ibid

.

,

499.

24

An unfinished manuscript of Chamberlain's doctrine
of Gestalt which he first set down in the late lb90's, was
published posthumously under trie editorship of the biologist
F. Bruckmann,
J. von Uexkull, Natur und Leben (Munich:
Chamberlain may have been influenced by his friend
1928).
Christian v. Fhrenfels, wnose pioneering article, "Uber
Gestaltqualitaten " appeared in I89O.
,

,

"

t
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namely constancy

(

Beharrlichkeit

) ,

not mutability (Ver-

anderlichkeit). as evolutionists would have
23
it.

Turning their arguments against them,
Chamberlain
charsred evolutionists with cowardice:

to look eternity in the eye.

they were afraid

-True science touches upon

being, upon the eternal, upon the universal,"
Chamberlain
wrote; "every inquiry into origins
tific and barbarous

(

negermassig )

.

(

Ursnrunge

26

)

is unscien-

For this reason

Chamberlain rejected any behavioral explanation of human
psychology, scoffing at experiments by psychologists to

determine whether the spatial and temporal categories of
the mind are inborn or acquired.
on the basis of inanimate forces.

Life can never be explained

This dictum did not

contradict his racial doctrine in Chamberlain's mind,
for his racialism sought not to explain origins but only to

describe phenomena visible to all.

Siding with vitalists

against the deterministic presumptions of mechanists,

Chamberlain denounced the influential biologist Jacques
Loeb (1859-192*0 for his contention that idealists who

displayed excessive attachment to their fatherland suffered
25

"Chamberlain, Kant

,

513ff.

26

"Wahre Wissenschaft betrifft das Sein, das Ewige,
das Allgemeine
jede Frage nach Ursprungen ist unwissenschaf
lich, ist negermassig. " Ibid.
645.
;

,
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from a chemical imbalance in the
brain. 27

Yet in distin-

guishing between the mental processes
of perception and
conception, Chamberlain unwittingly
anticipated the later

physiological discovery that each half of the
brain serves
a separate func-tion.

For Chamberlain, the doctrine of evolution
represented

merely the latest form of primitive totemism,
which throughout history had posited a blood relationship
between men

and animals.

In interpreting advantage as a cause for

mutation, evolutionists projected the mentality of the

merchant into the scientific realm.
If one could not say that this craze is only the belated
straggler of Romanticism and Hegelism in alliance with
flat English utilitarianism, ana that a hundred years
will not have passed before it will be jude-ed as men
today judsre alchemy the doctrxne defended as plausible
during centuries by the most talented scholars, a
doctrine which had no inkling of the individuality
of things:
if we could not hope for a race of creatively
great German biologists; if we did not see around us
in a few sinsrle investigators--at any rate in Germany—
an energetic shaking off of this "English sickness" .
we might abandon all hope of a future for science and
culture . 29

—

•

27

Chamberlain, Goethe

•

•

301.

,

28

See Michael S. Gazzani#a "The Split Brain in Man,"
Scientific American 21? (Aug. I967), 2^-29.
t

29 M

Durfte man nicht sa^en, dass diese Verirrung nur
der letzte, verspatete Auslaufer der Romantik una der Hepelei,
im Bunde mit flachstem en^lischen Utilitarismus ist, und
dass keine hundert Jahre vergehen werden, bis man dariiber
ahnlich urteilen wird wie heute liber aie Alchemie
jene
von den eescheitesten Gelehrten wahrend Jahrhunder te als
plausibel verf ochtene Lehre die von der Indivi dual i tat
,

,

,
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Chamberlain hypostatized life as a
whole, inside which

shifting (Verschiebunren), but not
progressive development
(Entwicklung) take place.

It was absurd to think that

nature had to experiment in order to
produce a certain
species, as if it were suddenly able to
do today what it

could not do in the past.

Life does not continually effect

as many changes as possible, asserted
Chamberlain
it incline toward motion and growth

(

,

nor does

Be we run r. und VJerden

)

but on the contrary it persists "as the only
conservative

principle in all nature, as the greatest imaginable
repose,
as the incarnation of the concept of Being." 30

Chamberlain

would gladly dispense with the progress promised by Darwin
in the last paragraphs of his Origin of Species

,

if Darwin

would only
leave us a little leisure, a little air, a little
composure, in order to get acquainted with the
present, to make ourselves at home in it, to assimilate,
contemplate, tend, nurture, the pregnant eternity
slumbering within us and accumulated all around us
1

—

der Dinge so gar keine Ahnung hatte;
diirften wir nicht
auf ein Geschlecht schbpferisch grosser deutscher Biologen
hoffen . . .
erlebten wir nicht urn uns herum an einzelnen
Forschern--wenicrstens in Deutschland--ein enerpisches
Abschiitteln dieser englischen Xrankheit;
.
.
man kbnnte
alle Hoffnung auf eine Zukunft flir Wissenschaf t und Kultur
verlieren." Chamberlain, Kant 51 k.
;

.

,

3

°"Als das einzige konservative Prinzip der ganzen
Natur als die denkbar erbsste fiuhe als die Sichtbarwerdung
des Seinsbegrif f es.
Ibid.
524.
,

,

11

,

"Wenn man uns nur ein wenig Kusse ein wenig Luft,
ein wenig Sammlung liesse, urn der Gegenwart gewahr zu
,
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According: the Chamberlain's conception
of objectivity

science must restrict itself to the question,
"What?",

rather than endeavoring to answer the question,
"How?".
Since Chamberlain considered purposef ulne
ss the conceptual
form of Gestalt

,

biologists should inquire why a fish

has a fin, not how the fish acquired it.

Transferred into

the realm of sociology, Chamberlain's precepts
sanctioned

functional analysis, but not theoretical critique.

Chamberlain's attack on evolution constituted an attack
as well on the doctrine of human perfectibility, the
under-

pinning of progressive social and political doctrines in
the nineteenth century.

Against such aberrations as socialism

and liberalism, Kant's delimiting of theoretical reason

seemed to offer a foolproof weapon.

According to Chamberlain,

both Plato and Kant pursued practical goals; they only

philosophized in order to be free of theory.

In establishing

an unbridgeable gulf between theoretical knowledge and

practical commandment, Kant supposedly freed man from his
dependence on nature.

Chamberlain hoped to make Kant the

preceptor of a cultural revolution by convincing leading
intellects that reason and religion belonged to entirely
werden, urn uns in ihr zurecht zu finden, urn all das Ewip;keitstrachtige das in uns schlummert und anrrehauft urn uns
herum liefrt, einzuheimsen zu beschauen, zu pflefren,
gross zu Ziehen!"
Ibid.
515.
,

,

,

,
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separate realms.

Confusing the boundaries of these
realms,

Chamberlain said, constituted man's original
"sin
(Gedankensiinde).

0f

thought"

While BUchner, Haeckel, ana other
materialis

had surrendered man's freedom and personality,
the Church

had abandoned the empirical investigation
of nature. 32

According to Chamberlain, Kant sought to insure an
entirely mechanistic science by defining its limits
precisely,
while at the same time freeing religion of history
or dogma.
Nov/ the

advancement of culture demanded that mankind pro-

ceed in the only direction open to them without limit;

self-ennoblement through the cultivation of inner freedom
and the realization in practice of inner

(

eingegeben e

)

ideals.

All this means a complete change in all those conceptions
and habits in science, religion, morals, law, society,
which show us to be intimately related with the
Babylonians of six-thousand years a~o
it means a
"trans valuation of all values,
such as the devotees
of the fashionable jargon of our day never have dreamt
of /a reference to 1,'ie tzscheans/ a growth of mankind,
an accretion of strength over all that it has hitherto
been, not by the mad unchaining of man's blind "will
to power," but, on the contrary, by the finer molding
of his consciousness by the clea.r apprehension of
his mental organisation, and so (which is the same
thing) of the organisation of the world of his experiencein other words, by the still tighter fettering of the
dumb, beastly instincts of his will in the service of
a reason perfectly self-controlled and consciously
:

11

,

,

creative.33

^ Ibid.

,

562-563.

33 "Dies alles bedeutet
eine vollkommene Umbildunc:
aller jener Vors telluns;en und Gepf lop-enheiten in Wissenschaf t
Religion, Sitte, Recht, Gesellschaf t die uns noch so
geschwisterlich eng mit den Urbabyloniern von vor 6000
,

:

30h
The political uses of this line
of reasoning would become

evident after Chamberlain inserted
this very excerpt
into his pamphlet Folitische Ideale
(1915) to underscore
the need for a more tightly organized
and disciplined

polity.

3if

Quoting Goethe's maxim, "The deed is everywhere
decisive"
(Die_ Tat

ist uberall entscheidend

)

,

Chamberlain likened

the practical imperative of Kant's philosophy
to Parcifal's

quest for the Holy Grail.

Chamberlain regarded religion

as but the means to strengthen man in his resolve
to over-

come his natural inclinations so as to sacrifice himself
in the cause of the nation.

Casting off the shackles of

nature, the free man displays the values of the good

soldier

Jahren verwandt zeisren; es bedeutet eine Umwer tung aller Werte',
wie sie die dem frivolen Mode-Jargon unserer Tare Huldigenden
sich nie haben traumen lassen, ein Wachsendes Menschen,"
eine Kraftigune; iiber das hinaus, was er bisher erewesen ist,
nicht durch die tollhauslerische Entfesselung seines blinden
'Willens zur Macht
sondern umgekehrt, durch die feinere
Ausgestaltung seines Selbstbewusstseins durch die klare
Erfassung seiner geistigen Organisation und damit (was
das selbe ist) der Organisation der welt seiner Erfahrung,
mit anderen Worten, durch die noch genauere Bandisrung der
dumm-tiermassigen Instinkte seines Willens im Uienste
einer vollkommen selbstbeherrschten bewusst-schbpf erischen
Vernunft." Ibid .
565.
1

'

,

,

,

,

3^

Chamberlain, Folitische Ideale, 2nd ed.
F. Bruckmann, 1915), 100.

(Munich:
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1

Se fi Shness
h * sacrifices himself
for
an lilt
idea, he wes ^to his death
radiant with joy
In a word
he obeys the self-imposed
law-duty.'
He proves himself autonomous. 35
-

'

In defining service in subordination
as the highest form

of freedom, Chamberlain anticipated
the equivocating

slogan, "Work makes a man free"

(

Arbeit macht frei ), a

slogan the Nazis would post at the entrances
to concentration
camps.
The Teutonic "empire of the spirit"

(

Weltreich des

Geistes) would need all the moral strength it
could muster
to withstand the assault of the foes that
Chamberlain

saw all around it:
On the one hand a Church of Rome gaining in
strength,
which already stretches out its hand to our schools
in order to inoculate the pure minds cf the children
for ever with her poison destructive of all freedom,
supported, moreover, by Catholics of the second degree,
that is to say Protestants, who no longer protest,"
but bend and bow, and imitate Rome as well as a miserably
crippled inconsistency will allow; and on the other side
a so-called "empirical scientific world view" which
has fallen further back than Thales in the conception
and apprehension of the problem of existence; a world
view which is nominally "empirical" but solves everything in abstractions and hollow balderdash . . . and
robs us of form and personality, and of the redeeming
thought of freedom . . .3°

"Er ziigelt die Selbstsucht, er opfert sich fur eine
Idee, er geht f reudestrahlend in den Tod; mit einem Worte:
er gehorcht dem selbst-gegebenen Gesetz, der Pflicht, er
bewahrt sich als autonom." Ibid . , 758

36

"Eine erstarkende rbmische Kirche auf der einen
Seite, die schon die Hand auf unsere Scnulen ausstreckt,
um das reine Gemiit aer Kinder auf immer mit ihrem jede
Freiheit tbtenden Gift zu impfen, unterstiitzt daoei von

•
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Compounding this menace in Chamberlain's
troubled mind
was the threat posed by inferior
races all over the world.

Projecting his resentments into a grandiose
paranoia,
Chamberlain portrayed Germanic culture as
endangered by
"a swarming population of tartarized
Russians/' while farther

away the "soulless yellow race" and the
"weakly mongrels"

(kraftlose Mischlingre

)

of Australasia and South America

were girding for the showdown.

Posing the greatest threat

of all were the "millions of blacks, poor
in intellect,

bestially inclined, who are even now arming for
pitiless
racial war."^
At home the greatest menace loomed from the labor

movement, which could prove as fatal to Germanic spiritual
freedom as the rising of the slaves had proved fatal to
Roman political freedom.

Unlike the peasant, who lived

close to nature and learnt from it daily, the worker,

Katholiken zweiter Gute, das heisst von Protestanten, die
nicht mehr protestieren, sondern sich biegen und biicken
und es Rom nachmachen, so erut es einer jammerlich verkrlippel ten
Inkonsequenz gelingen will; und auf der anderen Seite eine
angeblich empirisch-wissenschaf tliche Weltanschauung
die
in der Aufstellung und Erfassung des Problems des Daseins
hinter Thales zurucksrecan^en ist, eine Weltanschauung,
die angeblich 'empirisch ist, in Wirklichkeit aber alles
in Abstraktionen, in hohlem ;Vortkram auflbst
und nun
.
uns die Gestalt, die Fersbnlichkeit den einzig erlbsenden
Gedanken der Freiheit raubt." Ibid
69^-695.
1

1

,

1

.

.

,

.

,

37 "Wimmelndes

Kassenvolk t atarisier ter Russen;"
"seelenlose Gelben;" "die Hillionen der sich schon heute
schonungslosen Rassenkampf riistenden, freistig armen, im
Ibid
Af f ekte bestialischen Schwar zen "
695
.

.

,

zura

30?

torn from nature and corrupted by
the rationalistic doctrines
of

process and evolution disseminatea by

the press, had

lost all powers of independent judgment.
At present millions of such workers
obey a handful
of immigrant Jews, who find their
amusement and their
advantage in undermining the state which
has been
built up by the work and pain of centuries. 3&

Unconscious of the irony in his prophecy,
Chamberlain
warned that in the future these same workers
could obey
a different tyrant.

To protect the legacy of Germanic culture,
Chamberlain

advocated the rearing of a type of man supposedly
envisaged
by the German classicists.

According to Chamberlain,

Goethe had conceived of equality as the opportunity for

individual development in whatever direction an individual's
social and economic situation best permitted.

Invoking

the authority of Goethe, Chamberlain asserted that the function

of politics lay simply in the maintenance of order.

The

means by which this was accomplished were matters of

indifference

(

einerlei

).

In Chamberlain's view, Goethe

had wisely preferred a degree of despotism as most conducive
to

building character.

the slave are identical,

3o

The democratic revolutionary and

Chamberlain wrote, for both

"Heute gehorchen in Deutschland Millionen solcher
Arbeiter einer Handvoll zucrewanderter Juden, die ihre Unterhaltung und ihren Vorteil darin finden, den durch die
Arbeit und die Schmerzen von Jahrhunderten aufretnauerten
Staat zu unter prraben.
Ibid., 697.
11
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destroy personality, the basis of morality
and culture.
In the battle of redemption

(

Erlosungskampf

)

that Chamber-

lain proclaimed, Kant and Goethe were to
serve as models
and guides.

"59

It would be

tedious and unrewarding to trace all the

errors and contradictions in Chamberlain's exposition.

Even a publicist so sympathetic to Chamberlain as
Lienhard

expressed doubts that Kant or Goethe would have condoned

Chamberlain's racial attitudes. 40

In the light of National

Socialism, Chamberlain's tirades against modernity stand

indicted without further commentary.

T

V.

axing more dogmatic

than the theological doctrines he disparaged and more

sophistic than the rational doctrines he despised, Chamber-

lain's books serve as reminders of the uses of the personality
cult in defense of a social order battling against emerging

democracy.

As Georg Luka.cs has pointed out, Chamberlain's

works satisfied a need felt by certain members of the educated middle class.

Chamberlain addressed those who were

alienated and confused by the growing abstruseness and

specialization of science and by the seeming irrelevance
7Q

"^Chamberlain, Goethe, ?40ff.
Lienhard, Wege nach V/eimar, vol. Ill, 20C

t
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of traditional religion in an
era of rapid modernization. 41

Stripping science of its claim to
objective truth while
affirming its usefulness as long as

it did not transcend

vulgar empiricism., Chamberlain sought to
invalidate rationa-

lism as a mode of dealing with social and
political problems.
The convolutions of his

argents

notwithstanding, Chamberlain

offered grand simplification through the marriage
of narrow

positivism and virtually total subjectivism.

Invoking

Goethe's paradox, "All thinking is useless for thought"
(

£lles Menken

niitzt

zum Denken nichts ), 42 Chamberlain assured

his readers that they did not need to seek rational
solutions
to the problems of life.

At the same time he offered a

substitute religion of striking simplicity and practicality,
designed to unleash sacrificial ardor in the cause of

Germanic grandeur.

World War One would reveal the naked

ambitions that lay behind his plea for cultural reform.
7f i

Lukacs, Die Zerstbrune- der V ernunf

Chamberlain, Kant

,

253*

,

556.

,
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CHAPTER

XIII

THE POLITICS OF SELF- CONGRATULATION

:
"

CHAMBERLAIN

AS A LINK BETWEEN EMPIRE AND NATIONAL
SOCIALISM

I

His fame well-established when the Great War
broke
out, Chamberlain was asked by German friends
to address
a

pro-German appeal to his English compatriots in the
manner

of Thomas Carlyle in 1670.

Too estranged from his native

land to feel comfortable in such a role, Chamberlain

addressed himself instead to his German public in an
effort to justify the war as a selfless cultural crusade.

Anticipating the attitude later displayed by Hitler, who
in Me in Kampf would advocate an alliance with England,

Chamberlain was disappointed and outraged by England's
betrayal of racial solidarity in refusing to remain neutral
in the war.

Several of his diatribes against England were

translated into
war effort.

En(?li.sh to

bolster Germany's psychological

The British rovernment countered by issuinp-

an official version under the title, The Ravinp-s of a Rene -

gade

(1915)i thereby effectively mobilizing British opinion

asrainst Germany.

Probably as

a

result of this experience,

the German Foreicrn Office incurred Chamberlain's displeasure

by advisinc- against

purposes

1

vol.

m

the

the use of his pamphlets for propaganda

United States.

1

Chamberlain to Max von Baden, 19 March 1915, Brie f e

II,

299.
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Chamberlain's pamphlets, though inspired
by the transitory
passions of war, are worthy of scrutiny,
for they reveal

very clearly the frame of mind that led many
erstwhile

monarchists to become supporters of National
Socialism
after the war.

'

These pamphlets not only incited to hatred,

but provided a closely reasoned statement
of the policies

required

to

achieve the world dominance to which Germany

supposedly was entitled by the preeminence of her culture.
In its preoccupation with domestic political
reorganization,

the most important of these pamphlets, Politische Ideale

("Political Ideals"), reflected the primacy of internal

political considerations in the formation of German foreign
policy.

When Chamberlain now reiterated his oft-proclaimed

maxim, "Germany's rebirth can only take place from within," 2
he meant not only a moral regeneration but a political

restructuring as well, a restructuring in which all democratic forces would be effectively neutralized.

As in

his previous works, Chamberlain continued his quest for
an ideology to counteract the reformism of the left.

His practical recommendations anticipated Nazi objectives
in virtually every particular.

2

Chamberlain, Poli tische Ideale 92:
"Deutschlands
Wiederreburt kann nur von innen heraus erfolpen."
,

I

—

3
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More enthusiastically even than
Lienhard, Chamberlain

greeted the outbreak of World War

I

as the lonp-delayed

opportunity to insure both the dissemination
of Germanic
culture and the inner reforms required to
prosecute this
poal with success.

For him conservatism at home and im-

perialism abroad abetted each other in what
now seems a
vicious symbiosis.

In no uncertain terms Chamberlain

claimed for Germany the right to be number one:

Germany must become the first power in the world,
Germany can become the first power in the world/
and Germany— if she only wants to will become the
first power in the world.

—

Germany was not fighting against any particular peoples,
Chamberlain declaimed, but rather against the evil influence
of Mammon, which threatened to enslave mankind.
In a letter written in 1910, Chamberlain had identified
the internal enemy as democracy and socialism:

The historical Germany from Charlemagne to Bismarck
(emperor, princes, aristocracy, army, bureaucracy
in short, the whole taut, aristocratic administrative
organisation with great freedom of its parts and with
astonishing perpetuation of local character) has
been constantly opposed and threatened for the

"Deutschland muss die erste Macht der Welt werden,
Deutschland kann die erste Macht der Welt werden, und
Deutschland wird— wenn es nur will die erste Macht der
Welt werden." Chamberlain, Ideal und Macht 2nd ed.
(Munich:
F. Bruckmann, 1916), 35.

—

,

5

,
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past hundred years by university
theorists, democrats
demagogues, and-most recently- Jewish
socialism"

'

If the war had come ten years later,
Chamberlain said,
God might no longer have found a
warrior for his cause
on earth:

Germany was already walking at the edre of
the abyss
The excessive esteem of money, the
derision of all
ideal stirrings, the growing power of the
un-German
segment of the press, the systematic undermining
of respect for the monarchy, for the army,
for Christian
convictions
Perhaps this war will once be celebrated as Germany's rescue from mortal danger.
.

.

.

Hoping to strengthen public resolve in the face of
a

long war, Chamberlain asserted that a quick victory
might
have been fatal to Germany, for it would not have
insured
the

rebirth— "the purifying and steeling of

the soul"

—

that Chamberlain rerarded as essential to the cause of

human culture.

It was the duty of every German, Chamberlain

intoned, to believe in the cultural mission of his fatherland.

"Das von Karl dem Grossen bis Bismarck greschichtlich
gewordene Deutschland (Kaiser, Fiirsten, Adel, Heer, Beamten—
kurz, die g-anze straffe, arist o kratische administrative
Organisation bei grosser Freiheit sowohl der Telle wie der
Glieder und erstaunliche Wahrung lokaler Farbe) sieht sich
seit hundert Jahren bestandiK bekampft und bedroht von
Universitatstheoretikern Demokraten, Demap-Ofren und
neuerdings Judensozialismus.
Chamberlain to Graf L.
20 Feb. 1910, Briefe, vol. I, 190.
,

—

—

,

11

5

"Schon wandelte Deutschland am Pande des Abgrunds.
Die Hochschatzung des Geldes, die Verspottunpc aller idealen
Regung:en, die wachsende Macht des undeutschen Teiles der
Presse, die systematische Untergrabung der Verehrunix des
Konigtums, des Heeres, der christlichen Uberzeue:unp-en
Vielleicht wird einstens dieser Kriesc als Deutschlands
irettung aus tbdlicher Gefahr prepriesen werden." Chamoerlain,
Die Zuversicht (Munich:
F. Bruckmann, 1915), 11*
.

.

.
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Has it happened that as a result
of thousands of
years of development on this planet
Germany has become
an instrument of God, an
indispensable,
ep±aceaLle
instrument of God? . . . To thiss an»tli«Zirreplaceable
T answer
question
I
"Yes" 0

Leading fibres in German society had
long known the importance of Germany's cultural mission,
Chamberlain wrote,
bur,

only the war had provided the stimulus
necessary to

convert this missionary zeal into action.

"It may require

a series of wars," Chamberlain
predicted,

in order to overcome France, England, and
Russia and
to promote the reconstituting of Europe,
the onening
of Asia, the population of Africa, the
mastery" over
the yellow and black races to such a decree
that we
can speak of a "German peace" in the sense
that I
mean. f
'

Chamberlain's visions of a world dominated by Germanic
culture and power had emerged long before war-time
passions
gave them free play.

Although in his pre-war books his

imperialistic ambitions remained partly concealed behind
a philosophical mask, in his letters he had openly advocated
5

"1st es auf diesem Plane ten infolere jahr tausendlanger
Entwicklung dahin gekommen, dass Deutschland ein Werkzeug
Gottes, ein unentbehrliches ein unersetzliches Werkzeug
Gottes geworden ist? . . . Diese Frage be jane ich."
Ibid. , 15.
,

7

"Es kann eine Reihe von Kriegen erfordern, urn
Frankreich, England, und Russland so weit zu bewaltig-en
und urn die Konstituierung von Europa, das Auf schliessen
von Asien, die Besiedeluflg von Afrika, die Beherrschunsr
der Gelben und der Schwarzen so weit zu fbrdern, dass
von einem 'deutschen Frieden' in dem von mir eremeinten
Sinne die Rede sein kann." Chamberlain, Neue Kriegsauf satze (Munich:
F. Bruckmann, 1915), 89.

8

,
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German world domination.

Thus in Pol itische Ideale he

was able to quote verbatim from a
letter he had written
to Kaiser Wilhelm II in 1902:

Germany is destined to become the heart
of mankindevery other nation is now finally
eliminated
Of this I am firmly convinced:
Germany can succeed
in dominating the entire zlobe within
two centuries
Un part politically, in part indirectly
through
language, culture, methods) if she can be
made' to
adopt the "new course" neue Kurs early
enou-h,
and that means to bring the nation to a
final break
with Anglo-American ideals of government.
'

.

(

.

.

)

Although suspected by residents of Bayreuth
of spying
for the English at the outset of the war
(through a telescope

which he had acquired for astronomical observations),

Chamberlain had long since severed all ties of allegiance
to his homeland.

In his war-time attacks

on England he

revived allegations made more than a decade'
earlier in
letters to Kaiser Wilhelm.

Toward England and the United

States Chamberlain adopted a tone of moral superiority:
It is a painful privilege to love Germany the way
I love it.
How pleasant it would be to dance around

"Deutschland ist dazu bestimmt, das Herz der Menschheit zu werden; jedes andere Volk ist jetzt endgiiltig
ausgeschaltet
Deutscnland--dessen bin ich fest
uberzeugt kann innerhalb zweier Jahrhunderte dahin gelangen,
die gesamte Erdkusrel (teils unmittelbar politisch, teils
mittelbar, durch Sprache, Kultur, Methoden) zu beherrschen,
wenn es nur .eelingt, beizeiten den 'neuen Kurs' einzuschlagen
und das heisst, die Nation zum endeciiltitren Bruch mit den
angloamerikanischen Ree-ierungsidealen zu brin.^en."
Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, 20 Feb. 1902, Briefe vol. II,
158, 160; portions quoted in Pol itische Ideale 0^-85.

—

.

.

.

,

,

9

e
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the star-sparkled banner of the
dollar dynasties'
the °° rn En
to Burrender
himself
SLelf to the ecstasy of "Greater England"!

^i^n

*S?

On the other hand, in the pre-war
years Chamberlain had

enjoyed his status as an Englishman abroad,
protesting
against the ease with which English passports
(as well
as peerages) coula be obtained.

His English background

endeared him to the Anglophile Wilhelm II (a
grandson of
Queen Victoria), who frequently, though sometimes
incorrectly,
used English phrases to give his correspondence
with

Chamberlain a personal note.

Although he grew increasingly

critical of their editorial views over the years,
Chamberlain
read the London Times and its Literary Supplement
regularly,
not cancelling his subscription until after the start
of
the war.

Nature

,

He continued his subscription to the journal

however, asking his brother to collect his back

copies until the end of the war. 10

Chamberlain's attitude toward his native country

paralleled the political relations between Germany and
England in the years before the war.

The growing naval

9

"Es ist ein schmerzliches Vorrecht, Deutschland so
zu lieben, wie ich es liebe.
Wie angenehm ware es, urn
das Sternenbanner der Dollardynastien zu tanzenl
Wie bequem
fiir den eeborenen Enprlander, sich dem Taumel des 'rreater
England* hinzutceben " Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, k Feb.
vol. II, 168.
1903, Brief
!

,

10

Chamberlain to Basil Hall Chamberlain, 30 Oct. 191^,
Briefe, vol. I, 259.

2

1

1
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and commercial rivalry between the two
countries in the

first decade of the twentieth century
was reflected in

Chamberlain's letters.

Rationalizing this rivalry in cul-

tural terms, Chamberlain plied Kaiser
Wilhelm with assurances
of German superiority.

The differences between Schiller

and Byron exemplified for Chamberlain the gap in
cultural

potential between the two nations.

Although their talents

were equal, Schiller's work displayed construct!
veness
(

Aufbauen )

(

Festgegriindetsein

a soaring spirit

,

) ,

(

Emporf liegen )

,

a firm footing

moral responsibility, and fervent

love of his country, while Byron's work was characterized
by destructiveness
(

Auflbsung )

country.

1

(

Niederreissen )

,

frivolity, dissolution

egotism, and cynical derision of his own

,

"The highest thoughts," Chamberlain wrote to

Kaiser Wilhelm, "of which the human intellect is presently
capable, can only find adequate expression in the German

language!" 1

Assuring Kaiser Wilhelm that no other culture

was entitled to equal status

(

gleicnberecntigt

) ,

Chamberlain

expressed his hope that Germany would also achieve top

1

vol.

Chamberlain to 'Wilhelm II, k Feb. 1903, Brief e

,

II, 171.

12

"Die hochsten Gedanken, deren der Menschengeist
heute fahig ist, kbnnen nur in der deutschen Sprache einen
adaquaten Ausdruck finden." Ibid., 172.
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rank among nations politically.

1

^

Kaiser Wilhelm, who

occasionally worked Chamberlain's
ideological suggestions
into his

spew^ tM

m******* trChMkwfelaU

panegyrics by praising "that admirable

^ ^.^

•

I

providence has endowed you for the good
of your fellow men:
namely, the gift of finding the
right external form for
the thoughts which preoccupy and
permeate us." 14

While in 1914 Chamberlain claimed (not
without a degree
of retrospective idealization) to have
loved Victorian

England, he blamed Edward VII for having so
demoralized
the country during his ten-year reign that
she could

brazenly violate justice by declaring war on Germany. 15
Although he praised the English for their reserve,
helpfulness,
and sensitivity in personal relations, Chamberlain
charged
that money and power had become Britain's dominant
ideals.
The Norman invasion in 1066 and her transition from an

agricultural to a commercial and seafaring nation in the
13

vol.

Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, 27 March 1903, Brief e,

II, 210.

"Jene bewundernswerte Eigenschaft, womit die
Vorsehung Sie zum Heil Ihrer Kitmenschen auserestatte t
hat, namlich die Gabe
flir die Gedanken, welche uns beschaftigen und durchziehen, die rechte aussere Form zu
finden." Wilhelm II to Chamberlain, 16 Feb. 1903, Brief e,
vol. II, 188-189.
,

Chamberlain to Graf Fiickler, 18 Sep. 1914, Brief e
vol.

I,

245.

,

^

e
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sixteenth century marked the historical
sta.es in Chamberlain's account of Britain's moral
and cultural decline.
In contemporary Britain
intellectual pursuits were down-

graded in favor of sports

(

Sportidiotisrr.us

)

.

while students

in their early teens already chose
their courses of study

solely on the basis of the earning
power such training
would afford.

For Chamberlain, the popular contraction
of

the British Association (for the
Advancement of Science)

into British Ass illustrated the degree to
which educated

persons were suspect in England (unless they
happened also
to be rich.)

Yet in an apologia written to his brother

several months after the outbreak of the war, Chamberlain

acknowledged that his ardor about Germanic culture could
not fail but appear ludicrous to a person with a good

sense of humor.

Although he denounced democracy, Chamberlain at the
same time denied that Britain enjoyed a truly democratic

system.

According to Chamberlain, the English

king:

had

been degraded to a mere puppet (unless, like Edward VII,
he could compensate for his loss of power through skillful

intrigue), while political power rested with an aristocracy

Chamberlain to nasil hall Chamberlain, 30 Oct.
vol. I, 262; hriersauf satze 11th ed. (Munich:
191^, Brief
F. Bruckmann, 1915), 19, 46; Politische ldeale, 62.
,

,

8

8

•
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increasingly based on wealth.

The British system supposedly

represented a government by committee
from which kin* and
people were excluded.
Chamberlain's criticism of individual
monarchs did not, however, affect his defense
of monarchy
as the most desirable system of government:

monarchy was

the most productive ana creative system
because it encouraged

the popular mind to endow their ruler
with the highest

Qualities of character.

1

^

The vaunted English ideal of freedom represented

for Chamberlain only a battle-cry in the historical
struggle

between aristocracy and royalty, as if freedom consisted
of the privilege of toppling the prime minister
according
to whim.

Yet according to Chamberlain the British aristocracy

did not constitute a racial elite, but merely an inter-

changeable social caste to which money could always provide
entry.

American democracy represented an even more blatant

form of plutocracy in which votes could be openly bought
by political candidates.

Here,

too,

democracy served as a

facade to conceal anarchy and wanton individualism

haft e El nzelw.il lkiir )

,

(

f revel -

the most destructive effects of wnich

could only be prevented by the despotic power of whatever

president happened to be in office.

17

1

Chamberlain, Foli tische Iaeale

1

Chamberlain claimed

.

7^;

Krieg-s-.uf satze

Chamberlain, Politische Ideale, 37, 72; Kriersauf satze
15f f
,

,

15ff«
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to be quoting an American
acquaintance when he wrote, a
•

year before American en-try into the
war:
£fhe U. s/7 is a satanic whirlpool Hexen
kessel
in
whicn all the contradictions of the
world, all the
greed, all the envy, all the lust brew and
bubblea wild struggle of millions of
egotistic, ignorant
persons without ideas, ideals, or tradition,
without
unifying customs, without any capacity for
sacrificean atomistic chaos, without any true
national power J9
(

) .

Having assured Kaiser wilhelm as early as
1903 that the

•

United States was a country without a future,
whose cultural

sterility would become plain as soon as the influx of

population from Europe ceased, Chamberlain displayed
that
grievous underestimation of American strength to which
Hitler would also succumb. 20
While Anglo-Saxons allegedly sacrificed culture to

practical considerations, Germans simplified practical
life in order to promote culture.

In 1903 Chamberlain

had already written to Kaiser Wilhelm of the need for
a more ripid organisation of the state:

19

"Unser Land ist ein teuflischer Hexenkessel, in
dem alle Widerspriiche der Welt, alle Gier, aller Neid,
alle Geliiste brauen und brodeln, ein wilder Kampf millionenfacher Egoismen unwissender, ideen- und idealloser Menschen
ohne Tradition, ohne einigende Sitten, ohne alle Aufopferungs
fahip-keit, ein atomistisches Chaos, dem keine wahre
Kationalkraf t zukommt." Chamberlain, Ideal una Kacht 2t>-2h,
,

20

Chamberlain to Wilhelm II,

k Feb.

1903, vol. II, 169.

e

e
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Germany can only outdo An^lo- AmerS
canism by pursuing
an entxrely different method:
by proceedings a closed
°
unit— disciplined and methodological
.21
In a letter to the future German
chancellor, Prinz Max

von Baden, a month after the outbreak
of war, Chamberlain

expressed hope that the war would provide the
catalyst
for the elimination of the Reichstag, an
institution allegedly
imported from En-land and France. 22 Although
Cnamberlain

was forced by war-time censorship to refrain from
public

discussion of boundary revisions (he favored limited
annexations
to obtain more

defensible boundaries), no objection was

raised to his attacks on the Reichstag.

Nor were these

attacks provoked solely by impending defeat; launched a
month after the outbreak of war in an article entitled,

"Deutschland als fiihrende Weltraacht" ("Germany as the Leading
World Power"), Chamberlain's anti-parliamentary campaign
formed an integral part of his war effort.

Analysing its etymological origins, Chamberlain equated
parliament with a cnatterbox

(

Schwatzbude

the most capable persons were elected,

who happened to possess a

erift

) ,

to which not

but rather those

for public speaking.

The

21

"Dem Anploamerikanismus kann Deutschlana nur dadurch
den Rang ablaufen, dass es eine vollig andere Methode
verfolgt und als geschlossene Einheit diszipliniert und
methodisiert auftritt." Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, 4 Feb.
vol. II, 160.
1903, Brief

—

,

22

vol.

Chamberlain to Max von Baden, 22 Sep. 191^» Brie f

II, 249.

,
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mass psychosis that made individual
representatives vote

against their better judgment, and the
tyranny exercised
by a majority, no matter how narrow,
constituted insuperable

obstacles to effective government.

"Compared to the tyranny

of a parliamentary majority," Chamberlain
wrote, "Genghis Khan

is an anrrel of God to me." 2 ^

Thanks to the persistence of

the various German chancellors and the
2undosrat

,

the upper

legislative chamber consisting of the appointed
representatives of the German states, all achievements since
1670 had
been made despite the resistance of the Reichstag.
The most pernicious alien influence ( Auslanderei is
)
the belief in the indisputable dignity ana decisive
significance of popular assemblies elected by universal
suffrage:
on this Germany will yet go to ruin, if
a complete change in public opinion does not take
place in time. 24

Yet predictably, Chamberlain defended that bulwark of

agrarian conservatism, the Prussian Diet (elected by a
system in which the v/eight of a man's vote depended on
his wealth):

mass passions could not exercise their

hypnotic effect in this chamber, because concrete interests,
not merely opinions, were here represented. 2

''

23

"Neben der Tyrannei einer Kammermehrheit ist mir
Dschengis-Khan ein Gottesenerel . " Chamberlain, Pol iti sche
Ideale 60.
,

24

"Die vercierblichste Auslanderei ist der Glaube an die
unanf echtbare Wurde und die ausschlapr/rebende Bedeutuncr uer
aus allgemeinem V/ahlrecht hervorfrepanprenen olksvertre tunren
daran wird Deutschland noch zu Grunde e-ehen, wenn nicnt
beizeiten eine vollkommene Umwanalunr in aer offentlichen
Meinuntr stattf indet . "
Ibid., 62.
u

25

Ibid., 64.

:

Dismissing Pronation'

s

famous maxim, "Property is

theft," as a logical absurdity, since
there could be no
theft except where property was recognized,
Chamberlain

contended that private property represented
an advanced
stage in the development of human dignity.

Foreboding;

Nazi railing against "Jewish" finance
capitalism, Chamber-

lain argued that land ownership, not the possession
of
money, formed the true foundation of the state
des Staates).

(

Grundfeste

Since it recognized no fatherland, moneyed

wealth represented a threat to the state.
The enduring cultivation of the soil, in which every
generation inherits from previous generations and
accumulates for coming generations:
this is the prototype of every constructive cultural activity. 26

According: to Chamberlain, property guaranteed constancy
(

Stetigkeit

)

and permanence

(

Dauer

)

,

the main conditions

of an effective state.

Contrary to the claims of theorists of social contract,
from Locke to Rousseau, it was not man who invented the
state, but the state that made the man.

Arguing that man

without a state would be an animal, Chamberlain adjudged
25

"Die verharrende Bearbeitung des Erdbodens, wo
jedes Geschlecht von den vergangenen Geschle chtern erbt
und fur die kommenden aufstapelt:
das ist das urbild
.
jeder aufbauenden Kulturtatigkeit "
Ibid , 5*f.
.
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policies according to their
usefulness in promoting the
permanence and stability of the state.
Hence Chamberlain
favored monarchy as a form of government.
"Whoever speaks
of a republic in Germany," he
fumed durinr the war, "belongs
on the gallows.
of life." 27

The monarchic ideal is here the
holy law

The historian Gerd-Klaus Kaltenbrunner
has

depicted Chamberlain somewhat misleadingly
as a foe of the
establishment, opposed as much to the traditional
conservatism
of throne and altar as to liberalism and
democratic socialism. 28

But Chamberlain criticized traditional
institutions in

Germany only because they no longer seemed to
provide

a

secure

bulwark against the left.
Like so many other German intellectual figures,

Chamberlain regarded the war as a stru^f-le against the

seditious ideals of the French Revolution. 29
Chamberlain, liberte

,

egalitl

According to

and fraternite pointed the

,

way to chaos, for they contradicted truths of nature.
27

"Wer von Republik in Deutschland redet rrehort an
den Galgen.
Das monarchische Ideal ist hier heiliges
Gesetz des Lebens." Ibid . 76.
,

28

Kaltenbrunner, "Wahnfried und die Grundlagen,"
Propheten des Nationa] ismus 106.
,

29

Chamberlain, Politische Ideale 28ff
see also
Klemens von Klemperer, Germany s New Connerva tism
Its
History and Dilemma in the Twenti eth Century (Princeton,
N. J.:
Princeton University Press, 1957), ^7-69.
,

.

;

1

;

1
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These values represented "simply
Gallic impertinence,

nothing more; impertinence born of
shallow thought paired
wxth unbridled desire.
Kan

&

helpless and dependent.

is not born

^^

He can exist only in a community

in which his inborn egotism

(

Eigensucht

)

is curbed.

Freedom should not form the starting point

(

Ausgangspunkt

)

of social and political organisation,
as in revolutionary

doctrine, but rather the result of such
organisation.
Only a strong state can guarantee the unlimited
moral

freedom of the individual.

True freedom does not consist

of the rifrht to walk on grass (if this is
prohibited), but
in a lack of desire zo do so.

have no freedom"

(

Citing Luther's "Flesh shall

Fleisch soil keine Freiheit haben ),

Chamberlain argued that true freedom exists only where

persons respect social and ethical norms without coercion.^ 1
In claiming that a political egalitarian must believe

that all men are born with equal abilities, Chamberlain
set up a straw man that he could easily demolish.

Egali-

tarians wrongly invoked Rousseau, Chamberlain wrote, for

Rousseau had maintained, not that persons were equal by
nature, but only that they suffered least from inequality

"Einfach gallische Frechheit, weiter nichts;
Frechheit, geboren aus schalem Denken, gepaart mit ziigel
losem Begehren." Ibid
30.
.

31

,

Chamberlain, kriegsauf satze

,

20, 22.
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in a primitive state.

reveal the inequality

Since social institutions
necessarily
o.f

their individual members, revolu-

tionaries must demand the dissolution
of all institutions
if they wish to remain consistent.

Fraternite can not form the starting point
of the
state, either, for a state can only be
based on duty
if it is to function effectively.

For Chamberlain, liberte,

egalite, and fraternite represented only
negative values:
the right not to obey authority, not to
show respect

(ghrerbietung) toward superiors, and not to love or
tolerate
those who think differently.

The consequence of such atti-

tudes, as borne out by the French devolution, must
inevitably
be tyranny, mediocrity,

and heartlessness

.

If Germany

was to avoid such a fate, it must develop new ideals.
The old ideals no longer suffice for Germany; even
the splendid loyalty to the king of the Prussian
aristocracy of the sword is no longer relevant in
Bismarck's Germany; even less adequate are the other
particularist residues from a beautiful past age. 32
Mapping- out the coming transition to fascism, Chamberlain

recommended a reorganisation of the state on the model
of the army, which had proven its worth in the war.

32

"Die alten Ideale geniigen ihm nicht; selbst die
herrliche ivbnipstreue des preussischen Schwertadels steht
in keinem lebendigen Verhaltnis zum Deutschland Bismarck's,
noch wenisrer tun es die anderen par tiKularistischen
Uberreste aus schbner alter Zeit." Chamberlain, ?oli Lische
Ideale 39-^C.
,

328

As Germany had not yet become
democratized, Chamberlain
felt confident that such a
transition could be achieved
by maintaining a war-time regimen
after the war as well.

This is the road that Germany must
continue to take
in peacetime as well, in ever more
complete organisation'
the individual free within, totally
society as a whole delivered from the
thousand in hibitions of inherited antediluvian
democratic hallucinations, ready to construct a conscious,
planned,
scientific future out of the present.
If Germany
does this, then it will overcome all
obstacles and—
to the salvation of mankind— become
the predominant
world power, wnich means: she will
fulfill her Godgiven destiny. 33

•mmUdSKST

Applying vulgar empiricism to political doctrine,
Chamberlain argued that nature, not theory, must
serve as the
guide to man's future.

Nature teaches mankind that unequal

parts are essential to the creation of an organic
Gestalt

.

His cooptation of socialist vocabulary notwithstanding,

Chamberlain dismissed plans as futile,

napoleon had

failed during a moment of great opportunity because he
had pursued only plans, not ideals.

^

"Dies ist der Wee:, auf dem Deutschland weiter
wandeln muss, auch in Friedenszeiten in immer vollkommener
Organisation: der Einzelne innerlich frei, ausserlich
genau aneregliedert die Gesamtheit erlbst aus den tausend
Hemmunpren vorsintf lutlicner demokratischer £rbzwan£svorstellunfren zu bewusst planvollem, wissenschaf tlich sicheren
Aufbau der aus der Gesrenwart zu srestaltenden Zukunft. Tut
das Deutschland, dann wird es alle riindernisse iiberwinden
und der Welt zum Heil die vorherrschende V/eltmacht werden,
das heisst:
es wird seine gotttregebene Bestimmun?r erfiillen."
Chamberlain, Die Zuversicht 20-21.
,

;

—

—

,

3^

Chamberlain,

I

olitische Ideale

,

26, 72.

-

e

"

,
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Chamberlain envisaged a totally administered
corporative
state in which estates, not parties,
would form the units
of political organisation. 35 He
rejected a party system
on the grounds that a person could
compromise his interests,

but never his convictions, if he wished
to remain true to

himself.

Ignoring their function as interest groups,

Chamberlain argued that parties always espouse
specific
doctrines, thereby perpetuating disunity.

Echoing the techno-

cratic (though not the egalitarian) ideal of
Saint-Simon,

Chamberlain contended that policy must be determined
by
competent specialists who would guide the state with

efficiency and impartiality.

"There shall be no politics

in its current sense in the new Germany," Chamberlain

wrote; "statecraft will take its place." 36
a

Warning that

military victory alone would not insure the victory of

Germanic ideology, Chamberlain called for an "impetuous ana

ruthless Germanic man" to lead the fight against the forces
of sedition and permissiveness, which were undermining the

state from within. 37

35 Chamberlain
vol.

to J. F. Lehrcann, 26 Aug. 1916, Brief

,

II, 35.

•^Chamberlain, Poxitische Ideale 112:
"Politik im
heutigen Sinne soil es im neuen Deutschlana nicht reben;
an ihre Stelle tritt Staatskunst
,

.

"Unecestiimen und riicksichtslosen germanischen Hann."
Chamberlain, Die Zuversi cht 21.

,
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An iron broom must sweep in
Germany:
whoeve- ha<the courage to wield it will
find 111 P
Zl/r forces
V0 P
l0rCes
(Krafte des Volkes ) behind him. 38

Chamberlain confidently expected the
war to 'liberate'
the working class from its
commitment to socialism, the strength
of which lay in" the size and quality
of its membership,
not in its program.

He accused communists of being
ultra-

reactionaries who wished to turn back the
clock
historic times. 39

to pre-

At the same time he reiterated his
belief,

already stated in the Foundations

,

that economic privations

have remained largely constant throughout
history.

"That many must become poor for one person
to become rich
is obvious," he wrote in 1695;

"nor do

I

find this a special

misfortune, for wealth does not confer happiness.'* 40

According to Chamberlain, the plight of modern workers
lay not in their poverty, but in their alienation
from

nature.

Only a superior mind could compensate for the

loss of bearing resulting from separation from nature.
5B

"Ein eiserner Besen muss in Deutschland auskehren:
wer den Mut hat, ihn zu fiihren, wird alle Krafte des Volkes
hinter sich finden." Chamberlain, Politische Ideale 101.
,

39
-^
Ibid

.

,

70.

"Das viele arm werden miissen, darait einer reich wird,
liegt auf der Hand; ich finde es auch kein besonderes
Unsrluck, denn Seichtum gibt kein Gliick."
Chamberlain to
Alicehie, 5 Nov. 1895, Brief e vol. I, 32.

e

,
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Presaging fascism, Chamberlain hoped
that the workers'
movement of the future would end
their rebellion by
reintegrating workers in a social order
patterned on
natural models.
In keeping with his denunciation
of war-profiteering,

Chamberlain refused to accept renumeration
for his wartime pamphlets,

turning over his royalties to a local

army commander for use as he saw fit. 41

Wishing to aid the

war cause in every way possible, Chamberlain
overcame his

distaste for journalism to become an editor of
the journal

Deutschlands Erneuerung; ("Germany's Renewal"),
founded by
the nationalist publisher Julius Friedrich
Lehmann (l86*f-

1938) in 1917.

"I am very much interested in this,"

Chamberlain wrote to Lehmann, although he had declined
to join in the

the war,

founding of a similar periodical before

"as long as

I

may believe that it will proceed

in a German-practical-ideal-unreserved

way."

(

rucksichtslos )

The editorial board included the publicist

Heinrich Class (1868-1953), head of the Pan-German League,
41

Brief

,

Chamberlain to Generalmajor Hagen, 30 Dec. 191^,
vol.

I,

27^.

"Es interessiert mich sehr, sobald ich flauben darf,
dass es deutsch-praktisch-ideal-riicksichtslos zugehen soil."
Chamberlain to Lehmann, 22 Apr. 1916, Brief e vol. II, Ik.

which Chamberlain joined in
1916.

founding Deutschiands Erneuerung

At the time of its
.

whicn continued publi-

cation until the end of World
War II as one of the leading
periodicals of the volkisch movement,
served as a vehicle
for publicists who sought to channel
war-time patriotism
into support for conservative political
objectives.

Handi-

capped by declining health, Chamberlain's
role consisted

primarily in lending the prestige of his name
to the new
journal.

His occasional contributions included a
paean

to Adolf Hitler in January, 1924.

Although disappointed by the ignominious end of
the
war and by the revolution that followed, Chamberlain
re-

tained the unflagging optimism that made his works so
useful to the Nazis.

Writing a month after the end of the

war, Chamberlain reaffirmed his belief in Germany's
mission

Faith in German character, in what we will call the
German idea Deutschredanke ) is for me a part of
my faith in God.
I am unswervingly convinced, now
as ever, that God has permitted the German to grow
and develop for the salvation of all mankind. ^3
(

.

Proclaiming hope as a duty, Chamberlain denounced the
defeatism of Oswald Spengler's Decline of the West (1918).

—

k~3

"Der Glaube an deutsches Wesen, an das, was wir den
Deutschgedanken nennen wollen, gehbrt fur mich als ein
Bestandteil zu meinem Gottesglauben. Ich nabe aie unerschlit terliche Uberzeugung nacn wie vor--dass Gott den
Deutschen fur edle Zwecke der ganzen Menschheit zum Heile
hat werden und wachsen lassen.'
Chamberlain to Freiherr
von Seckendorff, 2k Dec. 19l8 Brief e vol. II, 62.
1

f

,
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"With the word 'West' the racial idea
is to be undermined,"

Chamberlain charged, "and witn the word
'decline' all hope
is to be cut off."

He also aerated idealists who
thought

that defeat had restored the Germany
of Kant and Goethe.
The fate of

the"

German classicists depended on German

political fortunes, for unless the German

lan<ruar;e

became

widely disseminated throughout the world, their
works
would in the future only be studied by a handful
of scholars.

Acceding to the demands of cultural nativists, Chamberlain
substituted German expressions for foreirn terms in
the
second edition of Goethe in 1918.^

Convinced that Germany had been defeated only from
within, Chamberlain perpetuated fantasies of a German

military victory.

If Admiral Tirpitz had been chancellor

and Hindenburg and Ludendorff had headed the -Keichswehr

from the start of the war, peace would have been signed
in Paris in 191k.

Chamberlain's anti-Semitism, restrained

P "Mit

dem Worte 'Abendland' soil der ^.asserredanke
untergraben und mit dem Worte Untererangr alles Hoffen
abgeschnitten werden." Chamberlain, Drei Vorworte 19.
'

,

'

,

45
vol.

Chamberlain to Dr. Wildpcrube,

3 Jan.

II, 65.

Chamberlain, Goethe
kl

,

ix.

Chamberlain, Lrei Vorworte, 12.

1919, Brief e

,

e

,
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for the sake of unity during
the war,

reeled

with a

vengeance in the period of
political unrest that followed.
While in England and France
the Jews had been among
the
best of patriots, in Germany
they had been permitted to
capture power despite their unpatriotic
attitude.
Whereas
in the past he had advocated
cultural separatism, Chamberlain now called for the abrogation
of Jewish political
•

•

rights as well, thereby anticipating a
key point in tne

National Socialist program.^ 8

In his efforts to justify

discriminatory policies against Jews, Chamberlain
now
gave at least partial credence to conspiracy
theories

which he would earlier have dismissed as
unfounded:

Whether there really is a Jewish secret covenant,
which has set as its consciously pursued goal the
physical, mental, and moral destruction of the IndoEuropean ana his culture, I do not know; I believe
rhe
mere instinct of this plastic demon of the
defeneration
of mankind (as Richard Warner calls it), bred
through
thousands of years, suffices; the more so since here,
as everywhere else, tneir direct business interests
accord with this goal. ^9
£B

Chamberlain to

J.

v.

Uexkull

,

8 Jan.

1919, Brief

,

vol.

"Ob es wirklich einen jiidischen Geheimbund sribt,
der sich die leibliche, geistisre und sittliche Zerstdrung
des lndoeuropaers und rait ihm seiner ivultur zum bewusst
verfolgten Ziele fesetzt nat, weiss ich nicht; ich glaube,
der blosse Instinkt dieses durch Jahrtausenden greziichteten
plastischen Damons des Verfalls der henschheit, wie
Richard Wagner ihn nennt, s:enugt; urn so menr, da hier,
wie sonst uberall, seine unmittelbaren Geschaf tsinteressen
sich mit jenera Ziele decken." Chamberlain, I-iensch und Gott,
18.
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Scoffing at sentimental doctrines
of humanity

(

Humanitats -

duselei), Chamberlain preached
xenophobia as a nc-cossary
precondition of self-love.

Charting the course from empire to
Third Reich, Chamberlain's works provide valuableinsight into the social
and ideological origins of National
Socialism in the first
.

decades of the twentieth century.

The confident self-

glorification of The Foundations reached
its denouement in
the desperate and pathelogical chauvinism
of National

Socialism as conservatives battled to retain
control of a
society in the tnroes of modernization.

Chamberlain's

war-time pamphlets suggest the importance in this
transition
of a war originally welcomed by conservatives
as a means to

cement their social control.

With the foresight of a par-

ticipant rather than an observer, Chamberlain predicted
the coming of the Third Reich and of the Second
World War,

though vanity clouded his vision of its disastrous end.
If Chamberlain misjudged Hitler, it was not his politics
he

misjudged, but only his chances of ultimate success.
When he attributed to Hitler powers born of cosmos, not
of chaos, he meant in effect that he did not think Hitler would
go down in defeat.

Nor aid Chamberlain's rejection of

politics signify a renunciation of imperialistic aims.
"This non-politics should be frankly professed," he wrote

e

to Hitler,

"and forced upon the world
With might. "50

For Chamberlain nothing better
confirmed the Tightness
of the Hitler movement than
General Ludendorffs decision
to join it.

In search all his life for a
way to contain

threatening change, Chamberlain found
in ,azism the hope
and comfort which monarchism could
no longer provide.
50

1656 Ni ht " P° litik mtisste freimuti.r
bekannt und
f
mit M
K?
Macht aer welt
aufgedrungen werden." Chamberlain to
Hitler, 7 Oct. 1923, Brief
vol. II, 125.
,
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CHAPTER
CONCLUSION:

XIV

THE DEBASEMENT OF IDEALISM

A comparison of the three protagonists
of this study

reveals a numbe- of conspicuous similarities
between them.

Members of a generation that came of age in
the period
following German unification, each in his way
sought to
perpetuate the heroic aspirations and errandeur
of the
Grunderzeit.

Childhood memories of the brilliant military

ana political successes of 1870-1871 impeded their
adjustment
to mundane reality ever after.

The loss of their mothers

early in life may have abetted a life-long preoccupation
with an eternal realm where death and bereavement had
lost their Sting.

Moreover, all three men remained

childless, as if to symbolize their orientation toward
the past.

Germans by choice and circumstance rather than

by birth, Lienhard and Chamberlain

(though not Stein)

reflected in their works the conflict of nationalities
in disputed or mixed areas such as Alsace and Austria.
In summary, this study has described the misuse of
a cultural tradition.

It is not German idealism that

stands indicted by the course of twentieth-century German
history, but rather the exploitation of idealism as a

rationale for imperialistic and reactionary policies.
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Tc be sure, this idealist
tradition lent itself readily
to exploitation by publicists
who wished to circumvent

rather than confront the realities
of modernization.
But to interpret National Socialism
as a necessary conse-

quence of Germany's idealist tradition
is to accept the

arguments of the very publicists whose
judgments we rightly
impugn.
To hold German idealism accountable
for Nazi
crimes is as absurd (or as justifiable) as
to attribute

Stalinist atrocities to Marxism, or American
excesses
in Indochina to liberalism.
It is not idealism, but idealization that is
fraught

with political dangers.

Indeed, a degree of idealism is

indispensable for any constructive social or political
critique, for it is impossible effectively to criticize
what is without having some vision of what ought to be.

Idealization, on the other hand, thwarts self-criticism
and fosters self -congratulation by sanctifying existing

conditions.

Idealization breeds false consciousness by

camouflaging realities (and preventing realistic analysis)
and thereby making these realities difficult or impossible
to recognize.

Insofar as idealization misrepresents

reality, it constitutes a surrender of intellectual integrity

This study has delineated the degeneration of idealism
into the idealization of conservative and nationalist

interests.

In Heinrich von Stein we have seen the beginnings
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of intellectual abdication,

the cast of mind that
inclined

toward righteousness rather than
truthfulness, toward

self-deception and self-congratulation
rather than selfknowledge and self-criticism. Friedrich
Lienhard entirely
eschewed the intellectual rigors of
philosophical idealism
in favor of moral evangelism and
social and cultural

elitism.

Feigning disinterest in political affairs,

Lienhard preached a quasi-religious doctrine
designed

primarily to prevent social and political
cnange.

In

Chamberlain's career ana in his works the fatal
subervience
of intellect to power and authority is most
clearly evident.

Branding progressive doctrines and their adherents
as
bestial and animalistic, Chamberlain employed the
language
and dualistic structure of Platonic idealism to develop
an elaborate apologia for the interests of the German
state

and its rulers.

In the case both of Lienhard ana Chamberlain,

the convulsions of the First World War exposed the
political

motives behind their idealist rhetoric.

Apologists for the use of power rather than critics
of its misuse, Lienhard and Chamberlain represented a

paradoxical but frequent type:
intellectual.

the intellectual as anti-

Perhaps the most important lesson

to

be

drawn from this study is the peril of abandoning the critical

function inherent in intellectual activity in order to
purvey the ideology of a nation, a state, or other bureau-

3^0

cratic body in which power and
autnority are vested.
Posing as the defenders of true
culture and true science,
Lienhard and Chamberlain denigrated
most of the outstanding
cultural and scientific achievements
of their day.

Their animus against democracy led
them to deny the possibility of cultural or intellectual
achievement in an egalitarian social order— a prejudice
which the history of
thought does not appear to warrant.
What conclusions may we draw from
this study of the

ideological climate in wnich fascism and
National Socialism
could thrive?

Ironically, in view of Nazi indifference
to

moral scruples, the ideological antecedents
of National

Socialism are not to be found in preachments of
spontaneity, amorality, self-indulgence, cultural
decaaence,
or political anarchism, but rather in the
intellectual

reaction to such "permissive" and excessively democratic
precepts.

The works of Lienhard and Chamberlain repre-

sent the triumph of squeamishness

,

of resentment, of

purism and moral intolerance, of the need for rigid control
and total order.

It is precisely in such an atmosphere

of moral absolutes that the ends could be viewed as

justifying any means.

Too convinced of their own virtue,

these vblkisch ideologues lacked the moral understanding
that could come only from insight into their own nature

and the nature of their society.

The ideological road

to National Socialism was
paved not by I.'ietzschean self-

awareness and self-overcoming, but
by vblkisch selfcongratulation.

.
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